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Preface 

The chapters in this book were originally presented in 1990-91 at the sminar 
"Soviet Central. Asia in Historical Perspective,'" part of the John M. Ofin Critical 
Issues Seminar Series at the Hmard University Russian Research Center, made 
possible by a generous grant from the John M. Olin Foundation, which has fur- 
ther supported the peparation of the manuscript for pubIication, The chapters 
were written by scholafs representing a variety of fields and disciplines. 

Many people have helped in the preparation of this work. In planning 
and executing the seminar, I worked togther with J m e s  Critchlow; Alexandra 
Vacroux shared in both the organization of the seminar and the editing of the 
manuscript until her departure for Moscow at the end of 1991, Colleagues both 
at the Russian Research Center and elsewhere have h e n  generous with their 
heIp. I want to thank particularly Carol Saivetz and tubomyr Hajda for their 
advice, and Boris Rurner, Joseph Berliner, and Daniel MulhoIland for useful 
criticisms and suggestions. Mary Towle facilitatd this project as she did all 
projects connected with the Russian Research Center during her long tenure 
there. Finally I want to thank three very able typistslformatters who have 
worked on the manuscript at digerent stages in its preparation: Amy Randall, 
Kim Thomas, and most particulafly Alan Fortescue, who has presided wih un- 
Gagging good humor over the difficulties of the final prepafation. 

Systems of Tmscrfptlon 
No work on Cen6ral Asia is complete without some discussion of transcription. 
For Russian we have used a sIightly mdified fonn of the Library of Congress 
system. The same is true of Cenbal Asian languages written in the Cyrillic al- 
phabet. For tems and names of Arabic, Persian, Turkic, or M o n ~ l i a n  origin a 
system both consistent and easiIy comprehensible is more dificult to achieve. 

For t ems  that have entered the Ellglisb language, we have used spllings 
found in Mrebsferk dictionary, such as "ulema'hd 'bufti." Arabic tems not 
found in the dictionw am given in classicat Arabic Wanscription, minus dia- 
critics, without regard to modern pronunciation, which varies from place to 
place. For other names and terms, the aim has been to use the most common 
f o m  and that which best represents the current pronunciiltion. We have chosen 



not to retain the Cyrillic rendering of Persian and Turkic words, which some- 
times obscures the actual pronunciation or the original splEing: thus we write 
R.Iubamad instead of Mukhamad, Leninabad instead of Leninobod, and so on, 
Where possible we have tried to retain a consistent rendition of names and terns 
thoughout the book; the exceptian to this is eases where post-independence re- 
publics have decreed changes, as in the cl~ange from Kirgizia to Kyrgyzstan; we 
use the new form only for the post-independence period. 

Beatrice F: M m z  
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Introduction 

Beatrice F. Manz 

The break-up of the Soviet Union has brought the world to look again at Centrat 
Asia, with new pempeetives and new questions. For many years it bad seemed 
unnecessary to inquire about Central Asia's place in the world. Whekher will- 
ingly or nor, this region made up part of two great multinational empires-the 
USSR in the west and the PRC in the east. The question &dressed was Its place 
in these states. For many years Soviet Central Asia was seen as a backward col- 
onized territory, then as the 1980s progressed, it appeared as the soft underbelily 
of the Soviet beast, 

The issue of Centfa1 Asia's relation to the fonner Soviet Union is not dead. 
but it is no longer the most important question before us. For the independent 
republics other relationships matter equally--those to the outside world, and 
those within the region itself. We must now free ourselves from the Soviet ten- 
dency to view Central Asia primafily in relation to the Russian center. Likewise, 
in dealing with fiistorieal processes, we must avoid the image of a revolutionary 
present viewed againsr a static past-whether it be the golden age of Central 
Asian achievements, or the dark night: of Central Asian absoIutism. 3% under- 
stand what is happening now in Central. Asia, we must take a new Look at its 
historical development, at the fmes  which have shaped its relations $0 the re- 
gions around it and the cultural identities of the many peoples within it. The 
articles in this book address these questions, covering a long historical period, 
from the Mongo1 Emt>ire up to the present. 

Events in Central Asia since the demise of the Sctviet Union pose qucstions 
which are difficult to answer within the confines of Soviet studies. We need to 
understand ibr instance why the region perhaps most diffierent from the Russian 
center has been one of the slowest to sewrate from it. Neither a conCinued ad- 
herence to the Islamic world nor the well-documented anti-Russian sentiments 
of the region have been sufficient to create a nationalism as strong as that found 
in more western repbliics. When we look at relations among the various nation- 
alities of Central Asia, now once again of crucial imp?&wce, we see a picture 
far from simple, and a matter for continuing controversy. Some scholars and 
politicians emphasise the impoeanee of overaching loyalties to religion or Ian- 
guage family, while others adhere to republican or even more local identities. 

To makc recent events and enntroversies comprehensible we must turn to 



earlier histo~cat developments. Many of the actions and claims we see today 
are a reflection of older ideas, pmidly suppressed during the period of Soviet 
rufe. VIre must consider how much Central Asia was transformed by Soviet con- 
trol, and how much still remains of earlier systems. The different levels of iden- 
tity now discussed-Turkic, Islamic, republican and tocal, should be analyzed 
in the light of historical development, and in relation to movements in other 
pats  of the Middle East and Inner Asia, This book offers a number of diEerent 
perspectives on the development of Central Asia over a long period, both within 
the broader world of the Middle East and the Eurasian steppe, and within the 
Russian and Soviet empires, 

The book kgins with a brief historical introduction covering the creation of 
structures and identities from the Middle Ages through the Soviet period. The 
subsequent chapters in the first xction examine historical developments in Cen- 
tral Asia and analyze some of the influences important in shaping its society and 
politics. One of the most cmcid events in the history of Central Asia was the 
creation of the Mongol Empire; this is discussed in the first chapter of the eol- 
lection, by hilorris Rossabi. Rossabi describes the impact of Mongol rule on 
Central Asia, and traces several socid and political patterns which can be con- 
nected to the influence of tbe Mongols and of subsequent nomad empires. The 
importance of nomadism in the history of Central Asia is further explored in the 
chapter by Maria Subtelny, which shows the cenmtity of nomad-sedentary rela- 
tions in the development of the major ethnic groups in Central Asia, particularly 
the Iranian Tajiks and the Turkic Uzbeks. Subtelny also shows the Iater effect of 
Soviet policies in continuing the separation of groups whose original nomad- 
sedentnry opposition had disappared. 

Central A~ia's position on the frorjtier betwen nomad and sedentary worlds 
was one decisive factor in i ts development; another was its inclusion in the 
Islamic realm, John Votl has addressed Central Asia's place within Islam, argu- 
ing, in contradiction to many commonly held inte~retadons, that Central Asia 
remained firmly within the central Islamic world until at Ieast the nineteen* 
century, and that Russian and Soviet rule never truly severed this relation. I%m 
the nineteenth Gentury on, thc cen&d Asians belonged aiso to another defined 
sphere, as Musiirr~s within the Russian Empire. This is the subject of Edwsrrd 
Lazzerini" article. Fie examines particularly the dominant poiitical force 
among these Muslims, namely the Tatars, using hem to describe the evolution 
of Russian attitudes towards Turkic Muslims. and examining the role that the 
Tatars played in shaping Central Asia's experience of Russim rule. Both Voll 
and Laznerini discuss two important intellectual movements of the Islamic 
world in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, pan-Islam and pan- 
Turkism, which have now again become topics of discussion within the f m e r  
Soviet Union. 

The second section of the book describes the fueher development of ethnic 
relationships within the Soviet period. Donald Carlisle has iuralyzed the na- 



tional delimitation of 1924 in relation to Iocal and central politics, and has sug- 
gested that the outcome was determined less by ethnographic considerations 
than by political processes, in which Cen&al Asian politicians played a signifi- 
cant part. The Uzbek state, be zgues, was created along the lines of earIier po- 
litical structures, while the Uzkk  nation is something stilt in the process of 
fornation. 

Murid Atkin examines the continued evoIution of Tajik identity under Soviet 
rule, particularly the Tajiks' view of themselves as part of the Iranian wodd and 
their connections with Iran, showing both the importance of Iranian influence 
and its limitations. In his chapter, A. Rhazanov explores the impact that Soviet 
policies and continuing underdevelopment have had on ethnic identities 
and relationships in Central Asia. He arejues for the irnpartance of ethnic and 
national loyalties during the earlier Soviet period and more recently, but also 
shows the continud influence of narrower tribal or focal allegiances. The last 
chapter of this section assesses the political role of lsiamic identity in contem- 
porary KazaM?stan. Reef Altoma concludes that despite widespread interest in 
Islam and frequent references to it in political discussions, leaders and other 
political actors follow a primarily swuiar agenda. 

The final issue adttressed in this collection is the influence of Russian rule on 
Central Asians. Edward Allworth's chapter approaches this question from a cul- 
tural standpoint, analyzing the effect of unequal social relationships, Russian 
feelings of superiority and the imposition of Russian language and cultural atti- 
tudes. Bahtior Islamov examines the relationship from an economic perspec- 
tive, giving an analysis of Soviet tax and development plicies from the Central 
Asian point: of view. He argues that the close interconnections created during the 
Soviet period and the interchange of faxes and gwnts were less favorable to 
Central Asia than usually believed. Both Allworth and fsImov assert that Rus- 
sianlsoviet influence was, on balance, harmful to GentraI Asia, and brought 
forth resentment. Both however conclude that immediate and total sepsation is 
impracticable, whether from psyeholo@cal or from economic motives. 

This book therefore addresses many of the issues crucial to Central Asia to- 
day. The authors represented here do not agree in all their interpretations, 
and there has been no editorial aMempt to bring views into harmony. The con- 
tributors present different approaches-historical, political, ethnological and 
ecanomic-which can be used to further our understanding of a complex region 
at lm uncertain time, 



Historical Badcground 

Beatdce F. MLanz 

For the last century Central Asia has fomed the border between the Russian/ 
Soviet empire, the Islamic wodd, and the Chinese sphere. It has been a plural 
society, with a Russian or Russianized elite ruling over Turks and Iranians, a 
population of Christians, Swialists and Mustims, Recent events have brought 
into relief the variety of peoples and loyatries which belong to this region and 
influence its policies inside and its choice of alliances outside. 

None of these chaxteristics is new. To an historian watching cument events, 
what is often strilring is the familiarity of many of the ideas, conflicts and struc- 
tures now appaent. One can view this last century of Russian rule nut as a revo- 
lutionary transfornation but as yet another stage in a continuing process, under 
a regime which adapted to conditions already present and pmitted the survival 
of many of the earlier s&uctures of Central Asian society. In this essy  I shall 
trace the history of Ceniral Asia up to the present, showing what has been con- 
tinuous in its development, and following the emergence of structures and iden- 
tities which now dfect  its politics. 

Land and PopuMon of Ce&al Asia 

Before approaching the history of Central Asia, we must consider a central fac- 
tor in its development, its g-eography." Just as Central Asia is now the border 
between two spheres, so it was earlier a b-oundary between the two great worlds 
of pre-modern history-he settled agricultural civilizations and the pastoral no- 
macis of the steppe. Although a frontier, it was not a p@pheral region, but an 
important urban and agricultural center and a nexus for long-disance trade. The 
main east-west trade route, the Silk Road, here intersectd the northern and 
southern routes connecting the MiddXe East to India and to the northern forest- 
steppe region. In this way Central Asia became heir to both the Perso-Islamic 
tradition of the Middle East and the Mongol heritage of the steppe, and was 
open to influences from the major ~u1turaI regions of the 12"-mudern warEd- 
China, India, and the Islamic world. 

+ I  have. included in this 3ectzan the htsrory of the repons af K dan and Kyrgyzrtan. whose hs- 
tory 1s related to that of Transux~iura 



Within this frontier region lies a wide range of gwgraphical terrain, which 
has a E ~ t e d  the lifestyles practiced within it. Marginal lands best used for pas- 
toral nomadism combine with rich agricultural land and cities fostering a high 
sedentary culture, while high mountain ranges have harkred yet a third distinct 
lifestyle and population. What has given Central Asia its unique configuration is 
the closeness of different landscapes, and the intimate concact of its different 
populations. The Aral Sea is adjoined south and west by two deserts-the h a  
Kum (Black Sands) and Kyzyl Kum (Red Sands), most suitable for a sparse 
nomadic population. In contrast to these, three oases are strung across the 
region, the Khivan oasis near the mouth of the Amu Darya, the ZarafSba~ (Zer- 
avshan) Valley linking Samarkand and Bukhara, and finally the Ferghana Valley 
north of the Pmirs. These regions, support-ing intensive irrigated agricufare, 
are sumunded by pockets of mountain and steppe marginal for agricultw but 
providing good pasture for nomadic populations. 

To the north of these oases lies the Kipchak Steppe, part of the vast steppe 
region of Eurasia, which for most of history was dominated by pastoral nomads. 
To the east and southeast lie the great mountain ranges of Central Asia-the 
T'ien Shan, Pamirs and Hindu Kush. The foothills of these ranges provided 
summer pastures for nomads, while the upper elevations were a refuge area for 
innumerable diflerent populations-remnants of inigrations and defeated indig 
enous survivors of foreign invasions. The close symbiosis of the various popufa- 
tions was particularly striking in the Ferghana valley and in Transoxiana, the 
region between the Amu Darya and Syr Darya Rivers, in  which mountain, 
steppe and oasis form a continuous patchurork. 

At the beginning of documented history the population of Central Asia and 
the steppe was Iranian. In the sixth century a new force arose in the steppe: the 
Turks. The Turh originated in Mongolia as the leading stfatum of a nomad eon- 
federation whieh for three centuries ruled almost the whole Eurasian steppe. 
From this period up to that of the Mongol Empire it was the splinter groups 
fkom this empire who ppulated and controlled the steppes of Inner Asia and the 
Black Sea region. From the ninth century the Turks also began lo enter Transux- 
iana and to acquire pourer even within the sedentary societies of the Middle 
East. The interaction between the two Iifestyles and p.opulations-nomad and 
sedentary, Turkic and IrmianAominated the history of Centraj Asia well into 
the nineteenth century. 

The lmpaet of Mongol Rule 
If we are to name one decisive moment in the f'armation of modern Central 
Asian society our choice must fall on the period of Mongol rule in the thirt-eenth 
and fourten& centuries, discussed by Momis Rossabi. To a st~king extent we 
see in Mongol times the evolution of systems of government, society and legiti- 
mation which remained in force until the nineteenth century. The Mongol 



Empire was the high point of nomad power-a t ine when Mongolian and 
Turkic nomads ruled almost all of the known world. For subsquent Turkic and 
Mongolian soc-ieties, descended from these conquerors, this period remained the 
golden age. With the conquests of Chinggis Khan in 1210--27 and the rule of his 
descendants the agricultural centers of Asia and eastern Europe became prov- 
inces of a world empire ruled from Mongolia. The new rulers of the world were 
people af a distinctly lower literary culture, but of great military prowess and 
plitical xumen. The legendary slarure of Chinggis Khan and the spc&cuIar 
success of Mongol armies gave a lasting prestige to the dynasty and its fot- 
lowers. Thmugh the eighteenth century Chinggisid rulers continued to hold 
power in the Crimea and pms  of Central Asia. 

In the late thirteenth century the Mongol ruling class in the western regions 
of the empiz-from Central Asia and the Middle East to the Volga-began to 
adapt to local conditions and trsaditions. The tfibes which made up the MongaI 
armies were partly Mongolian and partly Turkic speaking; this last language 
gradually bwame the sptlken language of the ruling class. At the same time, the 
unity of the Mongol Empire facilitated the spread of Islam throughout Central 
Asia and the steppe. By the mid-fourteenth century a large part of Eurasia fmm 
the Volga to the T'ien Shan, and much of the Middle East, was governed by 
a Muslim, Turkic-speaking elite which honored the traditions of the Mongol 
Empire. It is hard to think of any time in history when so vast a territory shared 
so much in language, tsadition and culture, 

The Turks who had been part of the Mongol enterprise+&en called Turco- 
Mongolian-differentiated themselves sharply from the Oghuz (western or 
southern Turks) already living in the Middle East and unassociated with the 
Mongol Empire. The Turco-Mongolians called the Qghuz "Turkrnen," and 
regarded them as distinctly inferior in character and achievement. It is these 
western Turks who founded the Ottoman Empire, and who are the ancestors of 
the present-day Azerbaijanis and the Turkrnen of Cent& Asia. Almost all of 
the other Turks who were within the USSR are descended from the Turco- 
Mongolian nomads. 

\Nitkin CentraI Asia and Iran the nomads controll& a sedentary Iranian p o p  
ulation, and the society which developed in this period was a dual one, both 
Turca-Mongolian and Iranian. Although the ruling class spoke Turkic the high 
culture it patronized was almost exclusively Persian, prduced by the elite of 
the subject population, mostly Iranians, called "Tajik" hy the Turks. The admin- 
istration was also dividt4, with military and court offices held by Turco-Mongo- 
lian nomads, while civil and financial administration ~ m a i n e d  in the hands of 
the Persian-speaking bureaucracy. 

The Mongol Empire thus left behind a swiety with dual culturat loyalty, and 
along with this went a double set of ideologies. In the Isfmic world, to which 
Central Asia and the steppe htonged, legitimacy was based on refigicm. A ruler 
might seize power by military means, but he had to justify his rule through the 



protection of religion and particularly of the Idmic  law, the shariah, Mongol 
legitimation on the other hand rested on a strong dynastic tradjtion-nly the 
descendants of Ghinggis Khan could legi~mately wield sovereign power, and to 
mfe justly they must safeguard the traditions which Chinggis Khan himself hacE 
laid down, These two ideologies conEiicted on many points and caused open 
friction, but nonetheless continued to coexist for centuries in Central Asia and to 
define ideas of legitimacy. When the Russians conqued the region, both were 
still alive. Descent from Chjnggis Khan remained an impomnt political factor, 
as was Centraf Asia's identity as an Istamic society. 

The kvelopment of New Id@-- 

The Mongols had united the steppe and the settled lands into one political unit 
and had created a unifom ruling class over both. However as economic systems 
pstoralism and agriculture remained separate, and after some time the bound- 
ary between the steppe and settkd worlds reappeared in Central Asia. In 1370 a 
new Turca-Mongolian conqueror, Temiir (Tmerlane) rose to power near Samar- 
kand and reconqued the wesem Mongol Empire, but although he subjugated 
most of the steppe he and his succesrjors consolidated their power only over 
settled regions, which were easier to control and provided greater income. Once 
again the region of Transoxiana fomed a mixed zone between the Middle East 
and the steppe. 

Wtth the reemergence of the frontier came shasper and more lasting divisions 
among the Turco-Mongolian ruling classes of the former Mongol Empire. It was 
at this period that more specific identities began to develop, many bearing eth- 
nic names we know today. The process of diRerentiation was a largely political 
one, centered around the creation of tribal confederations and loyalty to Sndi- 
vidual leaders, most of them descended from Chinggis Khan. It was also 
intimately bound to the issue of nomad-sedentary relations. Some Turco- 
Mongolian groups moved nearer to settld regions to exploit the wealth of agri- 
cultural populations, white others chose to remain in the steppe and retain full 
~nobility. 

A crucial event in the development of new group identities was the Uzbek 
conquest of Transoxiana in 1501. The Uzkks originated as a tribal confedera- 
tion in the eastern regions of the Gdden Horde, north of the Aral Sea. In the 
1440s they began to organize under a descendant of Chinggis Khan, Abu'I- 
Rhayr Khan, and to interfere in the affairs of Teemur's descendants, the Timurid 
dynasty in Transoxiana. This undertaking required a higher degree of central 
power and cIoser relations to settIed papuiations h n  some of the khan's foi- 
lowers liked. Two members of the Chinggisid line, K m y  and Jani Beg, deserted 
with their followers and moved to the northeast where they mixed with other 
splinter groups of the Golden Horde. The new khans and their subjects acquired 
the appellation "'Qmaq" "~~aza&), maning renegade or outlaw. In 1 50 1 - 1507 



the Uzbek confederation, led by Abu'l-Khayr" grandson Shibani (Shaybani) 
Khan, conquwed Transoxiana. Now the Kazakhs took over the fomer Uzbek 
territories, and from this tine the Kazakh khans controlled a good part of the 
region which is now Kazakhstan, disputing the lower Syr Dzqa region and 
Tashkent with the Uzbeks. They soon split into three hordes (zkuz), ruled by 
khans of the Chinggisid line, 

The Uzbek khans strenghend the Chinggisid tradition in Central Asia, but 
as Mustims and new arrivals eager for culturaI prestige, they soon became pro- 
moters of Perso-Islamic. culture. The dual cultural system of the Mongol perid 
continued under a new ruling class defined by its dexent from the Uzbek tribes 
which had participated in the conqwst, Thus by the mid-sixteen& century one 
can discern several of the major peoptes of Central Asia and the Ripchak 
Steppe-&e Uzbeks as the Turco-Mongolian ruling class of Transoxiana, the 
Tajiks as the much larger Persian speaking sedentary subject class, keepers of 
high culture and religious tradition, and the Kazakhs leading a more fully no- 
mad life on the steppes under their own Chinggisid khans, 

As time went on, ethnic gmupings in Central Asia became more numerous 
and more complex, Among both nomad and sedentary populations identities 
crystalizd around lifestyle, political organization and function within society. 
In Transoxiana the greatest prestige I&y with the Uzbeks. AIthough many 
Uzbeks eventually became sedentary, the politically active class had an interest 
in preserving a separate identity and in maintaining the tribal affiliation which 
secured &em a place within the ruling stratum. Many high military and court 
offices were special to the Uzbek e1ite.I 

In language and background the more nomadic segment of the Uzbeks were 
closely related to groups among the Kanakhs and to another nomad population, 
the Kzakalpaks. What diEerentiated rkse peoples from each other was their 
recent history and their level of attachment to nomad life. The Kmakalpaks, like 
the Uzbeks and Kazakhs, emerged from the territory of the Golden Horde. They 
are first mentioned in the early seventeenth century living along the middle and 
lower Syr Darya; in the eighteenth century some were pushed into the Awl Sea 
region. There they occupied lands suitable for nomadism and served in the 
m i e s  of the Uzbek 

llx Turkmen were the most distinct of the Turkic groups of CentraE Asia. 
These were western Turks, related to the Ottoman Turks and Azerbaijanis, who 
had not been part of the Mongol ruling class. They were separate from the other 
Turks therefore in language, history and material culture. Most migrated into 
the region from the Mangyshlak area east of the Caspian Sea between the early 
sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries, joined in the latter part of this period by 
Turhens  migrating out of eatern franS3 

In the s tepp  the Kazakhs continued a largely nomad life, distant from the 
centers of Islamic learning. Most lived in the Mipch& Steppe, but some inhb- 
ited the northern regions of Transoxiana. Within the region north of the Syr 
Darya one other group should be mentioned, namely the Kirghiz, s nomlld pop 



ulation of mixed provenance living largely in the Ili region and in the foothills 
of the Tien Shan. Unlike the Kazakhs, the firgkiz lacked a royal dynasty and 
paramount supra-tribal organiaion. They were usually divided and their seg- 
ments under the sway of neighboring people-the Chinese, the Krtzms, or the 
U z k k  Khana~e of Kokand. Kirghiz solrliers and tribal chiefs were eager for ad- 
venture, and were often rmmited for nrilitay expeditions both in western Asia 
and in Xinjiang4. (One should note here that up to the early Soviet periscl the 
Russians used the niune "'Krgiz" for both the Kazakhs and the group we now 
call Elirghiz, differentiating them when necessary by cd ing  the Kirghiz "Kara- 
kirgiz." This was to avoid confusion betwwn the Kazakhs and the Russian or 
Uhainian Cossack, the same ward in Russian.) 

Wthin the fully sedentary population of Central Asia, identities were some- 
what less numerous; here the major distinction was that htween the inhabitslnts 
of the mountains and those of the plain. The urban and aMcultural population 
of sertled kanians, known variously as Tajiks or S m ,  formed the bulk of the 
city population of &sans, merchants and religious functionaries, and of the 
peasants. By the nineteenth century large numbers of sedentarized Turks had 
joined this group, and most had become either Turkic-speaking or bilingual. 
They were separate in function and lifestyle from the tribal Uzkks who famed 
the militarf, and ruling classes. 

wtbin the indigenous Iranian population we must mention one other group, 
usually re fend  to as '%halcha," and digefing smngly &om Sarts and Tajiks in 
lifestyle and often in Iang~age.~ Mountain popuIations played a disdnct role in 
the history of Central Asia. The difficulty with which the governing power 
could penetrate into their regions gave them considerable autonomy and cul- 
tural independence from both Turco-hjongolian rulers and Persian scholars. 
Many, looking for a wider field of opratiom, served in the armies of the Uzbek 
khans, where they were pl-izd for their hardiness and their skjlill in martiat, arts. 

In considering the relationships of different groups in Central Asia, one 
should keep in mind that the boundaries bbetween them were often shiEting and 
imp~wisely defmd. Wthin nomad territories, clans and splinter groups could 
switch from one tribe or eonfderation to another, &king on the name of their 
new overlords. In "Tfansoxiana Sam, Karakatpaks, GhaEcha and other groups 
were identified as separate entities to differentiate them from other popuIations 
af diEerent lifestyle and function, and lo place them in relation to the ruling 
Uzbek dynasty. For those who served the dynasty, as bureaucrats, soldiers, or 
religious functionwies, this ww an important distinction, as it was for historians 
chronicIing the politics of the times. For those outside of politics, it was prob- 
ably much less active. 

Ethnic Identatfes irnd Regfonal Dlvislons in Central Asia 

Debates inside and outside Central Asis have called into question the legitimcy 
of existing republic boundaries. Some maintain that the cment borders define 



legitimate groups but should have been drawn in different places, others that the 
Muslim ppulations of Central Asia and Kazakhstan cannot be subdivided in 
any meaningful way. This is not the place to enter into the debate, but a discus- 
sion of the regional and ethnic dynamics of Central Asia may help to explain the 
terms and origins of the controversy. Two distinct issues are important here, and 
they should be discussed separately. The first is the question of territoly: where 
political, bounddes have existed in the past, and what regions emerge through 
history as centers for separate poIitica1 power. The mend issue is the =refation of 
these boundaries to group identities and toyalties: what connection poIitica1 
suuctures and rqional divisions had to ethnic divisions. 

wthin Centrat Asia there are a number of areas with a distinctive history and 
chawter. The tizbek realm was decentralid, and the chiefs of Uzkk tribes 
used tbe frequent dynastic struggles to enhance their power, sometinles beeom- 
ing vipzual kingmakers. Tribal leaders or junior members of the dynasty acted as 
local rulers whose level of autonomy depended on the pttrsonality and power of 
the reigning khan. Certain areas provided a good base for independence, and 
developed as separate power cenkrs. 

Qne region with a particularly long and distinctive history was Khorezm, 
south of the AraI Sea, which became the center of the Khanate of Khiva and 
later of Turhenistan. This was an ancient nexus of trade between the Middle 
East and the Vafga region. In the Mongol period it remain& largely separate 
from Transoxiana and closely attached to the Gofden Horde, The sedentzuy peo- 
ple of Khorezm, originally Iranian, had become largely Turkic speaEring by the 
end of the fourteenth centuv. considerably earlier than those in the eastern re- 
g i o n ~ , ~  From the beginning of the Uzbek period Khorezm formed a separate 
state ruled from Khiva by a distinct Uzbek dynasty which was often at odds with 
the line ruling in Bukhata and Samakand. 

Digerences in terrain and population sepafated the Khivan Khanate into sev- 
eral distinct regions. The rich oasis along the Amu Darya around Khiva was the 
only area which could support a large agricultural and urban population, This 
was the sear of the tdzbek dynasty, and supported the sedentary Sms.  The north- 
ern region, east of the Aral Sea, was desert inhabited by nomads-Uzbeks, 
Kmakhs and Kdrkalpaks, often independent of the center.7 To the south lay the 
Kara Kum desert, also dominated by nomads. In the eighteenth century turmoil 
in Iran brolight an eastern migration of Turkmen tribes info this region, center- 
ing around Merv (Mary), where they enjoyed virtual independence, 

Eastern Transoxima was ruled by other Uzbek dynasties, first by khans de- 
scended from Chinggis B a n ,  and after about 1750 by lnembers of the Uzkk 
Nanghil tribe. Since the Manghits were nor descended from Chinggis Khan and 
could not formaly claim the title of khan, these rulers were properly called 
emirs (commanders), and their state is often referred to as the Emirate of 
Bukhara. 

W b n  the Uzbeks first conquer& Bansoxiana, coming from the north, they 



added to it many of the neighboring northem and eastern regions. As time went 
on however it beeame increasingly difficult for the reigning khan to maintain 
effective authority over the outlying regions. Tashkent, just north of the Jax- 
artes, had aEmest always been disputed between the rulers of Transoxiana and 
those of the norlfiern steppe, and was now contested with the Kazakhs. The Fer- 
ghana valley likewise formed a distinct territory, desired for its agricultural 
wealth by the rulers of Transoxiana, but close to the centers of steppe power, 
and often under their control. t ip to the eighteenth century it remained intemit- 
tently part of the the Bukharan Emirate, then gained viaual independence and in 
1798 became the man&e of Kokand, under the Uzbek Ming tribe, who manu- 
factured a Chinggisid and Timurid genealogy. The khans of Kokand m n  ex- 
panded into the Pamir regions to the south, noflhwesr to Tas&ent and the north- 
ern Syr Darya region, and east into the Kirghiz territories of the T'ien Shan. 

The western Parnirs in the southeastern corner of Transoxiana--northern 
Badakhshan, Kulab, Karategin and Barvaz-were largely within the Uzbek 
khanates, but were inhabited by mountain populations, Chalcha, and were con- 
trolled by local rulers of kanian descent, with little real connection to the Irhan- 
ates. The rulers of this area were almost the only Iranims to govern as dynasts in 
Central Asia. They alone in Centrd Asia fomulated their legitimsrey indepen- 
dent of Turco-Mongolian tradition, sometimes tracing a mythical lineage back 
to Alexander the Great." 

Even within the smaller regions of Central Asia, power was not highly cen- 
tralized, nor was it wielded entirely by the dynasty. Uzbek mle was a super- 
stmcture, laid on top of a subject population with its own organization. Among 
the settled population the elite classes of the cities held a position of consider- 
able strength, Much of city governance lay in the hands of religious men, major 
landowners, and merchants who wielded power tfrrough family and patronage 
networks and acted as a link between the local population and the Turco-Mon- 
golian ruling class. In both city and countryside Sufi shaykhs controlled large 
holdings including charitable endowments and commanded considerable fol- 
lowings among the ppulation, io whom they ogered prowtion and irnpnrirant 
social services. 

When we look at the regional configuration of Central Asia before the Rus- 
sian conquest then, we see a number of sepsate areas whose politics and history 
remained distinct, though closely intercon~cted, While Uzbek dynasties ruled 
over most of these regions, for at least part of their history these were separare 
li~leages with divergent policies and goals. 

The next question to address is the retation that regional boundaries bore to 
the location of ethnic groups in Central Asia. Some of the peoples we have men- 
tioned were concenrrared primarily in one or two regions, most notably Kazakhs 
and Rirghiz, whose lifestyle depended on the exploitation of steppe and moun- 
tain, Most populations however were intermixed, particularly in Transoxiana, 
This was due in part to the patchwork geography of the region mentioned 



earlier. The p r i m q  cause for the ethnic varlety within each khanate however 
was political. Unlike the modern European nation states, most of which at- 
tempted to represent a homogeneous population, the Central Asian fianates 
were organized as multi-ethic states. The Uzbek khans retained their power 
neither through their bureaucratic structures, nor through the monopoly of force, 
but by their ability to balance the groups beneath them, and it was in their inter- 
est to have a heterogeneous papulation. 

'VVe have discus& above the Turco-1Mongolian tradition of dual administra- 
tion, combining a court staffed by Turco-Mongolian nomads with a financial 
administration made up of Persian bureaucrats; this system continued in Khiva 
well into the nineteenth century, and in mcldified fonn in Bukhara. Within the 
military the highest oefces were usually held by Uzbks, but the khans had an 
in&rest in bsinging in other peopIe as well. A multi-ethnic army and admtinistra- 
tion had a number of advantages. First of all, it provgded the khans with a va- 
riety of expertise, that of mountain populations and the more fully nomad and 
mobile K a W s  and Turkmens, as well as the Uzbeks. What was even more 
imprtant was that such outside groups gave the khan protection against the 
tribal chiefs of his own group, who often held suacient wealth and power to 
threaten the khan's authority, It was thus in the khans' interest to expand their 
territories to incIude new ppufations, and to at&act outside peoples into their 
realms. This system was partiedariy srrong in Khiva and Kokand, which had a 
greater variety of popula~on than the Emirate of Bufiara. Mere the khans en- 
hanced their power by playing off the different groups of their population and 
their 

At the rime that the Russians conquered Central Asia then it was a hetero- 
geneous society, divided inta several diffefent states, each including numerous 
politically active populations. The different groups making up the population 
had separate n m e s  and group identities, connected only marginally with Ian- 
guage and territory, and used not to promote separatism, but to deternine and 
maintain a place within a larger society. 

Central Ash WMhln tk Russian Emptn? 
The Russian advance into Central Asia began with the acceptance of Russian 
overlordship by Abu'l-I(hayr, khan of the lesser Kazakh horde, in 1730. This did 
not bring the Russian governnlenr much real control of the Kazakh steppe, bur it 
brought the expectation of such control and served as a justification for further 
advance to defend Russian settlers and punish Kazakh incursions. Russian 
movement accelerated in the middle of the nineteenth century, with the con- 
struction of new forts in the muthem Kazakh territories and the beginning of 
direct attacks on the Central Asian khanates. By 1876 the subjugation of Central 
Asia was compIete. The steppe regions, Semirechie, Tashkent, Ferghana, the 
southern part of the =van banate, and the northern part of Trmsoxiana with 



Samarkand. were incorporated directly into the Russian Empire. The Razakh 
hordes and the Khanate of Kokand ceased to exist. The Khanate of Khiva and 
the Emirate of Bukhara however remained in existence as Russian protector- 
ates, though with much diminished terrtories. Russian gossessions were admin- 
istered as two Governor-Generalships, that of the Steppe, north of the Aral Sea 
and Lake Balhash, which included most Kazakh and Kirghiz territories, and 
the Governorship of Turkestan, which contained the regions to the south.'O 

Russian rule had a very different impact on each of these two regions, The 
nomad areas to the north contained land potentially useful for agriculture, 
which the Kazakh and Kirghiz tribes owned in common and used as pasture. 
This was highly attractive to Russian colonists, Russian settlements began to 
develop in the IIi region in the 1840s. As the century advanced, colonization, 
both legal and illegal, increased throughout the steppe until by 191 1 40% of 
the population in the steppe oblasts was Russian, and 17% in Semirechie. 
This influx of settlers brought a major change in the lifestyle and economy 
of the Kazakhs, who could not profiiably continue as nomads with sharply re- 
duced lands. By 19M, much of the Kazakh population was at feast panially 
settled." 

In Transoxiana Russian &ministration had less impxt on social structures. 
Here colonization remained minimal, since most land useful for agriculture was 
already exploited, and in private hands. Where possible the Russian administra- 
tion ruled tfirough local personnel and maintained previous struGtures of admia- 
istration, education, and justice on the lower levels. Altbugh many Russian 
adminislrators distrusted Islam, they were in general wary of interfering with 
religious leaders and in~titutions,'~ While land refoms and the introduction of 
cotton as a major cash crop brought forth a new class of middlemen and Iand- 
owners, Russian policies did not &=sfom agricultural and urban ppulations as 
they had the nomads of the steppe. In education &so, Russian influence was 
greater in the north, where at least a small Kazalrh intelligentsia received its 
training. In Transoxiana the few Russian schools opened had little impact on the 
Centzal Asian pop~lation.'~ 

Islamic I~l lectual  Movements; 

In the nineteenth century new concepts of nationalism and nation-state arose 
in Europe, radically digerent from the understanding of political identity in 
Central Asia. These ideas rerzehed the region sfowty, and for the mast part not 
through contact with Russia, but rather through the broader Islmic comunity. 
In the second half of the nineteenth century new movements arose in the 
Muslim world, most notably pan-IsEam, pan-Turkism, and the be@nnings of 
narrower ethnic or linguistic nationaIism. These centered in the Ottoman 
Empire, most open to European pressure and ideas. They had their strongest 
influence on regions close to the mtomans or strongIy influenced by Europeans 



and among groups educated either in Istanbul or in Europe, and reached Central 
Asia itself relatively late, 

Pan-1sIamil;ts cJEed on the Muslims to sink their sectarian and political dif- 
ferences and reform society and religion in order to stand against the encroach- 
ments of European states. This platform was enthusiastically adopted by the 
Ottoman Sultan Abdul-Hmid ( 1  876-1903) who now recalled the Sultan's right 
to the title of Caliph, ruler of all Muslims, and claimed the duty to protect Mus- 
lims outside Ottoman territory. Elnissaries to foreign lands, including Central 
Asia, preached this doctrine, and studencs coming to Istanbul to study religious 
sciences were also 

New concepts of identity and organization soon gdned influence with the 
refomist intelligentsia developing among the Tatars and later the Azerbaijanis. 
These men, many educated in Russian schools, in Istanbul, or even in France, 
were open both to new currents of refarm in the Islamic world, and to the in- 
creasing nationalism of the Ottoman and Russian empires. This was the era of 
pan-Slavism, of "orthodoxy and nationalism," and one in which the T a m  of 
the Volga and the Crimea were suffering considerable discrimination." The pan- 
Turkic movement began among the Tatars of the Russian Empire, and gained 
wider publicity in 1905, with the publication in Cairo of an article by a Tatar 
refomer, Yusuf Akchura, proposing the unifiation of the Turh  of Ottoman and 
Russian lands.lb 

One major concern of the new reformists of the Russian Empire was educa- 
tion, and their introduction of a new system, known as the usul-i jadid, won 
them the appellation of "Jadids," While the Jadids often promoted ideas of unity 
mong Turks and Muslims of the Russian Empire, their work also led in a dif- 
ferent direction, towards the development of separate written vernacular 
languages. U p  to almost tht: middle of the nineemnth century, four written lan- 
guages In the Arabic scrip? had served the Muslims of the Russian realms and 
the central Islamic lands, These were Arabic and Persian and two forms of 
Turkic, both distant from everyday speech and strongly infiuenced by Persian 
arrd Arabic. One ~r i t ten  Turkic language was Ottoman, used outside the Otto- 
man Empire primarily in Azerbaijan and the Crimea, rtnd the other was =stern 
literary Turkic--Turki or Chagh;ttaq-used by most other regions of the Rus- 
sian Empire, Central Asia and Eastern Turkestan. Any well educated person was 
expected to know two of these four languages, and many knew three. In at- 
tempting to educate a broader public, many Jadids sought a simpler rnedium 
closer to the eveyday speech of the local popuIatic5n. In Azerbaijan a vernacular 
language developed in the second half of the nineteenth century, with written 
grgmlmar and school text?;, In the later nineteenth century the Tatar Jadid, AbJul 
Qayyum Nasiri, promotcd written Tatar, while the famous Grimean Tatar pan- 
Islamist Isma'il Bey Gasprinskiy advocated a simplified version of Ottoman as 
a common literary ianguage-IT 

As Edward tazzerini has written In his chapter, it was largely through the 



agency of the Tams that the Jadid movement spread to the east. Were it received 
mixed reactions. The most receptive to nationalistie ideas were the Kazakh 
intellectuals. Some of these men were Russian educated; they lived under direct 
Russian rule, and saw their lands disappearing to Russian colonization. The re- 
sentment this caused was a spur to natjonatistic feelings.ia In Transoxiana the 
spread of the reformist movement was slow, even though earfy pan-Islamic 
ideas had achieved some acceptance. In the areas which the Russians controlled 
directly officids left religious educational institufions intact. Throughout all 
this area the conservative ulema remained the preponderant force in education 
up to the Russian revolution. In Khiva and Bukhara. rulers and ulema main- 
tained a hostile attitude to Jadid activities, 

on of the Natfanal Republfcs 
In Central Asia new ideas of identity and political organization flourished only 
within a very small Jadid intelligentsia, in general less politically successfuI 
than their counterparts in western Islamic  region^.'^ Though the whole of the 
Muslim world, modernizing reformers remained a small minority, but in many 
places these men, due to pasitions of control over the press and in government, 
had an impact dispropo~ionate to their numbcrs, iin the Russian Empire this was 
true only of the Tahrs and Azerbaijanis. In eastern Muslim regions, particularly 
Transoxiana, local power remained in the hands of politicians, with officials and 
ulema little influenced by recent trends, practicing the factional, ethnic and re- 
gional polities customary in the area. 

Let us consider in this tight what the earfy Soviet government faced when it 
decided to create national republics in Central Asia, The Bolshevik p l a t f m  on 
nationality had been developed in debates with socialists of Central and Eastern 
Europe and to a large extent reflected the =pirations of peoples frming thern- 
selves from the Austro-Hungarian or Ottoman Empires, wishing to become na- 
tion-states on the %stern European model. The definition of a nation which 
Stalin formulated and later applied clearly minored these concerns. A nation 
was to be characterized by a common language, territory, psychologicaI make- 
up and historical experience,2o 

This formula was now applied to a society in which ethnic identity was un- 
derstmd quite differently. Only the very smdI Jadid intelligentsia saw ethnicity 
in terns of cornmon language or tenitofy, For most of the population, identity, 
if they thought about it, was connected peripherally if at all to language, and 
much more directly lo a specific function within a plurat saeiety. Theoretically, 
the Soviet government was comnzitted to the right of self-deterntination for na- 
tional groups, and in practice it was prepared to grant them a limited cultural 
autonomy. These groups however had first to be defined, and in Central Asia 
this was no easy task, 

The pan-Islamic movement promoted by the Tatars presented a possible 



solution-the union of all Muslims in the Empire. In the earliest years of Soviet 
power the revolution was expected to spread to the colonid ea t ,  and the eastern 
Soviet peoples were assigned a role in attracting their brethren abroad, In tkis 
atmosphe~ the Tam Mir Said Suftanyagiev proposed a new ideology, Muslim 
National Communism. We suggested that socialism and a socialfy oriented 
Islarn could forge the Muslims of the Soviet lands into a potent force for the 
liberation of the Muslim world froin its reactionark. rulers and the oppression of 
Western powers. This movement posed a clear threat to the hegemony of the 
Soviet government and would have required a form of extra-territorial auton- 
omy which the Bolshevik ledership had deeisiveiy rejected. the failure of 
socialist revolution ourside the former Russian Empire, Sultangaliev and his 
ideas quickly lost the support of the government, and in 1923 he was expelled 
from the Parry?' 

?*he unity of all Muslims within the empire was clearly rejected, but alterna- 
tive levels of organization remained elusive. There was no way to divide the 
region of Central Asia and Kazas t an  neatly into separate ethnically homoge- 
neous units, even more so when ethnicity was defined in the new terns of terri- 
tory and language. The problem was not only the inerrnixing of ethnic groups, 
but the fact that the various criteria used to define ethnicity painted in different 
ways+ommon historical experience did not correspond with common lan- 
guage or lifestyle, nor "psychological make-up" with tenitory. To put together 
the entire Turca-kanian eastern region, the Steppe and Turkestm Cubemiias, 
would have united the speakem of eastern Turkic languages and dialects, but 
would also have joined together populations and regions diverse in economy 
and development, and tenitories which had onIy rarely and briefly f o m d  part 
of one patitical entity. It would also have created a dangerously large republic. 

What the Soviets finally did, as Donald Carlisle has shown in his chapter, 
was to reinstate many polilical borders of the past, while providing them with 
new names,22 The republic of Uzbekistan centered on the former Bukharan 
Emirate, but now also possessed territories-Tahkent, Kolrand, I(hiva-which 
had been part of digerent states but had been populated or ruled by an Uzbek 
elite. The mountainous eastern sections of Bukhwa, long semi-independent un- 
der local Iranian dynasties, were formed in 1924 into the Tajik Autononlous Re- 
public, and in 1929 gained Union Republic starus, also winning the region of 
Khojand, whose partially Tajik population and more importantly, economic 
strength, gave greater weight to the republic of Tajikistan, In 1936 Kazakhstan 
and the mount;linous region of Kirgizia also beeme Union Republics. 

If one looks at the formation of the Soviet republics from an historical stand- 
point, then, one can say that many of the borders drawn and distinctions made 
among peoples folfowed historic& pmdents .  What was new with the Soviets 
was the meaning of these barders, and of &e identities which they now enclosed 
and sought to repEsent, 



Centml A s k  Wein the USSR 

The creation of national republics in Central Asia raised a host of issues which 
have remained aIive to the present day. M a t  had been a plural society with a 
bilingual elite using two highly evolved literary languages-Persian and 
Chaghatay Turkic-was now to become a set of national societies bilingual in 
Russian and either Turkic or Tajik. Because of the need to develop mass educa- 
tion the Soviet authorities, like the Jadids before them, created simplified Kter- 
ary languages closer to colloquial speech. This required a chaice among numer- 
ous dialects and the creation of formal boundaries defining languages, a matter 
of no little controver~y.~~ While in an Islamic wiery the Arabic alphabet had 
been the most approp~ate to use, for a secular society based on Western ideol- 
ogy, first the Latin and later the Cyrillic were prefened. Since these alphabets 
have a more precise phonetic system than the Arabic, they served furiher to fix 
and separate the character of the various Central Asian languages. 

Both the substance of Soviet naGona1ities policies and their frequent shifts 
resulted in the fnfiherance of loyalty to ethnic and regional identities, and in 
continued concern about the status of the new nations within the USSR, Above 
all, one question remained crucial and unresofvd-the question dealt with in 
this voiume-where does Central Asia belong in the world of the past and the 
present? The official policies of the Soviet government aimed t produce a new 
"homo sovieticus" who would owe p r i m q  loyalty to the Soviet Union itself, 
while maintaining a second identity as a member of a constituent nationality, 
Once ntztjonal republics and languages existed and work had begun to create a 
modern educational system, the trappings of modern national ideologies had to 
be provided. Identities fomeriy based on political roles within ia plural state 
were now to be mchored to a specific language, territory and history, the 
decline in government tolerance of Islam in the late 1920s, the center inere&- 
ingly promoted secu1a.r traditions for Central Asians; each republic required a 
set of nationd characteristics, a literature, a defined historical experience, and a 
vision of itself in the world. The m e m k s  of the national intelligentsia set out to 
create these, writing a spate of national histories, Many of the problems inherent 
in this process are examined in the chapters by Subtelny and Atkin. 

The historians of the Soviet Central h i a n  and steppe republics had to define 
their origins in acceptable terns and to evaluate subsequent stages in  their his- 
tory in reIation first to Marxist theory and then to the history of Russia and 
neighboring rcpublics. The condemnation of nomadism as retrogressive psed  
major problems for former1 y nomadic groups-a category which inclucks es- 
sentially all Turkic peoples sf the Soviet Union. Since mcyreover tht. dictates of 
the centraI government changed owre than once, the writing of histcrry proved 
both an arduous and unsettiing task. It was one which kept national identities 
and relations with Russia and with the rest of the world constantly in view, and 
never settled for long. 



In Central Asia as elsewhere, the mid-thirties marked a watershed in the im- 
position of Soviet controI. Purges destroyed the generation of intellectuals and 
politicians which had asisted at the birth of Soviet power. These years also 
brought the final intrduction of the Cyrillic alphbet, cutting the bridge to the 
wrltings of the outside Mustim world. The issue of Central Asia's identity might 
then have been considered as settled. 

Nonetheless, as the chapters in this collection show, we find national tradi- 
tions a continuing mattes of concern and controvefsy in both Moscow and Cen- 
&a1 Asia, The Second World War, bringing a renewal of Russian patriotism and 
the rehabilitation of great Russian royal and nilitay frgures, brought again to 
the fore the question of Caucasian and Central Asian history, graced with a 
wealth of kings and conquerors. It was necessw for Moscow to indicate the 
inferiority of such leaders and to enforce its convictions, 

Although Stalin's death ended the major purges, the post-Stalin years 
brought a new set of issues and groblerns. While Mhrushchev dismantled some 
of the Stalinist appaxatus, he proposed a doubtful future for national cultures, At 
the- Twenty-second Party Congress in 1961, he stated that the national policy 
charted by Lenin had led to the flowering of national cultures, and that em- 
nomic and cultural progress during the Soviet years was leading to their rap- 
prcxhemerrt. The supreme stage in this advancement was to be the fusion of 
these separate cultures. Along with this theory came the full development of the 
historical myth which L. Tillett has dubbed "the great friendship"-namely that 
all the peoples making up the USSR had in the past as well as the present bene- 
fitted from a cordial relationship to the Russian people and had been grr~wing 
gradually closer to them through natural Such a view of course re- 
quired that history be yet again rewritten. From the p i n t  of view of the center, 
cultural figures of Ihe past seemed less threatening than military ones, as long as 
they were not too clearly identified with Islam, 21111s with official approvd Cen- 
tral Asians continued to honor--if not to read-the great writers of their past, to 
preserve and glorify the buildings and manuscripts remaining from earlier cen- 
turies. Acdemies of Sciences, organized on the Soviet model, served in each 
republic as kkeeyrs of the flame. 

Yet issues connected with such cultura1 Legacies inevitably raised questions 
of Central Asia's identity and kept these issues unresdved, First of all, both in 
content and in form, metfieval literature serves to remind Central Asians of their 
place within the Islamic world, It was Islamic norms which formed the literary 
culture of Central Asia, and many of the region's sshofars and writers were cen- 
tral figures in the devetclprnent of Islamic civilization. Furthermore, the Soviet 
decision to delineate national identity through both langmge and land led to a 
competitive scramble for culturat heroes. If the Tajiks had to limit themselves to 
figures active in their current terriwry, a mountainous region far from major 
cultural centers, they would have little to lay claim to. What they define as Tajik 
therefore, are either Central Asian figures known to have been af Irdnian birth, 



or those who wrote Persian in any region. Witing the history of one after an- 
other poet or historian, they are constantly reminded that the great centers of 
their historic culture are not their present towns of Khojand and Dushanbe, but 
the cities of Samafkand and Bukhara, in Uzbekistan. 

The Uzbeks suffer from the fact that while their region was the scene of great 
literary flowering, pa t ron i~d  by Tutkic rulers, most of the works produced 
there were written in Persian or Arabic. Furthermore the greatest of their own 
literary figures, the star of Chaghatay (now "oId Uzbek"') literature, was Ali- 
Shir Nava'i, whct lived neither in Samukand nor in BuWlua, but in Werat, in 
AfgItanistan. In this w y  the creation and codification of separate national heri- 
tages in Central Asia has continued to Iink the Central Asian past to that of the 
wider IsIamic world, and also has strengthened sepparate and competing CentraI 
Asian identities. 

Just as the search for an historical identity based on language and culture 
attached the Central Asian republics to a wider cultural area, so in their way did 
the modernizing and sauluizing policies of the Soviet government. As John 
Voll has pointed ouf in his chapter, the strains of modernization have been felt 
throughout the Islamic world in the twentieth century, and the reaction of Cen- 
tral Asian Muslims to this trauma has many similarities to that of other Muslim 
peoples. It is gossible inded that some aspects of Soviet indoctrination have 
sefved to strengthen Central Asia's Islamic identity. Soviet authoritis and the 
Soviet press habitually attacked practices which were identified with Islam. Ws- 
its to local shrines and cansuEtation with their Sufi keepers, continued attach- 
ment to Islamic weddings and funerals, and the practice of marking circumci- 
sion with a large celebration were aII rcpeatcdly criticized as holdovers of an 
obscurantist religion. In this way the Soviet regime provided a formal Islamic 
identity even for peoples whose observation of much of religious practice such 
as daily prayers, fasting, and mosque attendance bad lapsed, and many of whom 
may now know little of Islamic dogma.25 The widespread indenfification with 
Idam in contemporay Kazakhstan, described by Reef Altama, ifiustmtes this 
phenomenon. 

In many ways then, Central Asia throughout the Soviet period preserved its 
earlier traditions, both religious and cultural. Other aspects of earlier social 
structure and political culture have also survived under Soviet rule. Indeed, the 
dual society created by Russian overlordship in some ways mirrored that of 
Turco-Mongolian rule. Indigenous identity was defined against an outside 
ruling class, and local structures and loyalties continued to give protection 
against outside interf'erence, and to provide for needs which the center did not 
sufticieientIy serve. For this reason, many of the earlier loyalties to city, clan and 
family, and the pollticaf culture based on these, have continued to the present. 

At the same time, as Edward Allworth and Bakhtior Islarnov show in their 
chapters, Central Asia was strongly tied to the Russian center, and strongly in- 
fluenced by it. The depth of Russian influence on language, culture and patterns 



of thought has been profound, The impact of the center on Central Asia's eco- 
nomic and political structures has also been decisive and in the ecological 
sphere highly desbucfve. The Russian government" insistence on cotton mo- 
noculture and on the production of a crop too large for the region to support 
without damage brought with it both material harm and political corruption, as 
politicians protected themselves and their foliowers by presenting the center 
with an acceptable set of lies. This was accompanied by a tolerance of the prac- 
tices of local IeadersGp by the center. In the era of Brezhnev in particular the 
center overlooked widespread corruption and interfered relatively little in Cen- 
traf Asian affairs below the highest level." As AA, M. Khazanov indicates in his 
chapter, the policies of the center actually encouraged the continuance of the 
local, patronage and kinship ties which had defined much of the region's politi- 
cal activity in the pre-Russian period. 

The Brezhnev years then allowed considerable scope to Central Asian Ieader- 
ship. Along with this, the central government quietly drc7pped Khrushchev's 
prediction of international fusion, The relative camfort of these years (for the 
leadership at least) was shattered by the anti-corruption campaign initiated in 
1983 by Andropov and continued under Gorbachev, causing havoc in republican 
leadership. As under Khrushchev, iiberaiimtion in  the center did not bring with 
it greater tolerance for republican independence. 

In examining Central Asia's response to Gorbachev's challenge and to the 
disintegration of the USSR one is struck by the relative slowness of the Central 
Asian republics to declare independence. Here it is useful to look back at the 
lasr period of confusion, at the beginning of the century. Then, as now, Western 
concepts of political separatism proved weaker in Ceneal Asia than among the 
western Muslims of the USSR. Neither the conclausness of a separate identity 
and ~ i ~ l t u r e  nor distaste for Russian rule led immediately to a desire far full 
separation. 

The history of Central Asia and its place in the world shows the wealth of 
influences which have gone into its fcjmarion, from pre-Islamic Iranian civiti- 
zation, throzrgh the corning of Islam, then the Turks and the Mongols, to its 
inwvoration into the Russian Empire. All of these have left their mark, in the 
variety of populations and lifestyles, in the shape af society and the conduct of 
politics. The seventy years of Soviet rule added another layer of influence, 
changing but not obliterating the legacies of the past. In today's world Central 
Asia retains its former place, on the boundary of different regions and cultures, 
cvrnbining but not arnalgmi-rting influences froin the civilizations sumunding it, 
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The Legacy of the Mongols 

Moms Wssabi 

The fvfongof eruption in the thirteenth century was without question the most 
significant impact of the nomadic peoples of Inner Asia on the sedentay world, 
Mongol: troops reaehed west all the way to Hungary and Poland and south all 
the way to Southeast Asia and the Middle East. China and Central Asia, as the 
Mongols' two nearest neighbors, had greater and longer exposure than other 
regions to the descendants of Chinggis Khan. Most works on the Mongol impact 
on China and CenEral Asia have suessed the desfruction and dislocation gener- 
ated by the initial conquests. Setting aside such a one-sided view, a study of the 
Mongol legacy in Central Asia needs to consider two different perspectives. 
First, the imedia te  consequences of the conquest and mupation of Central 
Asia require investigation. The Mongols governed much of Central Asia for 
about a century, and their Turkic-speaking descendants dominated the region for 
at Ieast another century and a half. Later still, in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, a powerful new Mongol confederation influenced the peoples and 
lands of Central Asia. Second, certain patterns of Mongol culhre and socieq 
appear to have influenced the societies of Central Asia. Such shared patterns 
are the enduring legacies of Mongol relations with Central Asia peoples and 
swieties. 

f he Mongol Catnquest and Its A&mta& 

The Mongolst initial encounter with Eastern Turkesran, their closest neighbor in 
Central Asia, was peaeefu1,The Uighurs, the principal inhabitants of the re- 
gion, submitted voluntarily and as a result were accorded a special status in the 
Mongol domains. Having the most literate and sophisticat& population among 
the Turks, the tiighurs were eagerly recruited into governxilent ~ e r v i c e . ~  
A Turkic group from Central Asia had, in this case, a dramatic impact on its 
Mongol overlords. Uighurs adapted their vertical script to provide the first 
written language for Mongolian and served as tutors, secrerxies, tfanslators, in- 
terpreters, and government officids. Other Turfcish groups, including 0nggiid 
and Kipchaks, were granted positions in the Mongol military, central govern- 
ment, or Iocal administration." 

During the century or 'so in which they controtled Uighuristan, the Mongols 



conduct& censuses, devised a regular system of taalion, and organized postal 
stations to facilitate the speedy conveyane-e of official mail and incidentally to 
promote travel and trade.4 The immediate Mongol legacy in eastern Central 
Asia was thus not destructive. By sunendering without a s&uggle, the Uighurs 
escaped the possibility of a devastating assault. Indeed, they benefited from 
Mongol policies, The caravan trade that had Iain relatively domant after the 
tenth century revived as a result of Mongol control of much of Eurasia and 
Mongol encouragement of comrner~e.~ The Row of merchants and goods tra- 
versing Eurasia increased appreciably during the Mongol era, and caravans 
coming to or from China naturally traveled via the oases of Central Asia offer- 
ing numerous economic opportunities for the inhabitants. fudging from the ad- 
verse reaction to effort% made by the early Ming dynasty, the Chinese successors 
to the Mongols, ta limit trade and sa-called tribute, the Uighurs had made strik- 
ing gains as a result of Mongol promotion of trade.6 

This relatively rosy assessment of the meaning of Mongol mle in East Turke- 
stan does not apply to the western regions of Central Asia. The Khorezm-Shah, 
who mled much of this area, was much less docile than the Uighur iduq-pt? In 
X 2 18 he even condoned the killing of an envoy dispatched by Ghinggis Khan- 
a direct challenge to the Mongols to whom "the person of an mbilssador . . . 
was sacro~anct."~ Clhinggis Khan now needed to avenge himself against the 
Khorezm-Shah and thus had a pretext to launch an invasion. The Khorezm- 
Shah, in any case, had a precarious hold on his domain. His m y  was wracked 
with strife; many of his subjects, particularly those in Iran who had been subju- 
gated during his campaigns in the eafty 12W, were not loyal to him, and he 
could not count upon support from the religious leadership.' 

Capitalizing on the Khorezm-Shah's weaknesses, Chinggis Khan initiated an 
attack against Transoxima in Central Asia in 1229. Encountering resistance, the 
Mongol armies responded violently and brutally, Persian historians acknowl- 
edge that the Mongol campaigns in Transoxiana were not as destructive as the 
ones in Eastem Persia and Iraq. Even so, they describe deliberate massacres and 
destruction, Suvayni, one of the greatest. Persian historians, writes about one 
Turkish group in Rukhara that "no mslle was spared who stctod higher than the 
butt of a whip and more than thirty thousand were counted amongst the slain.'" 
We quotes one refugee from Bukhara that the Mongols "came, they sapped, they 
burnt, they slew, they plundered and they departed,'"O According to these Ts- 
lami, sources, Bukhara and Samarkand, the twin ccnten of culture in Transnx- 
iana, were savagd, many of their inhabitants were killed, and thirty thousand 
craftsmen from Samaskand were forced, virtually as slaves, to go eastward to 
Northern China and Mongolia to serve the Mongols." 

Yet a Chinese Taoist invited by Chinggis Khan to accompany him on his 
Central Asian campaigns offered a somewhat different assessment than the 
Persian sources. h i v i n g  in SarnarEcand a year and a half after its conquest by 
the Manpls, he reported that the occupiers were repairing bridges and boars 



and that "wherever we went we came to terraces, takes, pagodm, and towers 
. . . .'" His escorts toid him that the population had fallen from 100,QQO to 25,000 
which no doubt overstates the casualties, but nonetheless indicates that he did 
not ignore the results of wafime, He also found that farm Iand had either not 
been diunagd or that there had been a rernarlrable reeovefy within a brief time 
span, for as he noted, "ffruit and vegetaMes were very abundant."" A leading 
historian of Central Asia also subscribs to this view when he notes hat: 

the opinion that the Mongols did not appreciate culture and would have turned all 
the Iand into grazing grounds is contradicted by the facts. The Mongol mfers, at 
least, were bound to real~ze that from town-dwellers and land-owners they could 
obtain better revenue than from nomads,I3 

Additional confirmation derives from Mongol attempts to govern Bukhara 
and the surrounding Central Asian regions. The Mongols recruited reliable 
Chinese and Khitan advisers to help them develop a stable administration, 
Eventually Khorezmians joined in devising the fiscal and defense stmcwres of 
the region. One of the Khorezmians, in fact, persuaded his Mongol overlords 
not to raze Bukhara after a rebellion against Mongol Stilt another indica- 
tion that the Mongols did not aspire simply to wipe out Central Asians was their 
recruitment of Muslims from the region for administrative responsibilities 
in China." Numerous Central Asians served the Mongol rulers of the Middle 
Kingdom.I6 The Central Asian Ahmad became a leading official, with responsi- 
bility for financial administration, in Khubilai Khan's government in Peking. 
The Mongols encouraged Muslims from Central Asia to fam merchant associa- 
tions (known as ortogh) to promote trade and to revive the csuavan trade to the 
West.I7 The cslravan trade, in turn, traversed Central Asia and no doubt contrib- 
uted to the prosperity of the region. 

Mongol domination thus left an ambiguous rather than purely negative leg- 
acy. The revival of trade was cel-tainly a boon, and the Mongols' support of 
merchants contributed to the commercial prosperity of Central Asia. After the 
initial attacks and conquest, the Mongols wanted to achieve order, not merely to 
exploit the region, Their morive was to generate stability so that the local econ- 
omy could recover and the Mongols could secure more revenue." Yet a more 
aiming legacy was military encroachment on civilian authority. The military 
dominated Central Asia, and the government reflected rhe preponderance 
of military influence, a situation which inevitably generated conflicts, The 
Chaghatay Khans, desended from Chinggis Khan's second son, fought with 
focal lieaders as well as with the Mongot khanates in Persia and Ckina, The con- 
flicts occasionally had damaging effects. Bukhara, for example, was severely 
devastated in 1273 as a result of an attack by the Mongol khanate of Persia." 

Internal strife weakened the descendants of Chinggis Khan and eventudly 
prmitted the rise of new powers. The most impomnt of these in the region of 



Central Asia was the Turkic leader Tamerlane (Temur), who rose to power near 
Samarkand in 1370, Tamerlane inherited practices and ideas belonging to what 
has been called the "Turco-Mongolian tradition."20 The principal chmcteristic 
of this tradition was ahplation of the steppe culture and institutions to those of 
the Mongols' sedentary subjects. 

Tamerlane proved to be adroit in using this Turco-Mongolian tradition to 
butrress his rule. Though he derived from a nomdie background, he "bastxi his 
seength on the exploitation of settled  population^."^^ He was, for example, a 
fervent Muslim rather than a shamanist (a religion based on a shaman's direct 
links to ancestral spirits or gods) of nomadic heritage. On the other hand, he 
persisted in identifying with nomadic history by seeking to associate himself 
with Chinggis Kfian and the Chinggisid dynasty,22 In his effort to gain control, 
he followed trditional Mongol organizagon and strategy, Like Chinggis, he 
start& his campaigns based on tribes, but also like the great Mongol conqueror, 
his objective was to place his own sons and loyal retainers in positions of power 
and to remove tribal leaders Erom such positions. He attempteB to acquire con- 
trol over and to elicit support from both the s e d e n m  and the nomdic pogu- 
lations of CentraI Asia, and, following the example of Chinggis Khan, he re- 
cruited foreign troops for his army once he had subjugat& their lands. Then he 
used them to continue his expansionist policies, Finally, he incorporated foreign 
systems of administration in his attempt to govern, a policy similar to the one 
pioneered by the early Mongols. He at&tempted to balance an Arab-Persian sys- 
tem with its emphasis on bureaucracy and regular adminisgation with a Turco- 
Mongolian system relying on military organization. Internal strife, once again, 
weakened the empire of his descendants, pemitting the nomadic Chinggisid 
Uzbek Turks to conquer them in 1505-1507. The Uzbeks would then &come 
the dominant force in the formation of modern Central Asia. 

Another group that influenced Central Asia was the Zunghars. Residing in 
Wstern Mongolia and in what is now noahern Xinjiang, the Zunghars were the 
last in a long line of Mongols to seek to unite their people to recreate tire gtori- 
ous past represented by Chinggis Khan and his Ifiirteenth-century empire. Their 
leaders repeatedly i~vnked the legends and history of Chinggis Khan's exploits 
and made explicit comparisons with their itlustrious forebears. Their ruler 
Galdan suffered severe setbacks in his efforts to unite the Mongols, He aimed to 
gain support from the Khalkha or Eastern Mongols, but they lacked allegiance 
to a single leader, At least three khans ccrmpeM for control among the Rhalfia, 
and the presence of the Living Buc3dha (Jebtsundamba Khutughtu) and his effort 
to seek p w e r  contributed, to the turnloil in &stern Mongolia, further impeding 
Galdan's mndiose plan for a unified Mongol world under his command. With- 
out a strong base among the Mongols, he was vulnerable in his war with Ch'ing 
China, paaicularIy after the Manchu dynasty in the Middle Kingdom made an 
accommodation with Tsarist Russia, robbing Galdan of this potential European 
ally. No longer ftxzul of a joint Zunghar alliance with the Russians, the Ch'ing 



could focus on dispatching Gaidan's troops. By 1695 Galdan had been defeated, 
and the following year he died, With his death, Mongol influence in Central 
Asia declined considerably, though the Zunghars, under different leadership, 
continued in combat with China until the 1750s when a Ch'ing military leader 
wiped out the remnants of the enemy.23 

Patterns Among Mongols and Central Asians 

The direct historical links between the Mongols and Central Asia were without 
question significant, but perhaps the shared patterns of organization, structure, 
and iddogy are as vital in identifying the Mongol legacy in Central Asia. The 
clearest impression derived from the study of the history of the Mongol Empire 
and its suassor  states is the dificulties encountered by the Mongols in achiev- 
ing unity. The pastoral nomadic lifestyle did not bnd itself to p u p s  larger than 
tribes, since "any would-be supra&ibaI ruler had to bring to heel a highly mobile 
population, who could simply decamp and ignore his claims to authority,"24 
Unity that transcended the vibal group was rare and fleeting. Mongols and the 
pastarat nomads who prmeded them in Mongolia owed loydty to a tribal chief. 
When they emeged from the steppes to challenge the sedenLar)! peoples, in par- 
ticular the Chinese, they required a larger unit than the Erik, Disputes with the 
sedentay states over trade or land or property necessiutted the development of 
unions of tribes. Individual tribes could engage in hit-and-run raids against their 
more settled neighburs, but they had to forge alliances compo=d of numerous 
tribes to make permanent and substantial gains. Under these circumstances, 
tribal leaders needed to turn over some of their responsibilities to a supreme 
ruler who tried to empower some of his own closest associates and retainers so 
that he would not be as dependent on these tribal chiefs. Such unity and central- 
ization would foster the development of a much more powerful confederation. 

Yet centralization of this kind encountered resistance. Tribal chiefs devel- 
oped a personal allegiance to a specific supreme ruler. They were not neces- 
sarily loyal tx, the oftice embodied by the ruler. If a ruler was ineEective or did 
not provide booty for the tribal chiefs or was considered to have betrayed them, 
they had no compunction about ending their support for him. Once he died, they 
were not obligated to remain in the confederation, since they had no abstract 
concept of loyalty to a permanent office or to a vision of a Mongol nation or 
ethnic group.25 

This lack af cohesion, together with a relatively weak identity as a distinct 
group, repatedly hampered the Mongols. The Mongol empire of the thirteenth 
century was particularly debilitated by such disunity. Ghinggis Khan had been 
able to overcome pllrochial tribal loyalties and, in fact, to disprse tribal units 
within his larger confederation. A major element in his success was the loyalty 
he elicited from various Mongol tribes and peoples. His death, however, 
resulted in the weakening of the bonds that he had forged, Although his son 



ogiidei, wirh some difficulty, preserved some of these links, the Mongof do- 
mains soon began to fragment. By the time 6g6dei died, Mongol unity had been 
lost. 'Within a short time, four virtually autonomous domains developd within 
the so-called Mongo1 empire. The Golden Horde dominated Russia; the R-khans 
governed Iran; the Ghaghatay khans controlled Central Asia and Eastern Turke- 
stan; and the Yiian dynasty ruled China and the traditional homeland sf the 
Mongols. 

The most dramatic evidence of this fragmentation was the wars between var- 
ious Mongol khanates. The major conflict erupted in the Middle East when the 
Golden Horde cooperated with the Muslim Mamluk rulers of Egypt against 
their fellow Mongols in II-khanid Persia. The Mongol governors of Persia, in 
turn, sought allies in Christian Europe to oppose the Mamluks and the Gofden 
Horde. By this time, the Mongols seem to have lost their sense of kinship with 
one another. They cooperated with their earlier enemies agtgainst their own ethnic 
brothers, and they had no hesitilfions about doing so beeause they felt no special 
bond wirh peoples who in modern times would be considered part of the same 
group. This stfife among the Mongols naturally weakened them and compelled 
their eventual withdrawal h m  the lands they had subjugated, each of 
these khanates, unity proved difecult to mainkain. The Ckaghatay Khanate of 
CenEa1 Asia in pmicular was frequently divided, 

One reason for the recurrent internal strife within the Mongol realm was the 
Iaek of a regular and orderly system of succession, The transfer of power proved 
to be an Achilles' heel. Since the Mongols owed personal Iioyalty to a specific 
Khan, not to the office he represented, leaders encountered difficulties in pass- 
ing on their title and their power, Traditions of lateral succmsion and lineal suc- 
cession clashed. Even more uoublesome was a system whereby an assemblage 
(khun'ltai) of the Mongot elite met to select the new rder, initially the member 
of the Chinggisid line whom they considered the fitte~e.~%Thj.s means of selec- 
tion naturally bred conflict, as there were frequent disagreements about the 
merits of the different candidates. The resulting disputes weakend and, on oc- 
casion, undedned the Mango1 confecieration. Examples of succession strug- 
gles in Mongol &story are legion, 

The states which develovd in Central Asia and the steppe after the disso- 
lution of the Mongol Empire looked to Chinggis Khan and his house for legiti- 
macy; many indeed were mled by Chinggisid khans. The Mongol system of 
successisn was iikewise Iargdy maintained, with its atrendant discord. Central 
Asia has repeatedly suffered from the political malady of uncertain succession. 
The century or so of Mongol rule under the descendants of Chinggishon 
Chaghatay witnessed countless succession disputes. Tamerlane, who over- 
whelmed the Chaghatay bat still h p t  a khan as a figurehead, could not guaran- 
tee stability far his successors. His son only took power after a clear-cut military 
victory over his rivals; his grandson was assassinated; and the last half-century 
of Timurid rule was beset by w d a m  and regicide, 



The Uzbeks, who had overwhelmed and destroyed the Timurid empire by 
1.506, were themselves beset by continuous desertions and insunections. The 
later khanates of Khiva, BuM-rara, and Mokand, which had a sizable, settled pop- 
ulation based in oases and engaged in faming and trade rather than nomads 
engaged in pastoralism, still failed to create a single Central Asian khanate that 
could have provided more successful resistance to the expansionism of the 
Tsarist and Ch'ing courts," Despite their more sdenta~y lifestyle and thus their 
greater opportunity to achieve unity, these khanates failed to join together 
and were vulnerable to attacks by Russia and Manchu-governed China in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. By 1880, Tsarist forces overwhelmed 
the khanates of Khiva, Bukhara, and Kokand and began to inwrporate them into 
the Russian empire.28 

Eastern Central Asia in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was also 
plagued by incessant dynastic sh-uggles among the Moghul (Chaghatay) seeutar 
rulers and the Khojas (Khwajaf), Sufi religious leaders, facilitating the Manchu 
conquest of the region. By 1760, China completed its occupation of Zunghar- 
mfed territories in Northern Xinjiang as well as Southern Xinjiang oases and 
lands eatlier dominated by the Mqghuls and the Sufi Khojas. Revolts against 
Ch'ing rule in the nineteenth century foundered as a result of dynastic squab- 
bling either among either the secular or Islamic ledefsbip?' 

The nomadic peapies to the north were even Iess unified and more hard 
pressed to retain their independence in the face of growing Russian and Chinese 
terrilofial designs. The KazaM-LE, for example, were divided into a Great Horde, 
a Middle Horde, and a Small Horde, and even when threatened with foreign 
conquest and rule they could not forge an alliance, thus facililating their adver- 
saries' efforts to subjugate Fhem,3WDisunity similarly paralyzed the Kazakh, 
Kkghiz, and other nomadic groups in modern Xinjiang and made them reta- 
tively easy prey for the Ch'ing armies. 

The early twentieth century witnessed the same recurring difficulties for 
Central Asia. nough a major revolt against Russian and Soviet rule erupted in 
the early 192Us, the inability of the lagely Muslim peoples of Central Asia m 
rally around a single leader dissipated their strength and led, in part, to their 
defeat. The Soviets professed eqemess to help preserve the distinctive cultures 
of these ethnic minorities and established a republic fm each of the principal 
Central Asian groups, the Uzbeks, the Kazakhs, the Turkmens, the Kirghiz, and 
the Tajik. 

Neither the Chinese Revolution of 191 l nor the Russian Revolution of 1917 
pemittd Central Asia to sumount this critical and debilitating problem. The 
volatility of Soviet history in the twentieth centufy inevitably led to instability 
and imeguIarity in Central Asian leadership. The purges of the 1930s resulted in 
the liquidation of many in the elite of Central Asia who were branded as anti- 
Soviet. The excesses of the last years of Joseph Stdin, the rise and subsequent 
fall of Khrushcbev, and the continud shif& in leadership since then had Centrd 



Asian reverberations in the unpredictable removal and replacement of both 
Russian and native oecials. A stable system of succession to power remained 
elusive. 

The liberalization of the mid-1980s did not bring a b u t  unity in Central Asia 
nor has it lessened tensions among the various ethnic p p s  in the region. Re- 
ports of conflict and in some cases battles amoung these groups persist and un- 
dermine confidence in their ability to overcome differences and unite. Their 
common Turkic cultural kritage (save for the Persian orientation of the Tajiks), 
their closely related languages, and their common belief in Islam offer some 
hope for more concefled goats and actions. However, their historical inability to 
unite should be borne in mind. 

The Central Asian peoples of Xinjiang have met with a similar fate. From 
1911, the year of the overtbow of the Ch'ing dynasty, to 1949, when the Pea- 
pte's Republic of China was proclaimed, they were ruled by a Chinese warXord 
with some economic ties to the USSR, then by a warlord with strong economic 
and political links with the USSR, who severed these links when Nazi Gemany 
attacked the Soviet Union; and finalgy they made an abortive attempt to estab- 
lish their own independent East Turkestani Rep~blic.~' When the Chinese Com- 
munists gained power, they too repeatedly declared their desire to ensure and 
gumantee the rights of the naganal minorities and organi~d the Xinjiang Ui- 
ghu Autonomous Region and Ili Kaakh Autonomous Chou, with pledges of 
autonomy, as symbls of their deteminaeion. Yet their policies often diverged 
from their expressed objectives. During the years 1958 to 1962 and 1966 to 
1976 in particulat they restricted the practice of Islam, encouraged Chinese col- 
onization of the so-called national minority territories, compelled the nomadic 
Kazakh and Kirghiz pastoralists to abandon their migrations, de-emphasized 
Turkic languages, mandated the use of Chinese in the schools and in the media. 
and selected the vast majority of the political, Communist Party, educational, 
and economic leadership in the CenvaE Asian regime from the Chinese, not the 
indigenous, mostly Turkic, p p l e s .  These policies are remarkably reminiscent 
of Soviet policies in the Central Asian republics.32 

Steady though not: continuous liberaiization in China since I976 has afforded 
minorities the oppcrrtunity to assert their historical and cultural legacies and to 
carry out the obligations of the Islamic religion (including, for a limited few, the 
oppoftunity to undert&e a pilgimage :e Mecca). Some of the Turkic inhabit- 
ants have crossed into Soviet Centrat Asia to meet with friends and ~latives, 
and each of the various Turkic groups is experiencing a renewed sense of ethnic 
identity. Evidence for an extended perid of unity mong all these groups is still 
tacking, and again the patterns of their history argue for difficulties in xhievinp 
this. 

This same scenario of internal disunion and conflict has r s u ~ e d  houghout 
the modem history of the Mongols themselves. The twentieth century has wit- 
nessed a continuation of disunjty, though the nationalism sweeping across Asia 



seems to be affecting the Mongols as well, Mongols have been dispersed under 
different political authorities and although they come under centralized govern- 
ments, they themselves have not served as the leaders of these governments. 
The Wngofs of Inner Mongolia have generaIly remained under Chinese juris- 
diction, and at present the Mongols are a decided minority within the Inner 
MongoZian Autonomous Region, because Chinese governments throughout the 
twentieth century have encouraged Chinese colonization of the area. The influx 
of Chinese has on occasion resulted in connict, though intemarriage and ac- 
commodation are prweeding apace. Tensions subsided around 1976 with the 
onset of less repressive Chinese policies and greater toleration of the Mongols, 
Yet the prevailing pamms appaf to indicate growing sinicization and less iden- 
tificatjon with the Mongol heritage.33 

The Mongols in the Mongolian People's Republic, who still constitute the 
vast majority in the country, have progressed tow& unity in the twentieth cen- 
tury, but only under an authoritarian regime. The Mongol government, under 
pressure from the Soviet Union, reviled part of the traditional Mongol heritage, 
including the Lama Buddhism that had played such a prominent religious, polit- 
ical, and economic role since the seventeenth century, and in particular por- 
trayed the narional hero Ghinggis Khan in a negative light. It also sought to 
curtail the migations of nomadic pastoralists and to compel the Mongols to 
convert from their Uighur scxipt to Cyrillic for their wriMen language. The Mon- 
gol economy was integrated into and made depndent on the Soviet eeonony, 
and political policies in the USSR were, in short order, atso implemented in 
M0ngolia.3~ 

The changes initiated in the mid-1980s in the USSR have influenced the 
Mongolian People's Republic and may invigorart: the traditionally faltering 
Mongol nationalism. First increased liberalization and then the demise of the 
Soviet Union has resulted in the reduction of RussianlSoviet dominance and 
presence. In the late 1980s, Soviet troops stanted to withdraw, and the Mongols 
have begun to seek trading pmners outside of the Soviet bloc. Daeades of So- 
viet influence have, moreover, inspired much anti-Russian feeling and have 
stirred hilongol nationalism which may in part be based on hostility toward Rus- 
sians. The Mongols have thus set about reversing Soviet policies, encouraging a 
cult of Chinggis Khan, thus rehabilitating that heroic figure, and reverting to the 
older and more revered Uighur script. Mongols with a more pragmatic bent and 
less beholden to Marxist-Leninist doctrine have taken charge of the govern- 
ment, and preliminary indications are that nationalism is overcoming the tradi- 
tional, fragmenting loyalties of tribal, regional, and on occasion, dialect affilia- 
tions. Stinings of  interest in unity with Mongols living in other regions (e.g. 
Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, Buriat SSR) have also been observed. It remains to 
be seen, however, whether nationalism and centralization, which have most 
often eluded the Mongols in the past, will prevail and be sustained, 

Mongols in other lands have generally been outnumbered by the native 



peoples, and expressions of nationalism in the twentieth century have been 
frowned upon, if not repressed or made impracticable. The Mongols in Xinjiang 
and other northern Chinese provinces, who mount& to about half a million 
people as of June 1982, are decidedly a r n i n o r i ~ . ~ ~  Similarly, the Buriat Mon- 
gols, who had their own so-called autonomous republic in the USSR, were, until 
recently, not generally pemitted overt expressions of nationalist feelings. It is 
too soon to tell whether recent events will encourage the Buriats to more ex- 
plicit affirmations of Mongol nationalism. 

Use of Religion 

Another characteristic of traditional Mongol history is the tendency to use reli- 
gion to foster unity. Shamanism, which was ideally suited to the tribal stage of 
Mongol development, was inadequate when the thirteenth-cenmry Mongols 
tried to govern the sedentafy domains they bad recently subjugated. This midi- 
tional religion could not be discard& but rather needed to be integrated into a 
wider world view and system of values. Khubilai Khan (1215-1294) was one of 
the first of the Mongols consciously to use religion for political purposes.36 He 
cultivated and patronized dignitaries representing a great variety of religions 
and conveyed the impression to each of these men that he favored their specific 
belief and values. The Altan Khan (1507-821, however, was the first Mongol 
leader with the explicit objective of using religion to unify the various Mongol 
peoples under his junisdiction. He converted to Tibetan Buddhism and initiated 
efforts to convert all the Mongols. Nonetheless, the evenrud conversion of the 
Mongols did not translate into politicaE unity. Indeed some scholars have as- 
serted that the growing eeonomic and political power and the attendant cormp- 
tion of the Buddhist monasteries weakened the secular political leadership in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries," Nor did monasteries serve to ralIy the 
Mongols to resist the encroachment of China and Russia during the same time. 
It was only in the twentieth century that the Buddhists organid  against outside 
influence, and asdently if ineFeectually tried to stave off the profoundiy secular 
and anti-religious doctrines espousd by the Communists. Their corruption and 
exgIoitation had aIienated much of the hilongol populace, and their efforts to 
mount a campajgn of resistance were thus futile, 

I f  Marxism-Leninism i s  perceived as a secular religion, the C w m u n i s ~  may 
be described as continuing the practice of employing a 'keiigion," to bind the 
diverse Mongol and Turkic peoples. The re-cent disillusionment with Coinmu- 
nlst doctrine nnd policy, expssed by some Mongols sls well rx Central Asians, 
Indicates that the effort has not bmn crowned with success, Thus Communism 
has failed to provide a unifying and generally accepted world view for both the 
Mongols and Turks living in Inner Mongolia under Chinese Communist juris- 
diction, and those who live in the Mongolian PeapIe7s Republic, 

As a crosroads, Central Asia has harbored a variety of religions over the 



ages. Even during the Mongol occupation, it was inhabited by Buddhists, Mus- 
lims, Zoroastrians, and Nestorian Christians among others. Its Mongol rulers 
converted to Islam in the 13th centurgi. Tamerlane tried to use Islam as a politi- 
cal force; his devotion to Islam may have served to justify his ~onqtgests~~ but it 
did not serve to preserve the unity of his domains after his death. Once he died, 
Musiim fought against Muslim in the later %murid period, and such conflict 
within the Islamic world persisted in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in 
Eastern Central Asia with the struggles between different Sufi factions, the 
Black Mountain Khojas and the White Mountain Khojas. In Western Central 
Asia, Islam often divided rather than unified the three principat khanates of the 
seventeenth to ninewnth centuries. 

After Central Asia feII under Chinese and Russian occupation in the nine- 
teenth century, Islam, on occasion, did offer an ideology for resistance, Muslim 
religious figures were often the leaders af revotrs against the Ch'ing dynasty, 
and the Khojas played a significant role in such anti-government activities. It is 
unclear whether these rebellions signified positive affimation of Islam or sim- 
ply reactions to foreign rule. Since f 949, there have been sporadic assertions of 
Islam (worship at mosques, abstention from pork, observance of Ramadan, 
etc.), but the anti-religious message has probably made some inroads. Even the 
limited practice of Islam, however, does not appear to have forged unity. The 
Russian-governed territories in Centrat Asia had remarkably similar experi- 
ences. Anti-Tsarist disturbances often were motivated or inspired by Islamic 
leaders, but these incidents principally represented anti-Russian sentiments- 
not necessarily a resugence of Muslim religious identity* The anti-religious 
propaganda and policies of the USSR, on occasion, provoked unrest in the Cen- 
tral Asian republics. but the Islamic religion has not brought about unity or con- 
certed action among the diverse Central Asian Muslims. It is difficult to tell 
whether Islam will serve in the future as an ideology that will link and promote 
joint action by the Muslims in the USSR, but the historical record suggests that 
there will be obstacles to such efforts. 

Commerce was crucial for the Mongols and CentraI Asians and often shaped 
their relations with their neighbors, The Mongols in tsadirional times needed 
trade with nearby sedentary peoples, as they were not economically self-sug- 
cient. Their constant migrations did not permit mairttenance of a surplus of 
goods as insurance against the numerous natural disasters which threatened 
their econonly. A drought, severe winter, or a disease that killed many of their 
animals would endanger a tribe or confederation, In addition, nomadism pre- 
vented them from producing the manufactured articles they required, and they 
needed to obtain these from the sedentary civilimtion. Their fragile economy 
made them dependent on the more settled ppulations. 



The Mongols' desire for trade repeatedly provoked tensions md hostilities 
with their closest sedentary neighbors, the Chinese, Restrictions on commerce 
irnposed by the dynasty that ruled North China in the twelfth century may have 
been a factor leading to Chinggis Khan" initial assaulfs to the south, and later 
nomad attaGks had similar motivation, 

Once the Mongols had lost their power and mobility, their dependence on 
trade became a serious liability and what had been a danger to the Chinese now 
threatened the Mongols. When the Ch'ing dynasty occupied Mongolia in the 
late seventeenth and early eighteenth cen&ries, Chinese merchmts capitalixd 
on the Mongols' need for outside p roduc~  in order to exploit hem, The Mon- 
gols were forced to buy on credit, a practice that placed them in the hands of 
unscntpulous Chinese moneylenders. The Ch'ing government "limite87he in- 
terest on loans to three percent a month, but the Chinese itlegdly chargd even 
higher rates. Since the Mongols were often unabfe to repay the interest, they 
found themselves perpetually in debt. To add insult to injury, the Chinese 
merchants brought the cheapest and worst goads from China and sold them in 
Mongolia at prices nomally resmed for higher-quality merchandisee3* In short, 
the Chinese impoverished the Mongols and retafded the development of the 
Mongol economy. 

The onset of the twentieth centuy has witnessed similar exploitation of the 
Mongols' lack of self-sufficiency. After 1947, the Chines Communists man- 
dated the economic integration of Inner Mongolia to the rest of China. One of 
the rationales for encouraging Chinese colonization was that Chinese experrise 
was needed to promote the economy, though the Chinese government namrally 
gained greater leverage and control over this region. With the introduction of 
outside techniques of pastoralism and of greater sophistication in veterinasy 
medicine, the Mongol?, became ever more dependent on Chinese technology 
and expertise. Extraction of mineral resources and industrial development 
Iinked Inner Mongolia ever more closely to China. Economic liberalization 
since the late 1970s has not halted the growing economic and commerciaI links 
between Inner Mongolia and the rest of China. 

Similarly, the Mongolian People's Republic's need for impofled products has 
created a dependent eeonorny. The Russians ensured that the &longols secured 
most of their foods frnm the USSR, thus guarantming that the Mongolian Peo- 
ple's Republic virtually wouId become an economic colony. With gowing ur- 
banization and indus@ialization, the Mongols became ever more dependent on 
goods from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe and thus had an unfavorable 
balance of trade, 

Central Asia has not had the samc pressing need for trade in order t c ~  sunfive. 
In traditional times, a self-suecient agriculture and trade with pastoral nomads 
who lived in the neighboring valleys and mountains enabled the oases and the 
surrounding lands to sustain an adequate existence. Yet long-distance commerce 
contributed enormously to the prosperity of Central Asian towns, Kashgar, 



Samarkand, and BuWlara, for example, flourished due to their vital locations 
along the major trade routes, Many of the residents4wners of hostelries, Ioeal 
merchants, and camel and horse grooms--8epended upon revenue from the car- 
avan trade across Eurasia. 

The relatively peaceful conditions resultjng from Mongol domination of 
much of Eurasia fostered a revival of commerce and led to the first direct con- 
tacts between Europe and East Asia as merchants and caravans crisscrossed Ew- 
asia. Tamerlane and his descendants persisted in the policy of encouraging 
trade, and as a result envoys and merchants from as far away as western Europe 
and China reached the %murid capitais of f amarlrand and Herat. The prosperity 
of many Central Asian oases and towns continued unabated until the middle and 
late sixteenth century when political turbulence in China, Persia, and Easkrn 
Cen td  Asia, the discovery of the sea route from Europe to East Asia, and con- 
flicts between the new peopjes of Persia and the Sunnis of Turkey and Central 
Asia combine-d to reduce Eurasian land tradeS4O Commerce between Russia, 
China, and Central Asia continued t h u g h  the eighteenth and nineteenth centu- 
ries, but as the Tsarist and Ch"ing courts began to encmach an the region, profits 
accrued more and more to Russian and Chinese merchants, who took advantage 
of these regions in the same way that Chinese merchants were exploiring the 
Mongols. 

Russian and Chinese incowration of Central Asia in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries initiated policies designed to make the predominantly Mus- 
lim population in these regions ecanomicafly more dependent. The Russians 
compelled parts of Cenlral Asia to convert from self-suEicient agriculture to 
widespread cultivation of cotton, which was meant for consumption in other 
regions in Russia and in foreign lands.4' As a result, Central Asia's economy and 
commerce became inwtricably linked with Russia, and policy decisions in St. 
Petefsburg and Moscow have shaped the development of Central Asia ever 
since.42 

Since 1448, China has made dramatic efforts to link Xinjiang to its core 
te~itories, The region has been made dependent for necessities on the rest of 
China, and Chinese colonists have moved there and have been accorded domi- 
nant positians in the econ~my.~' Growing economic flexibility in the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  
however, has permitted trade with Soviet Central Asia, somewhat reducing de- 
pendence on China. Neve&eIess, the region's most significant trading partner 
remains China, and as in traditional rimes, this part of Cenwal Asia requires 
trade for its survival. 

Foreign Asslst;ance 

A need for assistance from foreigners has characterized the Mongols in both 
medieval and modern times, Having no experience in administering a sedenlary 
civilizatian, the thirtwnth-century Mongols lacked the skills to govern China, 



Persia, Russia, and the other tenitones they had subjugated, "I'key turned first 
for assislance lo the Uighurs and other Turks whose language and societies most 
closely resembled their own, These Turks served as inteqreters, tutors, and offi- 
cials in local and central g0vernments.9~ Later the Mongols employed defectors 
from the major civilizations as officials in the govemments they established, 
Central Asian Muslims, Chinese Confucians, Tibetan Buddhists m d  European 
Christians, for example, ~ s u m e d  official positions in China under the Msngol 
Yuan dynasty. Chinese defectors were also vital in later Mongot attempts at uni- 
fication and expansion,"~ome Mongol traditionalists oppomd such coopera- 
tion with representatives of the sedentary civilizations bemuse of fears of the 
strong influence and growing power of these subjects, which could be a step in 
the sinicization of the Mongols. This opposition on occasion led to internecine 
conflicts among the Mongols, which weakened them considerably. Manchus, 
Chinese, and Russians have cften either dominated or played vital roles in Non- 
golia since the late seventeenth century. Manchu officials, often with Chinese 
assistance and officials, supervised, guided, or ruled the vdous  Mongol khan- 
ates through much of the Ch'ing dynasty. In the MongoIian People's Republic, 
the Russians have been the principal foreign experts and advisers in the twen- 
tieth century, Russian troops have been stationed there thoughout much of the 
histov of the second Communist stare ever to be esablished. Russian political, 
economic. and technicaI experts often shaped policies, programs, and develop- 
ment over the past seventy years. The sudden recall of these specialists in the 
Iate 1980s deprived the Mongolian People" Republic of certain invaluable 
skills, and its economy will surely face severe problems in this period of trstnsi- 
lion. Moreover, as in traditional times, the Moagols will need foreign assistance 
in the training of political, economic, and technical exFrrs to foster %cononic 
development and political change. 

Traditional Centrd Asia also required and made use of foreign expertise, 
After Tamerlane conquered Persia, for example, he used Persian bureaucrhits to 
help him ruIe their land.& The Timurid and Uzbek dynasties also patfonized 
Persian art, l i teratu~, and historical writing. 

There is, however, a critical diEerence between pre-modern and modern 
times in the need for fomign expertise. Up to the late seventeenth century, the 
Mongols and Central Asian peoples recmited foreigners with specific adminis- 
trative, literary, teehnioal, and economic skiIls, and mine of these wruits were 
natives of the regions that they had subjugated, They themselves sought to at- 
tract or compel ft?reigners to work for them. However, as was the case with 
trade, Mongol dependence on outsiders proved a liability later. Once rhe Rus- 
sians and the Chinese became dominant in Mongolia and Central Asia after the 
seventeenth century, foreigners imposed themselves on the Mongols and Cen- 
@a1 Asians who had no choice but to accept, them. 

W e n  the Tsarist and Manchu courts occupied Central Asia in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, Russian, Chinese, and Manchu governors, merchants, 



and enwepreneurs began to dominate the native inhabitants and to introduce 
changes in the economy, Such changes were naturally designed to benefit Rus- 
sia and China, but a few of these new techniques or institutions also profited the 
region. Mew towns were constructed, old ones grew, and trade inmeased. 

Russia and China have continued to dominate Central Asia in the twentieth 
centuly, and the Russians and Chinese have tried to make themselves indispens- 
able to the region. Russian soldiers, engineers, Communist Party leaders. and 
laborers have moved into Central Asia and have served in key positions in the 
economy. The arrival of the Russians did contribute to economic and techno- 
logical advances, but the Russians also achieved a commanding position in the 
republics. The Soviet pIeCtge of and the CenrraI Asian demand for greater auton- 
omy in the late 1980s generated replacements of some Russians by local peo- 
ples, but non-indigenous expertise wilt still be required for the region's eco- 
nomic development in the foreseeable firture. 

In Xinjiang, Chinese military men, government asciais, and sgeeialists in 
science and technology have also assumed vital positions. Their politic& and 
economic dominance in Xinjiang since the founding of the People's Republic of 
China has given rise to resentment. Although Chinese expertise also has contrib- 
uted to eeonomic advances in the repi~n,4~ at the same time it bas limit& the 
opportunities for the native, mostly Muslim, inhabitants. At the conclusion of 
the Cultural Revolution, the government pldged to provide more opportunities 
for the Turkic residents. As in Sovier Central Asia, however, it seems likely that 
the services of non-Turkic peoples will still be needed to promote economic 
development and modernization for the foreseeable future. 

Et is too soon to tell whether the patterns that have chstraeterizd the policies and 
practices of the Mongols and Ceneai Asians will, prhaps in a mdified form, 
continue to prevail in a future that a p p m  to offer the prospcts of remxhble, 
perhaps revolutionary, changes. Will the unity that has proved elusive in the 
past be within their gasp? Will orderly and regular Bansitions of leadership be 
pmsible? Will the inhabiants be able to withstand outside pressure for assimila- 
tion? Will an appmciation of and a stronger link to their history, cdture. and 
religions provide the unity that they have found difficult to forge? 

The future of the Mongols and the Central Asians may differ. This essay has 
emphasized the many ch~acteristics they share, but, there are significant dis- 
tinctions, one of which is numerjcal, The Central Asians constitute a much 
larger percentage of popularion in the former USSR and China than the Mon- 
gols do, and their birth rates are strikingly high. The principal religion in Cen- 
tral Asia is Islam while Buddhism has dominated among the Mongols. At 
present Islam has stconger links with politics than Buddhism does, and Islam 
plays a more impomt role in Central Asia than Budcthism does in Mongolia. 



Sinee Islam is the fastest growing religion in the world, China will need to take 
it into account in formulating policies toward Xinjiang. Anotfier difference that 
will surely affect perceptions and policies is that Central Asia has traditionally 
had a much larger sdentary population than d m s  Mongolia. China may f w e  
greater dificulties in dealing with I q e r  concen~&ons of minocrities who tradi- 
tionally had more d e v e t o e  administrations arad &us had more expertise than 
the Mongol, mostly scanered, pastoralists, 
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The Symbiosis of Turlc and Tajik 

lVZaria Eva Subtelny 

. h t  as there is PIO cap without u Iread, 
there is no Turk without m Iraakn. 

4 1 d  Turkic- proverb 

One of the most hotly debated issues today in the ethnic and cultural politics of 
the Central Asian repuMics of the fomer Soviet Union is the thorny and sensi- 
tive problem of the historicd origins of its constituent nationalities This prob- 
lem, which first kc- acute during the period of glasnost', is at the roor of 
various ethnic and national disputes which are expressed chiefly in terms of 
conflicting claims to a given territoq and even to a cultural heribge. The bighly 
publicized clashes between the 'hrkic Musfm A ~ r i s  and the Christian h e -  
nians over rights to the re@on of Karabgh in Azerbaijan is but one example 
in the Caucasus region. In Central Asia proper, the most striking exarnple of 
national-territorial conflicts is that between two Muslim nationalities-the 
Uzkks and Tajiks, the titular nationalities of the republics of Uzbekistan and 
Tajikisrim, who today repEsent the Impt  TmEc-spe&ng and Iranian-speak- 
ing groups, respectively, in Central AsiaS1 

The aim sf this chapter is to describe the historical background of the on- 
going Uzbk-Tajik conflict which is the prduet, on the one hand, of the millen- 
nium-long relationship between Turkic asld Iranian peoples in Central Asia and, 
on the other, of Soviet nationalities polides during &is century. Firstly, it will 
examine the nature of the historical relationship betwwn Turkic and Iranian 
pmples in Central Asia in terns of the relationship ktwmn nomadic and =den- 
im societies, and it will discuss the impaet of this relationship on the ethndin- 
guistic md ethnogenetic development of Uzbeks and Tajiks. Secondly, it will 
review the role of Soviet nationalities policies in the fomation of the modern 
Uzbek a d  Tajik peoples and analyze Soviet interpretations of their ethnogen- 
esis (dtnagenez) and nation fomation (m&obrawvmie), Finally it will con- 
sider the degrep, to which these intqretatjons are still acepted by Uzbeks and 
Tajiks today. 



The MbWdcal Reisrttonshfp Between Namad and Sedentary 

A central theme in the medieval histoq of Central Asia was the relationship 
between two diametrjcally oppsed cultures and modes of life-the sedentary 
and the pastoral nomadi~ .~  This relationship has been characterized most fre- 
qtlently as one of mutual hostiliq. with the s eden tq  agriculturalist or urban 
dweller beruing the brunt of priodic nomadic incursions from the steppe, that 
often ended in the conquest, forcible dominapion, and even desmction of cen- 
ters of sedentary civilizagon by nomadic cavalry forces led by military elites. 
The reasons for these incursions are to be found in the ecology of pastoral 
nomadism and in the politics of trade with s e d e n w  societies, and they resulted 
from the fornation of tribal confederations and the creation of nomadic 
 empire^.^ 

There is, however, another aspect of this relationship between nomad and 
sedentary that, although less drsamatic and more mundane than the one just de- 
scribed, more accurately reflects its true character over the long continuum. In- 
asmuch as the difference between nomad and sedentary was based not just on 
mode of life, but also on mode of production (which Fredrik Barth has ex- 
plained as an economic regime plus its associated context of social organiza- 
tion): the two entered into close mutuat contact through the exchange of prod- 
ucts of their respective mgimes of production. The main point of exchange and 
mutual interaction was always the town,$ In return for f nished g d s  and a&- 
cultural produce, nomads provided the tawn with the p s h t s  of the animals 
they herd&, including meat, milk, wool, and skins. The relationship between 
them may thus be characterized as symbiotic, since symbiosis refers to the inti- 
mate coexistence of two dissimilar organisms (in natwe), or persons or groups 
(in soeiety) in a situation of ccotogical interdependence or mutual henefitS6 

Because few forrns of nomadism are autarkic, and because nornads have d- 
ways had an aversion to specialization, it is they who were more dependent on 
sedentary civilizations for the exchange of the products of their regime of pro- 
duction, and especially for specializd services and luxury goods.7 On account 
of its peculiar geogrttphy. this applied particularly to Central Asia, because the 
regions where pastoral nomadism predominated not only bordered settled re- 
gions (to the north and west, that is, the Kipchak Steppe), but also alternated 
with them, especially in the southwest, or Central Asia proper, where agriculture 
and pastoral nomadism were never in competition with each other.8 In Central 
Asia, therefore, the ecoilomic ties between the agricultural oases and regions 
of pastoral nomadism were always very close, with a very well developed 
exchange-so close, in fact, that the pastoral nomadic and sedentary agrarian 
sectors became integratd into one economic complex or, as Joseph Fletcher put 
it, one "nomadic-sedentary c~ntinuum."~ The Soviet archaeologist, Boris 
Litvinskii, who argued for a "iuw-component systenx'hade up of the nomadic 
steppes, the agrarian oases, and the urban organism, which he regwded as an 
independent element, demonstrated that this complex has remained in force in 
Central Asia for two and a half millennia, right up to the present daystQ 



But the symbiosis of fzristoral nomad and sedentafy did not necessarily engender 
mutual love and respect. It was supported by an inherent tension between the 
two. The peasant or townsman viewed the nomad with fear and suspicion be- 
cause af the nomad" military potential-he did, after a& have an excellent 
track record of conquest and domina~on. At the sane time, he heid tbe nomad 
in contempt on account of his lack of knowIedge and appreciation for urban 
civilization. For his part, the nomad viewed the sedentafy with the same mixture 
of fear and contempt, regarding him as cowardIy and disloyal, but at the same 
time viscerally feaFing the loss of independence sholtld he get too close to him 
and adopt his lifestyle.'1 

Nor did the symbiotic relationship between nomad and sedentaryi affect both 
parties in the same way. Rarely did it entail a change of lifesqie for the seden- 
tary, and it genmally had tittle impact on his. culture and social organization. 
The reverse was true, however, for the nomad. Nomads were inexorably drawn 
into the K~lturkreis of sedentary civilization, and despite their initial retuctance, 
started to participate in it. In doing so they gradually made the &ansition to 
semi-nomadic pastoralism and finally to complete sedentarization. Hand in 
hand with sedentarization went acculturation to the sedentary religio-cultural 
complex and often, although by no means always, assimilation. The progresion 
from mutual contact to symbiosis to acculturation and even assimilation that 
accompanied the nomads?msition to sedentarism, was therefore not the result 
of a conscious choice on their part, but rather, if was the inevitable consequence 
of their symbiotic relationship with sedentary populations." In V. V. BaFtol'dd"s 
opinion, Central Asia provided an espial ly poignant example of the inevita- 
bility of this process: 

To a greater degree than the history of other countries, the history of Central Asia 
provides materia1 for the smdy of one of the most intereshng quesrions of ethnog- 
raphy and cultural histary, namely, the question of the gradual submission of no- 
madic conquerors to the influence of the papulatiorl of the civilized regions sub- 
jugated by them.'' 

~ n o l l m ~ t s t i c  Implkatlons of the 
-Men* RelaManship 

As t'ar back as it is pmsible to research the history of Centsal Asia, its indige- 
nous sedentary population was Iranian, that is, peoptw speaking Iranian (more 
precisely, eastern Iranian) languages, Front the sixth century B.C. to approxi- 
mately the eleventh century A.D., they were represented chiefly by Sogbdians 
and morezmians. After the Turkic peoples enter& the political arena in Central 
Asia in the tenth century A.B., a pattern was established whereby successive 
waves of ntlmadic Turkic and Turco-Mongctlian conquerors from the steppe 
dominated the political history of Central Asia almost without exception until 



the nineteenth century." At the same time, successive waves of nomads entered 
into a symbiotic relationship with the indigenous Tranian popularion, gradually 
made the transition to sedentarism, and became acculturated to Perso-Isla&c 
civilization, which remained the dominant religio-culturaX force in Central Asia 
until the beginning of the twentieth cent~ry.'~ 

Turk vs, T& 

The symbiotic relationship between nomad and sedentary in medieval Central 
Asia was epitodzsd by an Old Turkic proverb recorded in the eleventh century 
by Mahmud Rashghari in his "Compendium of the Turkic Dialects" (Oivan 
lughat al-lurk), a rich source for the ethnographic and cultural history of the 
a I y  Turks: "'Just as there is no cap without a head, there is no Turk without a 
Tat fIranian)(ttsiz tiirk bnlms bashsiz btjrk b~lmas).'"~ Essentiajly, the proverb 
meant that, for the Turkic pastoral nomad, life without the sedentary Iranian was 
as unthinkable as the independent existence of a biirk cap (felt or fur headgear 
worn by the nomads) without a head to wear it on. It therefore not only affirmed 
the symbiotic relationship between the Turkic pastoral nomad and the sedentiuy 
Iranian, but also underscored the dependence of the former on the 

At the s m e  time, the term Tat acquired a pejorative connotation which 
stemmed from the traditionally contemptuous view the nomad hild of the seden- 
tary,18 Rashghari also records a proverb ilIustrative of this: "'((Strike) the Tat (i,e., 
Iranian) on the eye, (cut) the thorn af. its root," which he explains as referring to 
the Tat's lack of l~yalty.'~Another proverb warns the "Turk against the dangers af' 
sedentary civilization: "'Just as a w ~ o r ' s  eEectiveness suffers when his sword 
kgins ta mst, so does the flesh of a Turk begin to stink when he assumes the 
Lifestyle of the sedentary Iranian.'"M 

A pmllel tern to the Turkic word, Tat, was the Persian word, Tmik or Tajik, 
which displacd it by the fifteenth cent~ry,~%igriginally the name given by Ira- 
nian speakers to Arabs after the Islamic conquest of Iran and Central Asia, its 
etymology going back to the Arab tribe of Tayy which had settled in Centrd 
Asia, it came tn denote all %dentar). Muslims. But because the sedentary Mus- 
lims with whom the Turks had closest contact were Iranian-speking, the term 
was used from about the eleventh cenmry onwards primarily for kmians. It was 
also used as a self-name by Iranians when they wanted to make a distinction 
between themselves and their Turkic  overlord^.^ 

Starting from the period of Mongol domination in the thirteenth century, the 
term Tazik was used in historical works and official documents in the fornula, 
"Turk and Tazik,'" later to be replaced by the weskrn ittulian form, Tajik, and by 
the fifteen& eentury the phrase "Turk and Tajik" (tiirk u fuj'ik) h d  become stan- 



darcl when referring to the entire population of a realm, both s eden tq  and no- 
madic, both Turkic and Irani;ut.23 But like the term Tat, Tajik aIso had a pejora- 
tive connotation in Turkic usage. The w o ~ t  insuIt that could be burled at a Turk 
was that his character resembled that of a Tajik (tajik-mizaj), the implication 
being that he was cowardIy and and in the famous '"Genealogy of the 
Turks," written in the seventeenth century, we come across the statement, "A 
dog is worth more than a Ta-jik.'iz 

Uzbek vs, !ht 

Yet another name used by the Turks for sedentary Iranians was Sarl, originally a 
Sanskrit word meaning merchant. When Iranian merchants taok over the trade 
with the Turkic nomads, these naturally cdfed them Sarts. In the thirteenth cen- 
tury, the Mongols used the tern (in the f m s  sarbauUsamkty/sartakt~yj nor 
just for Iranian merchants, bur for all sedentary Iranians, in the same sense 
as Tajik (i.e., sedentary Iranian Muslim).2h The fifteen& century Chagharay 
Turkish author, Mir Ali-Shir Nava'i, regularIy used the term Sart. when referring 
to the Iranian people (sart utusi) and to their language (sart titi,) the latter as a 
synonym for Persian (IF~rsi),~? 

When the nomadic Uzbeks came into Gentrat Asia from the Kipchak Steppe 
in the late fifteenth and early  sixteen^ centuries, the tern Uzbek gctined cur- 
rency alongide the older nomadic self-designation 'Turk,'' which was now re- 
served for the pre-Uzbek Turkic tribes, some of whom had already made the 
transition to semi-sedentarism and even sedenntarism. The Uzbeks, who were 
nomads, clearly distinguished between themselves and their wdentary subject 
population whom they usudly referred to as Sart (also Tajik).2Xike Tat and 
Tajik, it too beeame a derogatory term, even acquirjng a contemptuous popular 
etymology: "yellow dog" (sari i f ) ,  

The Pwblern of Mutual lmfluences 
The close symbicltic relationship between Turkic and Iranian peoples in Central 
Asia not only exerted a profound influencl on the political and socioemnomic 
history of Central Asia, but it was also decisive in shaping the linguistic and 
ethnic makeup of its ppulation. The problem of mutval linguistic and ethnic 
influences is an extremely complex one and evidence for the period before the 
nineteenth century is spotty at best, What is clear, however, i s  that bilingual- 
ism-the result of what linguists call ""language contact'\ituations-was wide- 
spread, and the phenomenon of '"nixed language'bwas not uncommon, Usually, 
it was the minority group that became bilingual, although other factors, such as 
prestige, function, and setting, could also deternine the dominance of one Ian- 
guage over another. 

Mahmud Kasbgharj recorded in the eleventh century that, in Turksh towns 



such as Batasagun and 'rajas (Taraz), the Soghdians spoke both Soghdim and 
TurEsh and had adopted Turkish dress and manners, and although there were 
people who spoke only Turkish, no one spoke only S~ghdian.~" On the other 
hand, in fifteenth century Mhorasan, south of the Oxus, which had a predomi- 
nantly Lranian mulation, AIi-SRir PJava'i i m t e  that while ail Turks knew the 
Sart (Persian) language, Sarts did not speak Turkish, and if they did, everyone 
could recognize they were Sarts." In Central Asia, at roughly the same time, a 
Bavarian prisoner of war, by the name of Hans SchiItberger, wrote that the in- 
habitants spoke a '>wuliar language" that was half-Turkish and haXf-Pe~ian.~' 
Ethnographic data from the early twentieth century still indicated large groups 
of both Turks and Tajiks to be partially or fuHy biling~al.~' 

Ethnic assimilation also worked both ways, depending on the pafiicular re- 
gion and circumstances. Successive waves of TurEc-speaking nomads who en- 
tered into a symbiotic relationship with the sedentaxy Iranian population ab- 
sorbed the indigenous Iranian population or asimitated to it (especiafly near 
and in urban centers). Thus, while the region of Khorezm was totally arkicized 
by Ophuz and Kipchak Turks by the thirteenth century," urban centers like 
Bukhara remained IargeIy Persian-speaking until the twentieth century. An ex- 
ample of Lranized pre-Uzbek Turkic tribes are the formerly Turkic-speaking no- 
madic and semi-nomadic Chaphatay. Ry the wentieth century, they had h o m e  
not only Tajik-speaking (aitbough a small Uzbek-speaking minol-ity remained), 
but also sedentary inhabitants of the oasis towns in eastern Bukhma (where they 
had been pushed out by the Uzbek invasions), specializing in iniigated agricul- 
ture, especially fruit growing and viti~ulrure.'~ In the apt phrasing of the ethnog- 
rapher, Bkl'kis Karmysheva, "the peculiar economic symbiosis'hhich existed 
in the intrxiverine region of Central Asia caused the process of the formation of 
the two peoples-Ta-j~ks and Uzbeks-to proceed "in the closest inter~ction."~~ 

Ultimately, h(~t\rever, the general ethnolinguistic trend was in the direction of 
Turkicization and in roughly a miltennium the population of Central Asia was 
transformed from predominantly Iranian-speaking to Turkic-speaking, with the 
attendant ethnic changes. The balance was decisively tipped by the Uzbek inva- 
sions of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. 72th last great nomadic 
wave from the Kipchak Steppe introduceci a critical mass of Twkic and Turki- 
c i zd  Mongolian nom;tris into Gcntral Asia. a portion of whom evenwdly set- 
rIed in the oasis towns and merged with the sedentary pop~lation.'~ At rhe same 
rime, the Uzbek newcomers pushed out a segment of the Iranian as we11 as the 
older pre-Uzkk Turkic population into such regions as the Pamir mountains in 
present-day Tajikistan ." 

Evidence of the degree to which the process of l-izbek sedentarization and 
the Turkicization of Central Asia had advanced by the nineteenth century is pro- 



vided by the fact that the tern Sart, which had earlier been used synonymously 
with Tajik to designate the sxdentary Iranian ppulation, now referred to the 
Turkic-speaking sedentary populalion which had come to constitute the major- 
ity of the urban population.38 Khanykov, an imperial Russian official who trav- 
elled through the region in the 1840s, reported that, of the Tajiks who had been 
the aboriginal people, '"There is but a remnant left which f m s  the chief popu- 
lation of the city of Bokhara; in other towns there are none or very few in- 
deed."3' Voekov, who visit& the area early in this centuq wrote that kanian 
languages were spaken only in the district of Sammkand and in the mountains 
of eastern Bukhara,@ and that the great majority of the urban and rural popula- 
tion was represented by Sarts who he said spoke 'Turco-Tatar  language^."^' 
Khanykav, who used the term Uzbek rather than Sart and divided the Uzbeks 
into nomadic, semi-nomadic and sedentary, called them the 'predominating 
race" in the BUM- Wlanate.42 BmoI'd's statement that only once on ail his 
traveis did he encounter someone (in the city of Bukhrtra) who did not know 
Turkish, sums up the situation in the early Soviet period,q3 

Soviet Nat.ionafffies Polfclesl in Central Asla 

The goal of Soviet nationalities policies in Central Asia in the 1920s was to 
create separate national republics by means of a "national territorial defimita- 
tion" ((natsicmal'rroe razmezhevanie) based mainly on ethnolinguistic crit.eria.j4 
But the problems Soviet erhnographers and Orientalists faced in i~nplementing 
these policies appeared intractable. 

The ethnolinguistic situation was extremely confuad and complex. In some 
areas, such as present-day southern Uzbekistan and southern Tajikistan, Uzbeks 
and Tajih had become so intermixed that it was di-Fficult to distinguish between 
them." There was no strong sense of ethnic or national identity and inhabitants 
often did not know themselves who they were ethnically, identifying them*lves 
only by their tribal name, the name of their town ("'BuMnarli,'ktc.), or simply as 
"'Muslim." As already discussed, thc term Sart w a  not strictly spaking an eth- 
nic term, since it could refer to both Uzbeks and Tajiks. Nor was there any dis- 
tinct territorial identity. In medieval times, Central Asia had been known by 
such regional designations as Mavaraann&, or Transoxiana ("%he Land beyond 
the Qxus, or Amu Darya river")), whiIe in the nineteenth century it had been 
divided among Russian Turkestan and the Khanates of Bukhsra, Khiva and 
Kokand. In view of the difficulties invtllved, the "solutions" arrived at could 
never have been entircly satisfactory and they eventually engendered a whole 
new set of problems which the era of glasnosr' brought out in fi~ll relief, 

Firstly, since it was not an ethnic designation and since it had a residual peja- 
rative connotation, the term Sart was banned from use.S6 The designation Uzbek 
was substituted on the grounds that there was no separate nation called Sart that 
was different from the Uzbeks and no separate Sart language that was riigerenr 



from the Uzbek language.47 En 1926 the Uzbek SSR was created with an autono- 
mous Tajik republic within it, which in 1929 achieved the saws  of union repub- 
lic, Generally s p k i n g ,  the tenitorial deIimitation favored the dominant Uzkk  
majority, while the Tajik minority was largely pushed out, 

To satisfy the criteria of n d o n h d ,  the two new literary languages of Tajik 
and Uzbek were created, the latter based not on the purer vowel-hafmonizd 
Kipchak-Uzbek version of Uzbek spoken in southwestern Kazakhstan and 
southern Uzbekistan, but on the Iranized, unhmonized Tashkent dialect (prob- 
ably the so-called Sart lirnguage), thus severing, in the opinion of Edward All- 
worth, another connection which linked Uzbeks to their historical, tribal past.48 
Soviet Iinguists denied the idea of the "cultural dominance" of one language 
over another and supported the Stalinist notion that every language is subject 
only to its own "internd laws,"49 merefore, despite their Iong symbiotic rela- 
tionship, there was no possibility of the "Turkieization" of Tajik or of the 
"Iranization'%f Uzbk.% In an effort to deny the Turkicization of Tajik, some 
linguists even maintained that the original language of towns like Samarkand 
and Bukhara was Uzbek-Samarkand Uzbek simply having more Tajik eIe- 
men&, and Tashkent Uzbek more Turkic ones!51 

The Uzbek and Tajik cultural and historical heritages were also redefined, 
chiefly on the basis of territorial and linguistic criteria. However, since Uzbeks 
and Tajiks had not inhabited separate territories during their long history, but 
had shared the sarne territory and the same Islamic religio-cultural background 
whose chief linguistic vehicles were Arabic and Persian, the comgmenraliza- 
rion of individual elements from this common background into "'Uzbek'bnnd 
"Ta~ik" was bound to create confusion and overlap. Thus, while the Persian 
poet, Rudaki, who flourished under the tenth century Iranian Smanid dynasty 
which ruled in Bukhara (now m "Uzbek" city), was included in the Tajik cul- 
tural heritage, and Mir Ali-Shir Nava'i, the fifieenth century poet who wrote in 
the heavily P e s i a n i ~ d  easkm Turkic literary language (Chaghatay), which So- 
viet linguists renamed "QId Uzbek,'" was made the cornerstone of the Uzbek 
heritage, buth Uzbeks and Tajiks both laid claim to the terith-eleventh cetltury 
philosopher, Ibn Sina (Avicenna), even though the vast majority of his works 
were written in Arabic-the Uzbeks on the grounds that he had been born near 
Bukhara in present-day Uzbekistan, and the Tajiks because he was of Iranian 
(probably So&dian) origin. 

Interpredons of Uzbek md Tajlk Ethnogeneslkf 
Official explanations of the etbnogenesis of the Uzhk  and Tajik peoples were 
based first and foremost on the tenitories of the newly created Soviet repub- 
l i c ~ . * ~  In his recent book on the modern Uzbeks, Allworth has called this the 
search for "retrospective proof k f  nationality on a given te~itary.5~ Secondly, 
these explanations were based only on the sedentary populations of those lerri- 
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tories, since they alone had a '"history" and were 'keult~red."~~ Nomadic ele- 
ments were necessarily played down because, like the Asiatic mode of produc- 
tion, they had no place in the Marxist model of devel~prnent.~~ This posed no 
problem in the explanation of Tajik ethnogenesis, since Tajiks had always been 
a sedentary, and therefore '%istorical,'" people, Xt did, however, create serious 
complications in the ease of the Uzbeks, who had a nomadic background and 
who, moreover, h d  originated outside the t e ~ i t o q  of present-day Uzkkistan. 
Muhammad Shibani (Shaybani) Khan, who in the early sixteenth century led 
the nomadic Uzbek invasions which played a key role in the formation of 
the modern Uzbek people, was therefore excluded from the Uzbek historical 
heritage.56 

In the oKxlcial inteqretation, the ancestors of the madern Uzbek nation were 
all the sedentar~i peoples who had ever inhabited the territory of the modern 
Uzbek SSR, and not the nomadic Turco-Mongolian tribes who came into Cen- 
tsal Asia in the late fi&mnth and early sixte-enth centuries under the leadership 
of Shibani Khan.s7 Thus the oficial Istoriia Uzbekskof SSR: 

The Uzbek ethnic group (narodnosi') is composed not of the fajrly recently 
arrived nomadic 'Wzbeks'bf the fifteenth century Kipchak Steppe, but of the 
ancient inhabitmints of Soghdima, Fecgbana and Kharezm. Fmrn the earliest times 
they led a settled life and were weupied in cuitjvating the soil.s8 

Uzbeks were descended therefore not from the Turco-Mongolian group, but 
from the same 'E~uropoid" base as the Tajiks, since both had inhabit& the same 
t e r r i o ~ q . ~ ~  According to the Istoriia Tdzhikskogo nap& (History of the Tajik 
Peeeaple), Uzbeks and Tajiks have the same ethnogenetic background: 'The his- 
tory of these two peoples may be grapkically compared to two great branches 
emerging from the trunk of a single tree."@ The oBciaI explanation for the dif- 
ference between Uzbeks and Tajiks is that, "An insignificant percentitge of ele- 
ments from another-Mongoloid-race, to which Turks and Mongols belonged, 
w m  deposited on the Europoid base of the Uzbek pop~lation,'"~ while Tajiks 
were simply that part of the earlier population which, "to a lesser degree was 
subject to assimifation wirh Turkic tribes and preserved its Ianguage."62 

In keeping with this intewretation, the proeess of both Tajik and U z k k  eth- 
nogenesis had to be complebd fairly early, during culturally significant histor- 
ical periods. The Tajiks completed theirs in the ninth-tenth centuries," and 
the Uzbeks theirs in the eleventh-twelfth centuries, well before the Uzbek 
invasions of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth cen t~ r i e s .~  Mwmver, official 
Soviet historiography milintained that the numbers of nomads who carnc into 
Central Asia at that time were '"elatively small'Yv otnositel'no nebolklaom 
c h i ~ l e ) , ~ ~  and the only role it accorded the historical Uzbeks was that they sim- 
ply gave their name to an already formed Uzbek ethnic group "as the last 
and latest ethnic smtification (mpCasfovunie]." The net result of the official 



interpreration of Uzbek ethnogenesis was to dislocate the term "Uzbek" from 
historical reatity and to give it a meaning digerent from its historical one. 'The 
meaning [of the word Uzbek] in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries," writes 
the fstoriia Uzkkfkoi SSII, '"hould not be confused with [the meaning] it has in 
our time."67 

This view has been contradicted by some Soviet historians and ethnogra- 
phers who have maintained that the nomadic Uzbek invasions were a crucial 
event in the historicai and ehnogenetic development of the Uzbek people, The 
first official history of Uzbekistan, the two-volume Istcariia narodov Uzbeki- 
s t a n ~  (Nistory of the Peoples of Uzbekistan), which subsequent histories set as 
their task to "~orrmt," stated that the Uzbek invasions "could not but have had a 
strong influence,'>nnd that the steppe tribes which entered the territofy of e n -  
ha1 Asia, then under Xmurid control, were "'numero~s."~ The saond volume of 
the history came under strong criticism for beginning with the tTzbek conquats, 
thus giving the impression that they marked the start of a new historical per id  
which did not correspond to the Marxist periodizlltion of Cenml Asian history.69 

In the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  Kamysheva stated explicitly that her ethnogmphic data contra- 
dicted statements made by eartier historians about the srnalt number of nomadic 
and semi-nomadic elements in Central Asia in the fiEteenth centuq,"O and in the 
opinion of the Uzbek historian, Karim Shaniiazov, the Kipchak nomads who 
migrated into Central Asia from the steppe in the period fiom the fifteenth to the: 
eightenmh centuries represented "a Iage gro~p. ' '~ '  In the 1980s, estimating that 
the number of immigant nomads who entered the Central Asian intrariverine 
region was ""massive'hnd '"reached a high figure" (which he calculated to be 
between 248,W and 3m,OQO), the historian Tursun Sulranov came to the con- 
clusion that the Uzbek conquest was "'an imprtant event in the ethno-poIiticd 
history of the conemprary Uzbek and K m M ,  peoples."72 

Wbek Pressures and Taflk Demands 

The national delimitation of 1924, which granted Uzbefistan the lion's share of 
territory in Central Asia, relegating Tajiks to the eastern backwaters of the 
farmer Bukharan Uana&, only eanfimed the extent to which the process of 
Turkicization had progressed in Central Asia by the twentieth century. Further- 
more, those Tajiks who remained in the new Utbek SSR, particularly in the 
Bukhara and Sarnarkand regions, were pressured in various ways to register 
themselves as Zdzbeks-the majority nationality of the republic-in the 1926 
Uzbek census.73 "We are Tajiks," they told the Russian ethnographer, ambin ,  
in the 1930s, '%but, our children will be U~beks.'"~ The popular Uzbek saying, 
"Turk and Tajik are one" (tiirk u tajik bir kishi), underscored traditiond Uzbek 
prejudice against the Tajik and his claim to a separate identity. Xn the Uzbek 
view, Tajiks were simply Persian-speaking Z d ~ b e k s . ~ ~  1C)emographicalIy dy- 
namic, Uzbeks tended to absorb nut only Tajiks, but &so other Turkie peoples 



(e'g., Kazakhs), as they came to represent the overwklming majority of Turkic- 
speaEce~ in Cenbral Asia. By the 1979 census, as a result of outmigration and 
assimilation, Tajib had been redueed to four percent of the total l~wpulation of 
the Uzkk  republic and to about 2.9 million in Central Asia as a whole, com- 
pared with 12.4 million U ~ b e k s . ~ ~  

As for the linguistic situation, Bartol'd's statement regarding the inexorable 
process of the Turkicization of Iranian dialects in Gentraf Asia appears to have 
been confinned by rment studies of the Noah Tajik dialect, for e ~ r n p l e , ? ~  Ger- 
hard Dmrfer has demonskated the degree to which Persiaflajik has "mergf l  
with TurkisblZTzbek, and he mkntains that, since Middle Persian times, Persia& 
Tajik has been moving toward a point of union (Vexet~iglstagspunkt) with Turk- 
ish, which can be explained by "the long-standing and close symbiosis of the 
two peoples."78 In his opinion, Uzbek tendencies in North Tajik are so suong 
that they '"may one day lead to the absorption of Tajik into Uzhk,"' and he calls 
it in fact a nascent Turkic language." 

Compounding territorial, demographic, and linguisgc pressures are the eth- 
nic pressures which Tajiks continue to experience in their own republic. As 50- 
viet etttnogaphers and historians have pointed out, the Tajiks are not yet "con- 
wiidated" as a nation, the major stumbling blwk being the ethnic, linguistic, 
and religious differences between Tajiks and the Pamiri peoples, or '"Chalchas" 
(sometimes also called 'Mountain Tajiksm"f who live in the Corna-Badashan 
Autonomous Region of the Tajik republic. The Pamiris belong linguistically to 
the eastern Iranian goup, which is quite different from Tajik, a western Iranian 
language, and they include Yazgulemis, Yaghnobis, Rushanis, Vakhanis, and 
Shugnanis who, unlike the Sunni Tajiks, are mainly Isma'ilis. Until very re- 
cently, Tajiks did not officially aclmowfae any difference &tween themselves 
and the Pamiris, and  on-Tajik Soviet ethnographers frequently criticized them 
fos trying to "Tajikify3?he P a m i r i ~ . ~ ~  

Wth nationd revivals currently taking place in every repubtic h m  Moldova 
to Kazakhstan as a result of the policy of glasnostbnd the break-up of the So- 
viet URion, Tajiks too are experiencing a revival of their national and cultural 
life. Mernhrs of the Tajik intelligentsia, who are mainly descendants of 6mi- 
gr&s from Bukfiara and Sama~kand, have stat-ted calling into question thc na- 
tional territorial delimitation of Central Asia and have actually made demands 
that Bukhara and Samarkand be r e tund  to Tajik Heedless to say, re- 
action among Uzbeks has not been synpathedc, some even going so far as to 
maintain that Tajiks are not indigenous inhabitants of Cenlral Asia, bur irnmi- 
grants from Iran.xz Tajiks have also stepped up their culmra1 and educational 
demands. They have accuwd the Uzbeks of "cuIturaI impcria1ism'~nd "na- 
tional amgance'7or claiming such figures as Ibn Sina for and 
they have complained about the educational discrimination encountered by 
Tajiks in Uzhkistm, such as the closure of Tajik language sehoois and the lack 
of Tajik language publications, while these rights have been guaranteed the 



sizeable Uzbek minority (about 23 percent of che total population of the repub- 
Eic) in Tajilri~tan.~~ They also appear to have begun to recoup some of tk i r  de- 
mographic losses of the 1920s and 1930s as many newly-conscious Tajiks who 
had earlier registered themselves as Uzbeks, parzjcularly in the Uzbek republic, 
‘%reclassify"' themselves as Tajiks. With the highest rate of growth in Central 
Asia, they now represent 67% of the totaI populaion of their own republic and 
4.7% of the ppulation of Uzbekistan, improvements over the 59% and 4.96, 
resgectively, recorded in the 1979 c e n s u ~ . ~  

Exmmely sensitive to the ever present threat of Turkicization, or more pre- 
cisely, Uzbekizadon, members of the Tajik intelligentsia have begun to stress 
their common linguistic, literary and cultural ties with other Persian-speaking 
countries, namely Iran and Afghanistan.@ Symbolic of their desire to rreestabfish 
their link with the classical Persian literary heritage was the renaming of their 
language as 'Tajik Persian" Cfarsi-yi tajiki), and the movement to reintroduce 
the Arabic script.%? Here, however, the policy of glasncrsb' drew the line and 
Ttjik intelfectuals were sharply criticized for "pan-Iranism," "nationalism," and 
"elitism"-witness the famous case of the dismissal in 1988 of the editor of the 
republican newspaper, Kom~onzali Tochikist~n~ for, among ocher things, his at- 
tacks against those who stressed the differences, rather than the similarities, be- 
tween Tajik, Persian, and Dari (the Persian spoken in Af@aai~tan).~~ 

Concluston 

By the end of the ninaeenth century, the millennia-Iong symbiosis of the Turkic 
nomad and the dentary Iranian in Central Asia had result& in the almost com- 
plete Twkicizarion of its once p~dominant Iranian ppuicltion and in the seden- 
tarization and assimilation of formerly nomadic Turkic elements. During the 
1920s, with ethnic and nationat identities weak or nonexistent, Soviet national- 
ities policies aimed at the creation of the modem Uzbek and Tajik nations, each 
with its own separate territory, history and cultural heritage. As a result, the 
traditiondl symbiotic relationship between Turkic and Iranian peoples was re- 
pEaced by ethnic rivalry and competition far fe&tory and cul t~rd  symbols that 
had previously been the common property af both. 

It will be intefesting to observe how the new histories written in Uzbekistan 
in pdcular, deal with the problems of Uzbek etbnogewsis and culmral heri- 
tage. In the current nationalistic climate, it does not appear likely, judging by 
recent publications, that they will eicher mognize the cultural rate played by 
Iranian peoples in Central Asia, or fehabilititre the nomadic Uzbek past. Ironi- 
cally9 in view of increasing Tajik pressure, the safest policy appears to be to 
reiterate the Soviet interpretations, rather than to deal objectively with fhe his- 
torical relationship that had once existed between Turk and Tajjik. 
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Central Asia as a Part of 
the Modern Islamic World 

john 0, Vofl 

The Muslim societies of Central Asia are a visible part of the broader Islamic 
world. This simple statement seems obvious, but these societies are frequently 
viewed as isolated and distinctive rather than as part of the larger Islarnic corn- 
munity. As a result of this more timi6ng perspective, interpretations af the Mus- 
lim Central Asian expriences may overemphasize their uniqueness and miss 
f a t u r a  common to the different pms  of the global Islamic community. View- 
ing Central Asian Muslins as a part of the modern Islmic world can help to 
provide explanations for the continuing vitality of lslamic affiliations in the 
Commonwealth of Independent States and to suggest directions of fume  devel- 
opments in Muslim societies of Central Asia. 

Two basic generalizations heIp to highlight the place of Muslim Central 
Asian societies in the broader Islamic world. The first is that these societies 
interact actively and importantly with the rest of the Islamic wodd. The second 
is that they s h m  the basic experiences of Muslims in other parts of the world, 
These geoeralizations zre simple and would seem to be so obvious that they do 
not need repeating or analysis. Yet they provide a frmework for understanding 
relatively ignored dimensions of Muslim Central Asian experiences, As the dra- 
matic changes taking place in the fumer Soviet Union direct attention to the 
specific experlenees of the diffe~cnt cunstituent peoples, these generalizations 
about Soviet and post-Soviet Muslims take on increasing importance. 

These two generalizations involve a basic assumption that there is a common 
core to the human experience that is identified with Islam. When persons in 
Cairo or Chicago or Tashkent say that they are Muslims, there axe certain things 
that they share. These m y  include recognition of Muhammad as a messenger of 
God and helief that the Qur'an is the message of God. For Muslims, the identifi- 
cation of "Muslim" has real and significant meaning and represents this shared 
experience and heritage. 

Muslims and Muslim societies are not, however, identical. There are real and 
significant differences among the many communities of Muslims in the world. 
The diversity of interpretations, institutions, faith, and practice within the 



Islamic world is very great. Scholars rightly emphasize that the world of Islam 
is not monolithic and when one speaks of programs or processes of Islamiza- 
tion, the question can legilimately be asked: "Whose IsIam?" The issues of 
"unity and variety" or "consensus and conflict'' in Islamic history have long 
been basic issues for interpreting IsEamic  experience^.^ 

Gentrat Asian Muslim communities are distinctive, They have their own spe- 
cial local and regional chargteristics and they are not identical with any other 
Muslim societ-y. In tkis siruation, Centrd Asian Muslims are no different from 
Muslims any place in the world. Each Muslim community or group has distinc- 
tive and unique characteristics that set it apart from other Muslim groups. It is 
possible, fm example, to speak in some meaningful way about "MMoroccan 
Islam" or "Malaysian I~ lam,"~  but this does not m a n  that Morocco or Malaysia 
are not interactive parts of the Islamic world. Similarly, the distinctiveness of 
Muslim communities in Central Asia does not mean that these communities are 
outside of the "'real" Islamic world or even isolatd fxom it, 

The Muslim societies of Central Asia interst in effeedve ways with the rest of 
the Islamic world, This interacCion is not simply episodic or of brief dwation. It 
is a set of long-term and profound historical processes which have gone through 
many different phases. However, the nature of the interactions in the past five 
centuries has been such that it is gossible to emphasize elements of separate 
e x w e n e e  at the expense of noting the continuing reIations with other Muslim 
areas. 

There Is a tendency in discussions of Islamic societies since I5QQ to treat 
post-me&eval Muslim Central Asia as an isolated area and to exclude it from 
discussions of modem Islamic developments. Many of the well-known intrs- 
ductions to Islam as a worldview concentxate on deveIopments in the Middle 
East and make no mention of Muslirns in Central Asia in the modern era: The 
eoncentratian on the Middle East i s  apparent in more historical accounts of 
tnodem Isjarnic histoxy as well, with Centrd Asia often k i n g  mendoned only 
when events there have some impact on developments in the Mddle East.s Even 
meas now considered "Central Asian" which in the early days of Islam were 
impomnt centers of the Abbasid Empire, like Bukhara, are sametimes misbk- 
enly said to "have vastly less history [in Islam] behind them" than regions like 
India," 

There is an influential interpretation of the histi~ry of Muslim Central Asia 
which views the region as having kcome isolated from the rest of the Islamic 
world beginning in the sixteenth century. The basic arguments have been set 
forth in some well-hown and widely-used presentations of world history, per- 
haps most dramatically by h o l d  Toynbee, The key to this inteqretation is the 



conclusion that the Muslim world was dangerously divided in the sixteenth cen- 
tury by the expansion of Russia from the north and the development of the dy- 
namic Shi'ite Safavid state in Iran. developments are said ro have cut off 
Sunni Central Asia from the rest of the Sunni Islamic world. The consequences 
of this isolation are thought to be the end of Islarnic missionary expstnsion in the 
region and the stagnation of inteIlectud and political life among the remaining 
cmmunities. The peripheralization and then isolation of Muslim Central Asia, 
as descriM in this view, in effect removes the region from the Muslim world.7 

The Muslim pwpjes and cities of Central Asia were in an increasingly weak- 
ened condition in the post-medieval era. The wealth brought to the region by 
overland trade, along the Silk Route and elsewhere, decreased as global trade 
patterns shifted. The political and military I d e r s  did not keep up with the de- 
velopments of gunpowder technology, and intelllfeetual leaders appear to have 
become increasingly conwrvative in their approaches, A good case can be made 
for the conclusion that Muslim Centraf Asia had become a weak part of the 
Islamic world, but this does not mean that it ceased to be a part of that world. 

The tendency to exclude Muslim Central Asia from general discussions of 
the modern Islamic world is more a factor of scholarly perspective than of trans- 
fma t ion  of Central Asian society. In the division of labor in Western schol- 
arship regarding Islamic lands, there is a shift between medieval and post- 
medieval scholasship. In medieval times, much of the area of contemporary 
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan was included in the great Islamic states whose 
centers were in the core area of !he Middle East. Merv (Mary), and Bukhara 
were important cities in the eastern provincm of the Abbasid Caliphate. In this 
context, these regions are studied by scholars of Middle Eastern and Islamic 
history. However. the scholarly coverage of Cenwd Asia tends to shift as inter- 
action with Russia beeorales an important factor. Increasingly, Central Asia be- 
comes a part of Rufsian and Soviet studies rather than of Middle Eastern stud- 
ies, In this way, the academic &vision of labor emphasizes the isolation of the 
region from the Islamic wortd, 

The actual and perceived isolation of MusIim Central Asia fmm the rest of 
the Ishn~ic world reach& a climax during the era of Stalin. For that time one 
can speak, as Atexandm Bennigsen did, of the ""iron curtain drawn by Yosif 
Stalin around the Muslim teni to~es of the Soviet Union, hermetically sealing 
Soviet Gentrat Asia and the Caucasus off h m  the Middle F ~ s t . ' ~  This involved 
obvious measures like the prohibition of individual travel by scholars and pif- 
grims between Central Asia and the Middle East. However, other ttctions like 
the forced adoption of the Cyrillic alphabet to =place the traditional Islamic 
Arabic one also emphasized the intelIectud isolation of Central Asian Muslims 
under Stalin. 

The vision of Muslim Central Asia as an area set apart from the Tslamie 
world should not, however, be overemphasized. One of the impoflant features 
of the modern history of Muslims in Gnhal  Asia is that, despite the changes, 



they actively interact on a significant scale with the rest of the Islamic world. In 
post-medieval times, Central Asian Muslims develop distinctive societies and 
cultures but they do not withdraw f r m  the broader world of Islam. 

The world of Sunni Islam since the establishment of the Safavid state is not 
as divided as would appear from reading h o l d  Toynbee. After 1500. Sunni 
Muslim scholars and Cravelegs were not as free ta travel across Iran as they had 
been in earlier centuries but this did not mean a cassation of travel by such peo- 
ple. Instead, the travel patkrns tend& to shift with a greater emphasis on travel 
by sea. The increasing trade in the Indian Ocean basin after the entry of the 
Portuguese into the region aidedl this Mencat ion of travel routes. New empha- 
sis was given to movement through India and Yemen, espcially in terms of 
pilgrimage travel to Mecca. Sunni Muslims in Central Asia were not cut off 
from Mecca or the rest of the Sun& world, they just could not rely on traveling 
on routes north of the Caspian Sea or across Iran. 

By the eighteenth century these pamms of movement appear to have be- 
come relatively well-established and Muslint Central Asia played an impartant 
role in them, The scholarly and devotionaf travels of Ma Ming-Hsin (d, 1781) 
reflect these interactions, He came from western China and passed through 
Bukbara on his way to Mecca. The route that he took was through India and 
Yemen and he was able to return the m e  wayr9 In broader t e r n ,  it has been 
suggested that, abthough not much research has been done on the subject, Cen- 
tral Asian Muslim scholars were part of a broader network of scholars in the 
Islamic 

In this network of interactions, the movement of ideas and influences was not 
simply one way. It was not only a sirnation where people f m l  a ' 'phpherg' 
area like Central Asia came to the center to learn. Central Asian Mudims made 
important contributions to post-medieval Muslim scholmhip and life. One of 
the best examples of this is the spread and influence of the Naqshbandiyya 
tariga (Sufi brotberhd). This brderhood was establish& in Central Asia dur- 
ing the fourteenth century. The order became and remained an exceptionally 
important influenw in its. Central Asian homeland, gatrclnized by most major 
post-medieval Muslim rulers and s u p p a d  by people of a11 ctasses, The broth- 
erhood provided organization and leadership for many conflicts, including the 
holy wars against the Buddhist Kzrlmyks is the seventeenth cenmry and against 
the Russians and Soviets in the nineteenth and twentieth centu~es.li 

Over the centuries, Ieaders conning &om Central Asia escablishd i m p m n t  
branches in many different areas, with the Naqshbandiyya h o m i n g  a major 
form in India under the Mughals in the moman Empire. Murad b. Ali aI- 

(d. 1720) illusmes the impact of this prwess." He was fmm a notable 
family in Smarkand, where he was born. He studied and taught in India and 
then the Middle Eaft. He was specially favored by the Ottoman sultan, Mustafa 
II, and his familiy becme a major farce in the intellectual and religious estab- 
lishment of Damascus. Similarly, the order k a m e  a major influence by the 



eighteenth centuv in Yemen at a time when the teachers there attracted srudents 
from throughout the Islamic world. The Naqshbandiyya became an important 
part s f  the life sf the Sunni intellectual esfablishment in the Fertile Crescent and 
Arabian Peninsula through the activities of immigants like Murad b. Ali. 

Tbis inte1Iectual interaction was paralleled by significant politic& and dipla- 
matic relations ktween Central Asian and other Muslim societies, Russian con- 
quests and the Shi'ite state in Iran changed the general picture and conflicts 
existed but in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, in Marshall Hodgmn's 
view, "all of the Muslim powers of the time formed a single far-flung diplomatic 
world. The greatest-the Ottomans, Safavgs, ijzbegs, and Timuds-maneu- 
vered among themselves. , . . Tt-tis world was a diplomatic unity because it re- 
mained, despite the tendency of each empire to develop a disfinctive regionai 
culture centered on the court, a cultural unify.'"') 

There is a long-term pattern of significant interaction, with scholars, tewh- 
ers, dipjomats, and pilgrims moving across the paliticd boundaries of the post- 
medieval Muslim societies of Asia. In this pattern, Muslim Centfal Asia is not 
distinctively isojated. In this context, even if Stalin's "Iron Curtain"%d been 
successful in sealing off Central Asia from the rest of the Islamic world, from 
the perspective of the late twentieth century this isoIation was only a kmporary 
phase in a much broader, different pattern, Ties with the rest of the Islamic 
world would have remained a strong part of the living memory of the Muslim 
communities. In this way, even during the Stalinist era, Muslim communities 
would have identified themselves directly as a part of the Islamic world, and 
been identified by Muslims elsewhere as part of that world. 

This is in contrast, for example, to the emerging Muslim communities mong  
American Blacks during the 1950s. These groups only gradually came to iden- 
tify themselves with the world Islamic community. When Matcolm X went on 
pilgrimage ro Mecca in the early 1968s, he discovered a new world for which 
his Muslim community had not prepared him. Similarly, if you consider condi- 
tions in the 1930s and 194% people in Central Asia under Stsrlin were probably 
physically Less isolateti than most Muslims living in b a n ,  and less out of touch 
with the rest of the Muslin1 world than many living in the mounlains of Yemen 
under the old imams. 

When Muslims from Central Asia were able to ga on pilgrimage in Iarger 
numbers after StaIin's death and were allowed to go to study in the Middle East, 
they were not entering a stPange world. They knew, for exanzple, of al-Azha in 
Cairo as a great center of Muslim 1e;uning in a way &fiat North American Mus- 
lims did not. As a result, an irnpurtant part of the emerging Muslim leadership in 
the 1980s, Iike Tal'at Tajuddin who k a m e  a mufti in the official Soviet Mus- 
lim establishment, had a chance to study in al-Azhar in the post-Stalin era. 
These students and pilgrim afGmed a long-term curtural continuity which a 
period of politicaI restrictions had not been able to destroy. In this way, it is 
possibte to argue that the MusXiat communities of CentraI Asia, whether inde- 



pendently as Sunni states, or under Russian imperial or Communist rule, were 
not so isolated from the rest of the Islamic world that they lost touch with the 
basic identity, and frquently they participated in significant interactions with 
other htlusiims. In the nineteenth and mentieth centuries, these interactions are 
part of the sbared basic experiences of Muslims throughout the world. 

Shared Basic Experiences 

Muslims in Central Asia share the basic experiences of other Muslims in the 
madern world. There are many diEerences among Muslim expe~enees, but in 
some fundamental ways, these differences tend to be related to the specifics of 
imediate  contexts. The major intellectual, political, and social issues created 
by matfernity represent challt.nges shared by all Muslims, At a very basic level, 
the experience of living under Russian and then Communist rule did not raise 
fundamentally different. issues for Muslims in Bufiara or Tashkent than those 
that were faced by Muslims trying to cope with French rule in A l g e ~ a  or the 
British occupation of Egypt, or those challenged by Kemalism in Turkey or 
Nasser's Arab Smialism in Egypt. 

The fundamentd shared experiences regate to the interaction with Western 
models of modernity which came to be dominant global forces in the nineteen& 
and twentieth centuries, Fmm the perspectives of Mecca and Medina, and also 
from C a b ,  Samarkand, and Bukhara, Lenin and Woodrow Wilson are equally 
Western; Marxist-Leninism and Liberal Capitalism are equally foreign. The 
domination by states committed to imposing a Western model of modernity and 
the rule by local people with similar commitments create conditions which 
force reinterpretation and possible changes within world-views and social 
orders. 

From the broaxjest pempec~ves of world history, the issues raised by Western 
models of modernity and the experiences of interacting with them are not only 
issues for believing ruluslims. They are important issues for Jews, Christians, 
Buddhists, Hindus and others. They represent the challenges created by the 
modern transformation taklng place in different ways in a11 societies. Although 
there are sha rd  challenges, for each major worldview, there are distinctive 
forms that the issues take. 

Muslims in Central Asia share with Muslims elsewhere the special charactcr- 
istics of the interaction betweell Islan~ and madernity, Fmquendy, this sharing 
goes beyond simple paallelism of experience and the continuing interaction be- 
tween Muslims in Central Asia with other Muslims is visible. In terms of the 
Muslim experience in Central Asia, two impesrCant developments illustrate these 
generalizations. The emergence of Xdanic modernism and the institutional e v e  
lution of state-sponsored Mudim establishments and "parallel"' popular Muslim 
organizations each provide insight into the ways in which Muslims in Central 
Asia continue to be part of the broader Islamic world in the modern eta. 



The development of Islamic modernism is most commonly identified with 
the life and work. of M u h a m d  AMuh (1 849-1905>, an Egyptian intellectud 
who defined the modernist goal as being the "p~sentalion of the basic tenets of 
Islam in terns that would be acceptable to a modern mind and would aliow 
further reformation of it on the one hand and allow the pursuit of modern 
knowledge on the other.""' The primary focus was on creating syntheses rather 
than rejecting Western ideas and institutions. The effort was, in many ways, 
based on the optimistic assumption that =tern scientific methods and Islam 
properly understrrod were complementay paths to understanding truth and that 
faith and modern definitions of rationality were not contradictory. Abduh's work 
was primarily in the areas of cultural and inteilemat reform. 

The political dimensions of Islamic modernism appear in the work of Ab- 
duh's teacher and associate, J d  al-Din al-Mghani (1839-1897). Af-Afghani 
was concerned by the chaflenge of Western power and believed that Muslims 
would not be able to defend themselves successfully unless they could over- 
came their political divisions. White he worked with Abduh in the effort over 
intelleerual refornulation of Istarnic thought, d-Afghani is more clearly identi- 
fied with the emergence of the political movement of pan-Islam. Atrhough pan- 
Islam was a p r o g m  for defending MusLim lands against European imperialism, 
it was not a rejection of Western polirical ideas or institutions. Instead, it repre- 
sented, like intelIwtud modernism, an effort to create a palicical synthesis of 
Westmn and Islamic political institutions and concepts. In the context of con- 
tinuing European victories over Muslim states, the pan-ldamic eEofl had less 
long- tm impact than the ideological efforts of Abduh and his followers. 

An active movement of Islamic modernism developed in the Muslim terrlto- 
ries under Russian control at this same time. This development was pamllei to 
and interact& with the islarnic modernism of the Middle East and was seen by 
observers at the time as part of the intelfectual and political developments in the 
Islamic world as a whole. Ar times, experknca in Russia provided at least some 
basis for programs iuld activities in Micklle Eastern Muslim societies. 

One d the key figures in this process is Ismail ~ a ~ ~ r i n s k i i  (1851-1914), a 
Crimmn Tarar who had an i n p a a n t  influence on the development of mcxfemist 
Muslim approaches both witfiin and outside of Russia.15 We is often identified 
with the development of "Jadidism," the movement to create new (jadirf) 
schwls and institutions in Muslim society itnd to provide a synthesis of modern, 
Islamic, and Turkish glements as a way of renewing Turkish Muslim society, He 
received a modern-style education and traveled in Russia, Western Europe, and 
Turkey. We retuzned to his hone, Bagkheway in the Crime, in 1877 and be- 
came its mayor. In &at city he establish& the first of his new style schonls in 
1882. His schml became an infiuentid model for schools throughout Muslim 
communities in Russia and helped to inspire some similar effom in other pa ts  
of the IsIarnic world, His efforts at educatioaal refom in the framework of 
fslmic modernist views were pionering ones within the Muslim wodd as a 



whole and had a long-lasting impact. We published an impofiant and long-liveai 
newspaper, Terjiiman, which invoIved a major effort to develop a common 
Turkish Ianguage among the various dialects and was an important source for 
new ideas. This newspaper was widely known and became "one of the Reatest 
Muslim newspaprs.'"'" 

Russian Muslim modernists sometimes faced suppression and traveled to 
find places where they could advocate their ideas more freely. People like 
Gasprinsk Agaoglu brought with them, as b y  traveled, their new 
ideas and education, journalism, and culture. In political terns, the 
Muslims from Russian-controlled lands were imprtsutt in the articulation and 
development of new concepts of political idenriry like pan-Turkism and pan- 
Isfan. One of the most influential articles defining and advocating the ideas of 
Turkish nationalism, in contrast to Ottomanism or Musfim nationalism, was 
written in 1904 by Ywuf Akchura, a French-educated Tatar whose article was 
published in a Young Turk opposition journal. In the Yomg Turk movement 
itself, some accounrs of the establishment of the early Progress and Union osga- 
nizarion by Ibrahim Temo in 1889 list a Russian exile from Baku, Nuseyinzade 
Ali, among the founders, A h a d  Agaogiu, who was born in Russian Azerbd?jan, 
worked closely with the people like Gasprinskii and then went to Istanbul after 
tfie Young Turk revolution in 1908. He was a major advocate of Turfism and 
helped to organize in 1911 the Turkish Hearth, an influential nationalist assoeia- 
tion. He was a memkr of the Ottoman parliament and after World w a  I he was 
elected to the Grand National Assembly in the new republic as well as teaching 
law in the new nationd univ~sities in Ankara and Isfartbut. m o u g h  tfre careers 
of men like these and others, Tur&sh Muslims from the Russian Empire played 
a significant and gossibly determining tale in the development of pan-TurEsh 
and Turkish nationalist ideas within the Ottoman Empire during the decades 
before World War I, It could even be said that the Committee on Union and 
Progress, which came to rule the Empire after the I908 revolution, initially 
adopted a pan-Turanian type of nationalism "because of the f a  that Turks from 
Russia were influential on the C ~ m ~ t t e e . " ~ ~  

Pan-Isjanic ideas were also influenced by Muslims from the Russian Em- 
pire, especially thfough the work of CasprinsEj, As revoIutionary groups grew 
stronger in the Russian Empire, r/luslims b a n  to organize more cons~iously as 
Muslims. The great changes at the: time af the Russian defeat in the Rusm-Japa- 

1 and the Revolution of 1905 opened the way for a wries of 
all-Russia conventions of Muslims in 190547 in which Gasprinskii played a 
very important role. Although the actual political organizations created by these 
conventions were short-lived, the idea of manifesting Islamic unity through a 
large, inclusive conference emerged as an important organizing concept. The 
Russian Muslim experience soon spread to the Middle Eastern Islamic world 
though the actions of ~asprinskit" who, through his newspap, issued a call in 
f 907 to Muslims throughout the world to come together in a great confemnce. 



He viewed Cairo as a better place to hold such a congess and went to Egypt to 
organize the gathefing. Atthough the congress itself never took place, '%he press 
coverage in Turkish and Arabic, the circulation of invitations and the congress 
charter, and the attendant controversy, which spanned several years, gave she 
congess idea widespread canency. Gasprinskii was not the f i s t  to suggest a 
Muslim congess, but he was the first to pursue the idea with vigor and give it 
form through organization . . . and with him, the congress idea became popu- 
1ar."18 When international Muslim congresses actually took place in the period 
bemeen the world was, they reflected the heritage of Russian Muslim experi- 
ence, and post-revolutionq Muslims from the Soviet Union attended them, al- 
though they did not play a major role in their organization or detihrations. 

Muslims from Russia also were involved in developing Islamic policies and 
positions in ths: last decrzdes of the OHoman Empire. Many were active in the 
emeeing Young Turk movement at the end of the nineteenth century, and some, 
like Murad Bey, who was born in Daghistan and educated in Russia, articulated 
an explicitly pan-Islamic perspctive. Murad's journal, Mizarr, was for many 
years an influential f m e  among intellectuals within the Ottoman Empire md 
among the political opposition to the Suiian.l9 

MusIims from Central Asia and other parts of the Russian Empire thus played 
an important role in shaping and articulating bath pan-'lttrksh nationaIist ideas 
and pan-Islamic sentiments. In this, the emergence of Islamic awaeness, both 
nationalist and religious, among Russian MusIims was not simply parallel to 
experiences of Muslims elsewhere, it mpresented shared experiences which il- 
lustrate the continuing involvement of Central Asian Muslim in the modern 
Islamic wodd. 

Islamic modernism bas become during the course of the twentieth century 
the stand& ideological and intellectual position of the fomaI or officid Mus- 
lim establishments throughout the Muslim world. Although the faculty of the 
great Islamic university in Cairo, al-Azhar, initially opposed Abduh's views, by 
the middle of the century af-Azhm had become a modernist bastion. As Muslim 
scholxs throughout the world dealt with the issues of mdemization, they found 
the mdernlsr positions to be the most effwtive basis for their positions. As for- 
rnal Muslim institutions were established in the Soviet Union, the Ieaders re- 
flected these same tendencies. 

Certain key themes of Islamic modernism can be seen refie~ted in the recent 
pronouncements of Musfim leaders in the Soviet Union. There is an emphasis 
on the compalibility between Islam and modem science, seeing both as a search 
for truth. Like Abduh before them, con temprw Central Asian Muslims cite 
the significance of medieval Muslims>scientific contributions, noting the spe- 
cial contributions of medieval Central Asian Muslim scientists, as an impofiant 
proof of the compatibility of Islam and science. The clearly modernist convic- 
tion is expressed that "the Almighty and the AII-Knowing is the source of all 
sciences and knowledge, Consequently, serving science, the development of 



cultural and spiritual life likewise, means serving its source, sewing A11ah.5'm 
These modernist positions have b n  more freely expressed after the beginning 
of perestraih, when the militant Soviet-sponsored atheist campaigns were 
muted, and even more now that they have ceased. This persp t ive  has been 
reflected thughout  the Muslim world during the twentieth century by the mod- 
ernist scholslrs in the intellectual and religious establishments. 

Other Muslim modernist themes which reflect the ideas and teachings of the 
early leaders like Abduh and Gasprinskif are also part of the current presenta- 
tions of Muslim positions in Central Asia as weli) as in the broader Islamic: 
world, In addition to defining the relationships between Islam and moden sci- 
ence, the Islamic modernists also had to define their views regarding &adition& 
and popular religious practices. Mdernists had a major concern for "purifying'" 
society from the supentitions of popular religion and the "dead hand"ko% tradi- 
tion. Gasprinskili"~ major coneern in his educational refoms, for example, was 
to replace the rigid traditional schools and to reduce the influence of the local 
leaders usuafly associated with Sufi orders. Prom the Muslim modernists' at- 
tacks on the religious practices @associated with the mrabouts (Sufi "saints") in 
North Africa to the criticism by the Muhmmadiyya modernist movement in 
Indonesia of the weaknesses of the traditional rurd Qur'anic education. nod- 
ernist opposition to the '%superstitionstt oaf the unducated masses is a continuing 
theme of the twentieth century in every Muslim society. In this context, the fre- 
quent cfiticism by Cenlral Asian Muslim leaders of "the various superstitions 
that exist among the population" and the influence of '%harlatans . . . [and] self 
styled imams, ishans, piras and m i r ~ ' ~ '  was not simply a reflection of Soviet 
governmental atfitudes, it was an authentic expression of the Islamic modernist 
position. 

The modernism of the officiaf Soviet Muslim leadership should not be sur- 
prising. Their own educational experience empfiasiad the Islamic modernist 
perspective both in terns of the continuing tradition of Gasprinskips curriculum 
in the Soviet NIusIim schools and in their advanced trilining. E;ar example, the 
mufti of the European part of the Soviet Union and Siberia, Tal'ar Tajuddin, was 
educated in Sukhwa and then went to al-Azhar in Egypt in the 1970s. In Egypt 
he was described as having studied the works of Abduh and &-Afghani, and he 
believed that the ideas of h e  reformers "are being implemented in the daily life 
af Soviet M~st i tns , "~  In a very real sense, oacial Islam represented "the last 
vestiges of the briIiiant pre-revolutionary ar fslamic modernist wadition, the in- 
fluence of which was felt thmughout the entire hifuslim ~ o r I d . " ~ ~  

OfRclal and Parallel Islam 

Muslims of the Soviet Union also shared an institutional experience with Mus- 
lims in other parrs of the Islamic world. Most discussions uf lslam in Soviet 



Central Asia identify two different styles of IsIamic experience and life. One is 
the "official"' Islam of the stassregulated stablishment and the other is a "par- 
allel"2slam of ppular religious practice and non-state, frequently underground, 
organizatioas. Each style has institutions and stnuctures which are usually dis- 
tinctive to that format for Islmjc experience. 

The center of the ofEcial esr&lishment was a structure of Muslim Religious 
Boards or Directorates and state-regulated schools and mosques. There were 
four such b o d s  functioning since the 1940% with administrative authority for 
Muslim affairs in four major regions--Soviet Europe and Siberia, North Cauca- 
sus and Baghestan, Transcaucasia (in Baku), and Central Asia and KazaMnstan. 
Eady in 1990, a separate board was established for Kazabstan. The director- 
ates were led by muftis (or the Shaykh at-lslam in Baku) elected by regional 
congresses and subject to the authority of the central goverment in Moscow. 
"'Mufti'" is a traditional Islamic title for a scholar who provides authoriative 
legal interpretations regarding the appliciltion of Zslamic requirements, and this 
was one of the functions of official Soviet muftis as well. 

The official establishment sometimes served as a vehicle for presentation of 
govement views to the Muslim ppulations and also provided a means for the 
continued public survival of Islamic tradition and institutions. In doctrinal 
tams, ''oonicial Islam has sought its own ideolo@cal and existential compromise 
with the officially atheistic state . . . and has devoed considerable attention to 
expounding the possibilities of reconciling what would seem to be two inher- 
ently contxadictory doctrines."" This situation opened the institutions and lead- 
ers of Soviet official Islam to a wide range of criticism over the years. They 
have been seen by some as uncritical suppoms of a state hastile to religion and 
bureaucrats willing to compromise in order to maintitin their positions, and by 
others as reactionary artifacts of the past. 

In contrast to this official Islam, there was also the popular Islam of the life 
of the people. Many in Central Asia over the years continued to partjcipate in 
aczjvities which could be described, at least in some ways, as Islamic. There is 
the continued popularity of basic social rituals and rites of pasmgdir th ,  mar- 
riage, and death ceremonies-and for some, a continuing participation in orga- 
niwrtions of devotional piety associated with tombs and other holy sites and 
with the Sufi orders. Unauthorized mosques and "unof%iciai clergy'hlxr have 
operated in many areas, especially among mraI peoples, In recent years, mast of 
these activities have taken on increasing imporlance as growing numbers of 
people in Central Asia and other Muslim areas actively and publicly participate, 
This whole area of IsIamic Iife outside of the formal structures of Soviet ofi5cial 
Is lm was aptly called by many observers, "parallel 

This dud structure was an important characteristic of Muslim life in the So- 
viet Union and continues in the independent republics. It is very impomnt, 
bowever, to rsognize that the emergence of this dichotomy is not unique to the 



modern Soviet context and is not simply the prduct of the interaction of Islam 
with communist rule. This pattern of "official'Wustim institutions which are 
separate from the oqanizations of "popular" or "pardleY Islam has deep roots 
in Islamic history. Even in the high caliphate of the medievd period, which is 
now regarded by some Muslims as the model for an Islamic state, this type of 
separation existed. In the ninth century, the Abbasasid caliphate evolved as a state 
s w t u r e  with Islamic functions but this was separate from the emeging aware- 
ness of Muslim community with its own sense of order and ~oeiety?~ Even in 
that early era, there was a statesupparted esablishment of r/iuslim. schslars and 
judges and a broader parallel set of popuiar organizations which includenf 
learned scholars and devotional Ieaders. It is out of the communities of this 
non-officiat, pmaltel Islam that the teachings which define Islamic Law (the 
Shariah) emerge. 

Xslmic Law is not the product of government leaders or judges in an oficial 
establishent; it is created by scholars and groups outside of the affieiaI struc- 
ture. Official Isiam of the govement  establishment has, with the exception of 
the first few decades of Islamic history, almost always been peripheral to the 
main stream of developments in Islamic thought, social organization, and com- 
munity exprjence. Often the leading figures in this communal, parallel Islam 
mistrusted the political and religious establishments and rejected the idea of 
participagon in government. Partly this attitude was the result of the natural 
tensions betwsn ideal pious visions and pragmatic needs of state. It was also 
the product of early civil wars from which the Ieaders of the state emerged more 
as imprial sovereigns than as m e  successors to the prophet Muhamad.  The 
general exceptions to this division are those times of revolutionary change when 
inspird popular Islamic leadership has gained controt over the state stntctures 
through a revivalist or messianic movement. 

The existence of the two types of Muslim institutions is an imprtant part of 
more recent history as well, In the Ottoman Empire, the state had a complex 
hierarchical stmcmre of Muslim affricials who served as judges, scholars, md 
official tutors, and as teachers in the government-regulated schmls. Along side 
this was the vast array of Isbnic institutions and groups that pravided the strue- 
ture for life for most of the Muslims Iiving in the empire. In the twentieth cen- 
tury, support for "oEcia1 is lam'"^ been an important part of the policies of 
most major Arab s ~ t e s , " ~  and similar experiences are visible in virtually every 
independent country with a Muslim majoriry. "Parallef 1sltam'"has been simi- 
larly imparcant in such countries. The strength of popular piety continues to br: 
reflected in the impflance in daily life of shrines, like that of Sidi Ali in Cairo 
or the many tomb shrines of North Africa. In addition, the great strength of the 
Islamic resurgence of the late twentieth century is built on the populaf following 
d non-government, and often anti-government revivalist groups like the Mus- 
lim Brotkrhod in Egypt, Syria, and Sudan or smaller and more militant groups 



Like Jihad or Hizballah in Lebanon. Much of the actual life of Islamic faith takes 
place not through the official institutions but in the stntctures of popular Islamic 
life. 

The existene of "official"bnd ')arallel" IsIslam in the Soviet Union is very 
impartant, but it does not reflect the isoIation or uniqueness of Central Asian 
Muslim societies. Instead, this division emphasizes the similarity of the experi- 
ences of Soviet Muslims and Muslims in other parts of the world. This simi- 
larity may help to provide some added dimensions of understanding the dynam- 
ics of the contemporary changes taking place within the former Soviet Muslim 
communities, Viewed within the broader historical perspective of the modern 
Islamic world, it may be possible to see what the possible lines of development 
are for htXusIim institutions in post-Soviet Central Asia. 

Parallel Islam usually involves two different manifestations of Muslim expe- 
riences. One style is the parallel Islam of popular and often private piety. This 
frequently involves special acts of pilgrimage to holy places and distinctive ds- 
votional recitations. Often, the organizational framework is provided by a Sufi 
order with its special guide-disciple relationships and its ability to provide a 
sense of communal identity for people from all levels of society. This style is 
usually the target of charges by refomers (both religious and anti-religious) that 
it involves superstitions and misguiding of the masses. Hasan al-Banna, 
the founder of the Muslim Bmthe rhd  in Egypt, for example, spoke of the pos- 
itive aspects of Sufism but said that it had become corrupted historically and 
"provided vast scope of sacrilegious activities against Islam in the guise of 
spirituali~m.'"~ 

The second style of parallel Islam is very digerent. It. involves a sense of 
active mission to purify Muslim society of non-llslarnic practices. Sometimes 
identified as "fundamenratist," this puritanical apprwach can take many differ- 
ent forms as it arises among the scholars and committed lay persons in society. 
In contemporary Central Asia, advocas  of this approach are sometimes called 
Wahhitbis, after the fundamentalist movement which Iaid the foundations for 
Saudi Arabian state and society in the eighteenth century. In the past, fundmen- 
talist movements have often taken the organization& form of a Sufi order. In 
some areas, fundamentalist parallel Istam has been identified with the Naqsh- 
bandiyya. 

The pietist and the fundamentalist styles of parallel Islam are not always go- 
ing ta be mutually supportive, In fact, some goals of the fundamentalists in- 
volve elimination of many practices which are the heart of popula piety. The 
eigkteettth-century founder of the WAhabi movement in Arabia, Muhammad 
ibn A M  al-Wahhab, was an active opponent of tomb visitation, and fundmen- 
calists down to the present oppose the "superstitions" involved in a wide range 
of popular practices. Pietists and fundamentalists actually become allies only 
under the special conditions of great apparent challenge to the basic Islamic 
identity of the society and when the popular masses can be coordinated in a 



major effort by the fundamentaiists. In the Soviet Union, these conditions ap- 
pear to have existed and the pietist-Eundmentalist alliance provided the foun- 
dation for much of the increasingly visible Muslim activity in the last years of 
the Soviet Union. 

It is not clear what the future relationship wiil be between the two styfes of 
paa1lel Islam. Xn a simila situation in Afghmistan among the movements of 
opposition to the Soviet-imposed communist government, when the Soviet 
forces withdrew and then the communist government in Kabul fell, the effective 
atliances betwmn fundamentaBst Islamic groups and more uaditionalist organi- 
zations kgan  to break up. In post-Soviet Central Asia, the fundamentalists have 
become more influential poliricalty, while the representatives of more tradition- 
alist practices have had less visibility. The latter are less effectively organized in 
terns of bmader social and political issues, while the fundamentalists have been 
able to form alliances with seeutar democntic opposition groups or to emerge in 
interaction with continuing regimes, However, in the months following inde- 
pendence in 7991-92, there were some signs that the more fundamenQ1ist ap- 
proach could preempt the more traditionalist approach= claiming to repfesent 
Islam in the emerghg order by combining puritanical refomism with national- 
ist and democratic impulses. In Tajikistan, for example, the demonstrations 
agajnst the old communist leadership in the capital, Dushanbe, became schools 
for Islamic instruction as thousands of people who were camped in the main city 
square for extended periods of time received instruction in proper modes of 
prayer and standard Islmic behavior. In this type of effbrt, the old Muslim es- 
tablishment and the Islamists can work together. 

Leaders of the Muslim establishment have themselves reacted differently to 
the new conditions. Some, like Mufti Muhammad Sadyk Muhammad Yusuf in 
Uzbekistan and Mufti Ratbek Nysanbaev in Kazakhstan, remained relatively 
closely allied to the old party leadenhip that continues to lead their republics. 
However, in other cases, people like Haii &bar %rrljonzoda, the qadi of Dush- 
anbe, the capital of Tajikistan, have provided active support and Islamic Iegiti- 
macy for democratic-and secular-opposition groups. Others from the old 
Muslim eslablihhment can be found among the leadership of some of the activist 
Islamist parties, like AIash in Kazakhstan or the IsIarnic Renaissance group 
in Tajikistan, This diversity reflects the fluidity of conditions within Muslim 
societies. 

The broader spectrum of activities involved in parallel Islam in general may 
also change significantly, if experience elgewhere is any guide. The old saint 
cults and faith healers uf traditional popular Islam have decreasing intluence in 
most of the IslanGc world, In Soviet Central Asia, one reason that they rerr~ained 
significant is that they became important features of ethnic cultural identity in 
the stmggle to maintain an authentic tradition in the face of Soviet communist 
rule. The tombs of Sufi teachers who led revolts against Russian and Soviet 
control, for example, became increasingly important pilgrimage sites in the 



1970s and 1 9 8 0 ~ , ~ ~  As the republics gain a stronger sense of political indepen- 
dence, other cultural elements of a more modern character, like language refom 
and new literatures, wit1 make it less necessary to cling as tightly to customs 
that seem to many to represent a past of ignorance. 

In recent years the pietist style has itself been undergoing some significant 
changes, The improved communications networks have brought even the rural 
areas into significant contacts, though rdio  and audio casettes, with Muslims 
throughout the world. In this context the local shrines a ~ d  their keepers may 
emerge more as artifacts of cultural identity than focal points in the worIdview 
of Centrat Asims, Increasing numbers of Muslims are able to travel outside of 
the country and growing numbers go on pilgrimage to Me=& where they can 
gain knowledge of Islam and perspective on their own local institutions, both 
o=ciaI and parallel. In this more cosmopolitan context, for example, almost 
5,BOO Soviet Muslims went on pilgimage in 1991, and while in Mecca they 
learned that the Saudis had cktnakd Qur'ans for free distfibutjon but that these 
were being sold by the Soviet religious counciis. This was an important factor in 
the opposition to the mufti of TasNtent in the Assembly dunng July 1991 .= 

The changing nafure of opposition to the leaders of ofFicial Islam also re- 
fleets the changing nature of participation in paxalfel Islam, moughout Islamic 
history, psgufar religious leaders have attxiied the leaders of official Muslim 
establishments for venality md conuption, and for caring more for position than 
for the faith. Fundamentalist criticism of the teachers of al-Azhar University in 
Cairo in recent years continues this tradition. Similar criticism continues in 
Central Asia but in the changing context the opposition now takes political 
forms as well as the more traditional methods of militant oppasition or simple 
withdrawal. The ability of opposition to challenge the position of the current 
mufti of Tashkeni in the official congress of Central Asian Muslims reflects 
these changes. The willingness of establishment leaders to cooperate with popu- 
lar opposition, as in Tajikishn, or to try to mobilize popular suppoxt, as in Kaza- 
khstan, also shows the growing interaction between popular and official Istam. 
The increasing awnreness and involvement of the genera1 Muslim public and 
the greasr activism of establishment leaders have smngthened Ule process af 
bringing oftticial and parallel Islam closer together, 

In many ways, the otd Islam of saint cults, tomb visitations, and Sufi orders 
is being transformed from a traditional 'ppoulaar Islam" into a more activist 
"pupulisl IsIarn" in which the average believer feels more empwered to bring 
about change in the official institutions without having to engage in opcn revoft. 
In a similar way, leders in the official establishment appear to be more sensi- 
tive to populist issues, and new political-eornmunal perspectives may be efilerg- 
ing. The creation of a separate directorate for Kazakkstan in 19-90 is an eariy 
exmpte of this trend. The new Mufti was said to be a deputy in the Kazakhstan 
Supreme Soviet and "has created an effeGtive power base by supprting opposi- 
tion anti-nuclear and environmentaf movemen&" and he is sponsoring the trans- 



tation of the Qur'an into Kazakh, starting a newspaper, and building new 
schools and mosques." In these activities the boundarjes between official and 
paratleg Islam are less clear than in the past. 

This dynamism is part of what many cat1 the resurgence of Islam. In the 
former Soviet Union, it is a post-eomunist era where there is no Ionger the 
same pressure from an authoritafian government committed to reducing the in- 
fluence of the old religions. Post-Communist Islam has Iess need for the sharp 
divisions between official and parallel Islam, and there seem to be emeging 
diRerent approaches to the creation of an acceptable socio-political order. How- 
ever, the current movements are not egorts to recreate Muslim society as it was 
before Russian and Soviet control. Raaer than aim to go kyond, the goals of 
the Wefternizers and modernists was to create a fully modern but moralty com- 
mitted society based on the fundmental principles of Islam, In undeflaking this 
effort the Muslims of Centrd Asia continue to share the basic experiences of 
other Muslims boughout the worM. 

The end of the Soviet Union transfsnned the circumstances of the Muslim 
peoples and societies of Central Asia. Long-tern predictions are dificult, but 
within a year after independence the new republics were assuming new roles in 
the patterns of global relationships. The fact that these p q f e s  had been a part 
of the broader Islamic warid, which had been obscured by Russian and Soviet 
antrol, was becoming obvious to all observers as the republics interacted more 
directly with their Muslim neighbors, 

One significant new element which emerged part of the politics af Central 
Asian independence is a higher degree of choice in terns of policy odentatian 
and cultural identity than had been previously available. One of the conscious 
and unconscious prxesses of the current swiehistoricat evolution is the defini- 
tion of the regions refarionship with both the Islamic and tbe Russo-Soviet heri- 
tages. This process is particularly noticeable in Kazakhsmn, where there is a 
significant Russim papulation. 

In the p a t  the prirnary task for Central Asian Muslims, as Muslims, had been 
to discover ways of preserving their Islamic heritage in the context of Russo- 
Soviet domination and anti-Islamic policies, In post-Soviet society, Muslims 
must cope with the existenw uf a real sixio-culturd heritage resulting from the 
extended interaction with Russians and Communism. This is p m  of the distinc- 
tive situation of Central Asia, while the need to balance local and regionat char- 
acte~stics with the broader Islamic heritage is an experience shared with Mus- 
lims everywbre, 

The definition of the relationship between post-Soviet Russia and Central 
Asian republics is one of the basic issues. In early 1992, infomed observers in 
Russia were dready speaking of the '*the 'near foreign countries'---the newly 



independent states in the south of the former USSR'" and stating that "today 
Russia has the Iongest border with the Moslem worId of all the European coun- 
tries."32 From this persptive, the Central Asian republics are clearly a part of 
the Muslim world, separate fiom the European world of Russia, However, Cen- 
tral Asian Ieaders at that same time tended to emphasize more the nature of 
CentraI Asian societies as being syntheses of Western and Asian elements. It 
was said, for example, that Karzakhstan is "part of Europe and part of Asia-a 
unique Eurasjan path. Its "other' is Orthodox Russia and its 'father' is the 
Moslem South,'hnd that "Kyrgyzstan intends to become a kind of bridge be- 
tween Western and Eastern civiii~ations,'"~ Despite such re-eognition of ?he con- 
tinuing imporZance of ties to others parts of the former Soviet Union, the sepwa- 
tion of the Central Asian Muslim societies from Russia proceeds. 

Parallel with this separation is a growing interaction with other states and 
societies in the Islamic world. Soon after independence in 1991-1992, the ques- 
tion ceased to be whether or not Central Asia was a part of the MusIim world. 
Instead, it became a question of with which part of the Muslim world would the 
new states he most closely associatd. The United States and Russia hoped that 
the Muslim republics would not emerge as Islarnic fundamentdist forces, and 
viewed the emerging political situation as a potential field of competition be- 
tween a "fundamentalist" Iran and a more seeulaPist Turkey. 

Many Muslim states became active in develqing relations of various kinds 
with the new Central Asian republics. Pakistan and Saudi Arabia had been in- 
volved for some time in the region, and in Afghanistan various ethnic groups 
that straddled the Soviet-Afghan hrder  had developed ties during the Afghan 
war. The future relationships among Af@an and post-Soviet Tajiks and other 
groups are only beginning to be defined. 

It is clear that the nrore extensive reintegration of Central Asia into the 
broader Islamic world is nut a simple matter of deciding whether to be funda- 
mentalist or secuiarist. b r t y  in 1992, MusIim efforts to defuse putential compe- 
titions and to bring the new republics into mare broadly defined international 
conlmunities were reflected in the revitalized efforts of the Ecclnomic Cnopera- 
tion Organization (ECO), a group forn~ed in 1964 by &an, Pakistan, and Turkey. 
At an ECO summit in February 1992, Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turk- 
menistan, and Uzbekistan were admitted as members and Kazakhstan was 
granteci observer status. This made the ECO the largest regional organization of 
Muslim sures in the wcirld, with a population of more than one cpamr billion 
people. At the summit there were optimistic colnrnenfs about the 1r)nng-term pos- 
sibility of an ECO common mnrket, but leaders did not see the organization as 
the basis for a more explicitly pcllitical 

The spirit of the ECQ meeting emphas id  the general tone of relations in the 
emerging post-Soviet era. The Muslim peoples of Central Asia were reestablish- 
ing more formal connections with other Muslim peoples. Iranian President Raf- 
sanjani co~nmented after meeting with the president of Turkmenistan that '2t is 



like a farniiy reunion. We are not strangers."" This emphasiws the long-tern 
realities of Central Asia as a part of the modern Islamic world. There has been a 
conftnuing, and now a strengthening, interaction between CentraI Asian Mus- 
lims and the rest of the Islllmic world, They also share: and participate in the 
major experiences of the emergence of a more populist political order and of tbe 
continuing effort to create modern societies which reflect the moral cornmit- 
ment of the Islamic tradition. 
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Volga Tatars in Central Asia, 
1 8tfi-20th Genhries: 

From Diaspora to Hegemony 

Edward f . edni 

Since the fma t ion  of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in 1922, Central 
Asia has been narrowly idencilied with those five republics whose titular ethnic 
groups are, respectively, the Kazakh, Kighiz, Uzbek, Turkmen, and Tajik. 
Many scholars, however, supprt a broader concept of the region that includm 
territories extending from the confluence of the Volga and Kama Rivers south to 
the Caspian Sea and east across southern Siberia, and into China's Xinjiang 
province, which has been inhabited since medieval times mostly by "Furkic- 
speaking peoples. 

Principal among these are the Tatars, an ethnic group whose very identity has 
been the subject of much corrhsion for centufies. The seed of the problem was 
planted in the late twelfth centuPy when tribes of RAongoIs united under one of 
their chieftains, Temujin (later Chinggis Khan), and embarked on an exba- 
ordinary military venture that would produce the largest empire in human his- 
tory. In the process. numerous other tribes-some Mongol, some Turkic-were 
absorbed into the confederation, helping to swell the size of the armies sent 
against great centers of civilization, Bne of those tribes was named something 
akin to Tatar, and its presence in the Mongol horde frorn an early stage served to 
encourage the pupular impression among outsiders, particularly in western re- 
gions, that Tatax and Mongol were one and the same. That impression survived 
the fragmentation of the Mongol Empire when Turkic peoples comprising suc- 
cessor states on the eastern frontier of medieval Russia (the so-called "Golden 
Horde" and its successors, the Khanates of Kazan, Astrakhan, Crimea, and 
Siberia) acquired the "TatdVesignation in Russian (and then European) histo- 
riography and folklore. 

But the probtem does not end here. Since the Mongol elements within the 
Empire and i ts successor stales were always distinct minkties and were, in 
fact, assimilated over time by the larger Turkic pool, the original identity of the 
people later called "Tatat-" has femained a subject of intense debate. Are they 
descendants of the Mongol Tatars, or are they linked to the Turkic Bulgars who 
had formed a state centered on the upper Volga in the ninth and tenth centuries, 



but who can hardly be clearly distinguished h m  other peoples in "Central 
Asia'hith Turkic roots? This is the kind of question applicaMe to mast peoples 
inhabiGng Central Asia, but it is one that acquired s h a p r  focus in the second 
half of the nineteenth century when self-identity became a major issue for 
"Tatars," and then reemerged in recent years under rather different circum- 
stances. The need to represent and sustain corporate identity is strong every- 
where, not teasr in Cenbral Asia; for Tams it is tied intimately to larger issues of 
cultural, lingistic, economic, and political relationships with other Turkic peo- 
ples from the Central Asian republics, in Siberia, the Caucasus, and even 
Crimea, While much research remains to be done concerning these reIation- 
ships, in the following pages I will suggest their outlines and argue that they 
were determined in large measure by several factors: 

1. that the Tams were the first non-Russian, Turkic-speaking, and Muslim 
people that the Mwcovite state incornparated into its confines; 

2. that the Russians found immediate and long-term use for the Tatars in 
extending contacts with other Turkic and Muslim peopbs along the shift- 
ing southern and eas@m frontier of their realm; 

3. that this use stimulated the dispersion of significant numbers of Tams 
throughout greater Central Asia; and 

4. that in the process the T a m  sought and kequently gained advantage from 
their diaspom circumstances against both Russian and other Centrd Asian 
interests. 

The "Volga T a m  in Central Asia," then, is a theme that is not a matter just of 
geographical interest but of social, economic, cultural, and political impf l  as 
well. Moreover, to a greater extent than for many other communiries, Tatar 
identi9 became shaped by exceedingly complex relationships riddled with am- 
biguifies. Later in my discussion we shdl see wmething of the "problem" Tatarb 
posed for other Turkic ~ o p l e s ;  let me commence my excursion over several 
centuries of relatively uncharted Brain, however, by introducing portions of 
two Russian texts that suggest how and why the Volga %tars hcame a "'prob- 
Iem'Yor their conquerors as well. The two reaIities ~e not unconnected. 

On June 27, 1891, N.I. Tl'minskii penned one of his many letter?; to K.P. Pobe- 
donostsev, then Ober-Prokurator of the Holy Synod, Professor of Turkic lan- 
guages at Kazan Theological Academy and Kazan University, and developer of 
a system of education that strcssed basic reliance on native languages for non- 
Russians inhabiting the Entpire's eastern borderlands, Il2ninskii had for decades 
functioned as Russia's foremost lay missionary. Dedicated to strengthening the 
Russian Christian oftbadoxy of oriental converts, he saw himself as a bulwark 
against the cultural and political advances of other religions, especially IsIanz, 
He aIsa evinced an unyielding antagonism toward one of the major ethnic 
groups stitl committed to Islanl despite being under Russian rule since the 



middle of the sixteen& century: the T a m  of the Volga region. In this pilrticular 
letter to Pobedonostsev he offered an argument for promoting minority lan- 
guages that was candidly li&ed to fear of Tam influence beyond the ulnfines 
of Kazan Province, where it would touch the lives of many others: 

This is the dibmma: If from fear of separate: nationalities we do not permit the 
non-Russians [of the eastern borderiands] to use their languages in schools and 
churches, to a degree suNicient to ensure a solid, complete, and convinced adop- 
tian of the Ghtistian faith, then all non-Russims will be fused into a single race 
by language and faith-the Tatar and Muhamm&n. But if we allow the non- 
Russian languages, then even if their separate nationalities are thus maintained, 
these wilI be diverse, small, ill-dispasd to tbe Tatars, and united with the Rus- 
sian people by the cornmnaKty of their faith. Choose!' 

Three years later, an unidentifid but presumably Russian correspondent 
writing for Novoe vremia from Kamn under the nom de glame "'ZdeshniT" ( A  
Local), produced an article entitled 'Tovremennaia 'tatarsbchina'" (Contemp 
rary Tatar tfegemony). Typical of much late-imperial writing, laboring under 
orientalist assumpdons about Asian "ooters,"" this article imagined Tatws to be 
eternal aliens, pe-ople who "'hold fast to their Asiatic distinctiveness [samobyt- 
rzostIl, their barbaric tastes and habits," and who, "'in the depths of their souls 
. . . hate all Russians and everything Russian." Casting the Tatars as reprehensi- 
ble and disreputable, the author proposed an explmtion for their behatrior that 
echoes classi~ anti-Semitic attiMes: 

In a world where commerce is critic& to the slrup,gle for survival, the Tatar pre- 
pares himself from early youth for this kind of activity. Each Tatar. the father of a 
family, strives to place his son In the shop of a merchant. When this does not 
work out, he builds '%is own bushess"' without even a second thought, With just 
30-50 kopks, the Tatar youth purGhases some wares and begins to hawk them, I 
can say with confidence that nine out of ten T a m  in Kazan ase in business. 

Anyone who looks cEose1y at the business activity of the Tatars will easily see 
that the distinctive sign of that activity is (heir complete solidarity both in petty 
affairs and in the largest deals, Thanks to this sorid~ty, the Tatars play a rather 
appreciable role, arid all their strength is directed always to the exclusive benefit 
of their class [soslovie], while, of course, to the detriment of Russian  interest^,^ 

From Il'minskii and "'Z$eshniY' we hem Great Russian voices spaGng to dif- 
ferent audiences-one official, the other popuiar, with a disturbing message 
about a small segment sf the imperial population, The? Tatars are represented as 
a threat disproportionate to their numbers, one resulring from a combination of 
demographic and eultwd factors onty hinted at in these sources. In truth, by Ute 
end of the nineteenth century the Tatars were a substrlntid diaspora group (etnrr- 
dispermaia gruppa, in recent Soviet ethnogaphic literature), numbering a h u t  



two and one-half million, but spread over twelve provinces of the Volgflrans- 
UraI region, with a significant and growing presence in the Kazakh Steppe 
{earlier Kipchak Steppe), the tower Volga, and Central Asia proper, as well as 
in key urban centers of the Russian heartland, especially St. Petersburg and 
Mo~cow.~ The numbers are most impressive not as revealed statically in, say. 
the census of f 897, but when placed next to those from earlier revisions or other 
somes, The pattern thus illuminated speaks much less of fertility than of mi- 
gration and assimilation of other Turkic peopjes (e.g., Masi, Chuvash, and even 
Bashkks), as an ongoing historic& experience since at least the mid-sixteenth 
century. 

Pockets of Tatars over a large expanse of imperial temitofy would never have 
generated a problem in some minds were not crucial socioeconomic and 
cultural trends. as well as a pattern of governmental poiicy since the mid- 
eighteenth century, coincidental with these demographic ones. Together a web 
of factors inmeasingly thrust the Tatars into diplomatic, political, comme~ial, 
and religislcultural positions of illfluence that, as the Empire faced its late nine- 
teenth- and early twentieth-century demise, opened up unusual hegemonic op- 
ponunities for a statistically minor people. It would be among the diverse 
Turkic peoples of greater Central Asia that these opportunities would play thern- 
selves out most fully, and the Tatars would emptoy heir diaspra circumstances 
to extraordinary advantage. 

Since the conquest of the Khanate of Kazan in the mid-sixteenth century, when 
Muscovy made its opening move eastward, a gowing propoaion of the Tat% 
ppuiation of the nliddle Volga region has been living outside its original home- 
land. Russian victory prompteSI an irnmdiate exodus eastward and souhward 
of at least several thousand Tatars, and episoders of intensified colonial pressure 
through the first third of the eighteenth century ensured that additionaI thou- 
sands of Tatar peasants would become refugees. Most sought to continue their 
agricultural pursuits, but some turned tn what would increasingIy become a 
Tam signature: commercial acdvity, 

The uaditional Tatm elite, comprising nauaas (nobility) as well as men from 
other social strata, underwent mixed experiences in the century and a half fol- 
lowing the Khanate's defeat. Some nligrated with their social inferiors, whether 
motivated by a desire to continue resisance to Russian incursions, esQblish a 
new base for restoring the manate, or merely retain their social authority under 
new conditions. Many nlore seem to have remained within the recently- 
conquered remitory and to have accommodated themselves to the new power 
structure. Now classified as slu&ilye liudi (state servitors), these men moved 
relatively easily into Russian service and seem to have enjoyed advantrrges 
commensurate at times with thaw enjoyed by Russian elites themselves. Thus, 



we know that a decade or so after the conquest there were at least two hundred 
Tatar pomestyia (fiefs in retun for Russian state service) on the left bank of the 
Volga River alone; that several murzas had rweived large land grants from Ivan 
IV for participating In the suppression of peasant rebellions between 1552 and 
1557; and that well into the seventeenth century specid cavalry units of Tam 
sluzhilye tiudi served the Tsar's Moreover, in a p i a d  when Muscovy, 
for reslfons of diplomacy, economics, and simple self-defense, found it advanta- 
geous and prudent to further long-established relations with the peoples and 
states of the steppe and Cenfral Asia, Taws were drawn into tkte Russian dipto- 
matic service, staffing the Posol "ski1 Prikaz (Ambassadorial W c e I  as inteqret- 
ers, guides, envoys, and clerks in RussiaVs dealings with Asian lands. As those 
relations expanded, so too did reliance on Tatars, whose language Russia adopt- 
ed for international communications beyond its eastern and southern frontier. 
With the establishment of Muscovite control of the entire Vblga river and 
its arterial system by the 1570s, commerciaf opprtunities with Central Asian 
Khanates were enomously enhanced, reaching a level of significance by the 
mid-sevenkenth century that exceeded trade with Europe. Again, among those 
in the forefront of such activities were Tatars. 

While Russian palicies displayed little consistency before the reign of Peter 
I, reveding an ambiguous attitude rooted in the different priorities of raison 
d'ritat and religion in Muscovite society, their preponderant effect was discrimi- 
natory against Tatar nobles who refused to convert to Christianity. Owing to 
cumulative attacks on their agrzian economic base, they became collectively 
an impoverished group with severely weakened socia1 authority. All found 
themselves eventually registered in I718 with the Kazan office of the Admi- 
ralty, under which they were required to procure supplies and cart naval timbers5 
The efforts to minimize &aditionst1 elite influence over Tam society were com- 
plicated, however, by several realities. First, conversion from Islam to Chris- 
tianity effectively transfomed outsiders into insiders. Tht3 Turkic roots of quite 
a number of "Russian"' surnames may attest the significant level of Christianiza- 
tion. From the available evidence, the ranks of such eIire kresheheraye ratary 
(baptized Tatars) appear to have provided much of the prsonnel that the Rus- 
sian governnlent used in its dealings not just with Tatars but with other Turkic 
polities to the south and east. Secondly, frontier requirements put a premium on 
members of the Tatar elite who remained Islamic in faith and cultural practice. 
However helpful converted Tams might prove to the Russian government, reli- 
ance on those who rejected assimilation for a more limited accommodatioi~ 
could not be checked. This was true in the Muscrtvite period and also later when 
official policy turned more repressive under Peter I and his imtnediate succes- 
sors. Thus, infomation gathered for the Muscovite embassy to the Crimean 
Khanate in 1563-73 was provided by sluzhilye Tatars: while twenty-three were 
hired as translators in 1723 and seventy-six more were add& to the corps of 
interpreters in 1726.? Thirdly, bureaucratic ineptitude and inability consistently 



to enforce laws and regulations created opportunities for unassimilated Tams to 
satisfy their own aspirations while effectively reducing the impact of colonial 
power. Ongoing construction of village mosques in the face of repeated decrees 
prohibiting building, and others ordering the desrruction of mosques, provides 
testimony to the limits of practical auth~ri ty;~ so too does the growing involve- 
m n t  of Tams in commerce despite the prohibition slgainst this prior to 1686.9 

Russian pojicy aimed at assimiIating the Tatars by combined means of posi- 
tive incentives and outright repression had achieved few intended results by the 
second quarter of the eighteenth century. Besides episodes of vident insurrec- 
tion rooted in popular grievances, middle and upper Ieveis of Tatar society un- 
dertook activities and voiced protests of their own-most prominently to the 
Legislative Commission of 1767-that contfibuted to a growing sense m o n g  
Russian aullhorities that changes were needed in official policy. So too did unre- 
solved problem along the eastern frontier of the Empife, where a series of forti- 
fications, command posts, and the scttlemena amund them, running from Astra- 
khan through Orenburg in the direclion of Omsk and Siberia, served as the 
forward line of Russian presence among the Bashkirs and then the Krtzakhs- 
the fomer more sedentary but long troublesome, the latter tribal, politically un- 
stable, and uncooperative. FalIing under Russian suzerainty between 1731 and 
1740, the KazaWls were proving an obstacle to Russian pcrlitical and commer- 
cial interests f u ~ h e r  to the south and east. Disorder in their midst stemming 
from political rivalries and economic ruin created untenable condilions from the 
Russian perspective. Aside from the value of &ade with the Kazakh hordes, ac- 
cess through their lands was crucial to expanding commerce in the Central 
Asian polities of Khiva and Bukhara. Moreover, security along the empire's for- 
tified line would be compromised without pacification of the Kazakhs on its 
interior. To achieve these various Russian goals, the Tatm increasittgly seemed 
usefuI agents. Wow tkis was so deserves a closer look. 

Proposals to expel or otherwise eliminate the Kazakhs from their accustomed 
territory enjoyed some administrative support, first in the eady 17411s, again in 
the 1750s, and finally in 1763. Imperial policy makers, however, rejected this 
option and c m e  instead to heed the rmommendations of a series of regionai 
administrators, including A.1, Tevkelev (a Tatar), PI. Rychkov, 1.1. Nepliuev, 
and O.A. IgeI'strom, Despite differences mong  them, these men were appar- 
ently imbued with the new anthropology associated with the Enlightenment. 
Rdief in a hierarchy of peoples and cultures, the dependency of culture on cli- 
mate and way of life, and the possibility of ehmtnging culture (and, hence, betlav- 
ior) led them to recommend policies that would force an ethnographic turn in 
the fives of the Kazakhs to reshape their traditional custon~s and ethnic char- 
acter. As nomads, the Kazkhs were believed to be inherently savage and rebel- 
lious. beyond the pale of civilization. Disabusing them of their native traits and 
turning them into loyal subjects of the Empire seemed more achievable by en- 
couraging their involvement in agriculture and commerce (rather than caravan 



r&ding) and by utifzing Islam as a civilizing force. Who better to serve as a 
vanguasd in these effsns than the Tatars, a people deemed more civilized than 
the Kazakhs by virtue of their long tenure within the Russian orbit and their 
commitment to Islam?" Besides, the Tatars had already proved themselves 
loyal enough (most recently by not participating in Bashklr uprisings) to war- 
rant pemission to sertle on Bashkir lands. The most nobble entexprise of this 
kind occurred with the establishment of a Tatar settlement in the vicinity of 
Orenburg in 1'744, the sa-cdled Seitov pasad (suburb), initiaM by the migra- 
tion from Kazan of some two hundred families with commercial interests, 

PaciFrcation of the steppe, fear of Onoman infiuence in the region, the safety 
of Russian trade, and the prospcts of further penetration into Central Asia com- 
bined in the mid-eighteen& century to encourage Russian authorities to adopt a 
more conciliatory attitude toward the Tams and to address some of their more 
pressing @evances.I' It was well into the reign of Catherine II, however, before 
anything resembling a coherent imperial policy could be identified, and even 
then its formulation was initially cautious. In the 1780s, fearful of the potential 
for new outbursts of popuiar discontent foltowing the nearly insumountable 
crisis that the Pugachev Rebellion posed, and faced with the need in far-off 
Grirnea to seize control of a faltering Turkic and Islamic society, Catherine grew 
convinced that the southern and eastern frontier could not be left to the self- 
government of natives, Accepting an enlighbned view of Islam and trusting in 
thc: faithfulness of the Tatars, she became the latter's chief patran and encour- 
aged their merchants, mullahs, and intelligence gatherers to mingle and work 
among those resistant to Russian expansion, Under the Tatar aegis, Islam re- 
ceived government subsidies in several forms. Tams were appainted to head the 
Musui'nzanslcae Dtlkhovnop Sobranie (Muslim Spifitual Assembly), established 
at Orenburg in 1788 but shortly moved to Ufa, for the purpose of organizing and 
strengzfiening the influence of a RussophiIic Islam outward into greatt:r Central 
Asia. There were also payments for the constntction of new mosques, nzakrabs 
(Islamic primary schools), and caravansarais for the use of traveling Muslims, 
and funds given to finance the expense of printing texts for use in Tatar-run 
schwls. The Seitov pofad was rewmdd with its own town council In 1782, and 
two years later the sluzhiiyc Ta&rs were grant& equality of rights; with the Rus- 
sian nobi1ity.12 

New 
The opportunities for Tatas and their status within the Russian Empire had in- 
creased measurably by the end of the eighteenth centuq. They were clearly in 
the vanguard of Russia's '"oriental'" subjects, accepted for being Muslims fat 
feast for the moment) and encouraged to pursue their own self-interest on the 
assumption of its compatibility with larger imperial aspirations, Tatars were 
now expcted to spread and consolidate the Islamic religion among the nmadic 



Kazakh, trade for themselves and for Russia in lands further south and east to 
which Russianlchristian merchants were denied access, and assist as commer- 
cial middlemen between Central Asian traders and interior Russian markers. 
Largely for raisons dTtat, then, the Russian authonities extended the Tatar di- 
aspora. During the nineteenth century these deve1opmenLs helped to accelerate 
the emergence of a Tatar micfdle class and fixed its domination, induced funda- 
mental shifts in the traditiond Tam Mltansctbauung, and spawned Tatar ethnic 
consciousness. The consequences were profound for Tatar society, but they also 
had wider regercussions. By the turn of the twentierk century the Tam diaspra, 
with its modernist mentality and the eeonomie resources to support a range of 
refomist activities involving publishing, education, religion, economics, lan- 
guage, and social relations, would shape a developmentat model attractive to 
many Turkic brethren faced with the challenge of presaving known ways whik 
evolving a modern society, 

By the first quarter of the nineteenth century, agitation within Tatar society, 
in the: Caucasus, and acmss Central Asia (as well as in the larger Islamic worId 
encompmsing the Qttoman Empiw, Muslim India, and even relevant parts of 
China) becomes increasingly noticeable. Among the Tatass, apostasy of a Iarge 
number of Christians (the so-calfed stnrokrr?.skchenye, or "early converts'"), the 
spread of Sufi brotherhoods and radicalization of some (especially the Naqsh- 
bandiyya), as well as the call by eertain ulema for rejuvenation of soeiety and 
the individual based on the traditional modaiity of reform (tajdirl), were aspects 
of this ferment. The cumulative effects of contacts with Russian culture, and 
through its prism, that of Europe at large, coupld with conmsting experiences 
in Central Asia undergone by Tatar merchants and students in the great madra- 
sas of Bukharsl, Samarkand, and Tashkent, fuaher added to the brew.13 

Meanwhile, pafticularly by the reign of Wickla 1, Russian authorities began 
to reconsider the merits of subsidizing Tatar entetprise and Isiamic expansion. 
Great Russia's own emerging nationaI consciousness, and the latter's intimate 
association with Christian Orthodoxy, explains much of the sensitivity to these 
matters, as does the threat to imperial integrity arising from the discontents with 
colonialism egitomiztt-d by the stmggle of Shamyl and his forces in Daghestan. 
Finally, competition for control of commodities in trade moving between Russia 
and irs southern and eastern neighbors, as well as the developing attitude that 
Russia had legitimate imperialist interests in Central Asia, added a sense of 
urgency to the opinion favoring modification of the compromise Catherine had 
effected. Under these circumstmces, the Tatars appeared less nwessary (and 
even potentially dangerous) as middlemen for dealing with Central Asia, As 
pressure for establishing direct. and permanent Russian influence in the region 
grew from the 1840s onward, reliance on Tams seemed less and less justified. 
Moreover, fear of the kind of Islamic unity that Tatar hegemony might produce 
loomed ever larger in certain Russian circles, 

The middle decades of the nineteenth century witnessed the eruption of a 



polemic between proponents of Oreat Russlm nationalism and Tatars scfuggling 
to define their own identity and their relationship to other "others" in the Em- 
pire, in circumstances turning increasingly against Given little awntion 
at the tine, this pnlemic was, I believe, fi-aught with more than passing import. 
It voiced sets of firmly held but generally untenable assulnptions and bales of 
mistrust, all the while disguising more honest concerns and agenda. Much of the 
debate rattled on about the appropriate representation of Islam-its teachings, 
founder, and adherents-typically at a somewhat "scholarly" ievel. But the 
sticking point always seemed to be the Tarars. As one of the Russian polemicists 
declared with apparent exasperation: "Many write in ?ke newspaprs of the Pol- 
ish question, the Geman question, and the Finnish question, but no one wants to 
recognize the birth of a Tataa question."" The author of these words was, of 
course, wrong, becauw many were bathered by the "Tataf' question, not the 
feast of whom were N.1, Il'minskil and the anonymous "'ZdeshniI"" cited at the 
opening of this discussion. 

It was not just Great Russians, however, who railed against the extravagant 
and dangerous influence of this wide-ranging ethnic group, but also represene- 
tives from mong  some of the very "others" it most influencd. The one who 
perhaps epitomizes such voices was Chokan Valatihanov, the Kazrtkh aristocrat 
and entightener who in several texts complained bitterly about Russian policy 
that fostered Istam among the Kazakhs and had allowed the Tatars, almost 
always described as 'Yanatical," to iimpement that policy. "Islam has not yet 
eaten into our Resh and blood," he wrote: 

It does threaten to disconnect our people from its own future . . . . In general, for 
the Kirghiz [pre-Soviet Russtan usage for Kazrtkh) people, the future has in store 
the disastrous prosFct of gaining access to European civilization only after going 
through a Tatar period, just as the Russians went through a Byzantine period. 
However repellent Byzantine hegemony was, it neverlheless introducd Chris- 
tianity, an indisputably eenghtening force. What can the impressionable Kirghiz 
expect from Tatar culture, except dead scholasticism, capable only of inhibiting 
the development of thought and feeling. We must at any price avoid a Tatar 
period, and the [Tsaristl government gnust help us to do so.'" 

Written at the end of I863 or beginning of 1864, these words warned of Tatax 
hegemony. They were prescient, but they missed a crucial paiat: the Tatars 
Valikhanov believed to he a threat to his people were, in fact, being supplanted 
by a different b r e d  less committed to the ways of the past than to the waves of 
the future. They were more likely to have k n  educated in Russian and even 
foreign schools, to have traveled extensively, to know Russian and perhaps a 
second "foreign" language, and to be accepting of cultural diversity yet com- 
mitted to the aspects of modern culture that appeared universal, They were jo- 
didchiler (the "new people,'hr modernists, hereafter Jadids), determind to 



bring their own swieries into conjunction with the progressive world around 
them, but they thou&t in much larger terns to include in their plans dl Turks 
andr'or all Muslims. Thus they were to varying degrees pan-Turh andlor pan- 
Islanrists, in search of the power that derives from collective ac~on ,  

Their modernism explains their cultural leadership by the late nineteenth 
century because it pledged a resolution to the growing disparity between the 
worid of Muslims and Turks and the world of the West. Tatrurs were in the fore- 
front of educational reform, economic development, women's issues, publish- 
ing, and the basic assault on individual apatby and social stagnancy.l7 Who 
could resist the call to be different so as to be better? Of course, hegemony is 
double edged: it means preeminence and encourages imitation, but it also 
breeds resentment both among those whose own authority is displaced and those 
who object to being imitators. The reaction, for example, of the Bukharan reli- 
gious establishment can only be speculated upon, but based on admittedly 
skimpy evidence I would contend that it was typically unfavorable to Tatar 
modernist influence. This was true even in the early nineteenth century, when 
Eiukharan domination of Islamic thought and training was still unchallenged. As 
for secular Central Asian intellectuals, many of them voiced animosity toward 
Tatar influence in the manner of Ghazi Yunus Muhammad-oghli, who descl-ibed 
Tatars "as the last generation to obstruct Turkistan's [Central Asia"] pf~gress."'~ 

Tatars oEered new Magogy and social visions not just to their own but to 
other Turkic popIes within the Russian orbit. Revolutionary exfucational ven- 
tures, both at the primary and secondary levels, Icd the way, attracting stodents 
from throughout grmter Central Asia by the early twentieth century. Tatar pub- 
lishing initiatives-books, newspapers, and periadicals incIuded-made avail- 
able an increasing array of secular infomation that suggested alternatives to 
theologically-dominated perspectives, even as &ey helped spread a refomist 
brand of Islam amenable to the demands and aspirations of modern life. The 
first printed kxmks in Uzbek, Turhen ,  Kumyk, K&alp&, and other Turkic 
languages appared thanks to the efforts of Tatar publishers; by 1817, the num- 
ber of hooks in Kazakh was second only to those in Tam itself, prompting A. 
Khn~ul l in  to conclude that "'the apparance and development of book printing 
in the Kazakh language during the pre-revolutionary period was directly linked 
to the history of the Tam book and book trade."'lXikewise Martha Olcott has 
observed that before 1905, when the first typographer of Arabic script opened 
far business in the steppe, Kazan served as the Kazakh intefiectuaf center.20 
Elsewhere in Central Asia, Tatar initiatives had similar results, atthough in- 
creasingly after 1905 vieuaily every major Turkic p u p  was doing its own pub- 
lishing, under its own auspices, and with its own equipment. 

Tatarimtion as much as Russianization, then, appears to have functioned as 
a critical process in the eastern borderIands in the last decades of the ancien 
rggime. It received mare than passing assistance &om the Tatar commerciitl and 
industrial bourgeoisie who not only defended the Jadid Inovement but became 



its most reliable patrons throughout the diaspora, particularly by subsidizing the 
consmetion and maintenance of schoels, paying teachers' salaries, and estab- 
lishing public libraries, reading rooms, and mutual-aid societie~.~' 

T'he linkage between modem economic interests and the forces of cultural 
transformation reflected and encouraged an overriding spirit of collaboration 
not only across social classes but also the full range of Turkic sub-goups, a 
spirit epitomized in the slogan that the Crimean Tatar Jadid, Isrnail Bey 
Gasprimkit, used as the masthead of his newspaper, Terjiinzan, in 1905: "Bilde, 
fikirde, ishte birfik" (Unity in language, thought, and action), Proponents of 
sepaate Turkc paths of devejopment based upon emerging sub-ethnic identities 
and aspirations increasingly voiced opposition to calls for unity, but the appeal 
proved strong well into the third decade of the twenrieth century. 

In the midst of the agitation sweeping the Empire during the years sunound- 
ing the 1905 Revolution, the rallying cry for birtik (unity) took an inevitable 
political turn. Not surprisingly, Tams once again led the way, taking advantage 
of their economic and cultural preeminence to coordinate collective action first 
locally and then at the all-Russian level, creating an imperial-wide organization 
called Rcrsya Miisblirnanlariaing ftt$aaki (Union of Russian Muslims), establish- 
ing ties with the Constitutional Demmrats, the Bolsheviks, and the Octobrists, 
and forming a Muslim Faction in the State Duma.22 Partly from their own expe- 
rience, partly from the failure of other Turkic communities to develop programs 
of political action, and partly from a near obsession with unity, the Tatm dorni- 
nated at every turn. They needed a pan-movement to guarantee an appropriate 
place for themselves in an empire facing an uncertain future with the potential 
for extreme social, economic, and ethnic competition. TIE Third AIE-Russian 
Muslim C o n p a s  held in Nizhni-Novgorod in August, 1906, offers a telling iI- 
lustraLion of Tatar aspirations and dominance: ten of the fourteen members of its 
presidium were VoIga Tatzlrs, as were at least eighty percent of the eight hun&ed 
pmicipants. Likewise, of the seventy-seven deputies elected to the four Dumas 
between 1906 and 1912, thirty (39%) were Tatars. For the short tern, unity ap- 
pealed to dl the Turks; but its glamour would prove short-lived in the fwe of 
bu r~on ing  nationalism, 

The collapse of the Tsarist regime in eady 1917 seemed to oger an opportu- 
nity to restructure the reIationship between traditionally dominant Great Rus- 
sians and the multitude of typically oppressed minorities, among whom were 
the Twkic peoples. Of these the Tatars, because of their Zong suhrdination to 
Russian rule, felt a particularly strong antipathy toward the mechanisms and 
policies of Russitication. The most popular Tsltar solution called for the estab- 
lishment of a centralized, democratic Russian Republic wirhin which the prin- 
ciple of exlfaterritorial cultural autonomy would operate for non-Russian peo- 
ples; all TurksMuslims, whiie pursuing the social practices and symbols that 
reflecwf their divemity, would additionally fwus on developing instruments for 
an overarching unity. This principle surely reflected the realities of the Tarar 



diaspora. Federalism, the alternative posed generalljf by Azerbdjanis, Crimean 
Tatars, and Central Asians (especially Uzbeb), was appropriate for thme with 
more clearly defined tenitories or homelands. Not swprisingly, a series of con- 
ferences and conmesses in 1917, both provincial and national, found Tatars 
above all advocating the need for Turkic unity based on class, ethnic, and reli- 
gious solidarity. Tbis voice found expression through several periodicaIs, such 
as UEugh Tiirkdsfm, which had the telling characteristic of being published in 
Tsar and Uzbek in Tahkent under the editorial auspices of various Tatar inteE- 
Iectual and commersiat interests. The wpearance of such periodicals (six from 
April to Decemkr, 1917 alone):), reflects the piitlcd significance of the Tatar 
dia~pora.'~ 

The relative monolithism of Tam views on state buiiding, however, began 
showing ciear signs of fragmentation in the throes of the Bolshevik coup. Those 
Tam socialists who had already joined Bolshevik rank were folfowed by others 
drawn to a new regime seemingly dedicated to the eradication of ethnic, social, 
economic, and political inequities. Thc: humanism of the Communist ideology 
was clearly its most attractive aspect. With repeated promises from Lenin of the 
right to shape ethnic life without hindranee, and with a series of goodwill ges- 
tures designed to win Tatar suppott for the October Revolution, hopes were 
raised for the institutionalization of genuine autonomy within the emeging 
Soviet system. By the end of the Civil Wm, however, Communism in the USSR 
was revealing itself to have a Russian face. One by-product was the reemer- 
gence of a more typical Tam pefspeetive, this lime under the guise of "national 
communism"* most associated with the name of Mir Said S~ltangaliev.~~ 

Suftangdiev arrived at Naxism only after a tong apprenticeship as a Jadid, 
Becoming the most: prominent Muslim Communist by the early 1920s and a 
Ieading figure within Bolshevik ranks, he remained imbued with the cultural 
concerns of his earlier years and with a vital commitment to the preservation of 
Tatar identity. In the still heady climate of debate among Bolsheviks before 
1923 Sultangaliev spoke boldly on issues of practicd concern, but he is most 
r e n e m k d  for arliculaling theoretied positions on several critical issues: the 
ilfgliation between Garnunism and Islam, the relationship between social at~d 
national revolution in the economically backward countfies, and the role of the 
Tatars in spearheading the revdution's expansion beyond the Soviet Union to 
the south and east. In brief, he saw the future of the revolution in the East and 
not in the West, among peasant and semi-colonial societies and not the ad- 
vanced capitalist ones. He spoke of proletarian nations and not classes, csf the 
need to preserve the cohesion of the TurEc/MusIim world and, therefore, of 
delaying indefinitely the playing out of any internal class struggles. On the 
highly chmgd issue of the fornation of the new Union of Soviet Socialist Re- 
publics, Sultangaliev opposed plans for a federation of ethnically-based units, 
small and divided vis-8-vis the large and powerfir1 Russian Republic. Instead, he 
and other nstionat communists advaeared creation of a Republic of Turan, a 



pan-liirkic entity combining the territories of CentraI Asia, the North Caucasus, 
Azerbstijan, naghestan, and the Middle Volga, governed by its own centralized, 
monolithic, and autonornus party and controlling its own m y .  Moreover, Sul- 
tangalievism ca1Ied for the establishment of a ""Colonid International'" to focus 
attention and resources on the societies perceived to be most vulnerable to the 
revolutionafy program. "If we want to sponsor the revolution in tfie East," wrote 
one Tatm Communist, "we must create in Soviet Russia a t e ~ t s r y  close to the 
Muslim East, which could become an experimental laboratory for the building 
of Communism, where the best revolutionary forces can be con~entrated,"~~ 

As for the Tams themselves, Sultangaliev insisted that they were '"he pio- 
neers of the social revolution in the East." Thanks to their more advanced cul- 
tural eondirion, they could inspire the development of more backward areas. 
'"Already we witness people from all corners of the Urals, Siberia, Central Asia 
and Turkestan, Khiva and Bukhara, and even far-off Afghanistan arriving in 
Tataria with demands of its cultural leaders . . . ."z2h The implications of Sultan- 
gdievk prvgam are striking: Not only would Communism take on a "Musiim" 
face, but it would likely speak Tatar and have as its headquarters not Moscow 
but K m n !  The challenge to Russian dominance of the international revolution- 
ary movement was direct and blunt; if unobstructed, Sultangalievism would 
likely have carried Tatar hegemo~c impulses to their logical political end. 

For Stalin the challenge was too profound. As the party's chief spokaman 
next to XRnin on nationality issues, as an damant proponent of extreme central- 
ization, and as one whom we know from hindsight to have possssed unlimited 
political ambition, he feitr that the national communists would have to be de- 
feated. The Tatars, "the worst of them all," as he is quote@? were chosen to be 
broken first, and Tatar influence within the larger Turkic world cSismantleel. As 
early as the end of 11418, the campaign against the independence of "native" 
organizations was well underway; over the next several yeas, lading up to Sul- 
tangaliev's first denunciation by Stalin himself in 1923, the pressure would con- 
tinue, setting the scene for the all-out assault against national communism in the 
late 1920~.~%s with the murder of Sergei Kjrov in 1934, the wrest and imprison- 
ment of Sultangaliev in 1928 opened a floctd-gate that trampled lives and alter- 
natives to Stalinism far and wide. 

The crusade against national communism resulted in the elimination of inde- 
pendent-mind& ethnic leaders all across the Soviet Union; it was particularly 
devastating in greater Centrdl Asia. By the eve of the Second World War, few if 
any such figures were left alive. As these men were the mast powerful public 
defenders of komnizatstia, the policy of the 1920s by which formation and de- 
velopment of native cadres were encouraged along with the tlourishing of indig- 
enous cultures, their absence made full beaayal by Stalin of the Revolution's 
ethnic promises lagely unstoppable. Respeet for diversity gave way to demands 
for conformity, and under the guise of "internationalism,"" Russification became 
the objective. The amb~tion to crate a new Soviet man and woman, as the Tatar 



historian and activist, 6. Ibragimov, underscored in his 1927 essay Tatar 
Mad&iyeti nindi yul beldn baxajag? (Which Way Will Tatar Culture Go?), 
would toll the death knelt d native cultures." The threat was particularly grave 
to tk Tatars, whose fragmentation and isolation under diaspra circurnstanees 
made them especially vulnerable, Soviet power and moral indiFference shortly 
ovemhelmed Tatar counter effortr;, rendering them pitiable and tragic for their 
inefficacy. Obversely, Central Asians in the five established republics benefitted 
from this development, insofar as Taw influence over their cultures was broken 
and Tams in their midst rendered innwuaus. 

The fabric of deceit that clothed the USSR from the early 1930s on sufvived 
for decades after Satin's death, It is true, taking the Tatars as a case, that from 
the late f 950s on the opportunities to recover bits and pieces of social memory, 
seemingly obliterated in earlier decades, were eked out little by little; bur all 
such advances, impaant as they were, indirectly acknowledged the regime's 
continued viability and its unfettered control over Soviet society. Hence 
Mikhail Gorbachev's espousal of a new social and economic discourse in the 
USSR in 1985, builiding as he did, of course, on initiatives launched by Yuri 
Andropov had critical significance. 

One of the barely recognized consequences for Tatars and Central Asians 
generally was a renewed diaspora consciou~ness,~VhiIe it is  too early to assess 
its long-tern effects, the attention given to the dispersion of the Tatax people is 
one reflection of the larger question of identity and sovereignty rivering so 
many. Deeiding who the Tams are may well be the key to resolving numerous 
social issues. Thus, the debate over ethnos and ethnonyns among all the Turkic 
peoples rages not only as an esoteric concern of withdrawn intellectuals, but as 
a popular theme with clear political implicati~ns.~%e the Valga Tatars the 
lineal desmndants of the tenth-century Vofga Bulgarsl If so, then the name 
Tatar-a much later colonial attribution-ught to be replaced with BuIgar, as 
members of the social organination, Bulgar al-jadid (The New Bulgar), have 
ad~oeated.~  To adopt that argument, however, out of the legitimate desire to 
reject Russian domination, raises other ques6ons, some of which are bluntly 
prtsed by the writer Robert Barulla: 

Let's admit that we are Bulgars. What wiiI then happen to the Rnashens? Ob- 
viously, they are not Bulgars. What about the Penza, Siberian, Crimean, Baraba 
Tabrs? Their ancestors did not five an the tenitory of [he Middle-Volga Butgar 
state. This will lead to confusion, discord, and a terrible division of the ancestral 
inheritance. And after the division, only the chips of one great culture will re- 
main. . . . How can people not ondersbnd? We are a united multi-million l'aiar 
~ e a p l e , " ~ ~  

He might have included other Turkic peoples as well in his anxiety about "a 
terrible division of the ancestml. inheritmce." 



Palpable concern for the diaspara elements of the extended Tatar family has 
manifested itself with growing scope at least since earfy 1988. Kazm Utlari; the 
monthly Kazan Tatar literary review that has played a leading insfitutional role 
of cultural defender for many years, introduced a new section entitld "%tar 
MEtdEk'i: Tfirle tfib&fiir& tlirie illiitdti" (The Tam People: In Various Places, in 
Various Lands), that carries infomation about Tatars abroad, whether in En- 
land, Japan, Turkey, or the United Stam. Moreover the journal has been pub- 
lishing letters from individua1 Tatars in other countries, all designed to assist 
with "'filling in the blanks" of history and bring the diaspra at least spirihtally 
back to the hearth. Contfibuting to this task have been impofiant articles by the 
Tatar literary scholar Ibraim NumJIin and the historian A. matikov, both of 
whom have challenged the charge of n long applied to those Tatars who 
had emigrated after October, 1917, and have criticized the 'konspiraey of si- 
lence'\unounding kmigrk contributions to the Tatar heritage."" 

One striking cultural event bas been tbe announcement from M.Z. Zakiev, 
director of the Institute of Lmguage, Literature, and History (Kazan) concern- 
ing plans for compilation of a Tatar encyclopedia as part of a larger effort to 
"rmonscruct the kistory of the entire Tatar people," As Zakiev argues, this is a 
task 'komplicated even more by the fact that only one quarter of the Tatar 
people reside in their titular republic, Many Tatars, in fact, though remaining on 
the derrirories they have aiways irzfrrrrbited (emphais added], are found outside 
the borders of the TASSR. A significant number of Tatars make up a dia$pora 
scattered throughout the Soviet The encyclopedia, treated as a project 
of immense cultural import, will appaently be international not only in content 
but in authorship. 

On the socio-political scene, a congress of the Tatar diwpora convened from 
February 17-18, 1989, in Kazan, reaffrdng "the wvereignty and indivisibility 
of the Tatax nation and the units of Taw culture across the administrative terri- 
torial divisions of the USSR." The Congess's resolutions called also for the 
"consolidation of the Tatar nation," and request& of UNESCO a Tatar-language 
version of its publication Courier, The final articles in the resolutions pro- 
claimed x~lidiarity with the Grimean Tatiirs and their struggle far return to their 
homeland.lA In June 1990 we Iearned of a project for the creation of a Volga- 
Urat Fderation, although the geograpKcal delimitations of that fderation were 
left undefined. Two months later fornation of a political party calling itself 
fi-t#aq (Unity) again saw stress placed on the return "home'kf diaspora Tatars 
and a call, at teast temporarily, for a regional federation, presumably on the 
order of the Volga-Ural project, In October of that same year another party's 
founding was announced-Vatm Fatherland)--which, appropriately all-Union, 
aimed at the recreation of Tatar stateh er within the USSR or outside if, 
on the territory of the former As&& , and Sibrim U a n a t e ~ ! ~ ~  

In these extraordinary and unsettling times of late, the ou~omes af astound- 
ing processes underway throughout the former Soviet Union defy easy progno- 



sis. The fate of the Tatar Republic and of the millions of Tatars scattered about 
the former union will be subject to long, complex, and intense debate before 
being resoIved. Creating new mechanisms .Eof esthlishing close relations be- 
tween the homeland and the diaspora wilt undoubtdy continue to consume the 
energies and imaginations of many; f o m a ~ o n  of a l q e r  pan-Turkic federation 
(culturd and economic, if not polideal), involving same of the Central Asian 
republics, may we11 be part of any solution.38 Many will probably agree with the 
sentiments expressed by R, Kharis in Kommunist Tatarii that '"to hold a wake for 
the past is to fo~get  an old brotherhood," or with I. Tahirov's rhetorical question: 
"Is it pan-Turkism, this desire of related peoples, in this ease of the Turkic peo- 
ples, to live together as brothersY3$ Still, the Tatat- tendency toward what Ed- 
ward AIEwod terns "monoethnieiQt' is likely to be obsmcted even by those 
who dream of [relcreating a meat Turkistan. The perspective from Central 
Asia's many parts is simply too heterogeneous to carry this particular dream 
very far, 
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CHAPTER 5 

Soviet Uzbekistan: 
State and Nation in 

Historical Perspective 

Donald S. Carlisle 

The use of concepts fike "nrttion'bad "state" 'requires that their meanings be 
clarified and separatd. The crucial and elushe distinction was underlined by 
Hugh Seton-Watson when he WOE: 

States can exist without a nation, or with sevwal nations among their subjects; 
and a natisn can be coterKlinous with the population of one state, or be incluM 
together with ather nations within one state, ar be divided between several states. 
There were states Iong before tbere were nations, and there are some nations that 
are oader than most states which exist today. The befief that every state is a na- 
tion, or that all sovereign states are nation& states, has done much to obfuscate 
humm understanding of political realities. . . . The freqvently heard clichk that 
"we live in an age of nation-states'3s at most a half-truth, What is arguably true 
is that we live in an age of sovereim states, . . . 

This is an essential prologue to an attempt to provide historical perspective 
on Uzbekisbn-nce a subordinate republic of the USSR and now an indepen- 
dent state and member of the Unired Nations. It cautions against the assumption 
that state-making is identical with nation-building. For while tbe former is often 
clear and concrete, the Iatter is more likely to be murky and problematic. Suc- 
cess on one front does not necessarily provide victory on the other and there is 
no reasan to assume that these are mutudly reinforcing prKesses; indeed their 
relalionsbip may be: dialectical rather than unicausal. 

This qproach to Uzbekistan's origin is necessary in view of its relatjvefy 
short life span and its inadequately explained emergence in clouded circum- 
stances: it is essential to remember that it was only in 1924 that Uzbekistan sur- 
faced as a separate and distinct entity within the USSR. The distinction hetween 
state and nation underlines a concern of this study; it also draws attention to the 
problematic character even today of an integrated Uzbek nation in contrast to 
the uncontested existence of a state named far it.2 Whint must be underlined in 
probing Uzbekistan's s a i n  and subsequent history is the priority of politics, 



not demographics, in its formation. The tale to be told is one of state-creallon 
and attempt& nation-building, The primav role in this endeavor was play& by 
the Soviet state and not by an emerging Uzbek nation. 

The A r q m e ~ t  

The folIowing pages document the decisive role of intra-elite politics and the 
subordinate place of national or ethnic considerations in Uzbekistan" origin and 
maturation, Two key episodes are discussd, First is the story of the rise and fall 
of the "Mustin Bureww"f~sbyuro) in past-Revolution %viet Turkesbn, Ini- 
tiaEfy niXuslim or Turkic native Communists, led by TUM RyskuIov, tried to cre- 
ate a supranational State based on the unity of the region's people. They sought 
to sublimate local differences in a Iarger Turkic identify and create a Commu- 
nist Turkestan which they hqped would serve as a revolutionary magnet, athact- 
ing to itself other oppressed Asian peoples. 

This effort was quickly rejected by h n i n  and the Bolsheviks; in fact, we 
shall show what has not been generally recognizecl in Western scho l~sh ip tha t  
as early as 1x0, Moscow reacted with a propasal for dividing Turkestan into 
nationat units. However, this proposed subdivision was rejected by Lenin. Later, 
in 1924, the Bolsheviks-in concert with Iwal native politicians-were to pra- 
pose a revamped version of the 1920 partition plan known as the "national 
delimitation'kof borders, which was implemented. 

The second case study investigates the events from which emerged Uzbeki- 
stan and the other states into which the Central. Asian region is now di~ided.~ A 
novel interpretation of the national delimitation is presented. While rwognizing 
the importance of figures in Moscow (Stalin in particular), emphacis is on the 
play of toeill politics and the place of native politicians whose moperation with 
the Center was essential for the success of the project. Local divisions and mu- 
tual animosities, plus the power and personal ambi,ifions of Central Asian politi- 
cans, are crucial varjables, although they are often missing from the accounts of 
Soviet and Sniestem historians. 

This analysis thus focuses on the major cleavages among as well as the ambi- 
tions of the main Cenlral Asian leaders. These &visions were by no metins pri- 
marily ethnic in nature; the: identities in conflict were essentially political and 
they produced patriotisms that were also regional or geopolitical, not merely 
"nationaI," To focus exclusively on nationality as the key is to distort the story 
and to exclude the political element: indeed the long-rime Soviet effort was to 
dress these players in purely national garb so as to disguise what was a thor- 
oughly political drama. 

The politically-oriented approach adopted in these pages emphasizes the 
principal instigators and main local beneficiaries of the national delimitation: 
they were the Bukhara Jadids-in particular Faizulla Khojaev and his followers. 
The argument is that 'Vzbekistan," which appeared for the lirst time in 15125 



with a capital at Smarlraad, should be viewed as a product of their lobbying 
and a reflection of their influeme, What emerged as Uzbekistan was in fact a 
Greater Buaara. 

Enally, in the conclusion, it will be argued that this analysis, which un 
two alternative routes rather than one inevitable national path of development, 
is relevant to Uzkkistan's pprewnt predicament. It suggests a possibIe evolution 
into something other than the nmow nation-state framework chmpioned in 
I925 by Fgzulla f iojaev and Moscow. 

The Muslim Bureau ZR Turkeshn 

We begin with a consideration of Moscow's 1919-20 experiment in Soviet 
Turkestan where it temporarily tolerated a '"MusIim Bureau" "u$byulr;l) as a 
party branch, and the hectic career of its leader, Turar Ryskulov. Moscow's pol- 
icy in Turkestan reflected the central regime's aEempt to tap the radicaf impulse 
among Muslim reformers for the Communist cause. The Tatar Suitangaliev rep- 
resented an example of the hoped for conversion of Muslin radicals to Bolshe- 
vism. It was believed that by courting Ryskufov and his assmiates, the Bolshe- 
viks could bring about a similar metmorghosis in TurkestanV4 

Ryshlov was born in 1894 in Semirechie to a kazakh family of cattle-breed- 
ers. m e n  his father was deported to SibeAa in the wake of the I905 Revolution, 
Turas moved to live with a relative in Aulie-A&. As a hoAculturist he worked 
during 1915-16 in the T ~ M e n t  area and k m e  acquainted with Marxist litera- 
ture. Returning to Aulie-Ata during the 1916 uprising, he played an active role in 
the rebellion, for which he was a r r m ~ d .  

ReIeased from. prison after the downfall of the Tsar, Ryskulov organized "a 
circle of revolutionary-oriented youth," and in September 1917 entered the ranks 
of the RSDRR In 1918 he was named Narkom of f.Ieafth. for nrkestan-a respon- 
sibifity not easify met in view of the widesptead hunger and famine in native 
areas. By March 1918 he had risen to even loftier heights for* while continuing as 
head of the "Cornminee Combatting Wunger,'~yskulov was appointed Assis- 
rant Chaiman of Turkestan" Central Executive Committee af Soviets itself. 

From this point his star seemed to rise and fall simultaneously with that of 
anorher native leader, the Jadid re fmer ,  Sagdulla Tursun Khojaev, who was an 
Social Revolutionary but who in March 1918 joined the B01sheviks.~ Both men 
were to play crucial roles in the rise of the Turkestan Muslim Burmu in mid- 
1919 and its equally sudden decline a year later, 

The First Conference of Turkestan" Muslim Communist organization took 
place at the end of May 1919. Up to this time, the Tsbkent Soviet regim-tEs 
Russian4orninated outpost of Bolshevism-had shown little interest in any lib- 
eration mission. C.ancem with an "Oriental R ~ v o l u t i o n ' h s  confined to pro- 
tecting praletariiut power from being swamped lwaliy by native numbers and 
the ovemiding need to suppress the native rebellion, the so-called Basmachi," 



However, the Mudim Bureau exhibited a preoccuparion with imperialism and 
its members intended to oppose the enemy at home and abroad-whether in 
British or Russian garb. 

Local Russian-native antagonisms were evident in the hostile atmosphere at 
the Muslim Conference. George Safarov wrote: ""Even while the Conference 
was meeting, the Tashkent Soviet was actually promoting its campaign of 
suppression against the native population of Turkestan and the Conference 
found itself obliged to provide its members with special certificates exempting 
them from s e m h  and arrest without the consent of the conference presidium."? 
At the same time an historic extfaordinary dirmtive from Moscow dated July 
10, 1919 ordered "proprtiona1 representation" for  native^.^ It provided the deto- 
nator for the political explosion that followed, reinforcing the confidence of 
Ryskulov lvld his colleagues and boding ill for the local Russians. The Muslim 
Bureau had taken on the major task of recruiting natives so as to build local 
support and to isolate the Basmachi. The Russian-based Party was ignored 
as this separate and parallel-&ough officlaliy subordinate-Muslim coun- 
terweight emerged, The Directive calling for "proportional representation" 
demanded a radical adjustment in the loeaf Rusdans' power smcture and a sub- 
stantial curtailment of the influence of the "Europeans*' as they were euphemis- 
tically Isbeled. 

By July, 1919 the Muslim Bureau was dealing on an almost equal footing with 
the local Russian proletatians. During the fall and winter-after the arrival from 
Moscow of Lenin's emissakies, the so-called '"Iirrkestan Commission'"(Tblrk 
Kornissia), its Russian oppanents were disgrwed and some removed from high 
positions, as Muslims were eievated to replace them. Ryskulov, Tursun Khojaev 
and their Jadid associates must have been dizzy with success as they watched 
the Russian lords shipped out of Turkestan and some of Tahkent's railroad or- 
ganizations-the f i s t  strongholds of Bolshevism in Central As id i sbanded  
and sent packing. But they may have missed the key lesson implicit in all this: 
the Center's detemination and superior power that producd this favorable out- 
come could orchestrate their own disgrace if deealed nwessary. 

Muslim Communists as Turklc 1301skW 

In January 1920 the Communist Party of Turkestan's Fifth Regional Congress 
and the Third Conference of the Muslim Bureau simultaneously convened. A 
prior effort of the Turkestan Conlmission to unify the three Party branches under 
one leadership was approved, and S. Tursun Khojaev was chosen Secretae of 
the Parry's united Executive Regional Committee. Since Ryskulov was then 
Chaiman of the Turkeslan Party Executive Commiaee this moment marked the 
high tide in the Muslim (3ammunists~fortunes. They had been lifted to dazzling 
heights; they were soon to experience an even more precipitous fall. Ryskulov 
unveiled his program at these January meetings. A 'Turkic Republic"' had to be 



recognized and the Communist Party of Turkestan had to be transfomed into a 
'%rkic Communist Party." The periphery or borderlands would exercise ex- 
tensive control in all realms amounting to virtual seare and party independence 
from Moscow. His progrm also called for crea~on of a Mustim m y  and the 
rectjtication of the land question in the interest of the natives. 

W k h e r  RyskuIov demanded that all Russians be excluded from a 'Turkjc 
Comunist  Pasv'hnd all European peasant sealers evicted h r n  Turkestan is 
not clear. The available outlines of his program suggest that, if these were not 
explicit planks, they were at least impiicit in real indepndence based on loose 
ties with the Center." W h t  Ryskulov envisaged seemed to be a confederative 
f raework  with Soviet Russia. It seemed far removed from even the federaI 
union that the Bolsheviks were reluctantly to accept as the most expedient 
means to recaptwe the Tsarist patrimony. It was profoundly incompatible with 
Lenin's centralized Party. 

In January I920 Moscow's trusted emissaries, the reeen~y-arrived members 
of the Turkestan Commission, were in no position to provide clear direcrion. 
Initially, they were divided as to Ryskulov's proposals regarding a ""Turkie'" 
Party and state. The arrival of another Turkestan Commission member, Frunze, 
with his troops Fresh from a victorious Transeaspian cmpaign, proved the turn- 
ing point. Frunze reconvened the Commission and demanded that approval for a 
Turkic" Party and state be revokd. Somegme in the spring, with Lenin"s ap- 
proval, Frunze and the Turkestan Commission imposed Bolshevik nonns and 
implemented centralizing direeQves from h.loseow' Henceforth, Soviet Turke- 
stan was to enter into an even tighter embrace with the RSFSR, and the Party's 
local brmch had to aeeept oblast, or provincial, rather than republic-Ievel status. 

In March 1920 the Russian Communist Party's (RKO Central Cnrnmibtee dis- 
patched guidelines for hture relations between Center and pefiphery. Leaving 
some questions open for negotidion, they made clear that no real autonomy, 
and ceaainly no te~i tohal  enlargement, would be tolerated. Then in something 
of a coup in July, Frunze ejected Ryskuiov and his associates from their posts. 
We was suspicious of the Muslim Gornmunists and skeptical as €a the depth 
of their conversion to the Bolshevik cause. A confidential appraisal he sent to 
Lenin states: 

As to the Muslim group which has from time to time attained an extxaordinary 
national aggressiveness, it is essentially very weak and in fact itself recognizes i ts 
own weakness. Regarding its Communism it is pssiblc to speak only by stretch- 
ing a point; minus a few people whose politics you cannot imagine, the group 
consists of  definitely non-Communist elements who only by force of circum- 
stances took up the Communist banner. In my judgement their political weight is 
very minimal; the masses are not with them. This they feel, and therefore on the 
proper and honest principbd line impbmented by the Center, they rapidly gave 
up their position and came to terms with the Center. Just how sincere this is, well, 
that's another quesljon. 



The most imporfant of these Muslim Communists are the Kirghiz [i.e, 
Kazakh] Ryskulov and the Clzbek Tursun Khojacv, Chairman of the Krerikm 
[Regional Party Cornmittel. The first is a most outstanding fellow, besides intel- 
ligence possessing enerm and an outstanding char~ter. . , . 

I stood for and continue to stand for our taking over the EocaE organs [of 
power], not hesitating about entering them ourseives, but on the contrary, adopt- 
ing this as a definite practical objective. . . . I i  

Earlier, as the dispute had deepened, Ryskulov and his suppoeers had refused 
to submit meekly and appeded to Lenin, believing that k n i n  might share their 
views if acquainted with local conditions. Tberefore in Way 1920 Ryskufov led a 
delegation to Moscow. He was to be deepfy disappointed. A special Central 
Committee group was appointed to study the Turkestan question, It submitted 
a draft proposal, wfich-with minor adjustments made by Lenin personally- 
provided the framework for future Soviet palicy in Central Asia. In his notes to 
the draft proposal, Lenin made clear that while some reforms-particularly in 
the agrarian sphere-would be implemented, Ryskulov's major propsals had to 
be rejected. 

A very crucial Center-inspired project for an ethnic partition of Turkestm 
had surfaced in this period and proved a harbinger of Moscow" later plan 
for the region. It sought to subdivide Turkestan into Uzbek, Turkmen, and 
"'Kirghiz" "facruaIly Kaz*) units. W e n  precisely it was unveiled and who ex- 
actly was behind it is uncertain. We do not know whether it had already surfaced 
during the initial deliberations of the TurkesQn Commission in the winter. If so, 
then perhaps Ryskulov knew a b u t  it and tabled his 'r'urkic" proposals in reac- 
tion. We do know that the ethnic partition plan appeared not much later than 
Januw-perhaps when Fmnze wived on the scene. It is likely that Ryskulov's 
protest and trip to Moscow were related ta it. However, it is also possible that he 
was kept in the dark as to this subdivision scheme, Perhaps only during his lob- 
bying effort in Moscow was he apprised of its existence, and the threat to imple- 
ment it used to silence him. 

In discussion of Ryskulovk propsals, Lenin considered various o p ~ o n s  and 
we know that this plan for a division of Turkestan into Lrzbek, Turlunen, and 
Kirghiz (Kazakh) parts was definitely one of them. However, Leain reject& it 
while recommending that relevant data be gathered and ethnographic maps be 
prepwed;12 Iater, we were to be told by Soviet commentators after Lenin died 
that he was in principle for a national delimitation bur had not approved it onfy 
because it was untimely and ill-psepard, This is a s ~ n d  or even disingenu- 
ous argument. True, he had directed that appro@ate ethnographic mate~als be 
gahered, but the important fact waf that in 1920 he had definitely rejected it. He 
opted for the continued existence of the huge unit Soviet Turkestan-just 
as Ryskulov wanted-but sf course he demanded it be fully dependent on 
Moscow, Lenin realis"ria1Iy recognized that ethnic principles were not relevant 
and a nationat subdivision in the region was absurd. It is tempting to see the 



hand of SMin and some of his Narkomrzats (People's Commissariat for Nation- 
ality Miiirs) crew behind this 1920 deIimitation plan: it was an applicafton to 
nrkestzm of a subdivision s c e n ~ i o  Stalin haf used to "soolve" the Tatarmashkir 
dispute the year before.I3 

The: Fall of Ryskulov 

On July 19,1aZO, Ryskulov, Tursun Khojaev and their assxiates were removed. 
The former party kratkom"sembership was overturned and a Temporary Cen- 
tral Committee was established under Frunze and Kuibyshev's direction. It was 
virtually a politjcal coup with only two members of the previous body findjng 
places on the mw kruikum, 

The Muslim Bureau as an organization simply vanished when Ryskufov and 
his group were removed, There was no announcement that it was disbanded or 
that it had been supers&&; it was simply erased, and all acted subsequently as 
if it had never existed. There is no better evidence of Moscow's fears and inten- 
tions than the way it reacted to the Muslim Bureau as an independent organiza- 
tion and to the possibiliry that it might become an attractive magnet for Muslim 
peoples and to provide the embryo of a pan-Turkic party and state, 

Native newcomers-some would labet them opprtunists-limb& over the 
wreckage of Ryskulov's Turkic ship of state. Former Muslim Bureau Commu- 
nists such as Turakukov md Rahimbaev-the first iden~fied as a '"azakh" and 
the latter as a "tajik"'-moved into key positions vacated by Ryskuiov and Tur- 
sun Khojaev. It was not the last time, as we shall see, that personal ambition and 
ethnic rivalry combined with local feuds to provide the Bolsheviks with needed 
local collaborators. 

The "Lain of &e Uzbelrs": FaizuIla Kbjaev 

The political game that Moscow played in an effort to keep its opponents off- 
balance and its enemies divided demanded much patience, considerable luck, 
and local collaborators. As early as the 1920 Muslim Bureau tfpisnde, it was 
clear that radical Turkic Communists could be induced to ally with the Bolshe- 
viks, or to bemy their associates for political advantage. A similar convergence 
of Moscow's interests with the ambitions of native politicians was demanstrated 
in 1924-25 during the national delimitation in Central Asia. This time MOSCOW*S 
local allies were to be found in Bu&wa and were grouped around the Young 
Bukharan radical, Faizulla Khojaev. 

A Bolshevik version of conscious state construction and nation-building, the 
1924.45 "national delimitation,"" divided the Turkesm ASSR into several eth- 
nicdtlly-based new units. In addition, both Bukhara and miva-at the time qua- 
si-independent Soviet states-were included in the pool of territory and peoples 
out of which new national republics were to be carved. As a result, there 



emerged Uzbekistan and Turhenistan as Union republics, an enlarged Kazakh- 
stan (augmented by t e h t o y  from the defunct Soviet Turkestan), and Kirghiz 
and Tajik units, which were not yet given Union Republic status. Ergizia b e  
came part of the RSFSR and Tajikistan was to be an autonomous republie within 
the Uzbek SSR, 

]It was in Soviet Bukhara-the successor state to the Bukharan Emirate- 
established in September 1920 with the assistance of the Red Army, that 
Moscow found its primay native allies and the talented politicim on whom its 
major gamble would be made in Central Asia during the NEP (New Economic 
Policy), This was Fiaizulla Rhojaev, son of one of Bukhara" swaalthiest mer- 
chants and a radical figure in Bukhara's refom movementri4 Re served d u ~ n g  
1920-24 as Chairman of the Bukharan Sovna~kaaz (Councili of People's Corn- 
missars) and from 1925 until June 1937 held the comparable post in U z k ~ s t a n .  

Early in the NEP period, the Bolsheviks came to reIy on Khojaev and his 
Jadid associates from Bukhara" reform movement; he and his followers came 
increasingly to depend on Moscow in order to master their Iocal oppnents and 
to checkmate recalcitrant traditional forces, which would have overwhelmed 
them without Bolshevik support. 

Xn March 1917 Khojaev had sought the Russian Provisional Government's 
backing for the effort to transform the Emirate, but he failed in his endeavors. 
Radicalized by this failure, later in the year he persuaded Tashkent's new Soviet 
regime to mount a military expedition ttgainst the Emir. W t h  its failure in 
March 1918, he fled Bubara and Turkesttin for Moscow and there established 
contact with Lenin and the Bolsheviks. Returning to Turh t an  under Bolshvik 
auspices, in September 1926 his "'Young Bukhwans" with the support of the 
Red A m y  overthrew the Emir.'* Although brought to power by Soviet aims, 
Khojaev and his wing of the Jadid moveinent set out to transform the Emirate in 
their own fashion. An account of Bukhara" poktics by a resident Soviet diplo- 
mat describes Khojaev as "an astute and able man who thought in terns of the 
future," and adds: 

The Young Bokhara Party did not inbpirc confidence. It was divided into two 
groups based on political and blood affiliations-the Khojaev, led by Faycoulla 
Khajaev, and the Maukhedinov(sic). The Khojaev seemed to be the most modem 
in outlook and more inclined to us.. . . 

The new masters of Bokhara may havc need of our assistanct., but at heart they 
regard us as enemies. 'fhe power of the Soviets is still for them the power of 
Russia; and they fear it . . . If it were not for the ceaseless energy of PayouEfa 
Khajaev, the Turklsh sympathies of the Moukhedin group would tong aga have 
gained the day. 

Khojaev was so small he was sometimes nicknanled "the Lenin of the 142- 
beks," and was the victim of a devouring energy in spite of the malaria which 
often gave his face a greenish tinge. He was in love with life, and could laugh 
gaiiy beneath m almost crushing load of w r k .  Me knew his people, was a great 



orator and a clever politician. He was much &loved. . . . He alone was capable of 
devising terms in which the little revolution of Bokhara and its big brother of 
Russia could understand one another. Later, he was instmmental in settling with 
the CentraI Committm the national frontiers of Turkestan. 

I several times went to see him. . . . His appeamnce was sickly, but there was a 
look of energy in his face, and his cyes were piercing. We wore a simple military 
tunic, though when he appeared in public he always put on a turban and draped 
himself in a khaIat [robe].i6 

It would appear that quire early, Khojaev Looked to a future revitalization of a 
region that extend& beyond Bukhara's present borders; his projects already an- 
ticipated what finally surfaced as the natjonal delimitation of 1924-25.17 

Uzkk#sW% Origin: F&ulta KI.lowv as "Foud£mg Father"' 
The 1924-25 national delimitation mdically restructured local boundaries, eras- 
ing Soviet Turkestan md the ancient states of Bukhxa and Khiva. The delimita- 
tion scheme appeare8 to dissolve the BuMaran SSR and in fact it did disappar 
from maps as a discernable entity. In the post-1925 State formafions, most of old 
Bukhara was to be found in new Uzbekistan, although some of its western terri- 
tory was incorporated into Turkmenistan. Its more isolated and mountainous 
tenain-East Bukharra and the Pamir region-were re-packaged as "Tajikistan," 
and, until 1929 this part of defunct Bukhara remained intact-as did virtually all 
of Bukhara-within Uzbekistan. 

If we shift our analytical prism somewhat and refocus our attentian, it be- 
comes apparent that old Bukhma's fate was actually not as disastrous as a cur- 
sory reading of pre- and past-1925 maps might suggest. But the correct carto- 
graphic condusion would be missed if the political machinations of the time 
were not introduced. Consider carefully Maps $ , I  and 5.2." In the past-1925 
Soviet map, Bukhara officially disappears as an independent unit, its territory 
supposedly incoprat& in the new republics. But look again: actually what re- 
appeared as Uzbekistan might be viewed as a Greater Bukhwa, 'Wzbekistan'" 
was essentially Bukhara writ lsge! As Turkestan and Khiva were liquidated, the 
Sarnarkand region of Soviet Turkestan, as well as the Tashkent area and the 
major part of the rich Fergana valley, were merged with virrualfy ail of 
the Buhara SSR-and much of ancient Khiva/Mhorezm-to constitute a new 
entity. What in fact emerg4 under Eaizulla Khojaev and the Bukharan Jadids' 
control with its capital at Samarkand was old Uukhara now enlarged and dis- 
g u i d  as new U~bekistan.'~ 

FsrizuIla Khojaev had in effect achieved the objectives which had escaped 
the Bukharran Emirs for centuries, for with the backing of the Russians, hx: pre- 
sided over the absorption of territories once held by the Kokand and Khivan 
Khanates; he consfnrcted a political entity that harkened back to much earlier 
times. Adopting this unconventional geopolitical perspctive on the national 
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delimitation exposes a reality too long ignored yet staring us squarely in the 
face. The Soviet regime" prewcupation with '"national"' aspects of the delimita- 
tion and its emphasis on the ethnic basis of bcsunda~es had ideotogical dimen- 
sions, but also served to throw sand in our eyes. However, if one sidesteps the 
formal rhetoric, downplays ethnic epiphenomena, absorbs what actudly took 
place territorially, and introduces the politics of the rime, the main conc'Iusion is 
irresistible. 

The 1925 deference to Uzbek, Kazakh, Kirghiz or Turlunen "nations" repre- 
sented more a goal of the Bolsheviks than it did a Bolshevik resgonse to Iwd 
reality and native demands. It would be more accurate to charaek~ze the pro- 
cess as the establishment of State units in order to encourage etaergeat or ar- 
tificial nations rather than to argue-as Russian commentators did---that it 
was a reaction to crystallized Uzbek, Turhen ,  Tajik, and Kirghiz national 
consciousness. 

The spcific authors of the national delimitation scenario remained anony- 
mous, rhough Sealin's and his agents' roles must have been substantial, On the 
tocat scene in Cenlral Asia, FaizufIa Khojtjaev and his allies who should be sin- 
gled out. The 1920 proposal for a division of Turkestan must have provided the 
basic outline, but it had to be augmented by Faizulla Khojaev's proposals as to 
how to deal with Bukhata and Khiva. 

A local native role and interest in the outcome must be explored and there is 
no question that the key figure and the main proponent of ethnic and tenitorial 
realignment was E7aizu11a Khojaev. Turar Rjrskulov and like-minded people 
committed to larger multinational units were surely as opposed to a partition in 
1924 as they were in 1920. The main losers were the Turkestan idea and Turke- 
stan's politicans. Tile major beneficiaries were Bukhara and its Jadid leaders. 

The impulse behind Moscow's patition could be explained as its response to 
recent unsertiing experiences. "There is little doubt,'buote Alexmdre Bennig- 
sen, "that the wish to forestall the fashioning of a pan-Turkestan national con- 
sciousness mound the hub of a common languagexhagatay-was central to 
the 1924 decision. One need only to recall that the Bolshevik leaders had to 
combat at the same period the ideas of SuEtangaliev and his followers on the 
union of all Turks of Russia into a single republic, T~ran."'~l" 

But it sho~tld also be clear that this did not constitute a mass movement; the 
tendencies were vigorous only among the remnants of the ofd Jadid intelli- 
gentsia or the native Communists, who were oAen the same people, The native 
peoples certainly had not been atracheti to Soviet Turkestan, and no pabiotism 
had emerged that would throw rod-bluuks in the path of Moscow's fragment&- 
tian and reformation scheme. Native loyalties had never k n  linked to formal 
political baundaries drawn by Tsarist officials or by their Communist succes- 
sors. These feelings flourished, rather at local tribal levels, were manifest in the 
nzahallsrh and the k k h h k ,  and were also expressed in an amorphous although 
powerful Islamic identification. However, this religious tie uniting the region's 



Muslins had little poiitical relevance unless directly tested and challenged by 
inept Russian policies. Bolshevik delimitation policy--or what has been tern& 
"pucelization of their ancient tenirory" into artificial "tribal republicsW"---did 
not produce widespread mass opposition since no direct attack was mounted 
against Islam or Iocal traditions. 

Few but the local Russian functionaries and die-hard pan-Twks seem& upset 
by the disapparance of the larger entity, the Twkestan ASSR. Some Russian 
officials argued that it was economicalfy unsound to move from the large unit to 
a series of smaller republics. They were silenced by the charge that this smacked 
of "'Great Russian chauvinism" and by the reassurance that economic glans 
would be cmrdinated. Paskurskil, the Chaiman of the Central Asian Economic 
Council, waned all three Central Asian Republics joined into a single unit. A 
Soviet source tells us that some centralists had an even tighter form of unity in 
mind since '"'deviafionists and Great Power chauvinists tried to use the fma t ion  
of the USSR as a step to the liquidation of national republics, demanding their 
complete merging with the Russian Fcderatian in a unitary State.'" 

Ironically, the relative ease with which the 1924-25 national division was 
accomplished was an indication of the tong-tern diNleulties that each Republic 
would coneant in internal integation and in creating a viable national cohe- 
sion. Grouping diverse people with primariiy local loyalties under the label 
'Vzbek'" had the effect of circumscribing &em within boundaries of a Republic 
of which they had IiMle understanding. It had a definite rationale and internal 
logic for it drew together under one umbrella many who shared "objective" 
common traits. But stslrjective consciousness is something different. This amal- 
gamation process did not automatically erase the tribal, historical, economic, 
and regional cleavages that divided native communities, nor did it eradicate re- 
ligious ioyalties that reached across the new boundaries. Bitter native tribal 
feuds &at had played a major role in defeating the Bmmachi movement were no 
less obstacles to future Communist nation-building, labelling as 'k&eks'"he 
diverse and distant inhabitants of Ferghana, Zarafshan (Zeravshanf, parts of 
Bukhara, Khiva, Syr Darya, and Kashka Darya provinces was no magic incanta- 
tion leading to immediate integration and new identityS2' 

In 1937 when cetebrating the achievements of Soviet nationalities policy, 
Uzbekistan's Communist leader, A h a 1  Ikamov, testified how muddled in 1924 
was the ethnic terrain that the Soviet regime sought to simplify through national 
consolidation. He observed: 

The Uzbek people up to the Octaher socialist revolution were not yet fully devel- 
aped and consolidated as a nation. 'fhe Uzbeb toiling masses had not then recog- 
nized themselves as a single nationaEty. The Fergham uzbeks usually were called 
kokmdists, according to the name of the khanate; the Zarafsban, Kashka Ddsya, 
and Surkhsn D a q a  peoples were not cansidered uzbeks (by the Uzbeks of that 
time). Khorezmians, for example, when travelling elxwhere were for some sea- 
son cafled Tajiks And the Russian cofanialists called all of them Sart~.~" 



Uzbeks as Polftlcislns and ""Elder Bra@hersy' 

While reform was not overtly misted by the native population, within Turke- 
stan's Communist elite there was intense controversy and heated disageement. 
Although ethnic cohorts in some places formed distinct and compact mafses, 
they were also scattered througbut the tenimry and interneshed, making the 
drawing of boundaries on so-called "national">grunds no simple endeavor. 
There were v ~ o u s  alternative proposals suggested, much negotiation involved, 
and considerable flexibility finally disptayed in applying the test of national 
affiliation. 

In January 1924 in Moscow the Orgbjlum (The Communist Party's Organiza- 
tional Bureau) of the Central Committw had discussed the Turkesfm situation 
and the projected parliition, Ian Rudzutak was delegaed to introduce the cgues- 
tion during his foahcoming visit to Central Asia. It is evident that this project 
was an u@ated version of the 1920 plan to separate the Uzbek, Turkmen, and 
Kirg&z (Kazakhf peoples, On February 25, Faizulla Khojaev presctnted this at a 
Plenum of the Buharan Pmy and it approved the scheme for national republics 
and the creation of IlrzbeIristan. Later Soviet authors admitted that the ques~on 
of nation& division led to a "sharp struggle, lively discussions." Suupposedly, 
"bourgeois nationalists7' 'took this opportunity to kindle national passions and 
national feuds. Reconciting the various positions and adjudicating contradietof[tr 
claims was no simpIe task. One can conjecture as to whether Moscow did or did 
not welcome "the sharp struggle, lively discussion". Some native Communist 
leaders lobbied in general agtiinst creation of smaller units and argued for 
an enfargd Turkestan, or pushed for a "Central Asian Federation" that would 
have encompassed the large K stan repubfie which was already part of the 
RSFSR-. 

There were also contentious issues as to allmation of specific texitory and 
the drawing of concrete bundaries. Native Communists argued over the future 
of the large Syr Darya region which would be divided between the new Uzbek 
Republic and the older Kazakh RepubIic. The latter, an autunomous Republic 
within the RSFSR since 1921, would enter into an even tighter future embrace 
with Moscow. Turkestani political figures argued against the dissection of Syr 
Darya and the loss of substantid tenitory to the Kazaldh unit. From their side, 
the Kazakh leadership was unrmonciled to the likely loss of the skategic Tash- 
kent region and the Kazakhs located there who would be included in Uzbeki- 
stan. These Turkestmi politicians of I(azakh background surfa~ed a count@- 
proposal to create samething like the existing Trancausasus Federation. cdling 
on the RSFSR to surrender its Kazakh territory and to allow its merger with 
kmakh regions of Twkestaar. 

The centuries-old antagonism between uzbebs and tajiks had been mitigaed 
by the gradual '"lurkification" of the tajiks. In Bukhara. for instance, as in the 



Samarkand region not only uzbek and tajik but numerous other peoples were 
able to live side by side, not in perfect harmony and not without periodic diffi- 
culties, but, nonetheless, they had adjusted to one another. lPle national delimi- 
tation undercut the ongoing assimilation process. It marked the tajiks our as one 
of the primary ethnic fmat ions  to be preser\rd and this probably saved them 
from sublimation in other fmat ions  and abs~qt ion  through "Turkification." 
The national delimitation singled &em out for distinction and a special political 
status. However, until 1929, Uzbekistan's authorities were in fact to exercise a 
kind of hegemony over the whole region inhabited by tajiks. Wthin the con- 
fines of overt and covert Uzbek hegemony, there was continued conflict be- 
tween uzbeks and tajiks. Appmently Tajik spokesmen presented cultural, ethnic, 
and historical jusrltication for inctuding the renowned city of Samatkand (and 
ffukhara) within Tajikistm. Their petition was rejected and Samarkand was in 
fact named the eapital of the Uzbek SSR. Another Tajik-Uzbek bone of conten- 
tion was the Kbqjand region. Although at first allocated to the Uzbeks, it was 
transferred in 1929 to Stalinabad's Ifomerly Dushanbe) jurisdiction. 

Discord was evident at what must have been a raucous Plenum of the Turke- 
stan P w ' s  Central Committee which met at Tashkent in March 1924: 

. . at the pfenum d i f fe~ng  points of view on the national delimitation were un- 
veiled. There was dvanced the proposition of creating from the Turkesean ASSR 
several autonomous naciooat republics; conducting the division only in the Turke- 
stan ASSR-not touchjng Bukhara or Khorezm; creating a Central Asian Federa- 
tion; transforming the Turkmen obfast into a Turkmen Autonomous Republic. 
The representatives of Bukhara proposed that the Uzbek Republic consist of 
Bukhara plus the Uzbek parts of Turkestan and Kharezm. They propoxd to des- 
ignate as the capitzal of Uzbekistan either Bukhara or Ssmarkand and as the capi- 
tal of 'Furkmenistan, Charjui. There was an argument as to which republic was to 
be allacated Tashkent, etc. 

At a mceling of the Central Asian Bureau af the Ccnttal Committee of the 
RKP on April 28, 1924, during discussion of the delimitation, again the opinion 
was put forward that several autonornus republics should be formed in Cenlrai 
Asia and joined together in a fderation of Central Asian republics on the model 
of the RSFSR.23 

The Central Asian Bureau's 'Wational-Territorial Commission'' established 
three sub-commissions. The "Kirghid' f s t u a l l y  the Kazakh) and also a "Kara- 
KirghizY"in fact, the Klirghiz) bodies Iater met. They approvedt rhe proposal for 
a Central Asian Federation that would incovrate the k z & h  Autonomous Re- 
public which since 1920 had functioned within the RSFSR. This Federation was 
to comprise three Republics IKazaM-r, Uzbek, and Turkmen) and two autono- 
mous ohlast 5 ("'Kara-Kirghiz" and Tajik). 

The BuMtaran uzkk  leaders would have none of this and torpedoed the Fed- 



eration idea. On May 10, the Uzbek sub-commission convend with Faizulla 
Rhojaev and Rajabov also present. It rejected the Federation proposal and 
calted for a distinct and separate Uzbek Republic. The sub-commission ap- 
proved a resolution ("Concerning the Formation of an Independent Uzbek 
Republic") which stated: 

1. An independent Uzbek Repubfic is to be formed consisting of: I;efghana 
@blastr with the exclusion of raions with a predominantly Kara-Kirghiz 
population; the Bukhrm Republic, with the exctusion of the area beyond 
the left bank of the Amu Darya fpafts of CRaju and Kerinsk vilayets); 
Samrkand Obtasr' with the exception of the five nomad volosts of 
Jizaezd Uezd; the Khcrrezm Republic with the exception of raions with 
Turkrnen and Kirghiz population; and the city of Tashkerzt and MimchuI 
uezd of Syr Darya O b h f ' .  

2. It is an uncondidonal necessity for an indepndent U z b k  Republic to en- 
ter the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the same basis as the 
Ukraine Republic and other Soviet Republics. 

3. Within the Uzbek Republic there will be forrned a Tajik autonomous 
oblast out of the Parnirs, Matchinsk ruion of Samarkand oblast', and 
G m ,  Darbaz and Kulab of the Bukharan Peoples Soviet Repubfic . . . " 

Surely no interested party had more solid grounds far comptaint than the 
EUlorezm republic. While the Bukhafan state was to disappear as a separate enti- 
ty, it would be resurrected within the Uzbek SSR and ips leaders raised to new 
political heights there. However, Khorezrn was truly to be erased from the map 
and no compnsation was in the offing. The Khorezm leaders refused to mmmit 
poIitical suicide willingly or to accept the unfolding verdict of kistory, On May 
8, 1924 they opposd the national partition and submitted a counter-proposal. It 
calted for continued existence of the Khorezm SSR and its future expansion 
through the addition of Turkestan's Amu Dafya region! 

This attempt failed dismally. After Karktin, the Secretary of the Central 
Asian Bureau, made a trip to Khorezm, Sultan Kari-the Chaiman of Kho- 
rezrn's Central Executive Committee+apitulated and announcd willingness 
to be a b s a r w  into U~fiekistan?~ While Karklin's persuasive powers could not 
be underestimated, neither should the concomitant arrival there of G,f. Bokii, the 
veteran Chekist, be ignard, 

Although it was fundamentally the Uzbek sub-commission's design that won 
out over the objections of other native Communists, the victory was neither 
quick nor easy. Determining nationd boundaries was no simple task. The final. 
resofutian of difficulties was complicated by the fact that the so-called ethnic 
boundaries seldom coincided with preferred economic hrders. The Kaza.khs in 
phcu la r  kept the boundary controversy alive. Unlike the a o m z m  eomades, 
they did not meekly submit, as the fallowing account itlust~ates: 



In twm of popularion the city of Tashkent itself was Uzbek but the rest of the 
district was predominantly Km;rkh. The Kazakh commission therefore insisted 
that the whole district be included in Kmnzakhstan. The demand was rejected on 
the grounds that it vioEated the national principle . . . The Kmakhs then entered a 
claim for three vofosrs (rum1 districts) of the district. But the second pposal was 
aIso unacceptable, this rime for economic reasons. It was rejected on two counts: 
(1) that the hadwaters of the Boz-su and Salara eanais which served the city of 
Tashkent would be in Kazakh territory while their lower courses would be in 
Uzbekistan; and (2) that the Central Asiagc Rajfway which terminated in Tash- 
kent would be cut by a wedge of Kazakh territory eleven miles south of the city. 

Under pressure the Kazakhs were forced to a compromise solutim which 
placed most of the Tashlrent district in Uzkk territory. This did not end the dis- 
pute. fn the fall of 1924, the Kazilbhs appealed their case to the All-Russian Cen- 
tral Executive. In a bitter denunciation of the settlement, the Kazakh delegate 
charged that he very principle of the defimitation wouId be defeat& if the ethnic 
principle was not strictly adhered to. He was =led out of order, And in the final 
settttlement, Tas~en t  and its environs were included in U~bekistm,~ 

Whether it was through FaizulIa Khojmu's skills, the weight of the Bukma  
uzbek lobby, the influence at the 'Center'kof Khojaev" pamns like Kuibyshev, 
or the comelation of his project with Stdin" objectives, Uzbekisran emerged 
from the delimitalion as the; strongest unit, This was true not only in terms of 
population, resources, and territafy; in addition, Uzbekistan incoporated mast 
of the prize area at stake-the fertile Ferghana region. Further, both ancient his- 
torical a r~d  cultural centers-Bukbara and Samarkand-were to fall within 
Uzbekistm's boundaries. The major strategic center and Russian stronghold- 
Tashkent-was also allocated to the Ifzbeks, not to the Kazakhs. That this Iatter 
victory was to prove more bane than boon becme evident. 

That Moscow recognized Uzbekistan's preeminent position within Central 
Asia was made abundantfy clear in Febmary 1925 by Kalinin's remasks at 
BuWlara when he addressed the First Congress of the Republic's Communist 
Party: 

Naturally, Uzbekistan must play a iiarge role In CentraI Asia, a role, one mi@t 
even say, of hegemony. This role must not be last sight of, Comades, leaders of 
the Central Committee of Uzkkistan. I consider this proper. Certainly, Uzbeki- 
stan has avdlable sufficiently large culturai forces, it has available great material 
possibilities, a large population, it has the most weafthy cities. I consider it a fully 
valid and natural desire to play first violin in Central Asia. But, if comades want 
to play first violin, then it is reasonable that this will be achieved in the Soviet 
Union only by increased tabors, great generosity, huge work, and sacicrifices for 
the neighboring republics, which will come in contact with you. For when you are 
strong, because you are mighty, then from you will be demnded great compli- 
ance toward these republics. In a word, you must be related to them as bfoscow is 
related trt 



Although the area originally designated for the Tajiks was raised from a mere 
oblast' to an autonomous republic, it remained within the U ~ b e k  SSR until 
1929, and the Uzbeks were to emerge as something like their "elder brothers." 
Tajikistan's Iowly position and Uzbekistan's preeminent one was also evident in 
the Party sphere, and until 1925) the Tajiks' Pasty organization rt=main& a mere 
czblast' branch subodinated to Uzbekistan's authorifes. Tajik economic affairs 
were considered intimately linked to Uzkkistan and they were treated as such 
in discussions and resolutions of the Party Congresses throughout the twenties, 
This tutelary position seerned to encompass all realms of Tajik life. 

There was persistent evidence of ethnic tension, cultural conftict, and eonde- 
wending Russian colonial treatment of the native peoples-specially during 
the 1930s. At the same time, mong  the Muslims themselves, there was group 
strife and similar problems of superior and inferior. Uzbeuturkmen conffiets 
had piqued Khiva's rulers in the past. There was evidence that the Uzbek could 
play the tyrant and display a chauvinist attitude toward his national minorities 
and native compatriots, especially the turkmen and tajiks. Moscow's repeated 
warnings throughout the twenties regarding "Great Power chauvinism" were 
directed not only at local Russians but also at the Uzbeks. A resolution 
of Uzbekistan's Fourth Party Congress (1929) stressed the failure to implement 
direcrives on the ndonality question. Soon after, Tajikistan was named a sep- 
arate Union Republic and Uzbekistan was territorially diminished. Evidently 
Faizulla Khojaev opposed this move, and in fact in 1929 he resurrected the 
idea of a Central Asian Federation, perhaps as a last-ditch effort to avoid losing 
territory. 

One might ague that a second phase of national delimitation was launched 
in 1929--erne that undercut the fom~er Bukharan politicians' grand design uf 
1925. Indeed there was evidence that considerable additional territofy held by 
the Uzbek SSR was about to be t r a n s f e d  to Stalinabad"~ jurisdiction in 1929, 
but this project was abandoned.28 Evidence points to an effort in Uzbek politics 
at that rime to undernine Khojaev and the Bukhara lobby. The separation of 
Tajikistan was sotzlething of a political punishn~ent dealt out to him, 

There was now also a shift in the center of gravity from Uzbekistan's wstern 
and central regions to its nonheast and eastern sector through the transfer in 
September 1930 of its capita1 from Samarkand to Tashkent. This was a deadly 
blow to the hopes of uzbeks like Faizutla Khojmv and his Eluwaran colleagues. 
It apparently was p a t  of the attempt to discipline him and to move the center of 
pcllitical gravity in Uzbekistan from a BukharalSamarkand axis to the Tashkentl 
Perghana orientation. Stalin used other uzbek politicians-initially A h a 1  Ika-  
mov and his TashkentlFergbana cadres-against the BukhardSarnarkand Ja- 
dids. Moscow's manipulation of political cleavages and regional differences 
provides a major key to the divisive game it played during the twenties and 
early thifties; the First Secretary of Uzbekistan's Party organization, Ikramov, 



was Stalin's main man in exploiting the various feuds and the local natives' 
ambitions. Later he too would be jettisoned by Stalin and replaced by Usman 
Iusupov and a more authentic Stalinist clique-also, by the way, based in the 
Tmhkeneerghana nexus that served MQSCOMI'S inferests.z9 

Fakulfa KhoJaev's Fde and e b e k i  
In the wake of the 1925 national delimitation, Faizulla Khojaev had moved his 
base of operations from Bukhara to Samarkand. He was instmmentaf in the 
choice of Smarkand as capital and the rejection of Tashkent, the main Russian 
stronghold since the Tsarist conquest, which h d  also been the capital of Soviet 
Turkestan. Dufing the Smarkand years (1925-1930), as Chairman of Uzbeki- 
stan's Government, he was the republic% primary pditical figure, but he in- 
creasingly ran into stiff competilion from. A h a 1  Xkramov, leader of the anti- 
Bukhara wing of Uzbekistan's Communist party. In 1927 Faizulla Khojaev 
could still observe optimistically: 

If you desire to see what we have achievecl as a result of national-state delimita- 
tion, look upon the territory of the present Uzbek Republic, see how the relations 
between efic various nationalities are established, set: how wide strata of workers 
and peasants have been asswiated with the entire administration in the Republic; 
see and tell us who rules this country. Look at the number of schools which the 
Soviet Government has established and also the work it is carrying out in the 
educational sphere; kook at the mutual relations which have evolved between the 
Soviet republics and the Soviet Union into which Uzbekistan, of its awn free voh- 
tion, has entered as an equal mamher; Iwk at the complete national peace which 
now prevails, the grow& of our induslries, agricuiture and trade, whjch have at- 
ready at(ained the prewar level (of development). See dl thcse and be convinced 
about all that national de1imitaCion has given to Central Asia." 

Unfofiunately, mojaev" pmognostic powers did not prove equal to his jour- 
nalistic and rhetorical gifts, which we SLTC told were considerable. By late 35329 
Moseow was to launch the callectivization and cotton mono-culmre offensives 
which along with other campaigns were to a tmk and disrupt traditional Muslim 
society. Soon the 'kontinuous purge" and the Great Temr of the thirties struck 
Central Asia, eliminating the generation of Jadid refomers and budding nation- 
alists who had adopted the Bolshevik banner. Faizulla Khojarv, Tursun Kho- 
jaev, A h a 1  Ikramov, as well as Turar Ryskulov and his followers and many 
others, were liquidated. Rom Bukhara to Samarkand, then to Tashkent-and 
finally to Moscow-Faizulla Khojaev's route from minor to major power cen- 
ters represented formally increased authority; actually each move brought de- 
creased power and increased persond vulnerability as we11 as declining auton- 
omy for the land he govern&. The journey finally terminated in 1938 with his 



public trial at Moscow and his death. For nearly thirty years Faizulla Khojaev 
remained a non-person whose life and career were '"blank pages'" in Uzbeki- 
stan's history; finally, in l966 he was posthumousty rehabi1i~ted.~~ 

Rhojaev's post-Stalin era return to good graces t-ollowed a tortuous path but 
represented something of a political resurrection and personal vindication. it is 
not fdetched to contend that this turn of events with its many twists portended, 
alhough not immediately, the re\ritaIization of UzbeEstan itself, Today a fully 
independent and sovereign state, Uzbekistan has arrived at a juncture that is 
closer to the original I925 p i n t  of departure when the future had appemed open, 
but now with real passibilities for achieving Khojaev's objmtive of a national 
renaissance. 

But one must be cautious as to predictions about Uzbekistan's future path. 
Wether  it will continue on an exclusive journey alone as an Uzbek state or 
embark on a more inclusive path, travelling in unison with the region's other 
poples, is not yet determined. There are reasons to believe that RyskuIovYs 
original, inclusive, pan-Turkic design has a future in Central Asia and may 
prove as viable as Paizulla's Khojaev's more res&icted notion of a nation-based 
state." 

After 1938 the national dimensions of Uzbekistan's development were sutrti- 
mated in Moscow-oriented endeavors and subordinated to a Stalinist totalitarian 
enterprise. Nonetheless, almost Sventy years later, the framework created in 
1925, making national identity the basis for state integration, remained in place, 
and could provide the wherewithal for a nation-state. Most important, an Uzbek 
national intelligentsia and State middle class were spawned in the intervening 
years. These were in place, ready to come center stage, when the Soviet impe- 
rial system entered on its terminal crisis in the 1980s. 

But what af the 1990s and beyond? Uzbelristan's future is problematic: na- 
tional identity and the nation-state as conceptualized in the West cannot be ccm- 
sidered as sole paradigms for understanding what may be emerging in Central 
Asia. Equally unrealistic are expectations of a Islamic fundmentalist revival. 
This fundamentalist-revival scenario is an illusit?n based on a misreading of lo- 
cal Twkic (and even Tajik) societies as simply minor-images of some Middle 
East based abstractions. More likely to emerge is a long-tern comptition be- 
twen  the two views of identity and statecraft that have surfxed as the domi- 
nant patterns in our case studies: on the one hand, a modernized version of 
Ryskulov" vision of a greater Turkestan encompassing most of Central Asia; 
and, on the other, the nmclwer nation-state vistas of Faizulla Khnjaev manifest 
in a separate Uzbekistan and in other independent national republics. 
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Tajiks and the Persian World 

AlrhouQh 'Turkestan'3s an historically well-established name for the region 
which includes what is now Soviet Central Asia, its inhahitans are not now, nor 
were they in the past, exclusively Turkic. No~bIe  among the region's other in- 
habitants are the various &mi= peoples who have l i ~ e d  there &om prehistoric 
times to the present and who have profoundly influenced its politics and cuttun. 
'%anianY7n this sense does not refer solely to the modern state of Iran or the 
Persian-speakers who are the dominant narionality there but to the larger group 
of speakers of various languages in the Iranian family who have at different 
times in history lived over a wide area, including the Ewasim steppes, Central 
Asia's oases and mountajns, and a broad m ~ e  across south Asia, In Central Asia, 
Persian did not prevail over the Iwal Zranian lmguages until a few centuries 
after the Arab-Islamic conquest (aIthough it had already been known in the re- 
gion long before that). In botb the medieval and msdern periods, Persian has 
also been used at times by non-native speakers, in Cen&af Asia and parts of 
South Asia from Anatolia to India, as a language of literature, leaning, and gov- 
ernment. With the use of the Innguage came the influence of Persian culture 
and traditions that were expressed though it. The &ansfomation of the non- 
nomadic population of Central Asia from predominantly Iranian to predomi- 
nantly Turkic dates from after the Arab conquest, especiany from the eleventh 
century, attheugh scholafs disagree on the pace of the change.$ 

By far the most numerous and self-asseflive of the Iranian peoples in con- 
temporary Central Asia are the Tajiks, who speak an eastern variety of Persian. 
At least for many of the educated and polilicalty active among &ern, their kani- 
anness, and particularly their Persianness are essential parts of what defines 
them as a nationality and justifies their unwilIingness to be afsimilated by their 
Turkio neighbrs or became homtlgenized, Russitied '"new Soviet men." This 
does not mean that they have made Persian connections an overriding ob- 
session. As the advent of perestroika and glasnosf' in the Soviet Union made 
possible the more frank discussion of problems and the consideration of new 
solufions, educated Tajiks showed considerable interest in how other Soviet re- 
publics grappled with change and also expressed an interest in the West without 
having to couch that in the critical terns that had fomterly been required when 



discussing it, Nonetheless, educated Tajilis see their links to the wider Iraniad 
Persian world, past and pwsena, as vital to their survival as a people. 

The Dwelopment of *let-Tajik Identfty 

The various peoples of Cen@aI Asia have long known that there were differ- 
enms among them in their origins, language, way of life, culture, and so forth. 
However, the notion that the inhabitants of Cenwal Asia ought to be categorized 
by nationality and that the political and cultural institutions of the region ought 
to be organized on that basis is a twenrieth-century innovation, In the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, most Central Asians customarily identified then- 
selves according to supranational categories, especially Islam, or subnational 
ones, especially a locale or a tribe. Another important distinction was the one 
between the nomadic and sedentav populdons. Even the name '*Tajik," which 
has been used on occasion for about a millennium to distinguish Persian-speak- 
ers (in general, not only in Central Asia) from Turks, came to be used in modern 
Central Asia for sedentary Uzbeks as we11 as Persian speakers. In the redm of 
the Uzbek Emirs of Buhara, Persian was widely used as a Ianguage of litera- 
twe, scholarship, and government, while Persian speakers often knew Uzbek as 
well, and various Persian dialects were influenced by Turkic Imguages. 

The nationally-defined political and cultural institufions in contemporary 
CentraI Asia are contrivances of the Soviet regime, for the p w s e  of political 
control, and were imposed on the region by Moscow's fiat: in the 1920s and 
193Qs. What was artificial then has since taken on a life of its own, Nationd 
identity became a factor in the competition for advancement within the Soviet 
system. In the past few years it became even more important as the Soviet 
Union collapsed and people looked for alternative political progrms, For many 
nationalities this also entailed, as a crucial component, redefining the national 
identity, which had been subject to manipulation for decades by the Soviet 
regime. The Tajiks offer one striking example of the complexity of this phenorn- 
enon. Contemporary Tajik nationalistZ rhetoric encompasses, as nationaIist 
movetnents typically do, both the differentiation from other groups (aad, with 
that, the implicit or explicit assertion of superiority to those others) and the as- 
sertion of the inherent worth of this particular nationality. In the case of the 
Tajiks, the perception of tk i r  place in the Persian world contributes to the rhet- 
oric on the first point and i s  vital to the rhetoric on the second. 

Mwt of the eiernents of this approach to the Tajiks' national identity began 
developing in the 1940s but found more open and forceful expression in the 
mrbachev and post-Gorbwhev eras, with the greater latitude in public debate 
and also the increased poliricai uncert;ainty. In the Soviet perid, the redefinition 
process eoncentrated on cultural issues. Despite the Stalinist formulation of 
nationality policy, which justitied the regime in defining nationai identity ac- 
cording to "objective" criteria, without regard far the prceptions of the p p I e  



being categorized, there is, in the ways national identity actually evolves, no 
single, absoIute formula which specifies an inflexible set of qualifications for 
nationhood (such as politics, economies, customs, religion, language, history, 
etc.) and detednes their fixed proportions, The process of national self-defini- 
tion that begins with culture and expands to other spheres has been one of 
the patterns followed by various peoples historically (as in nineteenth-centory 
Central and Eastern Europe) and in the present, including mong several Soviet 
nationalities. In the latter case, the Soviet regime's willingness to allow offi- 
cially recqnizd nationdities at least the outward trappings of cuItural auton- 
omy helps explain the initial emphasis on that sphere in Ehe process. 

Some of the Tajik nationalists' attention is directed towards non-Persian 
components of the Iranian world, especidly the bstern kanian p p t e s  of Cen- 
tral Asia. For exmple, a mass-circulation newspapr pointed out, perhaps as a 
counterweight to the tendency to equate the Persians of the Iranian plateau with 
the standard of Iranianness, that the definition of what constitutes "Iran'" applies 
to much more than the individual country which now bears that name. Instead, 
it refers to a larger region, including southern Cen@ai Asia, from the Syr Dwya 
River southward, and dl of the spe&ers of Iranian languages who ever lived in 
this broad zone.' 

This linkage betwer?n Tajjiks and other kmian peoples besides the Persian- 
speakers applies above all to the Soghdians, one of the most powerful, civilized 
peoples of ancient Central Asia. (Several of Central Asia's major cities, includ- 
ing Bubara, Sarnarkand, in what is now Uzbekistan, and, in what is now Tajiki- 
stan, Panjakent and Rhojand Feninabad], have Soghdian origins.) Vaious offi- 
cially sponsored publications in recent years have diseusxd the achievements 
of the Soghdians. When a group of Tajiks established an unoBcia1 cultural 
oryanization in Moscow in 1989, they chose to cdl it Sughdiana [in Russian, 
Sogdianaf. The small groups of Eastern Iranian peoples who live in contempo- 
rary Tajikistan have also begun to receive more attention from advocates of 
Tajik national interests, after years of offrcial policies aim& at the Tajikiciza- 
tion of these peoples. This is especially m e  of the Yaghnobs, dexendants of the 
SogMians. Thus, protmting their language was one of the issues raised during 
the debate over a bill to make Tajik the official lmguage of Tajikistan. The ad- 
vocates of this were strong supporters of fhe bill, which means it is unlikely that 
they were following orders from Moscow to undernine Tajik national asse&ve- 
ness by encouraging the assertiveness of ethnic minmities within the republic? 
However; such interests do not compme in extent or intensity with the interest in 
the Persian component of the Irmian world, 

An impogant point lo note is that much of the discussion by the Tajik intel- 
ligentsia and political figures about their place in the banian world reflects a 
sense of waakness and vulnerability. In contrast to much of the contemporary 
Uzbek nationalist rhetoric, which often conveys a sense of pride based on 
strength, the discussion among the Tajiks has a tone of alann about it-that the 



Tajiks are in danger of losing their very identity, in large part because their ties 
to Fhe Persian world are weak. 

Tajik mtionalists see the majority of Tajiks as ignorant of their own herilage, 
language, and narional identity. Mmy peaple outside the educated elite are said 
to define their identity in e m s  of a particular locale within Tajikistan rather 
than thinking of themselves as belonging to a nation which encompasses people 
from all these locales, still less people beyond the republic's  border^,^ Many 
Tajiks are alleged not to know their own hi~tory.~ It is c o m n  for Tajiks, in- 
cluding members of the elite, to know their mother tongue poorly; by the late 
1980s, many had ceased to use it outside the home,7 Not only is Tajik literature 
taught badly in the schools but also few publications of Tajik or pre-revolu- 
tionary Persian-language literature have been available in TajjiEstan's book- 
stores. Examples of twentieth-century Persian literature, such as the works of 
two of its most important authors, Sadiq Hidayat and Muhammad Ali Jamalza- 
dah, are available in Russian translation, but a ""Great Wall of China'9revented 
their publication in Tajik in Tajiki~tan.~ 

Much of the blame for these problems lies, according to the Tajik natJonal- 
ists, with the artificial isolation of the Tajiks from the wider Persian-speaking 
world. The nationaIists' approach to medieval Tajik history and to Tajik Iitera- 
lure and the arts befare 1917 treats the Tajiks of Centrzll Asia as inseparable 
from Pemian-speakers everywhae, including tbose in what are now Iran, Af- 
ghanistan, noPfhern India, and PaJcistan. This enables the nationalists to claim 
for their peogle a past in which they were swonger and more esteemed than they 
were in the Soviet Union or are in post-Soviet Central Asia, with not only a rich 
and wideIy influential cultural heriage but also powerful rulers. According to 
this argument, the insufficient attention which the Tajiks' heritage now receiws 
has fxilitated a disregafd for their legitimate interests both in Central Asia and 
Moscow. Similarly, the 1929 dropping of the Arabic alphabet for writing the 
Tajik language (on Moscow's orders) cut Tajiks off from direct access to their 
own heritage, as one Tajik poet remakd, making them illikrate, and weakened 
the language itself, by isolating its speakers from speakers of the same language 
in Iran and Afghanistan. As a result, Tajiks became increasingly inclined to use 
ofher languages, while Tajik was corrupted by intrusions from foreign  tongue^,^ 

A central component of the nationalists' remedy for their pexlple's ddeclining 
fomnes is to look to the Persian-speaking world beyond the borders of the So- 
viet Union and to the Persian, and broader Iranian, past as well as present. For 
years, Tajiks tried to counter Soviet efforts to depict them as distinct from 
Per"ersans by simply relabeling ancient and medieval Persians as Tajiks. The un- 
derlying intent was pragmatic: to make it politicaIIy acceptable far educated 
Tajiks to show an interest in Persian cultural achievements, which they consid- 
ered part of their he~tage, while apparing to comply with Mosow" p1icy of 
separating nationalities from kindred peoples abroad. This remained a wide- 
spread approach even under Lhe conditions of glasnost.'. A prime example of 



"relabeling"" can be found in a work from the pre-Gorbachev era, a history of the 
Tajiks by Bobojon Ghafurov (1908-1977). a former head of the Communist 
Party of Tajikistm and subsequent cultural arbiter of the republic. The work has 
remained in good standing with the Tajik elite since his death and was re- 
published in a Tajik-language edition during the 1980s (the original was in 
Russian). However, nationalists now go much further. They openly declare the 
Persianness of the Tajik and are keenly interested in the rnilliom of Persian- 
speakers outside the Soviet Union. Some of this interest expresses itsetf in a 
generalized curiosity about the activities of any Persian speakers wherever they 
live, such as singes of Persian popular music living in exile in Western E u r o ~  
and young Iranians studying there. More impomntly, it involves the desire to 
draw on Persian culture abroad to s&engthen Tajik culture, in Central Asia, espe- 
ciatfy in the areas of language and literature, 

In 1989, the government of Tajikistan enacted a law which made Tajik the 
state language. Several other Soviet republics took cornpaable steps at about 
the same time. What is djscinctive about Tajikistan's case is that the definition 
of the national language link& it explicitly with a Ianguage spken by a much 
larger number of people beyond Soviet borders. The language law and the re- 
public's constitution, which was revised as a consequence of the language law's 
enactment, equate Tajik and Persian, as in the expression used to describe the 
language, 'Tajik (Persian)" ("'tojiki (forsi)'3." SStiurdstd Tajik, Tehran Persian, 
and Dari (Kabul Persian) can all be considered dialects or closely related lan- 
guages classed as Persian. (At the level of eveqday spoken language, these are 
subdivided into numerous dialats, some of wGch vary considerably from the 
written standsird.) All derive from New Persian, which evolved as a literary lan- 
guage in the region from Central Asia to SisE&n (in southeastern Iran) in the 
nintb and tenth centuries and spread widety from there. Although the three have 
lnueh in common and are mutually comprehensible to a substantial degree, 
Tajik and Dari share some differences of pronunciation from Tehran Persian, In 
mddition, modern Tajik shows some inRuence in its graavnar from Uzkk and in 
its vordbulary from local Persian dialects. Soviet language policy led to the in- 
corporation of a significant number of Russian wards. Dari is distinguished 
from other varieties of Persian because it preserved some features of New Per- 
sian (especially in verb f m s )  that the other varieties did not and incorpsrated 
loan words from India. 

Furthemore, the language law calls for the teaching of the Arabic alphakt 
for use in writing Tajik and for the republic's presses to provide publications in 
that script." {The alphabet in question is a sfightEy modified form of the A.rabic 
that contains four additional letters to represent consonants which exist in Per- 
sian but not in cfassical Arabic.) In 1989, one of Tajikistan's publishing houses 
produced a universiry-level textboak of medieval Tajik (i.e., Persian) lilerature 
in the Arabic alphabet. The teachershewspaper QBmuzgor) and the literature 
and arts newspaper (Ardrsbiyst va san"ar) published a series of articles to teach 



Arabic alphabet to their readers and included small excerpts from Persian 
literary works as study pieces. By 1989, more than 1,OOQ people were said to 
have graduated from courses teaching the Arabic alphabet." SSGooIs are now 
supposed to teach qu i red  courses on the Arabic alphabet in the sixth grade and 
above but as of the rime of writing Tajiliistm does not yet have any chiIdren's 
books in that type. It is too soon to tell haw well people will adjust to the alpha- 
bet chmge or even whether Tajikistan can overcome the logislical problems of 
publishing on a large scale using a cornplerely different type font. For the 
prewnt, that is a serious problem, since Tajikistan has just begun to acquire the 
equipment for publishing in the Arabic alphabet. It had to use a press in Lithua- 
nia for some Ardbic-font publishing in 19W.E3 

This approach toward the nationd fmguage is not solely the province of the 
Communist leadership of Tajikistan. Rather, it is an example of the way the 
Communists, adapting to the new political conditions of the Gorbachev era, 
used issues of broader public concern to strengthen their own position. Nation- 
alist organizations not controll& by the Communist leadership express similar 
views on the closeness of Persian and Tajik and the signiftcmce of the Arabic 
alphabet.i4 

Tajik nationalists also urge drawing upon Persian sls it is used in Iran and 
Afghanistan to enrich the Tajik Ianguage by providing both examples of good 
usage that Tajik has lost in its current, degaded state and neoiogisms, including 
scientific and technical terminology adopted in Iran as it underwent rapid deveI- 
opment in the 1960s and 1970s, the unstated consequence being that these 
would replace the words which have come into Tajik from Russian.Is Tbe vo- 
cabulary of written Tajik is now in transition, as official pub'ljcations are replac- 
ing Russian words with Persian ones (including many Arabic words that became 
part of Persian over the centuries). It would be natural for this transition pefid 
to include a certain amount of trial and error before the vacabulary stabilizes. 
Some of the new terms are the same as those used in standafd written Persian in 
Iran for decades, such as shlrravi (Persian: shawravi) for "'soviet," bmoriston 
(Persian: bimuristan) for ""hspital"" (Russian: hal'nitsa), or avomfireb (Pemian: 
avam$rib) for "demagogue" (Russian: demagug). Other choices %re less clear 

cut, as in the case crf "compromise"~(Russian: ikoapmmiss), for which there are 
at least three dternatives proposed. musolib (Persian: musalib), which would 
be the standard choice in written Persian; but also sozish (Persian: suzish), 
which can mean '%ccord'* but also 'kcomposition" or "'collusisn" in Persian; and 
nmdoru (Persian: mladuru), which expEsses mrzderation, caution, ur leniency; 
both sozish and ma$aro have connotations that the Russian loan-word kom- 
prnaiss does not have. 

There is a movement to replace Soviet place names with historic ones. The 
same process is at work elsewhere in the former Soviet Union, including 
the Russian Republic. AII the changes have puliticd overtones but in the non- 
Russian republics they have swonges ethnic connotations than when the citizens 



of Leningrad voted, as they did in June 1991, to restore its original name, St, 
Petersburg, For example, in early 1991, Tajikistan" ggoernment decidd that 
the republic's second largest city, Leninabad, a settlement of ancient Soghdian 
and Greek origins, impmnt  over the centuries as a wding center and, at times, 
an administrative and military center as well, should henceforth be known by its 
historic name, Khojand. Some educad Tajiks have dso become open about 
their dislike for the Russianized spelling of Tajik personal nams and the addi- 
tion of the suffix "ov'" to their last namas. 

Reidens wtth Iran 
As changing conditions in the USSR made it possible for individual Union re- 
publics to negotiate direct agreements with foreign states (as welt as other So- 
viet republics) Tajikistan and Iran exchanged several official visits in 1989, 
1990, and t 991, and decIwed their intention to emperate in a variety of spheres, 
including the economy, scholarship, and culture. For example, the Tajikistan 
Cultural Foundation made agreements in 1990 with several Iranian publishes to 
sell h k s  and magazines in  Tajikistan, among them dictionaries, the Qur'an 
(with a Persian translation), literary md political works, and educational mate- 
rials. Iran's President, Ali Akbar Hashemi-Rafsanjani, authorized the gift of 
Arabic-font printing equipment to the Tajikistan Cultural Foundadon." 6u- 
shanbe (Tajikistan" capital) held both an Iranian fiEm festival and an Iranian 
book exhibit and sale in Iate autumn 1990. The films were shown in the Persian 
original, without subtides, even though not dl of the vocabuliary was compre- 
hensible to a Tajik audience. Personnel from Iran's Ministry of Culmre and Ts- 
lamic Guidance as well as thc Voice and Vision of the Islamic: Republic of Iran 
(the radio and television agency) traveled to Tajikistan for the two events.I7 

TajiEstan visitors to Iran received an enthusiastic response from President 
Hashemi-Rafsanjani to thdr proposal to establish consulates in each other's 
capitals. The sudden collapse of the Soviet state at the end of 1991 and the cre- 
ation of independent republics in its w& created an unantieipted opportunity 
to establish relatiolis at a higher level. nerefore, in January 1992, Iran opened 
an embassy in Tajikistan. Rafsanjani also encouraged the establishment of di- 
rect airline service between Dushanbe and the northeastern Iranian city of 
Mashhad, Representatives of Iran and Tajikistan have discussed the possibility 
of joint economic ventures in Tajikistan, particularly in spinning and weaving 
cotton, Tajikistan" leading agricultural pMuct. (Under the Soviet centrally- 
planned economy, the vast majority of Tajikistan's cotton output was prwessed 
outside the republic.)" As the Soviet Union and post-Soviet republics grappled 
with economic refom, at least a few Tajik nationalists were interested in using 
Iran as a model of economic self-sufficiency and prosperity" though other 
Tajikistanis considered the use of Western economic expeI-rjse. 

In another reflection of changing political conditions, an oficial Tajikistani 



delegation, led by the vice-chairman of the Council of Ministers, O a o n  Lat- 
ifi, joined representatives of many other countries in Tehran in June 1990 to 
observe the first a n n i v e r ~ q  of Ayatollrth momeini's death. President Hashemi 
Rafsanjani chose to recognize a Tajik reporter who was part of the delegation to 
ask two questions at a press conference. Both questions dealt with Iranian- 
Tajikistani relations and shessed the cultural bonds of the two lands. The presi- 
dent's response (as reported in Tajikristan) discussed the polential for increased 
eeonornie and other relatatns between Iran and the Soviet Union. He also voiced 
an eagerness for cooperation with TBjikristan and other republics with Muslim 
populations. We indicated that the invitation of the Tajikistani delegation to the 
Khomeini memorjal was evidence of that interest.= Nongovernmental Tajik or- 
ganizations also urge the develapment of relations with speakers of the same 
language living in other count fie^.^^ 

An exchange at a still higher level was planned to start on August 25, 1 9 9 3 ,  
when Qahhor Nahbov, head of both Tajikistan" government and Comunis t  
Party, had been scheduied to visit Iran. Thad visit never took place because of 
the attempt by Communist hard-liners to seize power in Moscow between 
August 19 and 21, 1991, and Mahlramov's fa11 from power soon thereafter. Ear- 
fy in December 1991, Iranian Foreign Minister 'Ati &bar Velayati paid a brief 
visit to Tajikistan as part of his trip to various places in the Soviet Union. We 
called for increased relations &tween Iran and Tajikiststn and met with Tajiki- 
stan's newly elected president, Rahmon Nabiev, a member of the Communist 
old guard, as well as various government officials and academic personnel>* 
The Nabiev regime followed the general orientation of the Mhkamov regime, 
which entailed promoting contacts with Iran and with any country; regardless of 
~ I i t i c a l  or economic system or religious orientation, that might be. able to help 
Tajikistan. 

fi-an's open interest in increasing its dealings with and influence in Tajikistan 
matters but should not be exaggerated. In the 1980s and early 1990s, the Iranian 
government had higher prioriries elsewhere, including Iraq and other Persian 
Gulf states, Afghanistan, tebanon, the Arab-Israeli dispute, Algeria, and its 
troubled relations with United States. Even when it has looked northwLutl, the 
Tehran leadership has seen the Soviet central government and, in the post-Sovi- 
et era, Russian, as quite useful to Iran's interests in a variety of areas, including 
mililary purchases, trade, ac-cess to transportation routes, and diplomatic coop- 
eration (particularly as regards Iraq and Afghnnistan.) The impartance Iran as- 
cribes to good relations with whoever rules in Moscow w a  reflected symbti- 
caEly in Foreign an is te r  Velayati? s ip  to the Soviet Union in late November 
and early December 1991. He went first to niloscow before proceeding to the 
Centrat Asian republics. (Russia's Vice Resident. Alexander Rutskoi, recipro- 
cated with a visit to Tehran soon after.) After the Soviet Union dissolved at the 
end of 1991, Iran quickly recognized all the successor states, without giving 
priority to those with large nu~nbers of Muslim inhabitants. 



In dealing with the Central Asian republics, Iran does not place dispropor- 
tionate emphasis on the Tajiks. The Tehran government has been pafticularly 
atentive to developing contacts with Turhenistan, with which it shares a tong 
border; dedings between the two have focused especially on cross-border trade 
and transpr~tion as well as access for Iranian ships to port facilities on Turk- 
menistan's Caspian coast. One Central Asian undertaking of particular interest 
to Iran is the constmction of additional railroads to link the Chinese, Russian, 
and Central Asian systems with Iran's. The hope of developing lucrative trade 
routes make Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan particularly important to Iran now. 
However; Tajikistan would not be directly on the route and would play at most a 
subsidiary role in developing the rail network. 

Iran also has hopes of gaining influence in Central Asia by playing on Is- 
lamic and cufturai themes. It has been dire~ting religious propaganda toward the 
region since the early years of the Islamic RepubIic's exis&nce but the conere& 
results of these efforts are unclear, 

The coIlapse of the Soviet Union has intensified the mbition of the Tehran 
regime to create and lead a coalition of Muslims from many lands in pursuit of 
Iran's foreign palicy objectives. Tehran would like the Muslims of the Central 
Asian republics and Azerbkjan to join this coalition and, in so doing, accept 
Tehran's definition of international priorities, Iran's ledership and press voiced 
such sentiments at a Febmruy 1992 meeting in Tehran of the representatives of 
all five Centrai Asian republics as well as Azerbaijan with officials from Iran, 
Turkey, and Pakistan. M i l e  Iran's President, Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, 
and Pakistan's Prime Minister, Nawaz Sharif, described the meeting in tenns of 
Isimic solidarity, they joined with secular, though predominanlly Muslim, Tur- 
key ro facilitate econo&e relations among the pmicipating states. The methods 
propsed to accomplish this included lowering tariffs, disseminating expertis, 
and creating a bank to fund economic development projects in Central Asia, in 
direct competition with fellow-Muslim Saudi Arabia. Non-Muslim Romania 
also seeks admission to this economic association,23 Evidently, Muslim soli- 
darity is a concept subject to varying interpretations. 

One suggestion of the reasons the great majority of Central Asians have not 
yet sought to follow Iran's lead can be found in Foreign Minister Velayati's ob- 
servations on his return fi-om his late-1991 visit to the Soviet Union. He noted 
that the Central Asian natjonalities (in general, not just the Tajiks) are striving 

to return to their roots, . . . and sin= the illustrious Ggures of the history of Islam, 
Iran, and civillzalron are the symbols of the revival of the national identity of 
these republics, we thought it would be appropriate for us to participate with the 
very little we can offersM 

In an era when nationalism is a powerful form in Central Asia, including 
among Islamic activists, it is  unlikely that any of the major nationalities there 



want to be told by anyone else what constitutes their identity or bow they should 
interpxet their own kritage. In addition, the vast majority of Centrat Asia's in- 
digenous inhabitants are Sunni Muslims, which makes them heirs to a tradition 
of estrangement from Iran dating from the sixteenth century, when Shi'ite lslam 
became the state ~ l i g i o n  there. Moreaver, except for the Tajiks, all of the lager 
indigenous nationalities of Central Asia are Turkc. Their contemporary nation- 
alist movements have minimized the influence on them of Persian or other 
Iranian cultures. Even the Tajiks want to use the cultural heritage they share 
with Iran to aid them in recovering and redegning their identity as a distinct and 
accomplished people in their own right, not as passive recipients of enlighten- 
ment from the kanian plateau. One illustration of the Tajiks' desire not to be- 
come dependent on Iran can be found in an area in which &an is we11 pIaced to 
play a prominent role: the change of alphabet from Cyrillic to Arabic in writing; 
Tajik, When the leading Zslmic religious figure in contemporay Tajikistan, 
Qadi Akbar Turajonzoda, visited Pakistan in November 1991, one of his objec- 
tives was to obtain printing equipment from that c o ~ n t x y . ~ ~  

Not all the contacts between Tajikistan and Iran or Afghanistan were in- 
tended to invigorate Tajik culture. Some were designed by the Soviet regime for 
its own political ends. For example, beginning in the I920s, the Soviets pub- 
lished propaganda materials in Persian in Central Asia for distribution to 
Persian-speakers in Iran and Afghanistan. In the 1960s and I9?0s, Soviet citi- 
zens studied Persian at Tajikistan State University before being sent to Iran to 
work as teachers or in ewnomic development projects. Under the direckd re- 
search plans that existed in the Soviet Union, scholars at the Institute of Oriental 
Studies af Tajikistan's Academy of Scienms work& on topical issues r epd ing  
kan and Afghanistan; a Depament of Soeio-Economic and Political Religious 
Problems was added ta the Institute in 1988 in response to developments in Iran 
and Afghanistan. Tajiks from the Soviet Union sewed in Afghanistan in the 
Soviet militafy from the I979 invlision to the withdraw& in 1988, and in various 
civilian positions. Afghanistani srudents were taken to Tajikistan for their edu- 
cation, In late 1989, TgikisCan's Acdemy of Sciences establiishetj the Paivand 
(Link) Society, with its own publications and radio broadcasts, to explain to 
TajiEcs (sic.) outside the Soviet Union how well TajiEstan fared under Soviet 
rule and to laud perestroika and glasnost'. 

The Revival of Tajllc Culture Under Permmika 
After years of official efforts to u n d e d n e  the obsemance of the ancient Persian 
new year's celebrations, Naw Ruz (which despite its pre-Islamic origins has six- 
vived to the present among Persian speakers and others), or at least reprocess it 
into a bland spring festival devoid of its traditional associations, Tajikisbn's 
government has declared it a state holiday. AIthough this has special signifi- 
cance for educatd Tajiks concerned about reasse~ing their Persian heritage, 



this kind of move has broader connotations for the cultural traditions of the 
Turco-Persian barderlands. Both the I-fzkkistan and Azerbaijan republics also 
declared Naw Ruz an official holiday; the titular nationalities of both republics, 
thozlgh influenced by centuries of exposure to Persian culture, are Turkic peo- 
ples with a strong sense of their distinct identities. 

In 1989 and 1990, Tajikistan's cultural establishment voiced repeated pane- 
gyrics to B&bad, a Middle-Persian bard (active around 600 AD), said to be the 
founder of Persian music, and who lived before the Arab-Islamic conquest of 
Iran and Central Asia. These celebrations were capped by an international gath- 
ering in Dushanbe in April 1'390, with delegates fram Iran mong those attend- 
ing. The message which ordinary Tajiks were intend& to derive from this is that 
B&bad, though he lived before any Persian-speakers were ever called Tajiks, 
was a great contsibutor to the Tajik poetic and musical heritage, and an artist of 
inemational significance, whose influence extended from Greem to India.*" 

This commemoration is part of a larger trend among the Tajik elite today of 
praising the achievements of pre-Islamic Iranian civilization as part of the 
Tajiks' rightkt heritage and a source of pride. (Eranian nalionalism under the 
two shahs of the Pahlavi dynasty [1925-19791 extolled Iran's we-Islamic past. 
However, there is no indication that that directly inspired the current Tajik 
nationalist interest in &roaster, Babad, or the Soghdians.) Thus, m a s t e r  and 
Zoroastrian writings are hailed as Tajik contributions to world ci~ifization.~~ 
A Tajik scholar remarked in this author's ppfesence in early 1991 that there is 
now a strong interest in Zoroastrianism in Tajikjstan- One example is the publi- 
cation of a transfaled excerpt of a book on the subject by a distinguished British 
scholar in the field, Mary Boyce, in the first issue (March 18, 1WO) of Sukhan, 
the weekly paper of Tajikistan's Writers' Union, This interest is cultural rather 
than religious. For example, a Tajik to whom lslam is important has nonetheless 
urged the publication of the A%resfa, the Zoroastsian holy bwk, written in an 
ancient Iranian language, and compares i t  to a national epic as we11 as praising it 
for espousing admjrable values. The Avesra has also received praise from other 
Tajiks for various other reasons.2R 

A similw mitude underlies the favorable treatment of the 1sma'iil.i form of 
Shi'iism and its explicit linkage to the eastern part of the rnedieval Persian- 
speaking world, especially Central Asia. This includes positive discussions of 
Masir-i Khusraw (1W to c. 10721, a Persian-speaker h r n  Central Asia who 
war important both as an accomplished writer of poetry and prose and as a cru- 
cial figure in the spread of Isma'ilism in the Persian-speaking world. We re- 
ceives praise in contemporary Tajikistan for his cultural contributions and as a 
humanist philosopher, just as Isrna'ili doetrines are praised for their advocacy of 
"free rhinking" and their challenge to the medieval Islamic e~tablishment.~~ AI- 
though this reflects an enthusiasm for the Persian cultural heritage as a whole, if 
is not in any way symptomatic of admiration for the Shi'i regime in contempo- 
rary Iran. The kind of Shi9sm which prevails in Iran, fmami or "Twelvef' 



Shi'ism, is very different from and hostile towards Isma'ili or "Sevener" 
Shi'ism. Both forms of Shi'ism agrm that the leadership of the Isiarnic m m u -  
nity ought to have been vested in cerCain infalfible prsonages, Ali (Muham- 
mad"~ cousin and son-in-law as well as the fourth caliph of the early Islamic 
state) and his descendants. However; the Imamis and the Isma'iIis d i s a p e  on 
which particular descendants deserved to lead, and on much else besides. 

This brings us to ano&er impomnt cornideration about the Tajiks' interest in 
their cuItural links abroad. For the vast majority of the nationalists, this has not 
reflected a desire to become part, of the IsIamic Republic of Iran or to set up an 
imitaive Islamic repuMic In TajiliisQn. Rather, they have been attracted by 
such secular considerations as the Persian-speaking kanians' cuEtural develop 
ment and independence. In fact, some educated Tajiks were concerned lest the 
vaunted fears of Islamic "~i1Iover" from Iran be used by the Soviet government 
to deny them cultural contacts with that countq. As two writers compIained, 
this fear was based on the assumptions that Tajiks had no legal right to have 
religious beliefs and that such belief in Islam as did exist could only be the 
result of pernicious Iranian influence, As they noted derisively, Dushanbe was 
already the sister city of Boulder, Colorado and yet the inhabimts of Tajilii- 
stan's capital had not kcome Chrls~an converts or blindly p r o - h e h ~ a n . ~  

Many contemprafy Ta~iks do consider Islam important, but they interpret 
this in a variety of ways; it certainIy should not be equated automatically with 
an unwavering admiration for the Islamic RepuMic. Fm one thing, Iran's leader- 
ship is militantly Shi'ite and has emned the disfavor of many among its Sunni 
minorities, and most Tajiks are also Sunni. Besides, an interest in the achieve- 
ments of the Iranian peoples before their conversion to Islam is at odds with the 
ideology of Iran's Islamic Republic. For many Tajiks, Islam is an integral part of 
their narional identity; therefore, they want to preserve it, or, in the case of 
some, learn more about it now that religious instruction is tolerated by the au- 
thorities, as part of their national pride, their way of life, and as an aiternative 
system of values to the discrdited Marxism-Leninism. Tajiks who learn to read 
Persian as written in the Arabic alphabet will still not be able to read the Qur'm 
or other works in the Arabic language with eompehension, only to sound out 
words and recognize those which Persian has assimilated. 

There is very little reliable infomation about those Tajiks who go much fur- 
ther and advwate a radicd IsIamicization of society, especially since virtually 
all the inkrmation about them which has become public comes from official 
sources opposed to them, esp ia l ly  Cammunist hard-liners and Russian ehau- 
vinists who never reconciled themeselves to the passing of the old Soviet sys- 
tern of dominance. The main Islamic challenge perceived by Tajikistani offi- 
cials at the end of the Soviet era came not from admirers of Iran's Islamic 
Republic but from alleged Wahhabis. Wahhabism is a f m  of Islam which 
seeks to reestablish the noms of practice of the early IsImic community; it is 
the predonlinanr form of Islam in Saudi Arabia and had acquired some followem 



in Central Asia before 19I7.) The people who are now being called Wahhabis in 
TajiEstan appmr to have been given hat designation initially by their oppo- 
nents, who may have chosen the tern for polemical purposes, to imply foreign- 
inspired subversion, or used it as a loose description for people who are strictly 
observant Muslims and who criticize those Islamic figures who worked in the 
Soviet-sanctioned religious bureaucr~y .~~  No irrefutable cme has been made 
that these people are literally Whhabis, but to the extent that they share Wah- 
habi views they are necessasiIy opposeid to the vmiety of Islam advocated by 
Iran. In the post-Soviet era, Communist hard-Iiners applied the tern "Islamic 
fundmentalist" indiscriminately to advocates of political change. 

Tajiks also use their Persian and Iranian links in a combative or at least a 
competitive sense in opposition to perceived offenses against their national dig- 
nity by others. Wthin the Soviet Union one target was the Russified Soviet es- 
tablishment, with its long-standing rhetoric that the Tajiks, and other Central 
Asians, are "fomerly bslckward peoples, 'bh awed a11 their progress to the 
Soviet regime, in which whatever was Russian was routinely treated as the 
equivalent of what was progressive. Ano&er target is the Turkic peoples of Gen- 
&-a1 Asia, especially the most numerous of them, the Uzkks, whom Tajiks ac- 
cuse of decades of discrimination against Tajjiks, To both groups of dispatagers, 
Tajiks respond by presenfrng &emselves as heirs to 2,5W years of Iranian civili- 
zation, in both its Persian and eastern lraniart incarnations. The T a j i k s k a o -  
nism towards the Uzbeks is even more deeply feIt and more vehemently ex- 
pressed than their resentment of the Russians. By claiming both tke eastern 
Iranian and Persian legacies, the Tajik na~ondists can present their people as 
the only authentically indigenous Central Asians and the region" onIy tmly civ- 
itized people, In this argument, the Turkic p p l e s  are outside conquerors, de- 
stroyers, and oppressors while the Tajiks and ttteir ancestors atr: the ones who 
made great contributions to world ei~ilization.~~ 

Tajik nationalists play on the same themes to uphold their own impomnee 
witbin the Persian-speaking world. 'Ke concern in this case is defense against 
the inclination of Fenian-speakers in Iran to regard Tajilcs its mere provincials, 
while assefling that the fc~cal point of Persian culture is the Iranian plateau, Part 
of the Tajiks' response is ro invoke the ancient ackievemenls of the Iranian peo- 
ples of Central Asia, especially the Soghdians. and to call many Persjan-lan- 
guage writers of the past Tajiks rather than Persians, even if they made their 
careers far from Central Asia, Thus Firdawsi, author of the best-known and 
much ioved version of the Persian national epic, the 'Skah-nanza?~ (Book of 
Kings), a native of Tus, in what is now narrheaskern Iran, is call& id 'Tajik. So 
are the poets Nizami, who was born in what is now the Azerbaijan Repubtic, 
Sa'di and Nafiz, of Shiraz, in southwestern Iran, and Khosrow, Bidal, and Xqbal, 
of the Indian subcontinent. However, the fundament& counter-argument is that 
Central Asia is the birthplace of New Persian culture (i.e., what developed after 
the Arab conquest). The s m e  argument Tajiks make against Uzbeks, that the 



Tajiks are the heirs of a Persian-eastern Iranian synthesis with deep roots in 
Central Asia, also works against the Persians of Iran. According to this argu- 
ment, after the Arab conquest and, with it, the eclipse of ~ t t e n  Middle Persian, 
New Persian developed as a titerary language in Central Asia, with some innu- 
ence from the eastern Iranian languages also spoken there. Although this po- 
lernic would be challenged on some points by many non-Tajik schofars, it is true 
that the first flowering of New Persian Iiterature occurred in the Samanid realm, 
which ruled much of Central Asia and Eastern fran from its capital at Eukhafa 
from 874 to 999. In the Tajik nationalist interpretation, the Persians of Iran owe 
their language and literature to the Tajik~.~Vajikistan% &Minister of Culture 
from 1987 to 1990, Nur Tabarov, who had a reputation for encouraging Tajiks' 
opportunities in the arts, remarked in the context of the debate aver the bilf to 
make Tajik the state language that its passage would enable Tajiks to take pride 
in saying to inhabitants of Iran and Afghanistan that the language of the great 
mRdieva1 Persian poets is the state language of Tajjiki~tan.~ 

As Tajikistan began to seek increased contacts with Iran, some educated Ira- 
nians rmiprocated the interest, ironically for soma of the same reasons: seeing 
Tajikistan as part of a fomer1y large and imposing Iranian world and source of 
information for recapturing what the domestic culture has lost because of 
foreign influences. For example, Dr. Muhammad Rajabi, head of the National 
Library of Iran, was a rnember of the Iranian delegation that attended the 
BHrbad observances in Dushanbe and, after his return, gave an enthusiastic, 
lengthy interview about his thoughts on Persian-Tajik kinship to an Iranian 
newspaper. He noted that Tajiks live in an area that was once part of Iran, spak  
Persian-and do so more RuentIy than the inhabitants of some parts of Iran- 
and &at they have preserved the language of the early classics of medieval Per- 
sian literature as well as Iranian customs which have been fogotten in fran 
proper as a consequence of prolonged Western inauence. The head of an Iranian 
publishing house (Suruzh), Dr. Mahdi Fiuzan, expressed a similar view of the 
Tajik language's usefulness to P"er~ian,~~ From the Iranian prspective, there are 
a h  the more conventional atvactions of extending Iran's influence and helping 
a kindred people who seek that help and, by doing so, imply recognition of 
Iran's superiority. 

The Tajik nationaEists' view of where the wellspring of Persian creativity lies 
is undercut by their cunent eagerness to reinvigorate their own culture by bor- 
rowing from Persian-speakers elsewhere. Although some try to reconcile this 
disparity by arguing that the bo~owing: entdrls reciainring what the Tajlks for- 
merly pssessed but lost in the recent past, it is  too soon ta predict the ultimate 
outcome of this eonvirdictory approach. 

In many parts of the former Soviet Union today, nationatism is a more powerful 
fotorce than it has k n  for decades. For the larger natiol~alities in Central Asia, its 



suength is without precedent. It now seems possible that this rdlying point, un- 
like others in the past, may, within specific nationalities, bring urban elites and 
the rural majority, as well aa urban workers, together in a common cause. 

The nanionalists" main competition comes from two quite different sources: 
Communist hard-liners and, ptentially, Islamic activists. The Communist es- 
tab1ishment7z; kghest priority is preserving its own power and privileges at a 
time when these have been vigorousfy disputed in the successor states to the 
Soviet Union, including Tajikistan, Toward that end, it has iried to use to its own 
advantage themes which are currently populw. In the case of Tajikistan, these 
include nationdism, tolerance of Islam, and the quest for aonomic improve- 
ment, In addition, Tajikistan's Communist old guard still has at its disposal 
powerful means to influence public opinion in the republic: the state radio and 
television systems; many (though no longer all) of the republic's newspapers 
and magazines; the extensive party machine; reconstituted security forces; and 
an improvised militia. After Tajikistan became independent, the old guard used 
repression and outFight warfme against its citizens to stifle all opposition. The 
Islamic activists are an amorphous group; they do not speak with a single voice 
and appear to be comprised of a number of different movements with foilowings 
that vary considerably in number: The two most prominent advocates of Islamic 
interests in contemporary Tajikistan are Qadi Turajonzoda and the Islamic Re- 
birth Party. The Qadi has repeatedly voiced his support for complete religious 
freedom for Muslims in Tajikistan but on several occaions has opposed the es- 
tablishment of an '?slamic republic" there (in the sense of a state governed by 
Islamic law.)36 The leaders of the Islamic Rebirth Party have not been consistent 
on this point but at Ieast on some occasions they have taken a stance similar to 
Turajon~eda'ss.3~ The struggle against the Communist establishment for the sake 
of w a t e r  change led both the Qadi and the Islamic Rebirth Party into a coali- 
tion with secular nationalist, Communist, and ex-Communist refomers (who 
also took account of the current appeal of nationalism), alI of whom acknowl- 
edge the importance of Islam in Tajik life. The coalition showed its resoIve in 
the Iarge demonstrations it organized in Dushanbe between late August and 
early Octokr 1991 against Communist h&-liners. The coalition continued to 
hold together through the presidential election (Novemebr 1991), the anti-gov- 
ernment demonstrations of early 1992, and the civil war, which led to a victory 
by the communist hard-liners in December 1992, AIthou& the hard-liners have 
used massive force to ensure their control of the government it is nationalism, 
linked to pditica? and economic reforms and religious freedom, which enjoyed 
broad-based support in Tajikistan, 

Tajik nationalists, who tried to fornulate what the national identity means, 
do not want to be submergd in the much larger population of Persian-spe&ers 
kyond the Soviet border. However, they want at Least to borrow selectively 
from that wider sphere in order to strengthen their cultural identity, after de- 
cades of Soviet do~ninance. For Tajik nationalists have decided that they have 
no future as Tajiks unless they also are Pemianebut on their own terms, 
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CHAPTER 7 

Underdevelopment and 
Ethnic Relations in Central Asia 

Of all the numerous problems that Cened Asia and K m h t a n  are facing now, 
the most impofzant one remains their underdevelopment. Modernization was 
pursued in this area with minimal participation by the native population. and 
none of its processes-industrialization, urbanization, lfie demograpkic revolu- 
tion, the revolution in education, and occupational mobiliq-were fully imple- 
mented there. Limited industrialization was accompanied not so much by the 
creation of an indigenous working ctass as by the attraction of a work force 
from the European parts of the USSR. During the constru~tion of industrial 
complexes neither local needs nor local tiaditions were taken into accoml. As a 
result, at the end of the Soviet period the area contained large heavy industry 
enterprises, even entire cities with the indigenous p p u l a ~ o n  comprising the 
minority and industrial revenues never re~.hing the local budget."~eopIe from 
the western USSR remained the backbone of the skilled work force and scientif- 
ic-technical personnel. The large enterprlsm, electric stations, oil wells, mines, 
railroads, aviation, and means of mass communications created during the Sovi- 
et period were stiIl served by engineers, technicians and skilled workers from 
industrial centers of Russia, mrkne  and Belorussia, attrgted to Central Asia by 
higher wqes, the possibility of receiving an apartment, and good promotion 
po~sibilities.~ 

The local population, even those who wished to take blue-colla jobs, were 
often passed over and had limited opportunities to learn a trade.? Until recently, 
in the cities of Ferghana Oblast' it was even forbidden to employ rural people.4 

Sixty to sixty-five percent of the indigenous population in Central Asia was 
still employed in agiculture, and there were frequent comptaints that the move- 
ment of the mraE population to the cities was hampered by the numiser of Rus- 
sians and other people from western rcpubfics settled there? In Kirgizia the Kir- 
ghiz made up only 20 percent of the industrial workers and a much smaller 
propoftion in management and engin~f ing.~ En Gzakhstm, Kaz&s provided 

The author wssks to cxpress his grat~tude to the Wenner-Gfen Foundat~on for Anthpolo@cal Re- 
search for supposing the rmcarch m k t d  rn this chapter 
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18 percent of the industrial work force, and the 71 districts (raions) of K 
stan with a predominantly Kazakh population were economically the most 
baclnward. The results of this situation were demons~ated by the 1989 inter- 
ethnic conflict in Novyi Uzen', the center of oil industry in W e s m  -&- 
~ t a n , ~  The Soviet authorities had pumped oil there for decades and, in order not 
to build schools, hospitals and day-care centers prefenred to bring in temporary 
workes &om the North Caucaus. Every qumer planes bmught in a new shift 
of twelve thousand people. mese  shifts i n e l u w  not only skilled workis, but 
also secretaries, cooks, and even office cleaners. In addition, migrants ftan the 
Caueasus managed to seize many lucrative mitioils in trade and Eigh- 
teen thousand Kaz& youth remilined unemployd with nowkm to go." As a 
result, they began to demand the expulsion of rttl the senfern and warkern from 
the Caucasus and the provision of jobs for uneraployed Razakhs. &fobs went on 
a rampage, which resulted in several deaths, numerous injuries, and great dam- 
age to various consumer enterprises and swices. 

A good command of Russian remained a neees sq  requirement for social 
advancement and career promotion in almost all spkres of professional activity 
in Central Asia; this placed members of Central Asian ethnic groups in an even 
more subordinate position to Russians, and intensifted ethnic competition. In 
1988 the capitd of Kirgizia, Runze, (now Bishkek), had only one Kirghiz- 
language school, and by 1990 there were three.'@ In Tas%ent, it was impossible 
to send a telegram or caII an ambulance in the Uzbek language. Even employ- 
ment applications had to be vvrjmn in R u ~ s i a n . ~ ~  

In agriculture also, labor was divided along ethnic lines. While the native 
population supplied most unskilled labor in cotton cultivation and for pastoral 
preduction, ethnic minorities like Russians, Ukrainians, Koreans, and Tatars 
were occupied in other more mechanized branc agriculture dmanding 
skilled 1abor.l2 Thus, the; virgin land campaign in hstm was not only con- 
ducted at the M a z m '  expense; they were pxt icd ly  grevented fmm beco&ng 
involved in grain production. 

A shortage of land and water and ethnic competition for a limited number of 
jobs resulted in growing tension in regions with a mixed ppulaiion, not only 
between indigenous population and settlers or migrmts of E w o m  wigin, but 
with Muslim e&nic minorities from outside, like Crimean T a m  and Mes- 
&tian Turks," and among different native ethnic p u p s .  Two examples are 
the violent conflict over land and water rights between Tajiks and Kkghiz on the 
border between the two republics in summer 1989 in which tbtouwds of people 
became involved,14 and the brutal and bloody fighting between Kirghiz and 
lfzbelcs in the Osh Oblmckf Riqhizia in summer 1990 which took at least 
several hundred 

Education in Central Asia remained inferior to that in other parts of the So- 
viet Union. One of the remons why the m e c h i m i o n  of coEon production re- 
mained low was the regime's abiIity to nlobilize the aImost unpaid labor of 



school children and students forced to bend their backs in the field at the time 
when their counterparts in other of the Soviet Union enjoyed their vaca- 
tions or attendd classes. As a result of this practice and of neglect& school 
systems the quality of secondary education in the rural areas was very tow.'& 

This situation was further aggravated by a rEemographic explosion, The birth- 
rates of most of Central Asian ethnic p u p s  have remained very high and corre- 
spond not to the Western model but to that of the Third World co~ntries.~? %ere 
are many reasons for this situation, including low urbanization, a tradition of 
support of elders by younger memkrs of the family, the influenee of Z s l m ,  and, 
East but not least, the pressure of tradition-oriented public opinion. From my 
field-work in different parts of Central Asia I know that some women and men 
there would like to use contraceptives and to limit the number of their children, 
but they were afraid to do it beeause this would expose them to condemnation 
by their relatives and neighbors. 

Taking all these factors into account, it should not be surpfising that the area 
was affected by another social scourge of the R i d  World countries-growing 
underemployment and unemployment. Although Soviet statistics were not par- 
ticularly precise, they revealed that in the late 1880s Centrat Asia and Kazakft- 
stan had several million unempl~yed.~~ Xn Ferghana ObIast' alone one out of 
five youngsters enwing the job market could not find em~loyment.'~ In 19% 
in Turbenia unemployment was 18.8 percenf" in Tajikism even higher. Al- 
ready in the 1970s the work force in Uzbekistan was growing by 250, 
sons a year, while the numkr of jobs outside the agriculfural sector in 
by only 100,000 a yea?' Nevertheless, the Soviet leadersRip acknowledgd that 
it could not (or would not) create jobs fast enough to keep pace with the p p u -  
lation g o w h .  

The rural population of Central Asia and Kazakhstan is usually chmacterized 
by low mobility even within their own republics. Thus, for example, in Uzbeki- 
stan in 1989 only 9 out of each 1,0W people moved from rural areas to cities, 
white in the Soviet Union in general this Egure mounted to 33," However, 
Agures are sometimes deceptive. It is true that from 198&W the ratio between 
rural and urban ppulation remained almost the same, But given higher bitth- 
rates in rural regions, in practice this means that hundreh of thousands of pea- 
ple migrated to cities. In both professional and educational spheres new mi- 
grants to Central Asian cities were at a disadvantage and met strong competition 
from other ethnic groups, hwever ,  if they failed in the cities, they usually 
could not return back because their jobs, if they had any, were already taken by 
other pmpie. 

It was just these people, unemployed and often homeless, who c m e  to con- 
stitute a new and growing underclass in Central Asian cities.23 Dissatisfied, 
alienated, angry and m e t i m e s  desperate, they were often hostile towards the 
Russians and other ethnic minorities and have proved to be particufitrly prone to 
e x ~ e ~ s m ,  violence, and crime. The result is a tense situation in which some 



social differences take on ethnic colors, and social mobility strikes against eth- 
nic boundaries. All this has contributeri to a general deterioraGon of inter-ethnic 
relations in the area. 

Wntc IdenWa and Palittcal W c t u n t  

The e thic  and socio-political situation in Central Asia resembles to a ceftain 
extent that in many Third World countries, although the idea that Central Asia 
still lacks clear ethnic divisions, or that these divisions an: unimportant, which 
was argued particularly strongly by the late Professor Bennig~en?~ seems to me 
roistdexl. With all my respect for his scholarship and erudition, I believe that 
his insistence on a common Turkestan anaor Muslim identity as still prevailing 
in the area was lmgety an -chair speculiation. From my own field work in 
Central Asia I have no doubt that Uzbeks and Tajiks, K m b s  and Turkmen, 
KarIalpaks and Kirghiz now constitute separate ethnic groups with distinct 
self-coxlsciousness and self-identification, and in most of the cases with clear 
ethnic borders. The number of inter-marriages among indigenous Muslim 
goups in Central Asia is very low and is continuing to decline. 

An Uxkk poet and a leader of the "Ere party, Muharnmad Salih, reeendy 
characterizd the: ethnic situation in Central Asia in very sober words: "'A uni- 
fied Turkastan today is a "olitical dream.' The peoples of Turkmtan are dready 
divided into five republics, and in each a national identity has been formed. One 
can't deny this process that began even during the colonial period some hundred 
yeas 

It is true that the Soviets contributed much to the process of ethnic differenti- 
ation in Central Asia by the national delinmtion, and subsequent educational, 
cultural, and social policies, creating new paliticd and educational elites which 
do not have a vested in te~s t  in a unified Turkestan, but on the contrary, are 
interested in the separate pIitical existence of their ethnic groups, However, it 
would be an exaggeration to call this policy artificial ethnic engineering. The 
relative ease with which it was accomplished indica&s that some of the precon- 
ditjons had already existed before the revolution. 

Central Asia was always an ethnically and linguistically diverse region, and 
political unity occurred only for relativety short periods.26 The drculation of 
pan-llirrkist and pan-Islamist ideas was limited there and they never held sway 
over tlxe souls and minds of ordinary people. There were over 20 bloody inter- 
ethnic conflicts in the nineteen& century within the Kokand Khanate and even 
more in the Wvan 

However, in spite of the noticeable etbnic diversity of Cenh-al h i s ,  and the 
important role it has played in political life, the process of nation building is far 
from complete. Ethnic consciousnw still has a hierarchical character. An indi- 
vidual considers himself to belong to a given ethnic group vis-8-vis other ones, 
but in internal ethnic relations his parmhial andior kin-based tribal and clan 



affiliations still play an impofimt role, Parochid divisions are particularty con- 
spicuous in Tajikistan and UzbeKstan, while in other Central Asian republics 
one meer  with rather pure forms of tribalism. 

Turkmenistan can be taken as an exmple. Before the revolution, the Turk- 
men people consisted of m n y  tribes such as the Yomud, Teke, G6kIen and Ersa- 
ri. In the Soviet period, the war on tribalism was more than once dsclared victo- 
rious. But tribaEsm in fact contjnues to play a very impaant  role in Turkrnen 
politics, social consciousness, and everyday life, TribaI &filiation is always tak- 
en into account in pemonal relations, marriage arrangements, career promotion 
and in-fighting among the ruling elite. In the Soviet period it was a common 
prstice for the First s e e r e m  of the Comunist  p m  to put his tribesmen into 
pmminent positions in government, administsation, and even in the scientific 
and cultural establishment, while regional party organizations sometimes re- 
sembled tribal fiefdoms. A T m h e n  who settles in the temtofy of an alien sn'be 
has no prospec@ for social and eeonomic advancement. fn eveqday life fie feels 
the scornhI attitude of his neighbors.% Curiously enough, President Niiaov 
claims that he is an ofphan and, therefore, does not have strong afifiation with 
any pparticular tribe, 

In stan, belon@ng to a cerlain horde or "zhuz" "(something similar to 
a tribal confederation) is still important. There are many memben of the Middle 
(Srednii] Zhuz among the K m &  intelligentsia, and in the 192&1930s their 
predonina~lce was even more significant. At the same time, the long-tern first 
secretary of the Comunis t  party of Kaz&stan in the Brezbnev period, Ku- 
naev, tried to put his fellow tribesmen from the southern regions of I K a d s m ,  
i.e. from the Great (Sm&i)  2%- into positions of pwer. This practice was 
ofieidiy condemned after Kilnaev lost power. His successor, h l b i n ,  tried to 
eliminate favoritism towrurls k a k h s  from the Great Zhuz but after 18 months 
abandoned this attempt. Some Kazakhs complain& to the author that today's 
leader of Kazafistan, Nazmbaev, who owes his career to Kunaev continues the 
policy of enmuragng m e m h  of the &eat 

Clan and tribal memkship  has r e~ ined  peat  importance in Kyrgyzstan as 
well, dthough tbe former First =cretw af the republican Communist party, 
Usubdiev, insisted that tribalism no longer existed in his republic anymore and 
that appointrnenls on the basis of tribe or clan had no place there,= In fact, in the 
193&1950s, the majority of leading positions were occupied by sou&em Kir- 

hak hik, then the balance of power began to change in favor 
Sq -Bamsh  tribe. When in October 19W the moderate feibm- 

ist, A. Alcaev, became the h s iden t  af Kirgizia, his elmtion was connected with 
a s m m l e  not only b m e e n  reformists and conservatives, but even more be- 
tween northern and s o u h r n  Kirghjz. The rivalry was so intense that in the 
opinion of some Soviet obsewers it put the repubtic on the brink of schism or 
even civil war,3i Being a mu&emer president Akaev still meets the strongest 
opposition in the no&em regions of Kyrgy~stan,~~ 



One example more. In the 1991 contest over the presidency in TajiEstan, the 
candidate of the demmratic and moderate Islamic forces was defeated by the 
candidate of the Communists, because the latter belonged to the so-called 
"Khojand (Leninabad) ctan" which had been in power in the Republic since the 
late 1930s. All the northern Tajiks, in spite of their political digerences, pre- 
ferred to support their fellow co~nrryman.~~ Regional identities are stronger 
than diEerences betwwn the Comunists and oppsition. Even many MusIim 
activists are divided along regional lines." The ongoing civil war in Tajikistan, 
which is often explained in terms of the struggle between secular communists 
and Islamic fundamentalists, may be better conceived as the struggle of regiond 
factions that for histo~cal and pofitieal reasons have chosen dif'ferent ideologi- 
cal gments ,  (These factions are usually called "clans," which is wrong be- 
cause they are not based on kinship.) 

Soviet policy towafds CentraE Asia actually helped to presewe or even to 
revive tribalism and parochidism, in spite of lipservice paid to the need to fight 
them. During the purges of the 1920s and 1930s, all of the politjcaI elites of the 
indigenous peaples were physically deswoyed, not only the populists and en- 
lighteners of the pre-revolutionary period and the national Bolsheviks of the 
revolution and civil war generation, but also those who had been promoted to 
psitions of leadership in the 1920s. The cufturaf elites were dso destroyed, The 
Soviets created new political elites whose privileged positions in local struc- 
tures of power were connected not with the interests of their republics and peo- 
ples, but rather with their compliance with aI1 of Moscow's demands and goals, 
and their capability to implement policies dictated by the center. The positions 
of the top-level ~sgional leaders depended also on their personal reputation in 
the center and on their allegiance to the most powerful ftgures in the Moscow 
hiemchy. When the center was pleased with regional leaders, they were given a 
right to run internal affairs in their repubfics and to distribute prefesential treat- 
ment and high level jobs, a percentage of which were reserved for the non- 
Russian elites in Central Asia and hakhstan in order to secure their support 
for the Soviet regime, 

The undemocra~c pyrmidaf s m b r e s  of power built, with Moscow's can- 
sent and supprc, and complete absence of civil society in Genval Asia inevi- 
tably led to a situation in wllich the actual dispensation of power was connected 
to a network of personal trust, patronage and clientage. One of the important 
focuses of any indi\.idual"s loyalty remains the groupings in which he has grown 
up and lived. These am the foundations of trust and thus the channels through 
which power is mediated and social advancement can be achieved. In these con- 
ditions it is natural that the l e d e ~ ~ p  in Central Asia would woo the support of 
Wibesmen or fellow countrymen. 

The ordinary population, which was denied participation in political life and 
was unprotected in legal and social respects by state-impsed and stae-sup- 
ported institutions, also tended to rely on the wdditianal ties of kin-pups and 



neighborhoods with their old traditions of reciprociry. These institutions have 
also helped to play down social differences and promote local loyalties. Local 
particulafism which was ruthbssty exploited by mling elites then inhibited the 
emergence of a liberal and demwratic consensus, So the Soviets failed to create 
a homo sovieticus from ordinasy Central Asians. Not without reason, the smc- 
tures that evolved in Central Asia were sometimes called in the Soviet Union 
'"Communism in its eastern feudal understanding." wth q u a i  comctness they 
might be called the Asian mode of production in its astern Communist under- 
standing. 

It is no wonder that the social stmcture of the Central Asian ethnic groups in 
many respects could also be characterized as pre-modern. It consisted of an 
upper class which included a Communist party hierarchy and peaple invojved in 
government and adminiswaGon, and a large lower class, the peasantry. Members 
of the working cIass and of the middle class from the indigenous population 
were smdl in nurnber; most of the latter were white-collar workers or people 
involved in humanitarian professions. Blue-collar workers and a majority of the 
middle class were recruited from other ethnic groups-the Russians, Ukrai- 
nians, Tatars, Semans, Jews, Koreans, and several others. 

In the beginning of pe~s8rnirl.a (19861987) the policy of opnness and resmc- 
turing took an anti-Central Asian ove~one. The Soviet leadership was cbilll1y 
disappointed with the situation there and with the regional political elites.39 
First, the Moscow cent= was concerned because the regional leadership in Cen- 
tral Asia was unable or unwilling to fight effectively against nationalism. The 
events in Alma-Ata in December 1986 had significant reperc~ssions.~~ Tkey 
were characterized as nationalistic riots, and the Eeadership of Kazakhstan was 
commanded to take immediate measures to combat Kazakh nationalism. In the 
following repressions, hundreds of peopIe were sentenced to prison, fined, or 
fired from work. About 3,WO students were expelled h m  the universities and 
other eciucalional institutions. 

Second, the Soviet leadership began to seriously fear the influence of Islamic 
fundamentalism on the Muslim peoples of the USSR. In its fight against Islam, 
it did not take into consideration the characteristics of this reIigion, thus malcing 
all Ineasures taken against it ineffective, In particular, it ignored the strength of 
so-called pasalteI or u~rofficial Islam. While official Muslim spiritual aufioritics 
were under control by the state and were as servile as their Christian OFthodox 
colleagues, unregistered clergy also conducted religious rites, such as circum- 
cision, weddings, and funerals, as well as organizing undersound studies and 
even mosques, Although most Muslims of Central Asia could not consistently 
follow the obligations of Islam and regularly visit a mosque, they continued to 
consider themselves Muslims. Insofar as traditional institutions, attitudes and 



practices in Central Asia have surviveat, or even revived as byproducts of Soviet 
policy towards the area, the role of popular Islam remrirns invincible because it 
is insepaxably linked with them?? 

The Soviet leadership looked on with a l m  as the observation of reIigious 
rites in Cent3-a1 Asia continued to grow?8 In November f 986, Gorbachev while 
stopping in T ~ k e n t  on his way to India ordered the local leaders to conduct an 
"uncompromising fight against religion.'" The Central Asian leadership dem- 
onswakd its ininbility, and often its lack of desire, to seriously oppose Islam. 
Many oEciafs, especially front the ranks of the lower leadership, combined an 
outward devotion to Communist dogma with the observation of many Islamic 
practices in their private lives.@ I heard many stories from Communists in Cen- 
tral Asia about how they bypassed the proEbidon on circumcising children, the 
violation of which could have meant k ing excluded from the Party or being 
fled from work. Usualiy they sent their children to older relatives, or went 
away on business trips and then explained that their imsponsible kinsmen had 
perfomed the rite without their knowledge and consent. 

The threat of Islamic fundamentalism was overes~matd by the Soviet lead- 
ership in tRe early 1980s. But events in Iran and Afghanistan actually had an 
influence on the MusIims in Cent& Asia, who came to identify Islam with anti- 
colonial liberation movements. From the end of the 1970s a growing number of 
people in Central Asia began to listen to broadcasts of Teheran radio, and audio 
cassettes with recording of Khomeini speeches were circulated?" 

Third, the central government began to consikr the political elites in Central 
Asia and Kmakhstan as taa consemative to put refoms into practice, The anti- 
comption campaign and the so-called ''Uzkk affair" which had been secretly 
initiated during the Andropov reign, was made public: under CGizernenkod2 and 
revived by Corbachev, excoriated their complete c a p t i o n ,  incompetence, and 
ineffectiveness. However, this state of aEairs was to a signieeant extent the re- 
sult of the Moscow" own policy towards Central Asia, MrhiIe comption there is 
endemic, the population is used to it and considered it as a normal state of 
things, and the central l~dership for a long time c l o d  their eyes to it, pmieu- 
lady because some of its members received their share of bribes. 

Cotton prduetion in Uzbekistan had been in decline from the early 1 9 8 0 ~ , ~ ~  
However, hloscow's demand remained the same: "Cotton at any cost." In con- 
sequence, a bitter joke became papular in Uzbekistan: "If you don't plant cot- 
ton, you wig IPe planted in jail; if you don't k n g  it in, you will be put out" (in 
co1Ioquial Russian the verb pasliditbeans simultaneously "to pp2antY' and ""to 

imp~son," while the verb ubrat' means "ta harvestt7 and "'to sack""),M The local 
ledemhip, unable to meet Moseow's constmdy increased demands, resorted to 
different types of deception, including fdsification of cotton production figures 
and bribes. 

In 1986 the 'Wzbek affair" reverberated across the entire Soviet Union. 
Ninety percent of the personnel of the Central Committee of the Communist 



pmy of Uzbekistan was changed. Major pemnnel changes were also made in 
Uzbekistan's CounciI of EAinisters, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, the 
militia, the regional party apparatus and government, and ministries. A massive 
wave of wests and disnrissals affmted different strata of Uzbek soeiery. Thou- 
sands of foremen, agronomists, kolkhoz m d  sovkhoz directors, and Iower level 
spcialists and administrators involved with cotton were subjected to punitive 
measures.45 To a lesser but still signiEcmt degree repression was canied out in 
other Central Asian republics as well. 

The decisions made at the J a n u w  plenum of the Soviet Communist Party 
Central Committee in 1987 and subsequent mewures definitely put the repub- 
lics of Central Asia and Kazilkhstan at a disadvantage. Centrat Asian leaders 
were told that while the center was too short of capital to contribute much to the 
deveIopment of the area, they should give the center an even larger part of their 
financial and material resources. ''A decisive strike must be made against any 
attempt to place local interests over alf-state inte~~:ssts,'hstated Central 
Asian republics were even told that their population lived tao well at the ex- 
pense of subsidies from the center?7 

Another demand was to get rid of obstacles to the introduction of Russians 
into rbe local elites and the mipt ion  of Russians into the area. A @owing out- 
migratian of Slavic population hm.Cenlral Asia and K 
alarm to the Soviet leadership which fried to change the situation, although 
without positive results. Pravda wiis upset that %e most prestigious professions 
were in several republics turned into a unique privilege for persons of one or 
another nati~naliry."~ The campaign involved a number of concrete; measures. 
Hundreds of oscials in the Party and aidministfative apparatus were taken from 
the center, moved to Uzbeklsfan and given suhantial promotions. They were 
locally niclmmed the "landing force of tht: limited c~ntingent"~~-a clear allu- 
sion to the wcupation troops in Afghanisbn, which the Soviet press always 
called the "limited cantingent." Mowow also expressed dlssatisfactian with the 
fact that the national intelligentsia and sm&nt population of Centfal Asia were 
becoming too numerous and exceeded the ratios for the native ethnic groups,50 
Some practical measures follow&. For example, the number of Kazakh stu- 
dents entering institutions of higher edmation in ICazAhsfan was limited.5i 

For a long time many Central Asians had high hopes for improving agricul- 
tural yields tbrcwgh a pIan to divert Sikfian Fivers to Cenwal Asia, no matter 
how impractical the plan was wologically and economically. When in 19% the 
center shelved the plan without any appropriate reconsideration of Central 
Asian ecological p01icy,5~ this was perceivecf there as one more manifestation of 
a. colonial policy that strangled the interesrs of the periphery for the benefit of 
the Russian center.53 

Xt became clear that Gorbachevk leadership was not going to help the 
Central Asian republics to overcome their economic hardskias, Instead, the cen- 
tral government rmammended the same solurions to the problem that had been 



advocated in vain in the Brezhnev period: rxsducing the birth rate and lfansfer- 
ring a part of the Central Asian population to unpopulatPnl or underpopulated 
parts of Russia-to the non-black earth zone, the Uralis, or even Siberia. 

One may suspect that these suggestions had strong political connotations. 
Due to differences in birth rates and the out-migration of Slavs from Cenlfal 
Asia, the ratio of natives to Rusdans there was changing to the advantage of the 
former. Mos~ow was afraid that this tendency would result in the g o w h  of na- 
tionalism. Thus, one of the chmpions of the policy of Russification, the Soviet 
demogapher V.I. Kozlov, adIlllttd quite h k E y  his a l m  concerning the dan- 
ger presented by the etfinic homogeneity of Cen&aI Asian republics to the posi- 
tion of Russians in the Soviet Union.% 

However, the suggestions of the center failed. Ordinary people in Central 
Asia simply ignored the fmily planning c m p a i p ,  whereas many intellectuals 
there publicly denounced it." Attempts to p m d e  or lure the Central Asians to 
migrate to Russia likewise brought no signifimnt results." 

nce of Natlonai Movements 

Central Asian public opinion reacted acutely against what it considered as the 
colonialist policy of the center. Because vertical socid structures with wide- 
spread pahonage and clientage are still ehaacteristic of Central Asian society, 
economic and other benefils there are distributed not only in accordmtnce with an 
individual's general standing in the society, but also depending on his position 
in these stnre-s. M e n  the power of a patme is diminishing, his clients are 
at a disadvantage. By 1988 gowing discontent with existing conditions affected 
all strata in Centrzll Asia and K a z a s t a n ,  National groups and organizations 
began to emerge in different republics in which the intelligentsia and the &u- 
cated urban middle classes played the most active role in articulating political 
goaIs and actions." 

Of all these movements, the: largest was Birlik (Unity), the Movement for 
hserv ing  the Natural, Matefid and Spiritual WaIth in Uzbekistan, formed in 
November 1988 by I 8  intellectuals. Among its original demands were the end 
of "cultural impridism" and colonial exploitation in Uzbekistan, the demoera- 
tiation of palitical life, and finally, the sovereignty of the republic. Its p p u -  
larity quickly grew in 1989, despite active opposition. Simiiar, though less suc- 
cessful, attempts were made in other Central Asian republics, 

While same Russian schalars still explain nationalism in Central Asia md 
Kazakhstan by the fact that society remains traditional, in my opinion, the op- 
posite is true, and nationalism there is more connected with still insufficient but 
ongoing madernization and with the emergence of new urban social strata. As in 
m y  Third World countries, the competitive advantage of such dites has de- 
pended on their priviieged positions in their republics, and they have become 
the main promoters of ethnic nationalism, much more than Communist political 



elites. Thus, issues of rights and identi5 have become closely intemivined, and a 
liberal democratic system based on individual merit and competence, which 
would guarmtee equal rights to all citizens regwdless of ethnic membership, is 
considered dettimental to the interests of the politically strong but economically 
disadvantaged indiginous ethnic groups. 

However, the fornation of mass national movements in Central Asia and 
Kazakhstan touk place under significantly more difficult conditions than in 
many other regions of the Soviet Union. The national intelligentsia there is a 
rather new phenomenon. Although its memkrs now demmstrate the =me "co- 
Ionid ingratitude" that other colonial powers have faced in the recent past, they 
are a creation of the Soviet regimee5* Tbey lack a c o m o n  tradition of demo- 
cratic political process and often lack a clear vision of the political future 
for their republics, wkther in the f o m  of Western-typ liberal demmwies or 
another system. Instead, they tend to incline towards ethnic nationalism because 
they regard the dominance of their own ethnic groups in corresponding re- 
publics as the best safeguard of their own positions in soeieq. 

Moreover, the national intelligentsia in Central Asia is still not numerous, 
and has been tied to the old political elite and official power structure more 
closely than in other parts of the fomer Soviet Union. Most of its members are 
involved in culture, education, and the humanitaim professions, which were 
always under strict cantrol by the Communist Party. Until recently, most of 
them were obedient senlants of the Communist leadership, partieulafly because 
a significant part of the system of higher education was turned into a market- 
pIace where admission to a university and even a university diploma, as welt as 
professional positions, could be acquired for money or through patronage. It is 
notable that during p e ~ s t m i k  most of the leaders af the infomal national orga- 
nizations in Central Asian republics were mderate in their poligcal demands, 
prefemd to avoid anti-Communist slogans, and were willing to coIIaborate with 
local political elites. Often their cFiticism of the Iatter was leveled more at per- 
mnalities than at institutions, 

It is significant that on January 17, 1992, when the leader of the "Erk party 
Muhammad Salih tried to ease the atmosphe~ at the university campus in Tash- 
kent, after a student demonswation had been dispersed by police the previous 
day, participants of a protest rally booed him because of his madefate stand to- 
ward the government?* Even such influential and internationally known f i g u ~ s  
in the Central Asian cultural elite as the E(irghiz writer Ghingiz Aihnatov, or the 
Kazakh poet Olzhas Suleimenov, never openly sided with the opposition and 
preferred to nmaintain good relations with the political elite. 

No wonder that during the restructuring period the opposition in Central Asia 
and f i zabs t an  turned out not to be innuential enough to lead broad national 
movements with clear soeial and political goals. From time to time they were 
temporarily abfe to inspire the urban underclass and part of rural gopelation 
with nationdisric slogans but they often failed to suggest ta them an a t t r~ t ive  



alternative, or to control them. Furthemow, they began to face competition 
from groups with an Islamic orientation. Attempts have already been made to 
organize various Islamic p d e s  within the borders of separate republics, or 
even the whole area,@ alaough most of these gmups have prirnariiy local par- 
ticipation. However, they definitely have a~ influence m o n g  ceftain strata of 
Cenbal Asian society, particularly on issues connected with cclttural identifi- 
cation and ethnic nationdisrn. 

The underclass and the rural population proved partjcularly prone ta ex&eme 
forms of ethnic nationalism and to slogans like "Down with cotton," "Uzbeki- 
stan for Uzkks,'* "Russians out of Tajikistan," or "Priority to the indigenous 
people in Kaabstan.'* 

Inter-ethnic relations in Central Asia and Kazakhstan deteriorated during 
pemstraik. After unrest in Asmabad and Nebit-Dag (May 1 a d  9, 1989) there 
foffowed pogroms against the Mesbetim Turks in the Ferghana valley (June 
29891, riots in Movyi Uzen' and Mmgyshlak (June 17-20, 19891, clashes in 
Buka and Parkent (hAarch 3, 19891, unrest in Dushmb (February 12-14, 1990), 
a pogrom in Andijan (May 2, f 9901, fighting between KirgEz and Uzbek in the 
Osh ablast"(Spring4ummer 1990), and clashes in Namangan (December 2, 
1990). 

For a long time everything was blamed on various subversive forces. The 
central government Iiked to point to extremists, Islamic fundamentalists, "ene- 
mies of peresrroikg" corrupt local goliticd efites, the mafia, etc. The regional 
leadership preferred to blame informal organizations, like "Birlik"' in Uzbeki- 
stan, or "Kirghiziav' in Mrgizia. The opposition in Central Asia also claimed 
that the violence was the result of outside instigation; but it pointed in the oppo- 
site direction-to local and central authoririef and the KGB. Thus, one of the 
opposihon leaders in Uzkkstan, M u h m a d  Salih, made the following claims 
about the pogroms in the Ferghana valley: "the vidence that occurred was insti- 
gated. Which organ instigated it-the KGB, the Central Commitke [of the 
Uzbek Communist Partyj, or the center-we cannot say with certainty, but it is 
very cfear that all of the actions were planned in advan~e.'"~" 

So far only one thing is clear: there are different forces in Central Asia, 
which in spite of their contradictoq interesb are ready to pfay with the fire af 
ethnic conflicts, and in an atmosphere of overall crisis they can always find a 
receptive and explosive social environment. 

Because the political culture of the masses in Central Asia and Kazakhstan is 
undeveloped, conservative political elites still hold power there, While in the 
Baltics or Moldavia people who could be called nationaI communists came to 
power far a rime, in Central Asia leadership was taken by groups best character- 
ized as the national nomenklatura, In spite of all their grievances against the 
center most of them clearly preferred to side with Moscow ag;tinst demmratic 
movements in the Soviet Union in general, and against apposition mavements 
in their republics. Thus, all of them were in favor af preserving the Soviet Union 



and of a new Union Treaty, It was not by chance that the CentraI Asian deputies 
at the sessions of the USSR Congress of PmpIe's Deputies and Supmme Soviet 
were the most docik in the Union and always voted the way the central leader- 
ship wished. 

Although the political elites in Central Asia had no&ing against strengthen- 
ing their power at the expense of the cenwal Soviet leadership, they were un- 
witling to implement political and socio-economic refoms which might jeopar- 
dize their own privileged positions. It is not surprising that in 1988-1990, all 
attempts to oganize national movements and pmies in Turhenistan immedi- 
ately met with opposition from the Turhen leadership, which more than once 
announced that the creation of unofficial organizations in the republic would be 
a "blind, absurd mimicry.'y62 In 1988, the Erst Secretary of the Communist Party 
of Tajikistan also spoke out against the creation of a People's Front in his repub- 
lic. The same policy was practiced by the Kighiz Ieadership. In Uzbekistan, the 
political elite used all Its organim~onal capabilities and administrative pressure 
to defeat the opposition in the election to the republic's p d i m e n t  itl Febru- 
ary-March 1990.63 In Kazafistan, the leadership adopted a more subtIe tactic, 
trying to patronize and tame those organimtions that were not involved in the 
palitical process, and avoided pressing nation& 

To remain in power, the political elites in CentraI Asia did not hesitate to 
resort to violence, or even to instigate it. There is some reason to believe that 
the unrest in Dushanbe in Febrvary 1990 was provoked by the local elite who 
knew how strong the dissatisfac~on was and feared losing power in the upcom- 
ing election to the supreme soviet of the The unrest had a nationalis- 
tic character and was directed against the European or Europeanized popula- 
tion, however simultaneously a demand was put forth for the resignation of the 
local leadership. The leaders prodsed to comply, but this seemed no more than 
a tactical maneuver. Control over the situagon was restored with the help of the 
Amy. Elections took place under a state of emergency, and the Communist elite 
was ~ictorious.~ 

The events in Rirgizia in 19%) provide a similar example. The political elite 
there also refused to enter into constructive dialogue with the opposition, repre- 
sented by the movement "Rirghizia" which appeafed in early 1990. At the same 
time, the leadership tried to play along with nationalism by placing the Kirghiz 
in a privileged gosition in the repubiic. The explosive sirnation that had devel- 
oped in the 6sh Oblast' ww~w not a secret to anyone, but there were no measura 
taken to alleviate the situation? The congress of the arghiz Communist Pmy, 
whicb took place during the Kirghiz-Uzbek fighting and during a state of ernex- 
gency in the capital of the republic, tried to place the blarne for the bloody 
events in the Osh Oblast' on the 'Wrghizia" movement and reelected almost all 
of the old leaders headed by First Secretary Masalie~!~ In July 1990, at the time 
when "Kirghizia" was being persecuted, news began corning from ECirgizia that 
the ruling powers, including the KC%%, were secretly supposing extremist orga- 



nizations: the Kirghiz "Osh Aimagy" and the Uzbek '%Adolat,'" As a result, 
many representatives of the party apparatus were elected that summer to the 
Supreme Soviet of the Republic." 

Meveftheless, the Osh events upset the situation in Kirgida, and put Masa- 
liev's position in jeopardy, His desire to preserve the compromised leaders and 
to incite tribal passions turned out to be extreme even for the less conservative 
mem'bers of the local elite, and the candidate from the refomist circles, Akaev, 
was elected president of the republic on October 27, 19%). 

In its turn, the Soviet center cclearly expressed to the political elites in Central 
Asia its support and again demonstrated rediness to close its e y s  on their old 
and new sins, as Iong as they cons-olled the sirnation in their republics and did 
not insist on a fundamental transfornation of the Soviet Union. Beginning in 
late 1987 attempts to intrduce ethnic Russians into the political elites and ad- 
mjnistrative appaatus of the Central Asian repubZics were curtailed and then 
pmticafly abandoned, Thus in July 1989, Kolbin, whose name had been in- 
delibly connected with tbe events in December 1986, was recaltd from Kaza- 
khstan. In 1989 Moscow called out of Central Asia the "fanding foreet'-those 
Russians whom it had sent into leadership positions there during the anti-cor- 
mption campaign. Scathing attacks on the command-control apparatus in @en- 
@a1 Asia turned into gowing reliance on it. 

Prospectr for the Near Future 

Because of the region's economic weakness and plitical instability the Central 
Asian leaders to the very end were the most persistent champions of keeping the 
Soviet Union intact, and its dissolution has confronted them with many new 
problems. At premnl, they spare no efforts to secure their power. Xn Uzbekistan, 
Tajikistan, 1\1rkmenistan, and to a large extent in stan power is still in 
the hands of the old Communist parties existing under different party names. 
Even in Kyrgyzstan, the only Central Asian republic where the Cammunist 
Party and the state mas& to be one, President Aklrev is still very susceptible to 
premure from the farmer Communist Party functicmaries. 

It is obvious that Central Asia is a Iong way from Western-typc: Iiberat 
demaeracy, and many political scientists in Russia foresee only two possible 
developments there: a dictatorship by former Communist leaders, or a dictator- 
ship by Muslim fundamentalists. The first development has taken place in 
UzbEstan and Rrkmenishn. The Uzbek president Karimov imposed a stxict 
censorship over the press and mass media, banned all opposition pmim and 
organizations, and put their leaders into jail or foreed them to emigrate. The 
praident of Tarhenistan, Niiazov, expressed his attitude towards democracy 
in fiis country by stating: "for our people demmmy is not a good system." 

The second development looks at present Iess plausible, at any rate in the 
short mn, kcawe it would meet with resistan= from both the ruling pofifical 



elites and their more liberal-minded opponents. Besides, a movement to dissem- 
inate knowledge about xripturalist lsfam and dogmatic religious practice can 
be seen as an attempt to recreate and reintegrate this religion a ~ i  a component of 
the local national culture and identity. Even many of those who consider them- 
selves fundamentalists are rather traditionalists; most of t b m  do not support the 
creation of an Islamic state. 

Although some Central Asian baders and their Moscow allies are trying to 
justify their dictatorship by pointing out that otherwise the ls lmic fundamen- 
talists would come to power, actually the opposite may b o r n e  true. In condi- 
tions when secular opposition is weak and suppresfed, disillusioned and dissat- 
isfied ordinary people may turn to fundamen&Iism as a potiticd force against 
their compt, oppressive and inefficient rulers. 

The international situation also should be taken into account. Different Mus- 
lim countries-Turkey, Iran, and Pakist-have already &gun to comwte for 
influence in Cenntral Asia. Except for Tajikistan, which has strong Estorical, cul- 
tural, and linguistic ties with Iran (though the majority of Tajiks are Sunni, not 
Shi'i) the republics so far consider Turkey as their most desirable and attractive 
partner. kt the same time, the ""Chinese model,"" i.e. the combination of a strict 
political control with a limited economic liberalim~on, looks very attractive to 
some Central Asian leaders, like President Karimov of Uzbekistan, or even 
President Nazarbaev of Kazakhstan, 

In this situation, I would not rule out campletely a third possible develop- 
ment: autocratic or semi-autocratic regimes led by mderate reformers, such as 
Nazarbaev in Kazakhstan and particularly Akaev in Kyrgyzstan. One should 
have no illusions. These inen are quite au&o~mian,  in no way democraB. (In 
this respect a joke about Akaev, at present ppular in Kyrgyzstm, is quite signif- 
icant: 'Communism has gone, Kerninism has come"-Kemin is the birthplace 
of Akaev.) Nevertheless, in the current situation they are certainly a lesser evil, 

The possibility of political or even economic unity for the Central Asian re- 
publics and Kazakhsran also does not seem fmibIe. Some preliminary aMempts 
made in this direction were not pdcularly suc~essfuI, and Resident Nazarbaev 
publicly called it "~nrealistic,'~' The economies of these republics are to a large 
extent not complementuy. When in the beginning of 1992 Turkmenistan in- 
creased prices on its gas fifty-fold, without any cansideration fm its neighbors" 
financial situation, this action put Tajikisan and Kyrgyzstan on the brink of en- 
ergy s ~ a t i o n . ~ ~  

The idea of k k e s t a n  unity is now alive, or rather resuscitatcxi, only in nar- 
row circles of the Uzbek mling elite and intelligentsia, who hope that Uzbelcs 
win dominate in a united T u r k e s ~ n . ~ ~  Uzbek troops are strongly invalved in the 
civil war in Tajikistan. Turkmens, Kirghiz, and particuldy Tajiks do not wish 
even to hear about uniry, In any case, territorial clairns and counter-claims be- 
tween Tajiks and Uzbeks (on Bukhara, Samarkand, the Zarafshan oasis, parts of 



the Ferghana valley, and some other tenitofies), Uzbeh and Kirghiz (on the 
Kirghiz part of the Ferghana valley), Uzbeks and ECazakhs (on some territories 
along the Syr-Barya and Arys rivers), Kirghiz and Tajiks (on the Northern 
P d s ,  the alpine pastuses in the Alay and Transalay ranges, and some other 
t e ~ ~ e s ) ,  Turhens and Kazalihs (on the Mangyshlak peninsula), etc., water 
disputes between Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, and other tensions among dif- 
ferent Central Asian ethnic groups do not facilitate their unity. 

In Centrd Asia and Kazakhstan the ideology of ethnic nationalism, of ncLtion- 
alism by blood, is now replacing Cmmunist ideology. It is tnre that the politi- 
cal leaders of Qzakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, the most multi-ethnic repuMics in 
the area, have declared their allegiance to "nadonalism by soil'hnd their desire 
to achieve nation-s~te consolidation in their republics. However, in these re- 
publics also ethnic nationalism has turned out to be the trump card in the poEit- 
ical game. Even democratic parties and organizations in Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan have been organized, or split, along ethnic lines.74 

Meanwhile Russians and other non-indigenous people are leaving the area in 
gowing numben, thus creating shoflages in the professional and skilled labor 
force. In 1989,94,000 people left Uzkki~tstn.~~ In the first half of 1990, 34,W 
people left Kirgi~ia-'~ During the first nine months of 1990, 65,000 people left 
Tajiki~tan.~ According to one opinion poI1, in 1991, at least 130,056) Russians in 
Uzbekistan, over 50,000 in Tajikistan and about 20,000 in Kirgizia were pre- 
pared to flee from the 

There is no improvement in the ecological situation and the economy of the 
area remains in a serious crisis. W~th the possible exception of Turkmenistan 
rich in gas and oil, lhis crisis can hardly be overcome in the near future. The 
transition tn, a market economy, the tediuction in cotton production and its inten- 
sification will not change the situation drasfrcally or help Central Asia out of 
poverty, Thus, considering the fact that one-fifth of all labar used to produce 
cotton is connected to water, a reduction in water consumption could reduce the 
labor force by 5-12 percent.79 This and similar developments will inevitsibly 
lead to an increase in unemployment and to further pauperization of a signifi- 
cant part of a popula~on piagued with ethnic and social unrest. When the Uzbek 
government removd control over prices on Janusuy 16, 2992, this action i m e -  
diately resulted in a spontaneous student protest in Tashkent, cruelly suppressed 
by force.=@ 

Timid attemps to attract foreign capital so far have nor brought any signifi- 
cant results, and one may doubt that they will be successful in Ule future given 
the geogaphic location of the area, its shofiage af infrastructure, materid and 
skilled labor, and its completely compt and inefficient administration, 

AEI in all, the future sf the area does not look particularly bright and the 
possibility of more social disorder, and even violent riots in spontaneous and 
sometimes very unpleasant forms, is definitely present. 
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The Influence of Islam 
in Post-Soviet 

The collaps of the Soviet Union has raised the question of which paths of polit- 
ical development the newly independent Central Asian states wili now choose. 
Until the sovietization of the twentieth century, which resulted in the penetra- 
tion of the state into nearly every field of human endeavor, Islam had been the 
most durable cultural phenomenon to influence these lands. More than just a 
faith, Islam was very much assmiat4 with learning and the am, and religion 
became closely intertwined witb the cultural traditions of the peoples of this 
region, Wtll Islam shape the nation& identity and state institlltions of the newly 
independent Central Asian states? The fate of the rqublic Kazakhstan is of par- 
ticular interest to many observers, due to the presence on its territory of rich 
natural resources, a share of Ehe former Soviet nuclear forces, and a large Rus- 
sian minoriq concentrated along the country's noahem border with the Russian 
Fderation.' As Kazakhstan struggles to recover from the ill effects of the f oviet 
command eeonomy and establishes its place in the world community, is it re- 
turning to its Islamic roots? 

Many observers would give an afiF~rmative answer, based upon their view of 
Kazakhstan's interaction with the Muslim world in recent years. Since May 
19St0, leaders from KazaW1sm and the other Central Asian republics have met 
several times to discuss various fonns of cooprahon. Western and Slav mm- 
mentritors alike use buzzwords like "pan-Isla~sm" and "Gshmic-Turkjc blac" 
to desmibe these conracls. Due to its Islamic heritage, Central Asia is often as- 
sumed to be "an arc of instability,'" and the new states are presenM as passive 
pawns in a great game being played out by Turkey, Iran, and other nations of the 
Islamic world.= When the dissolution of the USSR in Decemkr 1991 led to the 
realization that Soviet nuctear forces were located on the territary of four inde- 
pendent states, calls "to [rid] the Mideast of the Islamic bomb" suddenly arose, 
as did unsubstaneiatd rumoE that Kazakhstan was selling nuclear technology 
to Iran? Meanwkile, the President of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbaev, could 
be quoted as saying "We do not forget that we are a Muslim people, and I be- 
lieve that our relations with the Arab states will grow and improve constantly 
and that a long period of estrangement and sepwatian from our Islamic world 
will be ended."4 



What is the reality behind the rhetohc? Is Islam a significant element of the 
post-Soviet national identi@ taking shape in Kazakhstan, which is home to 
nearly qua i  numbers of Kazakhs and Kussjans? Does Kaz&s&n follow some 
form of pan-IslaIPlic ideology in esa1ishing its place in the world comunity, 
or does it simply pursue its natimd interests? Idedly, a discussion of a nation's 
identification with a religion would call for an examination of the beliefs and 
practices of the general public. Since inadequate evidence exists, however, for a 
rigorous discussion of the actual level of a&erence to religion, this chapter con- 
cenuates on evidence of interest io the republic's Islamic be~tage as reflected in 
foreign policy, official religious institutians, independent political parties, and 
governing institutions and ideology, 

The author finds that since the incqtion of the g h o s r '  policies of the late 
1980s, official efforts to forge ties with c o u n ~ e s  of the Islamic world have in- 
creased, as has the role for Islaaic-ol-ientd insfitutions in domestic politics. But 
due perhaps to the peculiarities of Islarnicization mong the steppe nomads and 
the hetemgeneous ethnic m&e-up of the contemporary state, the Kazakhstan 
government maintains a cautious view of the role of religion in politics. Prag- 
matic interests better explain Kazakhstan" foreign policy, and in domestic af- 
fairs, the leadership strives to mold the identity of independent Kazakhstan into 
a secular, stable multicoRfessiona1 and multiethnic entity, Before looking more 
closely at the influence of Islam in the areas of politics mention& above, a re- 
view of the historical process of Isfamieization and its present influence on so- 
ciety is in order, 

Islam In the Lands from $he 
EIgMh CkWwry ts the Pr-mt 

The first messengers of Islam appeared in the southern reaches of Kazakhstan in 
the eighth century, after Qutayba Muslin's opening of Tmnsoxiana in 714. At 
this time a number of religions nourished in the region--shamanism, Bud- 
dhism, Chistianity, and &roasttianism, amang others. En most of the south and 
in Semireehie, the Arab conquests did not result in the adaptian af Islam or the 
Arabic language and script until the tenth and eleventh centuries.$ In tbe 
Kipch& steppe, Islam came relatively Me, with Nqshabandi and Yasawi Sufi 
missionaries making the first significant numbers of converts in the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries. 

It is generally believed that Islam made little impression on the Kazakh 
hordes, who lived far from urban centers of Islam, until the Russian conquests 
of the eighteenth century.6 The conquest of Kazan and the policy followed by 
Ivan IV and a number of his sumesssrs to forcibly convert the Tam population 
to CPlfistianity began to spmad (Sunnif Islam; to escape persecution, Tatar mer- 
chants and mttllahs fled toward Bukhara and the KazaWl steppes and stmted 
to build mosques and madrasas, or religious schools, among the nomads. 



Beginning in 1773 the propagation of religion in Kazakhstan was further 
strengthend by Catherine the Great's use of Tatar missionaries to spread Islam 
in Kazakhstan and to "civilize'" the nomads? Neverrheless as late as the 1860s, 
the celebrated Kazakh scholar Chokhan Valikhanov wrote that Islam still had 
not been absorbed into the G m k h  "flesh and blood"; he admitLed that due to 
the influence of Tatar mullahs, the steppe peoples were increasingly adopting 
Islamic cusbms, but stated that among the Km&s "there are still many who 
do not know even the name of Muhammad, and in many places our shamans 
have stilt not lost ~ignificance."~ Thus the scholarly consensus maintains that 
the nmadic Kazakh population was largdy fesistant to Islam, and that the Ka- 
zakh adaptation of Islam reflects a mixture of steppe spirit cult and  practice^.^ 

Nevefidess, by the time of the Bolshevik revolution, Cened Asia, includ- 
ing the &za& lands, was predominantIy Muslim, and the Soviet regime conse- 
quently attacked religion in order to assimilate the various nationalities lo the 
new Soviet political order, Not only was separation of church and state pro- 
claimed, but independent religious organizations were practicatly eliminated, 
'Ihe wa@, or religious endowments, were taken under state controI, mosques 
were closed, and Muslim courts and schools virtualty disappeared. During 
World UTar 11, a sysem of muftiates, ox spiritual bards, was established. (John 
Voll discusses this creation of "official Islam'Yn Chapter 3.) Kamkhstan came 
under the jurisdiction of the Spiritual Board for Muslims of Central Asia and 
Kazakhstan (DUIMSAK), which, like the other boards, esublished sanctioned 
channels of Muslim religious actjvity, adminisered what few Muslim religious 
institutions were allowed to function, and regufated religious training and the 
activities of the officiaI clergy. 

The glasnost' policies of the late 1980s provided an opening for peoples all 
over the Soviet empire to express an interest in the language, customs, and reli- 
gion of their past, In Kazmstan, the rights of the titular nationdity have been 
receiving long overdue attention; a strong movement to revitdize the Razakh 
language has developed, and numerous literary and historical associations have 
famed with the aim of educating the public about liltle-known Kazah writers 
and political figures, restoring Kazakh cultural monuments, and rehabilitating 
victims of Stalinist repressions." At the same time, Kazakhstan has witnessed 
an increase in mosque attendance and the visibility of religous activities, Reli- 
gious literature has became more acmssible to the general public; the Koran has 
been wanslated into K a z m ,  and K w k h  as well as Russian and Arabic venions 
of the Korm are: sold openly. Histories of the Prophet Muhammd and Idam, 
pamphlets containing selected suras, explanations of the five pillas of Islam, 
and descriptions of how to pray are widely available in kiosks and bookstores. 
In addition, the spiritual board of Kazakhstan has begun issuing an is la mi^ cal- 
endar in K&h which specifies the times far the five prayers in M a a  Ata and 
other cities,'and identiges religious holidays." The instructive nafure of the lit- 



eratunt, it should be noted, suggests that the Muslim population of K a z W t a n  
is just getting reacquainted, or perhaps acquainted for the first time, with the 
basic principies of the faith, 

It is very discult to determine the level of adherence to Islam among the 
general population since no rigorous pubfic opinion data reflecting the influence 
of religious belief is presently available, During an extendd stay primasily in 
the &ma-Ata region during 1992-93, the author found that most 
identify themselves as Muslim, but this "Muslimness" seems to signify more of 
a cultural identity than a commitment to observing the faith. Kazakhs are care- 
kl to digerentiate themselves from the neighboring Uzbeks, whom they view as 
(religious) '"fanatics,"" and pride themselves on the fact that. women were never 
veiled in traditional Kazakh nomadic socieq. Raushan Mustafina, a Kaz& 
ethnologist who recently conduct& a study of religion in swhern KazaWlstan, 
supports the notion of limited religious observance. Mustafina finds that many 
K a z a m  consider Muslim ceremonies part of their "national"' rather than reii- 
gious heritage.I2 There does exist an 'cooler generation,"' the members of which 
consider themselves to be true believers, but younger and middle-aged Individ- 
uals usually have a sketchy knowledge of tradition. Moreover, even absewant 
Kaz&s often deviate from fomaf fasting and prayer  requirement^.'^ 

The historical ties of Kazakhstan with the fslamic world and remnants of Mus- 
lim identification among the K public are leaving an imprint on the repub- 
lic's foreign policy. High-level contacts between &&tan and Turkey began 
multiplying hefare the August 1991 coup aaempt, with officials on bath sides 
r ep~ ted ly  slt-cssing common Hnguistic us, and cultural bonds between 
the two nations. In the spring of 1991, stan's sinister of culture called 
President ?rurgut OzaE's visit to Kazakhstan a turning point in Kazakhstan- 
Tw&sh relations, remarking, "'We have a common language, religion, culture, 
and history, We had been apart for a while, we are naw reunited." Similarly, 
Resident Qzal explained that his interest in visiting Kazakhstan and k r b a i j m  
sbmmed from ""Turkey's h i s a ~ c  ties with the peoples of these mp~blics.'"~ By 
September 1991, Resident Nazarbaev was being received in Turkey with the 
fanfare usually reserved far a head of state; at the end of the Kamkhstan delega- 
tion's visit, the two governmen& signed agreesen& in the fields af I t m s p m -  
tion and telecommunications, and a memorandum of Inteat about- fuaher mn- 
tacts." The May 1992 visit of Turkish Prime Minister Demirel brought more 
concrete results; a wide range of agreements were signed-on the issuing of 
credit lines, the establishment of automobile and aviation transport links, and 
the deveiopment of small and medium enterprises. According to protocols 
signed at this meeting, TurGsh f ims  wouM cooprale with Ka&tm pmners 



to develop oil facilities and an electric power station in Aktiubinsk, to recon- 
struct the port of Atyrau (farmer Gur'ev), and to facilitate the transport of ex- 
ports from Kazakhstan across the Caspian, Black and Baltic seas.I6 

K&stan has also made eRogs to establish links with other Muslim coun- 
tries. En December 1991, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan became the first of the 
Soviet Muslim republics to send &legations in an observer capacity to the an- 
nual summit of the Organization of the Islamic Conference, held in Daka  that 
yeas, At the summit the representative from Kazakhstan, Sailau Batirsha-uEy, a 
deputy foreign minister who was educated in Syria and speaks Arabic, com- 
mented, "Kam&stm, like the Centfa1 Asian republics which were part of the 
USSR, has for many years been cut off from the outside world and even from its 
neighbors in terms of economic, cultural, and other ties in the Islamic world, . . . 
We are now on a sure road to opnness and inegation with the entire world 
community which, naturally, includes the Arab Kazakhst~ln officials 
have been exchanging visits with banking and trade officials from numerous 
Islarnic countries, includjng Saudi Arabia, Iran, and P&stan: the Saudis have 
already opened an equity joint venture Islamic bank in Alma-Ata. Af-Baraka 
Bank actually operates on the basis of I s l d c  law; that is, in accordance with 
the shariah's injunction against usuq, the bank allows no interest to be e m &  
on the loans it issues," By early 1992 Iran had signed agreements to open an 
Iranian bank in K a k h s t m  as well, and to assist in oil exploration and the trans- 
portation of goods between Kazabstan and kanian Caspian Sea p o r t ~ . ' ~  Simi- 
larly, Na~arbaev's visit to Pakistan, during which the p~s iden t  stressed that ties 
with the Islanric world are one of Alma-Ata's priorities, resulted in the signing 
of numerous protocols for cooperation in the fields of trade and econornies, sci- 
ence and technology, culture, sports and tourismq2@ 

Jn cooperating with countries of the Islamic world, the government of Ka&- 
stan has not neglected its Cenwal Asian counterparts. Since the summer of 1990, 
the leaders of the Central Asian republics have met several times all together, 
and bilaterally, to discuss various foms of cooperation. These contacts have led 
to discomfort in some Russian political circles, and have been described as ef- 
forts to set up an "Islamic'" or '"Turkic" bloc, Some mild play is given to the 
commn historical and spiritual ties shared by the Cenwal Asian poples (not all 
of whom are Turkic, of course), but the most saiking evidence of a role for 
Islam as the basis for foming a plitical or e~onornic community is held to be 
the symbolism of the meetings: for exmple, the May 1992 meeting between 
Kazus tan  and UzhEstan was held in the K a z d  city of Turkestan, home to 
the mausoleum of Skikh  Ahmd Yasavi, the Sufi saint who played a major role 
in bringing Islam to the region.2' 

Why this interest in developing ties with Muslim nations? One should recog- 
nize that the outside Muslim world is to a c e ~ n  extent courting KamWlstan. 
Exploring the motives of Turkey or Iran requires separitte treatment, but some 
general afsumptions can be made here. Religious and cultural-ethnic ties proba- 



bly encourage greater internst in this part of the world, as compated to a cultur- 
ally very distinct and geographically distant South America for example, but 
there are also adequate pragmatic considerations for Muslim nations to be inter- 
ested, After all, Kazakhstan and the other Central Asian republics represent a 
new market for consumer goods, and a new source of valuable raw materials, 
But what are the main reasons for the interest displayed on the Kamastan side? 

To some extent, we can take the expressions of spiritual and cultural bonds at 
face value; the leadership of K;tz&st;ln is acting upon a naturd interest in re- 
connecting with a part of the world with which it shares religious, culhrtat and 
ethnic bonds. The main deteminant of Kazakhstan foreign and trade policy, 
however, seem to be pragmatic, national interest. First, deveIoping diplomatic 
and trade relations with the Islamic world has kt@ to legitimize Kazakhstan's 
new sovereign status; while Western na~ons reacted cautiously to post-&gust 
1991 developments, Iran and Turkey were among the first governmen& to pro- 
vide much-needed international recognition to Kazakhstan. In this way, ties 
with the Islmic world can be viewed as srrengrhening sovereip Kazakhstan's 
entry into the world community, 

Secondly, econornic interest guides Kazaastants policies towards Muslim 
neighbon; establishing friendly ties and regular trade with region& neighbors is 
a matter of national interest for any state, and as an essentially land-locked na- 
tion, KazaIchgm needs to develop close ties with its regional neighbors in order 
to develop transpaation routes and facilities for anticipated imreases in raw 
material exports. Turkey, Iran, and Pakistan can all provide access to warrn- 
water ports.22 Furthemore, some of the Muslim nations are relatively conve- 
nient suppliers of much-neded consumer goods, and Turkish gods,  espeeidfy 
apparel, tailetries, and some food items have R d e d  markets in Kazakhstan. 

As for Kaz&stan% special relarionship with the rest of former Soviet Gen- 
&a1 Asia, Kazakh statemen& and press releases about Central Asian cooperation 
rarely mention common religious or ethnic roots as a basis for cooperation. 
What the agreemen& do stress, however, are the problems the republics share on 
their way to a difficult economic and poliricd &msfomation in a region which 
shaes many daunting problems, with environmental probtens rweiving much 
attention." Nazarbaev's chief molivarion far working closely with the other 
fomm Soviet Muslim republics, even in considering membership in the Eco- 
nomic Cooperation OrganizaGon, is not to "strengthen the position of Islam,'' 
but rather to preserve the links of integration cntcial to the functioning of the 
Kazakhstan economy and establish new trade relations to facilitate the tran- 
sition to the market economy." Mo~over, the development of greater coordina- 
tion of policies with other Cen&ali Asian states should not be seen as directed 
against the non-Muslim states of the CIS. The Kajbakhstan ladership, more than 
any other in Cenbal Asia, arid possibIy the entire mmonwealth, has worked 
hard to improve the links of the CIS and clearly views close relations with 
Russia as the best way to limit the damage of the coflapsed union economy; 



N m b a e v  has on numerous occasions made constfuctive proposals to maintain 
the mbIe zone and improve the overall coordination of economic policy among 
the countries of the CIS.Z5 

As further proof that pragmatic national interest guides Kazakhstan's rela- 
tionship with the Islamic world, we should recognize that Razakh leaders look 
to these countries for clues on political and economic development, and that in 
doing so, they express a prefe~nce for secular Turkey. The leadership of Kaza- 
khstan, like the leddership of other Central Asian states, views Turkey as a suc- 
cessful, secular political system with a measure of economic viabiliiy that can 
be feasibly attained in conditions of post-Soviet independenceSz6 Iran's theocra- 
cy is not a preferred model for Kazakhstan; when asked in an interview about 
the strength of religion in Kazakhstan, President Nazazbaev flatly denied any 
threat of Islamic fundamentalism due to the seculm bent of the KazAh people; 
and he further stressed, " k t  us again turn to Turkey. We regard its secular sys- 
tem as a model for Kazakhstan . . . State and religious affairs are separate. This 
reveals why Turkey is so important for KazaM-t~tan."~ Furthemore, Turkey pra- 
vides the lens through which Western capitalist development in general is 
viewed. In an interview published in the Turkish newspaper, Cumhapiyet, in De- 
cember 1%X, President N m b a e v  stressed, "I must emphasize that we regard 
Turkey as our economic hope . . . our historic ties with Turkey and its achieve 
men& in a short period have convinced us we should give priority to the West- 
ern During this challenging a-ansifron period, Ka 
tal, a strong private sector, and contact with international business and financial 
circles, which is precisely what the isolated Iranian economy could use itself; 
Turkeyr on the other hmd, has good, established trading and financial links with 
Europe and the United States and can facilitate Kazakhstan's entry to the world 
economy. 

Aside from recognizing the strong influence pragmatic poIitical and eco- 
nomic considerations have for Kazakhstan's establishment of  ties with the 
Islamic world, it is important to fook at the broader picture: the leadership of 
Kazakhstan is lmklng not to Turkey and the Islamic world alone for trade and 
culturat links and clues to developn~ent. The Republic of Korea is one of the 
models Naziarbaev publicly praised early on, and a delegaclan &om Kazakhstan 
visited Seoul back in November 1990 in search of foreign investment. P l ewd  
with his visit, then Prime Minister Nazarbaev stated, "Over the past 31) years, 
the Koreans have rapidly developd their economy with little natural resources 
. . . We think that these assets and the entire course of Korea's economic growth 
are a very proper experience for our republic. We plan to employ this exprience 
in our rep~blie."~ Nazafbaev also enlisted a Korem-Ame~can businessman and 
professor, Chm Young Bang, as an economic advisor, and interest in the ROK 
has found a place among parliamentarians' debates and in the press. Indeed, 
many individual Kazakhs, businessmen and ordinary workers alike, maintain 
that their country could become the fifth "Dragon'kr "Xger.''B 
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The leadership of Kazakhstan has been considering numerous models, 
hoping to incorporate the best features of all of them. Singaporean authositari- 
anism, Swiss consociationalism, and China's free trade zones all receive atten- 
tion. matever  links Kaakhstan does have with the Islmic world, they have no 
ill effect on relations with Israel. Israeli expertise in agriculture has not been 
overlooked; direct communication links were established with Israel in early 
January 1992, and plans for Eurther cooperation were lid out during Prime Min- 
ister Serge1 Tereshchenko's visit to Israel in fall t982.3' National newspapers 
have publish& seetions of the U.S. constitution for debate, speeches of the 
American ambassador, and U.S. Infomation Agency essays describing demo- 
cratic ideals and principles of market economy. Furthemore, while Kazakhstan 
bies to avail itself of the expertise and credit capacities of the countries of the 
Islamic world, the biggest deals contracted by the Kazakhstan government have 
been with Weste:m energy giants such as Chevron, British Gas, Agip, and Elf- 
Aq~itaine.2~ Rather than trying to choose between worlds, then, Kazakhstan 
pursues %reign and trade policies largely based on nation& economic interest. 
As one official in the presidential apparatus told the authof? "We will turn in 
whatever direction is beneficial-whether to China, Pakisran, Turkey, or Rus- 
sia." 

K-hsbn's balanced and eclectic vpraach in developing foreign refations 
has not taken shape in an idwlogical vacuum; external relations are reflective 
of domestic developments, as the leadership of strives to maintain a 
balance mong the &@went digions and echnicities represented in the population. 

me Spt 
One of the most obvious signs of a heightened role for Islam in the national 
identity of RazaWlstan was the establishment in January 1990 of the Spifitual 
Board for the Muslims of Kwdhstan (DUMK), separate from the original Cen- 
tral Asian spiritual board which had detemined Kazakh religious affairs for 
nearly half a centugy. This development may be viewed as a response to, or 
anticipation of grearer religious adherence mong  the local Muslim population. 
In the last several years, ethnic azaMts have been displaying a grearer interest 
in Islam. The Chief Mufti of ICazaM-tstan? Ratbek Hajji Nysanbai-uly, views 
chis gowing interest in religion as natural, considering the weight of I s l m  in 
Kmaf i  history and the ideoiogical vacuum formed with the discrediting of the 
Soviet regime.33 A locally-based muftiak will be better placed to deternine and 
meet the needs of growing numbers of believers, to organize and finance the 
constntction of mosques and the training of mullahs to administer circumcision, 
marriage, and burial rites, and so forth. 

Yet eteyond the logical goal of DUMK to provide for gowing spirimal needs 
among the Iocd population, the establislunent of an indepndent spiritual board 



in Kazakhstan accomplishes at least two major objectives. First, the D M K :  ap- 
paratus facilitates greater government influence over any process of Islamic re- 
vival taking place. The board is officially independent and self-financing, 
cldming to operate entirely on the contributions of believers. In fact, the new 
law on religious organizations declares that the state cannot flnance such orga- 
niations, Yet. the activities of the spiritual board are clearly still sanctioned 
from above to some extent, though how the actual lines of command work in 
post-Soviet Kazakhstan today is a diEcuIt question to answer. The new law on 
freedom of religion s p i f i e s  the formation by the president of Kazabstan of a 
state organ maintaining ties with religious associatisns. Presumably it is at least 
in part though the liaison and advising functions of this organ that the govern- 
ment influences D m K . "  

Second. the independent nuftiate acts as a symbol of sovereignty; had the 
directorate not been established before independence, the Kazakhs certainly 
wouId have scrambled (as did the Kirghiz and the Turhens)  to establish one 
after independence. More spifically, the crea~on of D M K  may be viewed as 
an outcome of Kazakh-Uzbek rivalry. Indeed, Mufti Nysanbai-uly has stated 
that the concentration of political and economic authority in Tashkent at the 
expnse of the Kazakhs and the cufturaE differences between KmaW and Uzbek 
Muslims were the main reasons for the establishment of a separate Kazakh 
board. In the 47 years of the existence of a joint Central Asian and Kazakh spir- 
itual directorate, Nysanbai-uly complained, not a single k a k h  was elevated to 
the position of head of the direetorate, and in general, Kazakhs were poorly 
represented among the offieiah of the directorate.15 The Kazakh Qadi Kalan 
had little control over Muslim financial contributions in the form of z d a t  and 
s&ka (religious almsgiving); over the decades miflionv of rubles were sent off 
to TasNrent" coffers, with the K Nuslim community having little to say 
about their subsequent use. Furthermore, the Mufti stressed that the K a d h  lan- 
guage, traditions and custom differ greatly from those of the Uzbeks; in partic- 
ular, he cornpiritned that D M S A K  famm (legal opinions) were issued entirely 
'kccording to Uzbek traditi~n."'~ The establishment of DUMR has had the 
added benefit of eliminating Tashkent's monopoly on religious education for the 
Kaz* Muslim community: it facilihM the establishment of the Nigher Is- 
Iamie Institute, from which the first class of 30 praduated in 1991." 

While the Kazakhstan s p i ~ ~ u a f  hard  stitl maintains l i nh  with the board in 
Tsashke-nt, greater effort has been made ts establish ties with nno-CIS Muslim 
countfies. Relations have been established with the ofEicial religious estabtish- 
rnenrs or ministries of Egypk nrkey, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan. One of the 
guests of honor at the second regular congress of Kazkhstan Mustims was an 
emissary from UAE and Kuwait (who offered one million rubles fbr the con- 
svuction of a new mosque); also attending were delegates from the TurEsh and 
Egyptian mufriates, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Iran, and M ~ n g o l i a . ~ ~  It is instruc- 
tive to note that arnong repesentatives from the peoples of the CIS present at 



the conference, no Central Asians were enumerated, nor were they mentioned in 
Mufti Nysanbai-uly's speech. Rather, the Mufti talked about the gains of inde- 
pndence and the benefits of international status such as that achieved by mem- 
bership in the United Nations, and described the development of ties with non- 
CIS Muslim states. 

Idam fn PulWical Pa&y 

If the creation of DUMK reflects a sarrctioned roje fbr the Islamic religion in 
Kazakh idenrity today, the most prominent unsmctioned incorporation of reli- 
@OR is manifested by the Alasb Pasty. Founded as a nationai independence party 
in the spring of 1990, though still not mgistered with the Ministry of Justice, the 
Alash Parry acts as an opposition movement to the official IsImic functionaries 
and openly cl-Iticizes the Nazarbaev regime." AAlash activists promote ideas that 
many K a m s t a n i  and Western ohsewers have called Turkish chauvinist and 
Islamic fundamentalist.@ Alash has attrxted mostly Kazakh and only Muslim 
followers, though the party program calls for f'reedom of worship and the right 
to =presentaeon an the part of members of all mligions and ethnicities in the 
rep~blic.~'  But clauses an freedom of worship do not allay the fears of many 
Russians and more secularly-ofiented f(azakhs who attribute to the party purely 
chauvinistic intentions, since the rights of the titular nationality of the repubIic 
occupy a special place in the Alash program. More precisely, the Kazakh nation 
possesses '"priority rights in the observation of its national ~raditions, the devel- 
opment of language and culture, and concerns over the rational and economical 
use of its natural riches*" Moreover, Islam, as the religion of the Kazab  people, 
occupies a prioriv psition among religions of the land. 

In terms of Goncrete Influence, however, it should be stressed that the Alash 
party relies on a small core of members and sympathizers; the State Committee 
m Youth has estimated that AIash represents the views of 3-5% of youth:= 
Atash gained fame-r notoriety-when a group of activists tsok over the 
Alma-Ata mosque for a couple of days in December 1991, Blockading the 
rnoque aNer the mid-day prayer, the Alashists accused Mufti Nysanbai-uty of 
having KGB ties and pilfering the refigious conununityk contributions tow& 
the constnrctisn of a new mosque in Alma Ata, One of the group appafently 
assaulM the mufti before he left the premises; several Afash leaders were later 
arrested and charged with inciting mass disorder." While some of the views ex- 
pressed by Alashists, espcially criticisms of the chief muftii, are echoed by or- 
dinary citizens, the sggresdveness and illegality of some of Alash's actions ap- 
parently find little resonance among the patient and unpoliticized bulk of 
KazWtani  society, 

Most larger parties and movements fomed since the collapse of the USSR 
claim a secular and ethnically neutral orientation, and their programs use strik- 
ingly similar rhetoric in calling for econarnic reform and national ethnic and 



spiritual accofd. The first large political movement to gain cunency in Kazakh- 
stan society was the environmental swial movement Nevada-Semipalatinsk, the 
name reflecting a commitment to ridding the world of nuclear testing sites. The 
creation of the populrnr writer, Olzhm Suleirnenov, Nevda-Semipdatinsk Anti- 
Nucleilr Movement provided the base from which the political party People's 

stan emerged in the fall of 1991; the parry "expl.esses the 
interests of the citizen of KazaWlstm independent of his national, class or reti- 
gious affiliation. . . . We call and wilf bf: caling a11 Kazakhstanis to [observe] 
mutual tolerance in interethnic reIations.'"14 The People" Congress Party, for 
which President Nazarbaev indicated strong support at the opening congress, 
and the Socialist Parry of Kazaklrstan, the direct successor to the Comunist 
Party of Kaws tan ,  have elicitRd supprt among former CFSU members and 
members of the governing elite; both are cornmined to a gradual establishment 
of a democmtic, multi-party political system and market refom, and exhibit no 
signs of radicalism. Most recently, a new political force with a platfom not 
dissimilar to that of People's Congress and similarly endorsed by Nambaev has 
emerged-the Union for National Unity of Kazakhstan (SNEK). Heded by 
People's Deputy Serik Abdrakhmanov, SNEK is actually the brainchild of an 
accomplished group of intellectuals, political scientists and sociologists wha 
have a solid commitment to maintaining an atmosphere of religious tolerance 
and ethnic calm and understanding in sovertaign Km&~tan.~$ It should be not- 
ed that even representatives of the Alash party, in recognition of the country's 
unique demograpEc composition, argue that only a secufar model Like that of 
the Republic of Turkey could be implemented in Kaz&stan-& 

When we analyze the platform and followings of Kazakh political. p a ~ e s ,  
we see that the larger story of political demands in Kazakhstan revolves not 
around Islam, or any religion, but rather wound nationalism. Since many pafties 
and movements adhere to a sirniliu. ideology in their commitmnt to the sover- 
eignty and market reform ideals proclaimed by the government, constituencies 
have broken down along ethnic, rather than class or ideological lines. In fact, 
Alash should be viewed as appafing not so much to a religious as to a national- 
ist audience, since many of its sbnces reflect a concern about improving the 
situdon af the K a z a  puple, The Civil Democratic Movement "Azat," which 
merged with other parties and movements to form. the Republican Party-Azat in 
fall 1992, in theory stands for "libeftyI quality, hternity, and a decent life for 
aII citizens of Ka~akhstan."~~ In practice, this movement p~rnmily concerns it- 
self with improving the plight of the XCazakh nation, which '"suffered greatly 
from the colonial and Russification potitics" of both the TsaJisr and the Soviet 
periods; supprters of the coalition fear that non-Kazakhs will dispropftion- 
ate1y benefit from the pfivatization of national assets!%ussian nationajism, as 
well, has become a pronounced feature of political activity over the last few 
years; Yedinstvs largely represents Russian reaction to the movement com- 
menced in 1989 to revive the status of the Kazakh language, which resulted 



in Kazakh being named the state language in the constitution. In addition, 
there are numerous small Cossack associations which essentially advocate se- 
mssion of the northern, predominantly Russian-populatd tenitories; their de- 
mands have potentidly the most explosive implications for Kazab-Russian 
reladons !' 

Still, in view of the greater influence of religion manifested in Muslim coun- 
tries over the last two decades, the reader may ask what would make Istm a 
stronger, and possibly divisive force among political parties? As a community- 
oriented philosophy with many social welfare features, Islam often appals to 
oppressed or disadvaneed membas of society. If, for exampIe, a significant 
portion of the ethnic Kazakhs begin to perceive that in spite of, or even because 
of economic reform, they are a disadvantaged population, or if Russian nation- 
alist movements begin highlighting the imgortance of Cbristim Olthodoxy for 
the achievement of their goals, Islamic parties could come to represent more 
than a fringe of the population. 

tffgfsfdon, M e m i n g  Im&aans, and a c W  ldeaiogy 
Given the increased authority of the K stan muftiate and the appearance of 
a plidcal p a ~ y  with an Islamic-oriented platfom, it is useful to consider how 
such &velopents fit in with overall state policy toward rezigion. The official 
policies of the indqendent state of Kmkhstan, while more tolerant of religious 
activity than those of the Soviet state, clearly Iimit the political role of religion. 
First of ail, Kazakhstan legidation maintains a separation between the church 
and stare; JI governing insti~utions are to be: secular in orientation, and the pres- 
ident and people's depudes are to be &mly and regularly elected at all levels. 
Second, a major goal during Nazarbaev's tenure has been the maintenance of 
multiethnic, muiticonfessiond hmony;  much of the increased visibility of re- 
ligion in politics has been used to give the appemanee of a hmonious multina- 
tional identity, 

When we examine legislation and state institutions, we see no evidence of 
preference being given to the Islamic religion, or any religion for that matter, 
The very first article in incipbs of Constitulional Smcture" sates, "'The 
Republic Kmbs tan  ( tan) is a democratic, secular and unitary state.''m 
National holidays consist only of the celebration of secular events; Tslanic hofi- 
days have not acquired the status of official  holiday^.^' Kazahtan legislation 
asserts equality before law for all citizens, "mregarcflez;s of the grounds on which 
citizejnship had been acquired, origin, social and property status, race and ethnic 
background, sex, education, Imguage, religious beliefs, political and other con- 
victions, kind and nature of aecupations, place of residence and other circum- 
stance~."~~ Moreover, the law on public associations forbids the creation of or- 
ganizations whose "statutory or program documents proclaim or realize 
in practice the ideas of racial, national, religious, and social, including class, 



exclusivity or enmity";53 this codification of oficial policy is precisely why 
Alash has experienced so many difficulties trying to register as a party. 

One of the constant themes expounded under the Nazarbaev leadership has 
been the multiethnic, multiconfessional hamony of the khstan population. 
While the focus is mainly on the dangers of ehnicicy based conflict, viewed as 
the potential Achilles heel of Kazakhstan's economic refom process, concern is 
also expressed about religious sentiments which could lead to conflict. In this 
light, the president has asserted be "will struggle uncompromisingly against or- 
ganizations of a clearly directed nationalist, chauvinistic persuasion. Kazakh- 
stan is a multinational republic, and its future and prospects [lie] only in the 
equality of all people irrespective of nationality, language, religion, and party 
dfitiation.'" A self-profess4 atheist, the president consistently rejects the pos- 
sibility of Islamic or any other '"fundamentalism'" in KazaWlstan: "We want to 
build a normal democratic state with an open economy, which is completely 
incompatible with any religious funda~nentalism. . . . One must take into ac- 
count that in our republic there are viuious faiths. . . But none of them can be- 
come [a] sfate [~eligionj."~~ Consequently, the s e c u l ~ s m  and centrism of the 
government's domestic policy feed into Alma-Ata's policies toward the outside 
world; Nazarbaev points out that the complex ethnic and religious composition 
of the population of Kazalrhstan make the countsy a natural bridge betwan East 
and West, Turks and Slavs, and Muslims and Chri~tians?~ 

Yet in view of this secular cenkism, what can explain the enhanced status 
granted to domestic Islamic institurions? Just as the muftiates established by 
Catherine I1 and Stalin served state interests, in the first case to reconcile the 
long-persecuted Muslims of the Russian empire, and in the second, to gain sup- 
port of Soviet Muslims during the second world war, the increased visibility of 
the Kazakhstan muftiate does imply greater recognition of local Muslimsheeds 
by the authorities. This development, however, should be seen in Iight of a gen- 
eral official softening toward all religions, and efforts to enlist spiritual leaders 
in support of regime goals. Mufti Nysanbai-uly attends all major official cde- 
bralions on holidays such as the National Rag Day and Independence Day, and 
other public functions, hut he is usually shadowed by the local regresenQtive of 
the Russian Qrthwiox Church, Father AIeksei (the Alma Ata and Semipalatinsk 
archbishop}. Other activities range from giving opening speeches at the annual 
Voice of Asia Music Festival and at the first World Conference of Spiritual Con- 
cord to blessing the construction of orphanages and childmn's medical centers.*' 
The spiritual leaders often arrive and sit together at such functions, giving the 
apparance, at least, of interconfessianaI cmpration. 

Conclusion 
The evidence cited above indicates that Kazakhstan's Islamic heritage does 
have an impact on contempor- polities, as oPficial circles and independent 



political organizations express an interest in drawing ctoser to MusIim states 
and raognizing tfie rights of Muslim believers. Islam in and of itself, however, 
does not determjne the identity of the Ka& people, nor the development of 
political parties. Islam came relatively late to the Kazakh steppe, the KazaWl 
people incorporated the religion into a highly variegaxed nomadic culture, and 
the development of Islam in Kazakhstan was furtker mdified, and highly con- 
strain&, by seven decades of communism, The sketchy understanding ethnic 
Razakhs often have s f  the precepts and traditons of Islam undemores the lim- 
ited influence the religion can have in shaping the national idenlity of incfepen- 
dent K a w ~ s t a n .  

In constfucting a fsreign policy, the leadership of Ka&hstan has responded 
to overtures by countries of the Islamic world to expand relations, but has used 
its Islamic heritage as merely a framework within which to pumue national eco- 
nomic interest in a part of the world that happens to share the same religion. The 
KazaMtstan leadership has skillfutIy maintained a balance by forging close ties 
with Western nations and international organizations, and clearly rwognizes 
that it stands to gain more economi~ally h m  Western industrialized nations 
and the capitalist East than from Muslim nations, mmy of whom lack the very 
i n f rmc tu re  and trading ties that Kazakhswn hopes to acquire. 

On the domestic front, Islam plays a greater role in public affajrs than it ever 
couId under the pre-glasnost' Soviet regime; both the high visibility of DUMK 
and the chief mufti and the a~tivities of the AIash p a y  are suilring. Yet the 
present government elicits the s u p p ~  of the A h a  Ah-based muftjate to dis- 
tance the k& community from religious developments in Uzbekistan and 
other Central Asian republics, and enEists both the Islamic and Orthodox clergy 
in trying to maintain the balance &tween all ethnic and mligious communities 
in the state. The development of parties Iike Alash, or even Azat, provides fur- 
ther evidence that Islam is k i n g  tapped in a way not incompatible with the goal 
of constructing a secular and tolerant state; preference for secular development 
models and rwognition of the need to ensure freedom of wornhip for all citizens 
in the repubIic is encouraging. The fact that the issues which political move- 
ments raise often have an ethnic or nationalist tinge, and that the leadership of 
Kazakhstan expends so much effort on propagating the need to maintain multi- 
ethnic h m o n y *  suggests &at the historical and linguistic revival of the k a M r  
nation and other nationalities of the country will play a larger role than retigion 
in determining the poiliticd character of independent kakhs t an .  

N 
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Commensals or hraites? 
Russians, 
and Others in Central Asia 

Edward Allworth 

Before the Soviet national republics started independently disassembling in 
EW1, fement partisans in the USSR had argued impjitely over who supported 
whom. In an enforced multi-etfinic union such as the former Russia-dominated 
Soviet Union, one ethnic group appear& to feed on another, How much did a 
certain group or regian owe the remainder? In what way could parity be 
achieved &tween nationalities that lived in conditions of mutual disrespect and 
discomfort? In other words, were Russians and Central Asians eating at a com- 
munal table, or were Russian supremacists entirely accurate when they claimed 
they supported the welfare of Uzbeks and fellow nationalities?$ Though the def- 
inition for parasite today specifies a one-sided gain or loss by one of t~ parties 
to the mangement, in the: old Creek meming for parrisitos the guest sang or 
convemed wittily for his supper* presumably pleasing his host as well as him- 
self. No evidence has ei~~erged in the sources that makes it sensible to envision 
that amiable concept as an image for any mlations, present or future, between 
the very unmused principals, Central Asia and Russia, 

How can schotms deternine when: the responsibilities of the most powerful 
p u p  begin and end? In that mmgement, to what extent did Russians desire 
and work for the good of non-Russians, especidly Centraf Asians? The range of 
such attitudes d i a g m s  not only territorial relations but ethnic viewpoints in the 
interplay &tween the eR%t one goup exerts upon the other. And dominating it 
dl: has been the huge presence of Russia, with its propensity to consume the 
resources, natmal and human, of Central Asia, like all the former Union. 

Central Asians and others regard the non-Russian nationalities of central 
Russia and Siberia virtually as agents of Russifrcation. Especially the Finnic 
and Turkic ones have undeeone centuries of cultural and linguistic assimila- 
tion. This presents a s tmge  paradax, far it was prmisely the Russians who in- 
sisted that Centml Asian KarakalpAs, Erghiz, Tajiks, Uzbeks, and the like 



adopt Russian-sryb monoethnlcity in glace of their trilditional supraethnic het- 
erogeneity. In this respect, Russia may have made a Iasring impact upon the 
thinking of generations of Central Asians, 

KLnds ot. Direct and Indlrecf Russian Influence 

This possibility gives a reminder &at an inquiry into Russian influence in Cen- 
tral Asia can consider the extent of the effect, the pemanence of the influence, 
andfor the nature of such impact. At feast tw of those dimensions of the ques- 
tion help to frame the main proposition: under the new conditions of declaratory 
independence, Central Asians may very likely abandon superficial Russianisms. 
IneIevant now are the tense public debates that as recently as 1985 arose mound 
the substitution of a local term (tom& bag, shopping bag) in place of a c o r n o n  
loan word from Russian, ( s u ~ ~ ) . ~  Central Asians no longer indigerently toler- 
ate naming their streets or instirutions for Maxim Gorky or dutifully attaching 
the Slavic patronymic -ov/-avnd-evich to young children's names. Nat nearly 
so easily, though, can they cast out the less visible, more manipulative and 
deeper intrusions of Russian influence inlo the Central Asim way of urban Iife 
and manner of thought. 

The changed situation today will force Central Asians and scholars studying 
their civilization to think very differently from the way they did earlier about 
the best ways to understSLnd the present relaGonships betttween old partners (per- 
sons associatd with another in some endeavor) such as Russia and Centtdl Asia, 
large conglomerates associated whether they l i b  it or not, for better or for 
worse. Qualitatively, what is the nature of that association now and what might 
it become? 

It appears that urban dwellers, notably the town intelligentsia, exprienced 
the strongest impact of planned Russian influence, for the Russian authorities 
meant to shape the new men and women in their image. This suggests that such 
innuence may have exerted its effect selwtively in diEerent degrees according 
to variations in socid identity among the population of Central Asia. 

Another argument that seems to supprt  the proposition regarding durable 
Russian impact indicates that negative, disruptive and therefore insidious intlu- 
ence evidently has had a more persistent effect than constructive influence on 
countryside as well as town. Central Asian dissenters and independent thinkers 
among the local population probably rightly judge certain seemingly positive 
measures taken in the area by Russian authorities to be detrimental to indige- 
nous cultural identity. 

Among other factors, the amount and frequency of contact between Russian 
residents and Central Asian inhabitants made a difference in attitudes toward 
Russia and its cultural and political loans to the region. Official statistics 
showed that nearly 24 million Russians resided in the USSR outside the Russian 
Republic in 1979, and 25.3 rnillion in 1989, but in some republics Russian num- 



bers had begun to deerease. In Uzkkistan between 1979 md 1989 the Russian 
ppulation dropped slightly from 1,666,000 to 1,653,000, reversing long-term 
trends. Tajikistan also seemed to grow less hospitabk to Russians. Some 6,600 
fewer Iived there in 1989 than had claimed residence in 1979. nough  Turk- 
menistan, tou, saw a small drop in numbers of Russians for the same deeade, 
both Kirgizia and Kazakhstan experienced a continue$ growth in their Russian 
popu1ation.Wotwi~tanding the persistence of large numbers of Russians in 
Central Asia, induding Kazakhstan, (9,519,958 in 19891, the nature of Russian 
influence within those non-Russian republics seems likely to alter and the 
amount of it to decline in certain ways under the new eircumst;mces. To assess 
that possibifity, it hdps to identify the influence and the channels comunicat- 
ing influence as a prelude to comparing the past with Russian survivals in the 
present. 

If influence is the capaity or power of someone or sametfiing to affect the 
acts or minds of others without using direct or tangible means, what is "Russian 
influence?Tonventiondlys the definition excludes from this study measures of 
a physical mfi+oer@ion or force-xert:ed by the military, the police and gov- 
ernment officials, Nor wiH this interpretation of influence admit "stsuctural vio- 
lence," a term used in peace studies to descnibe impersonal, less visible harm 
inflicted indirectly through measures such as economic confiscation, organized 
deprivation or careless neglect and comparable palicies applied or measures 
taken against certain categories of peoplee4 

Nevertheless, the legacy of suasion under the Russians leaves lingering ef- 
fects in the memory of Central Asians. A balanced study cannot ignore these 
memories, though force and violence generated them, as motivations for resid- 
ual Central Asian anitudes about Russia. 

After Amk Temirr (Tamerlane) and time put an end to Mongol rule around 
1370, Central Asian people experienced independence for many centuries, with 
very few intenup~ons. They repeatedly drove off outside enemies or assimi- 
lated invaders. Often beset by internal strife% nonetheless, they remain& politi- 
cailty self-reliant until conquered by Russians between approximately 1830 and 
1885. 

After the Russian conquest of Centraf Asia, traditional Muslirns, although 
fomally excluded from politics in Russia, in principle rejected almost every- 
thing Russian. In general, the testimony now available for the pre-Soviet period 
seems to show that whiie Central Asian refomists in the twentie& century ac- 
cepted the expedient of learning about Europe's advances primarily through 
Russian sources, the relbnnists, too, generalEy kept aloof from Russian beliefs 
and values. This response limited and conditioned the nature and the degree of 
influewe exerted at the time by Russia upon Central Asians and their cutture, 
Briefly, between 1917 and 1924, after the collapse of Tsarism in spring 1917, 
Central Asians renewed that push for independence. 

The Soviet perid,  however, ltrougkt a major change. Russiam coinprised 



58.2 percent of membership but nearly 100 percent af the top leadership of the 
Communist Party as Late as 1990. That muation between Communist Party and 
Russia began to weaken when First Sceretary Mikhail G~rbachev officially sus- 
pend& activity of the CPSU and resigned from the pasty on August 24, 199lS5 

Besides the numerous Russian Party me~nbers, in 1990, more than 1.2 mif- 
lion Central Asians beIonged to the CP? Some observers may regard indigenous, 
non-Russian Gommunisls in Central Asia more as represenbtives of Moscow 
and the Russians than as Communist nationalists primarily filiated with their 
homeland, In that case, a study of Russian influence on Central Asia becomes 
even more complicated than before. An andysis of the relations between local 
Central Asian Communists and the remaining indigenous population of the re- 
gion might then necessarily need to include a factor of indirttct influence (from 
Russian CP Ieaders and members through Central Asian CP chiefs and fol- 
lowers) in assessing the nature and extent of Russian influence exerted upon 
Kazakhs, Kirghiz, tizbeks and others, Undoubtedly, some such indirect influ- 
ence reflects the durability of the Russian impact in Central Asia, though it will 
be nearly impossible to measure its degree. But, whiIe some Iocal political 
structures resemble the pre-1991 consteilation, two aspects of the present con- 
figuration radicdly differ from the pattern of the past. 

The Russian Republic presently acts indepndently of the fomer center but 
rather paternalistically towmd some nan-Russian republics such ilrs h e n i a  and 
Kazakhstan. And, non-Russian r-epublics of the former Soviet Union are sect-king 
and geging responsibili~ for their domesric af%airs to a large extent. 

This history raises a puzzling question about the depth of Russian influenee 
in the 1990s. Why did the leaders of the present five Central Asian republics 
(including Kazakhstan) cling to Moscow now? On October 18, 1991, the five 
signed President MikbaiI Gorbachev" economic accord, affirmed again in No- 
vember when they joined seven other teaders to sign another version of such an 
Ltgreement, During his visit to the USA in October* 1991, Dr, A s h  Akaev, Re+- 
ident of Kyrgyzstan, known to embrace demacracy and treasure independence, 
declared that it was the only sensible thing for his =public and orhers to join 
with Russia in an economic union.? 

A fear of economic inadquacy seems to combine with habitual consema- 
tism among many southern Central Asians to overpower the old memorjl of in- 
dependence and dampen the desire for freedom. How strongly they recalX very 
recent Cummunist Party ~b l i a t i on  against dissent cannot be forgagen. Nor i s  it 
clear how important n role tke motives of power and privilege arnong some 
Central Asian leaders (in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, for a m p l e )  now plays in 
this reluctance to leap at the chance fox true slf-reliance. 

One tentative explanation for the Central Asian refusal, to lhraw off the ties 
that bind them to the old constellation of Soviet republics may be stated in the 
following proposition: Although mmy deeades of Soviet Russian indoctrination 
have not entirely erased a eofleclive memory of independence, the most pro- 



found Russian influence, conscious or unconscious, seems to be the successful 
transmission to Central Asia of a sense of inferiority amounting to dependence. 
This inflwnce is conveyed either by analogy t h o u &  sharing Russia's persis- 
tent sense of pusillanimity before Western Europe's c u l m  and economy) and/ 
or as a consequence of Marxist-Leninist ideology. The relentless propaganda 
and daily practice \bansmitted to Central Asian society and leademhip a sense of 
inconpetence to manage the region" aRaff8Srs under Communism without Rus- 
sian direction. That capacity of Russian influence to demoralize non-Russim 
society also appears to have deslroyed Central Asiansydeas of cornunity that 
once gave a gr-eater sense of coher-ence than at present to the p p u l a ~ e  of the 
region. 

Under the changing conditions of the 1980s and 1990s in Central Asia, the 
extent af the evolufion to a modern group identity will determine the nature of 
answers to questions about dependence or =If-reliance in the region. How far 
Central Asia's evolugon to a modern identity can go under the changing condi- 
tions of the 1990s depends in good part upon how effectively people of the re- 
gion understand, confront and deal with the ~ r v a s i v e  Russian influences of the 
past and present. If they reject entirely the Comunist  system and ideology that 
they associate with the Russians, Central Asians will have to decide what as- 
pwts of the Russian ways that they have been trained to accept for over 120 
years they can safely, logically retain. 

R u s s b  A m d m  T o w d  Central Aslans 
Russian chauvinism, like the doctrine of white supremacy articulated dwing 
the 195Qs-1960s in the southern U.S., has poisoned the ground on which non- 
Russians Live in many parts of the Empire-Tsarist, Soviet or post-Soviet. At 
the same time, the frequent expression of notions about Russian supremacy 
eommonly carried with them one central conviction. People on either side of the 
RussianlGentral Asian cultural divide seemed sure that the others-non-white 
or white, Asian or Slavic-benefit& more than they did h m  either voluntary 
or enforced assaciation in the shared society. 

This conviction typically reinforced several crippling attitudes among its 
pdsans .  The dependent ethnic group often felt itself inferior and behaved ac- 
cordingly, thus prolonging the inequdity. In turn, rewntment arose in the domi- 
nant group if members of the dependant group a p p r e d  to make even small 
economic or social advanc~s. Frequenlty, Gentrat Asian people hfamed neigh- 
baring non-Russians for their own distress. Russians despised Central Asians. 

Soviet Russians inheGted from their Tsrvist preidmessors several aasfumptions 
that contribute to the complexity of the relations between them and Central 
Asians on the &:nitoq of the fonner Soviet Union. These opinions hold that the 
Russian culture, political system, chmcter and, ideo1og:y are innately superior 
to t h e  of Central Asia. 



Culture. At Ieast as early as the eighteen& century, Russian aristocrats as- 
s u m 4  that they possesserf a superior culture and language that non-Russians in 
or around the Empire should accept and prefer to any other. 

Political System. After the nineteenth-century Russian invrtsion of Central 
Asia, Russians in St. Petersburg and at the colonial headquartem in TasNrent 
believed that they owned the people and lands of the Central Asian region and 
that an authori~rian colonial system best conveyed the alleged benefits of Rus- 
sian civilization to non-Russians in the state. Even before Tsarist troops com- 
pleted the conquest, one Russian spokesman summed it up when he advocaed 
"the incuEcation of a Russian way of life (nachala zhizn') among the native pop- 
ulation [of T~rbstan]."~ 

Chctracter. The ordinary Russian, sure that he could identify Asians by phys- 
ical appearance, customs or speech, wnsidered them dmgerous and tricky. In 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centtlries, when he regarded Asians as hu- 
man, he called them zver'-"'beast" and rated them humanly inferior to every- 
day Rus~ians.~ Late in the twentieth centusy, such Russians continued their den- 
igation of Central Asians, A story circulated among ordinary Russians in the 
USSR in the 1970s illustrates the attitude: 

A Russian lieutenant passing before a row of new conscripts goes up to one of 
them and asks: '"Just who are you?'" "Private fvanov," answers the soldier. l%e 
lieutenmt approghes another and puts the very same question: '"vate Peirov," 
answers the soldier. "Good man," says the lieutenant and moves on, He ap- 
proaches yet aaother soldier and asks: "Who are you?-at one answen, "An 
Uzbek*" 

"'Look," says the lieutenant, "you're in the Army, now; they gave you a uni- 
form and shaved your head, who are you at presentT"'An Uzbek," ilnswers the 
soldier. "'Sergeant," says the lieutenant, "please explain to the soldier who he is."' 
The Ukrajnian sergeant and the Uzbek move out of the ranks. In five dnutes they 
=cum, the sergeant mbbing his EmucMes, the Uzbek baMered and bruised. "'Now 
do you know who you are?"' the lieutenant asks the Uzbeb. ""Yes sir, comrade 
lieutenant," responds ik U%brtk. ""A fucking cl8urka &&annalir churka)." 

A young emigrant from the Soviet Union retated this Toke" to the author of 
this chapter to illustrate the Russian view of Central Asians prevalent in the 
second half of the twentieth centusy, Other sources confirm this attitude," His 
story demonstrates that outloctk well enough, and its language ailso shows that 
the soldiers bearing the c a m o n  Russian names lvanov and Petrov felt rhem- 
selves at home in the Soviet military, Asked to identify himself, the third draftee 
specified his nationdity instead of his atarne, for he knew himself an alien in the 
Soviet system. His experience paratleted that of countless Central Asians placed 
in Soviet organizations, universities, and institutions inside and outside Central 
Asia before the late 1980s. 



Tde~logy. Both before and after 1917, Russians generally convinced them- 
selves that Central Asia was and is a backward region requiring their ideological 
guidance, both religious and political. Russian intellectuab and other observers 
bave not always agreed that the Russian model justified such faith. An au&or 
visiting Central Asia in f(3Qli wrote of the plentiful use of alcohol: "At festive 
times, beer and brandy sends Muslims reeling and shouting through the streets, 
visiting houses of ill repute, misbehaving themselves in every way and rounding 
out the festival with a day or two in the police station, . . . the advent of the 
Russians, prostitution has entered and has spread rapidly, even in the family 

AIrnost a decade Iater, a Russian observer offered an intersting thesis con- 
cerning the lamentable effects of imposing one culture upon another. Using 
Central Asia as his example, he proposd that, ''The negative side of any civili- 
zation is always adopted faster and more readily [than the positive aspects] by 
the ordinw people and produces the most meIancholy results." He cites what 
he catls mass "'Russian'" drunkenness on bazaar days, a borrowed vice unknown 
before Russians arrived, if people d i s r eg~d  the use of kumys and buza (slightly 
aEehoholic drinks of femented mare's milk and of millet). 'The main cause of 
the spread of drunkenness mong  the SaTtS,"he writes, "of course must be seen 
in the urus mardzfaa (the Russian hussy), who is the rnajn attractj.an in a11 the 
disreputable dsinking places." Re adds that open prostitution came to Turlristan 
after the Russian invasion.12 

Much more recently, Russians at lower and higher levels of society have ex- 
pressed great contempt @ward non-Russians. The Russian patriotic organiza- 
dons Pamiat' and Otechestvo frequently focused conservative opinion in the 
late 1980s and Iater. The "'Manifesto" of Pamiat-hat a p p a r d  in Moscow in 
January 1989 included several afticles demanding what it cctnsiders the restora- 
tion of Russian hegemony in one great power.'3 The individuds assembled in 
such organizations have another painted grievance, They insist that through a 
kind of affinnati~re action the Soviet state subordinat& Russians ta the national- 
ities in the USSR and, by pursuing this policy, curried favor with the non- 
Russian republics and their people. At the same time, Pamiat', far example, ap- 
pears to favor segfegatian and banning miscegenation between e th i c  groups in 
order to preserve what it imagines to be a racial purity of real Russia=14 

While thbse threaten& by genuine or fancied accompiishments among non- 
Russians of the Soviet Union focused u p n  recovering what they described as 
equality, some more erudite Russims harbored a suprisingly patsanising at- 
titude toward nationalities. Academician Dmitril S. tikhachev, speaking to 
Columbia University's W. Averell Warriman Institute for Advanced Study of the 
Soviet Union in November 1990, surprised some listeners by restating old ideas 
about Russia's "white man%'%urden to enlighten the state's non-Russians. Aca- 
demician Likhachev said 



Russia's mission has been determined by her position among other nations, small 
and $reat-some three hundred of them-th& have required protection. Russia 
served as a vast %ridge" chiefly cultural, for these poples. . . . Although the 
Russian peopIe9s m1ture and mentality seem alien to such acts of agressian as 
the pattitioning of Paland and the annexation of Central Asia, these acts were 
undertken by the state on the peopie's behalf. . . .I5 

To western ears that traditionai Russian interpretation of and attitude toward 
Russia" role in regard to non-Russians of the Empire sounded out-dated. Yet the 
prsistence of such views is truly relevant to any attempt to understand the na- 
ture of Russian influence in Central Asia. 

Rt?sp lom to RawIan Muerrce and A m d ~  

Evidence for Central Asians' assessmnts of Russia and Russians generally re- 
mains more diffuse and elusive than these accounts. In the nineteen& century, 
diplomats, merchants and their retinues traveling from Bukhara or m i v a  to 
Russia admired St. Petersburg's or Moscow's streets, facilities, and other insti- 
tutions, apparef, and additional signs of the standard of living enjoyed by the 
well-to-do. Some Central Adans also manreled at what they observed in the 
new (Russian) city constructed in part of T ~ h k e n t , ' ~  The aaitudes of people less 
impressed by thc materid side of Russian life for the most part evidentiy remain 
unpublished. Before the conquest of Central Asia by Tsarist &oops, o%cials and 
religious leaders in the Bukharan Emirate and Kokand Khanate denounced Rus- 
sians as unkfievers and enemies. After the Russian occupation began, however, 
panegyrics to Russian princes came promptly fmm the pens of Central Asian 
p e t s  aaustomed to living under tyrants. But those eulogies (qasihs) prdably 
reflected traditional reactions more than contemporary attitudes." Thus, it 
would be inaccurate to say that Central Asian Communist politicians learned the 
function and art of issuing eulogies to rulers from Russians. This then developed 
into the practice of dedicating panegyrics to politicaf party officials during 
the regime of the Russian-dominated Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(GPSU)' '" 

Some Jadids (refomisis) of the early twentieth century, after the first 50 
years of Russian colonial government over southern Central Asia, csmpli- 
mented Russia's universiry system and advocated learning the Russian Eanpage 
as a mute to economic progress." Most refomists refrgned from pr&sing the 
values or the thinking of the Christian Russians. 

Until the 1980s, Russian-back& nationality policies affecting Cenval Asims 
and other non-Russians of the Soviet Union seemed well on the way to produc- 
ing among the nationalities a new indigenous intelligentsia devoid of original 
thinking. Independent thinkers, carefully monitored, could uansmit their in- 
sights regarding the Central Asian condition only pfivakly by word of mouth, if 
at all. Following the opening of the press and broadcast media to a vde ty  of 



viewpoints beginning around 1985, the individualism of some inteHmtuals soon 
attracted notice. 

This Central Asian alternative to the plentiful Russian-molded CP drones 
made a difference in public opinion. For the first time since the 1920s some 
independent tbinkers moved discussion away from the prescriptive adulation of 
everjrthing Russian and turned to the h m f u l  effects of the long Russian domi- 
nation in the region. Government refoms made under "openness" only partially 
explain why these Centfag Asians st to speak out more loudly in the mid- 
1980s. An articulate minority, born no e ~ l i e r  than the late 1930s. had matured 
after World War II and the death of Joseph V. Stdin, CPSU First Secretary. This 
cohort of Cenh-al Asians grew up mostly aloof from the psychological damage 
of communist police terror, As a result, it possessed an outlook quite diEerent 
from that of its pments' generation. 

Nonconforming Central Asian intellectuals of the 1980s seemed to sense the 
coming collapse of Soviet Russian authority over them. In addition to benefit- 
ting from that accident of birth and possibly paftly because of it, these rising 
intellectuals intuitively seemed to foresee a change impnding in their social 
and political environment. Some used the unexpected oppoaunity to advance 
professional careers. A very few others turned to renewal, through cultural/ 
social introspection, vital for their countrymen. These undeflook group self- 
analysis that entailed publicly interpreting the evidence and the myths concern- 
ing the Centrd Asian experience under the Russians. The late twentieth-century 
writers Looked pointedly at the humiliation and disabilities suffered by Central 
Asia thxough long subjugahan to the attitudes shown by Russian leaders. 

Almost inevitably, as in the Jadid circles of 190&-1920, writers and poets 
made up these new "reformists." Abduqahhar Ibrsthimov (b.19391, Jamal Kamai 
(b.1938), Walima Khradayberdieva (b-19483, Muhammad Salih (b.ca.1949), 
Olzhas Suleimenov (b.19??), Erkin Wahidov (b.1936), and others initially 
earned respect among the readers of presnt-day Central Asia for oEeFing audi- 
ences exp~ss ive  pwstry md fiction. The refomists of much earlier d ~ a d e s  had 
composed lessons in the forms of stories and plays to be perfomed for a com- 
munity that could not read. Unlike the Jadids of old, the new intellectuals en- 
d e a v o d  to reach out to a more schooled ppulation painfully illitera& in the 
language of non-confomity and self expression. 

Reformist Jamal Kamd, writing about the great artistic Iegacy left to the 
Shaybanid Uzbeks and subsequent Central Asians by Temiir descendants, re- 
minded readers in I991 that Tsarist Russia's orientalists sonletimm asrived in 
Central Asia with more than a sehoirvy agenda. After several visits to Turkistm, 
Professor Vasilii V, Barthold reported to his colleagues in St. Petersburg: 
"The Turkistanians have all yielded to our military superiority, but have 
in no way submittd to our spirituallmoraf superioiity. The task [we face] con- 
sists of bringing about acknowledgement of that very thing. . . .We would be 
unable to say that we decisively earned a victory so ktng as they did not accept 



that superiority,"*@ Reformist Kamal commented that for 100 years Central 
Asians have remained subject to that slogan about their spirihlal inferiority to 
Russia. 

Consistent with the complaint about historical abuses are the more recent 
charges advmced by Abduqahhar Ebrahimov, noted first as an important drama- 
tist. If Uzbekistan requires specialists to aid its rebuilding, attract them from the 
Arab Middle East, he advocates. One should not allow migration into Uzbeki- 
stan by people who come only for their own gain. During the years of the Rus- 
sian revolution, regrets the author* m ~ n I y  troops for Mikhail Fmnze and police 
for Felix Dzenhinski'i came to the area. Even the "'Iemed echelon" that opened 
a universiv arrived not to help Central Asia, Citing registration figures, he notes 
that out of 1,467 students enrolled in the Turkistan State University in 1920, 38 
were Central Asians. And as soon as this "echelon" arrived, authorities closed 
the Turkistan State Darilfunun established by Munavvar Qari in 1918 for 
Central Asians. 

Turning to abuses in more recent decades, Mr. Ibrahimov reported m inter- 
view with an Uzbek medic& official who testified that the labre= from else- 
where in the USSR who poured into TmNcent &er the ehqual ie  of 1966 im- 
ported with them venereal diseases that s M R d  an epidmic in Centfal Asia. But 
such carriers of disease could not be deported, for that would have h m d  the 
"friendship between ethnic groups*' so persistently sioganized by ideologists. 
He urged non-Central Asians to leave Central Asia and re-emigrate to their 
homelands, Though he paintedly avoided mentioning the Russians, he tisted 
groups often wen by Central Asims as their proges, the Tams in Uzbekistan 
(467,800 in the 1989 Soviet census reports), Koreans (183,W in 19891, and 
Ukaainians (153,W in 1989).'# Finally, Mr. Ibrahimov observed that Russian- 
language newspapers and journals, being publish& in Moscow as uutlets of 
Union-wide organizations or agencies, almost never publicized the life of 
Uzbekistan, or if they did, only from a one-sided or erroneous standpoint. 

M e n  Central Asia's new refomists aired a grievance, they departed from 
the behavior so long part of the etiquette expected among the non-Russians. 
That change evidences a slackening of fear of repercussions. It also shows that 
the inteIlectuaIs ceased tn respect the authority of Russian ideas, not only of 
political and sucid decorum in public opinion, but of the ideas that for decades 
greatly influenced Centrat Asian behavior, The coneemporary Taskent poet and 
political activist, Muhammd Salih, announced as a candidate for the presiden- 
cy of Uzbekistan oppsing the Communist Party holdover Islafn A, Kaimov in 
1991.ZZ As a People's Representative of Uzbekistan in December 1990, Mr. 
Sdih had openly discussed the danger of prolonging the seventy years of Gen- 
tral Asia" subservience for another 70 years if Uzbeks and their kinsmen failed 
to strike out on a new path, away from the habitual de~ndence?~  

One b n e  of contention between the Russian center and Central Asians in the 
late Soviet period was the propod to control births in Central Asia and other 



non-Slavic areas. The eponymous nationalities of T a ~ i k i s ~ n ,  Uzbekistan and 
other repuMics are known to prize large f d l i e s .  As earfy as 1982, U z b b  had 
recognized by far the most families (65,000 molhers) with ten or more living 
oRspring apiece under the age of 20 on the territory of the Soviet Union, 

The USSR program to encourage childbirths began of'ficially on July 8, 1944 
in a move to replenish the manpower and womanpower of the Soviet West, dras- 
tically depleted by losses in WorM War E, Statisticians recorded these numbers 
carefully, because government authorities decoraled such women with medals, 
granted them financial suppert according to the number of Living chiI&en, enti- 
tled many to pensions by the age of SO, and the Iike. During a nine-week period 
fmm May 2 to July 11, 1973, for example, the Supreme Council of the USSR 
awarded the title of 'Weroine Mother" to 3,483 women. Central Asian mothers 
made up 2,549 (73.18 percent) of the total, though the population of Central 
Asia, including outsiders, in 1970 represented but 32,799,44.2 (13.56 percent) of 
the Soviet Union" 241,720,134 ~opXe ,2~  The pattern continued. The last two 
weeks in May 11989, the Supreme Council of the USSR recognized 758 women 
for their many living children. krfothers in Central Asian republics bore 631 
(83.2 percent) of themSz5 

Thus, policies limiting births would have curtailed family eeonomic allow- 
ances and, from a non-Russim's point of view, might have restricted the growth 
of the rela~vely small Central Asian nationalilies. 

Mr. Salih carried on a polemic against the Russian policy of limiting fertiUty 
in Central Asia by challenging the remarks of an Uzbek economist and social 
commentator, Dr. Rano UbaydulEaeva. Consonant with the Russian policy, she 
advocated a substantial reduelion in the child-woman ratio through spacing out 
each Central Asian woman's pregnancies to no more than one in each five to 
seven years. If applied, rhat formula would have strikingiy limited the numbers 
of children in a great many families. Mr. Salih appmently regaxded this pro- 
posed Russian-spnsored policy toward natality as an undesiratrte fonn of influ- 
ence, perhaps one that reached beyond persuasion and, in his mind, mounted to 
'"structural ~ io lence ."~  

If all refom-minded Central Asians spoke up about specific actions and atti- 
tudes influencing their lives owing to the overlordship of Russia, they could 
undoubtedly cite many more instances of it than the few mention& h e .  These 
exmples have a purpose different from providing an inventory of complaints. 
Instead, they testify to the underlying assumptions and policies of Russians and 
af certain Central Asian responses to them. One impfiant effect, in addition to 
those already discussed, bbeeomes apparent only now, when a new outspken- 
ness aIIows mformists to reveal their red feelings about the tutelage they have 
endured for decades. 

A younger, well-educated Central Asian has since 3990 assess& Russian in- 
Buence in relation to the social stratification of his countsymen in the following 
terns: 



1 ,  Russian influence is diminishing generally among the urban intelligen- 
tsia; 

2. even before the introducrjon of President Mikhail S. Gorbachev" policies 
called resmcturing and openness, such influence was virtually non-exis- 
tent in the Central Asian countryside: "country people don't want to be 
amund Russians""; 

3. ordinary citizens Cfuqara) in town and country lack any inclination toward 
the Russians; 

4. if the ordinary citizen thinks about the Comunist  Party fin Uzbekistan in 
1991 renamed the KIr&tq DetrmkriitjLi PCilriyiisi) at all, he identifies it: 
with the Russians?? 

On the other hand, another Central Asian intellectual pointed, out in late 1991 
that the upbringing of young Central Asians who proceeded through the levels 
of the: schooling system and on to university training corresponded everywhere 
in the region to the Russian practice and organization of education. Russian 
metbads, vocabulary and values pervaded his entire cultural life. We felt that it 
would rake decades to discard such influence from the Cenxral h i a n  soeiety, In 
other words, such Russian influence would persist until the rise of new genera- 
tions in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and everywhere in Central Asia supplied a popu- 
lation without the imprint of Russian influence, direct or indirect.28 

The impositjon of the Russian language in Central Asia and its influence on 
local language has k e n  the subject of much discussion. A series of laws put 
&ough by individual republics at the end of the Soviet period replaced Russian 
with local. lanpages in the administration of essentially all the Central Asian 
republics, Nonetheless, reaction to this legislation varies from one place to an- 
other. In Kirgizia the Supreme Council legaiy made Kirghiz the state lmguage 
on September 23, 1989.24 Nevertheless, Russian continues to play a role in the 
Republic. During a visit in fall 1991 to the United States of Amerlca, the young 
President of Kyrgyzsm, Dr. Askar Akaev, and his Foreign Minister, Dr. Murad- 
bek Imanaliev, alred one academic group what language they would prefer to 
use on the occasion, agreeing wich tlne Americans that Russian might serve best. 
Each visitor, fluent in Kirghiz and other languages, then chose to speak to 
Americans in perfectly unaccented Russian.30 Thirty-five-yea-old Minister 
Imanaliev described to this author a regimen of schooling and higher education 
entirely in the Russian language lwting from early boyhood ta profession& 
training and work. In his views such a; pattern was typical of his generation in 
Kiri;izia and Kazakh~tan.~~ 

Senior professors visiting the United States of America at digerent: times dur- 
ing 1991 from AIma A&% Institute for Language and Arts of Kazakhstan, on the 
other hand, never raised the possibility of using Russian. In fact, they also de- 
clined to emptoy Russian in individual conversations. Although capable of 
s p k i n g  Russian fluent15 they always addressed their various audiences in Ka- 



&. Kazmstan, too, in fall 1989, had designated its epnymous language the 
state language of the Republic.32 

Evidently, this Central Asian national ity regards as especially appropriate 
and important the public assertion of linguistic identity. Professors B a g h ~ b k  
Qundaqbaev in March 1991 and Rahmanqul Benlibaev in August 1991 made 
contact with a number of scholars and students in New York City, Not once did 
the author of this chapter hear either of them resort ta Russian in communiea- 
tion, although they often encountered individuals wbo could not understtutd the 
Kazakh language. According to a grduate student, Mr. Orhan Soylemez, who 
met Professor Berdibaev on his arrival at the intemrttiond *art, the Professor 
refused to speak Russian, though the student had peat  difficulty comunicat- 
ing with him in KmM,, which he did not know at that time. At the University 
of Washington, Professor Berdibaev once lectured in Russian, only, as he said, 
"because f am speaking in "Russia House' (a facility on the Seanle cmpus  de- 
voted to Russian culture).'"" 

These reactions point not only to group influence, but to the noticeable dis- 
connection betwan Russians and certain indigenous groupings and communi- 
ties in the region. It may be ventured that the regime hea@umer& in Mosow 
after 1917 squandered a splendid opportunity to win the hems of this major 
Asian segment of the fomer Russian Empire. Overbeaing Russian influence 
has proved counteqrductive by generating antilgonistic opposition in place of 
ready acceptance among Central Asia's rising cultural leaders. NeveheIess, a 
mature generation of bureaucrats, politjcat figures, officials and adminiseators 
of tfie Academy of Sciences, Ministry of Culture and other ministries remain 
partial to the old sysam. They committed themselves to it despite tbe fact that 
the Russian ideas guiding them largely undermined the urge for separate Central 
Asian identity and independence from Russia. How, under drasticalfy altered 
circumtanms of indepndence for the five republics, both those who cooper- 
ated zealously with the Soviet system and those who did not must face the pres- 
ence of Russians and the heritage of Russian inflwnce in a new way, 

M&es and F d l n l p  &a& Color Gmup Reldsns  
Not dl influential men and women slavishly adhered to the old sysem. Perhaps 
Central Asian intel1eetuaIs now recogniz Russia's real feelings toward them as 
the inationat ntcitude it is-all racism or erhnoeentrism being emotional rather 
than reasoned. The First Secretary, Ifionid I. Brezhnev, r~vealed this clearly 
while hiking in Kussia with visiting British Prime Minister Mwgaret Thatcher 
in the 1970s. To her c o m e n t  (made bfom Russian and Cenrral Asian troops 
invaded Afghanistan in 1979) that it was gratifying; to find no serious djScu1ties 
putting their two countries at odds, the First Sec re tq  answered: "Madarn, there 
is only one impoflant question facing us, and that is the question [ofl whether 
the white race will survive."In a sentence, the Russian Leader confirmed 



directly what many other murces hint at. Russians fear the Asians within and 
without the old Empire and categorize them as Bangerous to the survival of fair 
Sla~dom.~" 

It is unimaginable that the ethnic groups comprising the two mutually suspi- 
cious sides of this pairing can find the trust needed to accept what might be 
beneficial exchanges between them, Yet, rationaliry usually prevails in some 
spheres, and it will reveal that goadness, talent, and posirive attributes reside 
somewhere in Russia and in Central Asia, 

When the indigenous peoples of Central Asia succeed during the 1990s in 
reestablishing themselves as an independent country or countries separate from 
Russia, previous arguments couched in terms of inequality and affirmative ac- 
tion within one state will cease to apply. As populations of sovereign states, 
Central Asia's poples can to some extent de&mine how much they will share 
with Russia in developments ahead and how much they will stand alone. 

Should CentraI Asians decide to remain within some kind of symbiosis (mu- 
tualism) with Russia, they would face a choice between two sorts sf possibili- 
ties, with variants: eommensalism or pafasitism. Xn tfte Commonwaatth of Inde- 
pendent States, should it survive, commensalism will imply iiving with, on, or 
in another organism, without i n j q  to either, or, for instance, merely sharing the 
same tabk at eating time. 

The parasitism harshly stigmatized among the Soviet people, and criminal- 
ized during a campaign against dissident intellectuals beginning in the l960s, 
differs from the generally accepted definition." The customary meaning of par- 
asitism entails one parmer's living at another's expense, receiving an advantage 
without equal or proper return. But there is another meaning which may relate 
to the interactions within the former USSR Chat implies a kind of mutually ae- 
ceprable collusion between those invdved in relations as disjunctive symbionts, 
Central Asians' capacity to make the best of either arrangement will demand 
much more than an abitity to manage their eeonomy efficiently. Success in com- 
mensalism will d e ~ n d  upon their willingness to discard their f m e r  passiviry 
or embrace any degree of pwasitisn. They will need to reject the debiliwting 
ideas, attitudes and effects of living nmre than six generations under Russian 
tutelage. 

As commensais, Central Asians will have to chart a very new course for 
themselves, though they nay retain close connections with Russia. If Central 
Asians decide to stand entirely aloof from a Russian-dominated Common- 
wealth, they will require especially cultural, infellectuat and political self-reIi- 
ance. In that case, the degree of Russian influence may be allowed to exceed the 
amount a dependent would permit itself, because the indwndent nationality 
would not fear such a threat to its separate gfoup identity. If independence did 
not open the way fbr a repetition sf the subordination and the sense sf inferi- 
ority stimulated by much Russian jnfluence in the past, this course of wtion 
could permit Central Asians to behave less defensively. They might reasmably 



admit the foreign influence beneficial to their culture and society, such as, for 
instanee, a knowledge of the art and literature af the Slavs, the usefulness of 
having an internationally-functional foreign language of communication, and of 
adopting some apects of Russian organization and expefience. 

In the end, the earlier tension over obligatory support/depndence in the 
Soviet situation should now give way to a kind of new cultural and political 
dialectic based upon voluntary mutual-and self-interest between Russia and 
Central Asia, as at least three out of five existing republics seem in 1991-19% 
to be doing. Political independence alone cannot cranceI out the tension that has 
existed between dominance and submission in that relationship, W e n  that ten- 
sion abates, the times will allow the flowering of the true condition of the cum- 
mensals, But so long as Central Asians permit the men of the old (Communist) 
regime to contrag them, it will be unlikely that many negative aspeers of Rus- 
sian infiuence will disappear in Ashhabad, Dushanbe, Tashkent or other major 
centers of the region. 
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CHAPTER f O 

Post-Soviet Central Asia and the  
Commonwealth of Independent States: 

The Economic Badsround 
of Interdependence 

In the course of 1991 it beeme clear that the Soviet Union could not survive the 
growing tensions between the republics and the center. The Moscow coup of 
August 19-2 1, 199 1, which attempt& to restore the pre-perestroik h in i s t r a -  
tive command system faiIed. All the former Union republics obtained the 
chance to b ~ o m e  fully independent. Nonetheless eleven of them chose to be- 
come part of the Gommonwedth of Indepndent States (CIS). 

In this chapter I shall exmine the underlying reasons why the Central Asian 
leaders in their s u m i t  meering on Daernber 13, 1991 decided to join CIS in 
Alma A& an December 2 1, 199 1 and signed an amement as co-founders of this 
loose and hastiIy formed institution, Despite the desire of the fmmer Soviet re- 
publics to build their independent national statehood and the eentrifuitgal forces 
demonstrated at the beginning of 1992, in the second half of 1992, between the 
May 15 CIS summit in TsMent and the October 8-9 s u m ~ t  in Bishkek, the 
centripetal forces in the CIS and the desire for bilateral relations of Central 
Asim Republics with Russia started to prevail. 

We also need to expiain the decision both of the Central Asian Republics 
(KazaBstan, Kyrgyzstan and since May 1992, Uzbekistan) and also Russia, 
Bclomssia, and h e n i a  to revitalize some Union institutions, to keep the ruble 
mne, organize an economic arbitration court and to take other steps towards 
inter-republican trade and economic integration. 

Of course there atc: some political considerations: the need to keep a corn- 
man security and military zone, and to form peace-keeping forces, to deal for 
example with the civil war in Tajikistan. The danger of the escalation of ethnic 
conflicts in this and other regions of the former Soviet Union is considerable. 
However the primw motive is economic, The biggest issue affecting the peo- 
ple of all independent states has been the worsening af the standard of living. 
And one of the obvious factors contributing to this is the disrapgon of existing 
inter-republican economic tks.  



To understand this fundamental factor and its influence on the CenwaE Asian 
republics it is nmessstry to make a thorough andysis of the mechanism of ad- 
ministrative command integration set up in the Soviet period. Inter-republican 
integration, bas& on overspecialization and centralizatjon, functioned through 
an active strategy of distributiona1 and redis~butional instruments. The author 
of this chapter has used recent statistics (including data of IEMF m d  World Bank 
publications) to give a new economic evaluation of the distortions in trade and 
national income balances caused by Soviet economic practices, including prices 
established on a non-wonomic basis, the use of turnover taxes, and subsidies. 

This analysis can provide a fuller understanding of the eecmomic relations of 
Centrat Asian republics with Moscow during the later perestroika years, which 
produced a strong inter-republican wade dependence and considerable distortion 
of economic relations. More impor~antly, it will counter the widespread misin- 
tepretation of the Central Asians' eeonomic role, which casts them as "net re- 
cipients" in economic redistribution mechanisms. This will help us to under- 
stand the present comparative advantage of Central Asia within CIS and to 
f o r m ~ t  its economic future in the long run as favorable for independent devel- 
opment in contrast to other studies which have given gloomy projections for the 
area. The analysis of the economic interdependence of Centtal Asians with orh- 
er republics of the former Soviet Union a h  explains why the Commonwealth 
of I n w n d e n t  Stares is necessary and viable not only as a transitionai frame- 
work for the dissolution of artificial ties and the resolution of property issues, 
but also as a vehicle for the conversion of administratively regulated inter- 
republican ties to market-based relations and the gradual reorientation of the 
economy towards integration into the world: market. 

Addmimathre-Command I 
(Gt3mtra.I Asfan Repubf tcs: General 

The seventy-odd years of Soviet government formed a single all-union eco- 
no~nic complex, which was bslsed on administrative-command integration of 
Soviet republics and the division of labor among then. Economic goals and 
policies were set by the central government and implemented through central, 
sectoral and republic ministries.' The main characteristics of this were as 
follows: 

* a bureaucratic and over-renwalized planning and financial system; 
* the predominance of departmental organizations over regional aanage- 

ment; 
* mificially and unreasanabty high specialization and the concentration or 

monopoly of production; 
* indirect inter-republican economic relations based on strong vertical ties to 

the center, rather than direct horizontal ties among republics; 



* a distorted system of prices, taxes, subsidies, grants, etc. used as instru- 
ments of a market formed by the central government though inteI?:erence 
in trade, financial flow, incom dis~bution and redistribution between the 
center and republics, and among the latter. 

fnstitutionally the all-Union government created and leaned upon the State 
Planning CommiMee Gosplan, the Ministry of Finance, and dozens of ministries 
with administfative power in almost all branches of the economy running ineffi- 
cient, giant monopolist enterprises in each republic; these became the main 
tools of integration. The prdominant principle of Soviet bureaucratic planning, 
financial and managerid systems was a secmral approach, despite the often pro- 
claimed need to combine it with a regional one. In conformity with this ap- 
proach, plans were concentrated on branches or sectors of the economy, and 
allocations of financia1 and mate~al resources were made not by regions or re- 
publics but by ministries, Central institutions, especially all-Union ministries, 
ignored the alternative principle, namely an organic combina~on of product 
specialization in Soviet regions and republics with diversificlltion of their econ- 
omies. The central govement also ignored in practice the goal of equalizing 
the socio-economic levels of development in different republics, which had 
been widely advertised for propaganda purposes. 

As a result, by 1989 about 95% of the industry of the USSR was supervised 
by the center. The share of different republics varied slightly but did not exceed 
10%.2 Decades of central planning left just one or two factories supplying the 
entire Soviet market with anything from rails to sewing machines. konomists 
at the Central Economics-Mathematics Institute have calculated that, of 5,884 
product lines, 77 percent were supplied by just one producer. One-third of the 
value of Soviet g d s  in 1990 was produced on single resultitkg in strong 
dependence of the wonorny on these monopolist enteprises. 

Product specialization was carried to absurd proportions in agriculture as 
well. The monoculture of conon in the Central Asian republics, which produced 
92% of Soviet cotton fibre in 1990 (62% fan in Uzbkjstan alone), became a 
symhl of this policy. '+Re advanlages of economies of scale and the exploita- 
tion of comparative natural advantages (climate, soil, water, traditional skills in 
irrigation and agriculture) were vitiated by huge ecological and socio-economic 
problems caused by distortions in the structure of production, hzakhstan's 
grain specialimtion, notably the famous 'Wrgin Lands" campaign in the 19SOs, 
the ecobgical and social consequences of which have not yet been overcome, i s  
another example. Broduct spialization in natural resources was also organized 
excEusivcly by the center and at the expense of the complex development of 
Central Asian republics. The government pumped raw ma&riaIs out to other 
regions as intermediary pmducts at cheap prices, bxegy above the cost of pro- 
duction, and had them manufactured outside of the area. 

Moreover, because of the sectoral smcturing of the economy supemis4 by 



Moscow, enterprises in the same republic were subordinaka to diffewnt central 
minis~es  and often had to import raw materials from outside republics which 
were available at home. For exmple, in 1990 raw materials to the value of 700 
million rubles were imported to Uzbekistan, more than half of which could have 
been replaced by tbe products of mining entetprises situaed within the republic. 
It is notewofiy that the cost of @ansportratlon alone was about 100 rnillion ru- 
bles. The progTam of import substihltion of raw and construction mak~a ls  and 
fertilizers actopted in tbe republic since indepndence shauEd produce a gain of 
250 million rubbs within 2 years, and 500 inillion rubles by 199X4 

Trade Mm- 
The pmblem of "netS3balan~ of inter-republican and foreign trade emerging 
from discussions on the "economic accountabiIity'" of the republics and regions 
had by the enci of the f 980s became a key issue and had prepad the ground for 
the concepB of economic independence and savereignty, Soviet statistics pub- 
lished in 1990 have given much fuller infonna~on about the state of affairs in 
this field, permitting us to make a more satisdaetory analysis on the basis of 
Errssessments and aqustments. Although even now the issue of "loser-winner"' 
republics is to a large extent disputable, one can better see the disto~ons caused 
by the center and the mechanism of adminiseative-command integration in the 
disbibutionag sphere, 

According to &skomstat's (Soviet State Statistical Commission) data pub- 
Eshed in its magazine Ves~ik Stattstiki no. 3 and no. 4 (lw), almost all repub- 
lics except for Belorussia and Azerbdjan had in 1988 a deficit of trade balances 
in tems of inter-republican and foreign trade computed togetker in domestie 
prices. The lion's share of the trade balance deficit &longed to Russia: 33-3 bln 
rubies out of a to&d sum of 50.4 bln rubies. The second lzgest deficit was in 
Kazakhstan-73 bin rubles, The other Central Asian qublics had smatler def- 
icits-4.5 bln rubles total, broken down irs follows: Uzbekistan--1.8 bln mbIes, 
Grgizia-1.2, Tajikism-1.2, Turkmenistan-0.3 bln rubles. This compwm to 
a deficit in other republics rmging from 0.7 bln rubles in Estonia to 2.9 bln 
rubles in the Waine in absolute terns. 

In inter-reptcbtican trade e ~ c h n g e  five republics had positive balances (in 
bln of mbles): Russia--0.26, ne-3.62, BeI~mssia4.05, Cemgia-,029, 
Azerki~an-Z.lO. Ten other republics, such as the Bdtics, Moldavia and Ar- 
menia, and all of Central Asia, had a defieit, for example (in bln rubles): K a -  
khshn-3.4, Uzbekistan-1.7, argizia4.5, Tajikistan-1 .O, %rkmenistan- 
0.1. These data suggest that the prices in inter-republican trade were least 
favorable to Central Asians, and largely contributed to the total trade deficit in 
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan in relative tems and K a z a s h n  in absolute figurn. 
AzerbGjan and Belorussia were gainers-getting 19 and 15 percent of their net 
material prduct N P )  respectively from intra-union trade, The 



absolute terms the second largest surplus; the RSFSR was approximately in 
balance. 

Foreign trade itz domestic prices caused more distortions, contributing to the 
deficit of df republics, with the Iargest one for Russia-33.6 bln rubles, then 
Ukraine-6.6, and Belorussia and Kazakhstan, with approximately 2.0 bln 
rubles each. Those four republics aecaunted for about 82% of the total Soviet 
rsade deficit. Uzbekistan (-0. f 7 bln mbtes), Tajikistan (-0.13), Turkmenistan 
(-0.18) had the smallest trade deficit with foreign countries both in absolute 
and relative terns ( X  to 4 percent NMP respctively). After Russia-32.5% and 
maine-14.7%% they had the largest ratio of foreign expogs to total external 
(foreign plus inter-republican) sales: Uzkkistan-l4.6%, Tajikistan-14.1, 
Turkmenistan-9.3%. It is notewortfiy that UzbeEstan and Tajikistan were the 
only republics in the Soviet Union which had a higher ratio of foreign export to 
total external sales than of foreign imports to total external purchases (13.8 and 
13.5% respectively). In alf other Cenrral Asian republics the share of foreign 
import within total import exceeded the ratio of foreign export relative to the 
whole export; for example in Kazakhstan (16.7 and 9.0%), Tmhenistan (14.8 
and 9.3%), with the largest dispropportion in e g i z i a  (20.6 and 2.340). The rea- 
son for these figures is that imported goods were artificially expensive in do- 
mestic prices. If one recalculates Soviet foreign trade in world prices one finds a 
deficit of only 2 bln ss-called invaluta rubles, instead of the 50 bln rubles in 
calcultatd domestic prices.5 

In an effort to correct for distortions arising from set domestic prices Gas- 
konzsaat recalculated the export-import balmces of the republics, When trade 
was reassessed at world market prices, both the inter-republican and foreign 
trade balances of ttK Russian Republic improvd sharply, moving &om a deficit 
of -28.8 billion rubies to a surplus of 41.3 bln rubles in 2987. This is explained 
by artificially low domestic prices for fuels, of which Russia is the biggest ex- 
porter internally and internationally, relative to the high domestic prices of food 
and consumer goods, which are Russia's principle imports. According to the 
1987 data, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan achieved a surplus of 0.1 billion rubles 
each in foreign trade at world prices. However, at the same time in inter-republi- 
can wade their balances deteriorated, as did those of the majofity of republics. 
Aside from the RSFSR, only Azerbgjan had a positive balance in inter-repub- 
lican trade at world prices, while Turkmenistan showed a zero balance. In 
Wakhsan and Kirgizia world prices slightly improved the fmeign trade bal- 
an=, while they worsened the bdance on inter-republican trade and affected the 
total balance (see Table k.2). 

TIE C;oskonrsfaf 1988 data gave almost the same picture: the results wen: 
better only for the RSFSR, which moved from a deficit of -33.32 rubles at 
domestic prices to a surplus of 30.8 bln rubles at world prices; all other repub- 
lics (excluding Turhenistan's zero balance), somewhat improving or woEen- 
ing their balances, had a negative total balance. 

Does this mean, as the Ecarromis'sr stated in 1990, that 'The net result is that 



the Russian republic subsidizes the rest of the country to the tune of 79 bin 
mbfes a year?% The difference in Russia's figures in 1987-between a deficit 
of 28.8 billion rubles at domestic prices and a surplus of 41.3 billion at world 
prices, and btween (-33,32) and (4-33.8) billion rubles in 1988, as well as 
between (-34.7) and (-1-32.1) billion rubies in 1989--covered aXI the export 
and import of the republic, including foreign exchange. This fact i s  very impor- 
tant because most gains were connected with the conecbon of distorted domes- 
tic prices for foreign impfi.? In this respeGt more realistic data was given by the 
Prime Minister of RSFSR, I, Silaev, in his article published by Pravda in which 
he stated that "the equivalent of trade should give to Russia additionally 24 bln. 
rubies ann~afly."~ 

Speaking a b u t  the quality of these reassessments it is necessary to empha- 
size that they have some limitations: 

2 .  Technically the two balances of wade: at domestic and at world prices can- 
not be summed up directly because they are cdculated in diEerent curren- 
cies: the real inflated ruble and an artiFicial invaluta ruble equivalent to 
hard currency introduwd for cdculations of foreign export and import; 

2. Conversion coefficients (ratios of domestic to foreign prices) are used for 
highly aggregated commodity pups;*  

3. Principally, in this author's opinion, recalculations concerning goods 
which had real buyers in the world mtukets should bs: figured in real ex- 
port prices, and therefore real and not hypathetical foreign prices. Such 
g d s  in trade ktween independent republics could and should be bought 
for real money (hard currency) at worId prices. 

As for other g d s ,  which were subject to inter-republican trade and have no 
real market of foreign buyers, the world prices cannot and should not be us&. 
But in these cases it is necessary to use domestic prices free from the distortions 
created by turnover taxes and ~ubsidies.'~ 

The turnover tax was introducd into the Soviet administrative-cornand eco- 
nomic mechanism at the beginning of 1930. From then on it was a cornerstone 
of the centrally fixed system of prices and a major source of Soviet state budget 
revenues, The system of turnover tax consisted of the difference: beween retail 
and wholesale prices, minus a national trade (wholesale and retail) margin. This 
method of calculation was applied to goods which generated more than four- 
fifths of the turnover tax. For goods such as petroleum derivatives, tobacco 
products, matches, bread and other wheat products, the turnover tax was calcu- 
lated at a fixed amount per unit, For a few g d s  subject to focal price r e ~ l a -  
lions the rates were ad valorem, ranging f m  5 to 50 percent of the retail price 
net of the trade margin. It excluded only a srnafl share of products, The Soviet 



turnover tax was not comparable to any conventional turnover tax used in 
maket-oriented economies because it lacked explicit fixed rates. 

In 1989, almost t w o - ~ r d s  of the revenue from hlrnover tax came from the 
food and beverages indusitry and light industry, It consisted of 71.8 billion m- 
bles out of a total of f 1 .l billion rubles of turnover tax revenues (see Table A.4). 
A Iage share of turnover taxes were connect& with the sales of alcohofic bev- 
erages, mainly vodka (27.5 percent), Estimates for 1989 also indicated that on 
average the rumover tax mounted to 27.5 percent of gross retail commodity 
sales for alcoholic beverages; the tax revenue was equivalent to 82.4 percent of 
recorded con~umption.'~ (see Table A.4). 

Let us consider why the problem of taxation, and turnover tax spificdly, 
is so critical for understanding center-republic tensions in economic power- 
sharing, and what its implications are for inter-republican trade and national 
income balances, The turnover tax was one of the biggest sources of rdistribu- 
tion of value-added between the center and the republics, In 1989 it contributed 
almost one third of f oviet state budget revenues and republic revenues &through 
the mechanism of retail and wholesale prices.12 

The republics which prduce more find commdties, which are subject to 
retail sale, accumulated more turnover tax and gained more share of value 
added, including value added created in previous stages of production, Con- 
versely, the republics producing more intermediate products (raw materials, 
semi-finished components) which were shipped to final manufacturers at 
wholesde prices, lost value-added. Thus republics which have only primary 

ufacturing enterprises got a smaller part of the vdue-added created by them 
than did the finat manufactwas who used their product for fu&r pracessing. 

For example, more than 90 percent of the cotton fiber produced in Uzbeki- 
stan was shipped out for manufacturing to other republics and foreign countries. 
The rate of tmover tax imposed on the stage of primary pracessing of raw cof- 
ton was 410 to W rubles per ton of raw cotton, whereas praducts from indus- 
trial mmufacturing of each ton of the same raw cotton obtained 1,260 to 1,700 
r u b k ~ . ' ~  

Tihere are two issues important to our anaiysis: 

1. The allocation of turnover taxes between center and republics; 
2. the djustment of trade and national income ba lanc~  in consideration of 

the contribution of each republic in vatue added. 

Up to now analyses of turnover taxes and redistribution of revenues between 
Soviet republics and the center have foeused on the firtst issue, The conclusion 
drawn by Soviet and Western economists was that allacatioa servled "as a major 
device for redistributing revenues and financing wonornic development in less 
advanced regions," This conclusion was supported by available statistics and 
stated for example in the foilowing way: "the Central Asian republics keep 



almost 100 percent of the turnover tax revenues they collect, while more indus- 
trialized regions such as the RSFSR, the maine,  and Latvia hand over rou&ly 
half of their turnover tax receipts to the all-union budget.""" Thus turnover tax 
was considered as an instrumnt for the advancement of the less developed re- 
pubEics at the expense of the more developed ones. 

The above example of turnover tax for cotton fiber and conon textile shows 
that in absolute meaures, 50 percent of the tunrover tax, of manufactured cot- 
ton, namely 630-850 rubles, was a greater sum than 100 percent of turnover tax 
for the ptinary production of cotton fiber, only 420 to 6UO rubles. F d e m o r e ,  
the main cotton pmducer, Uzbeliristan, retained 1100 percent of the total turnover 
tax for only f O percent of cotton fiber production, 90 percent of which was m n -  
ufacturd outside the republic, A major part of the value added originally cre- 
ated in UzbeEcisian was thus shared &tween the center and other republics. 

In absolute and relative tenns then, the agloca~on of 100 percent of turnover 
taxes would not mean at ail that Central Asians were privileged to keep 100 
percent of value added on products produced in their republics. On the c o n a q ,  
the example given shows that a major part of value added created in CensaI 
Asia was shared among other republics md the center. Just before &he fall of the 
Union, when some of the most developed Union republics objected to shkng 
turnover tax revenues, the center had to reveal the seeand hidden part of this 
impoftant source of USSR state revenurn. In 1990 Goscumfar published data 
which gave the specific size of the distortions which turnover taxes inwduced 
into the inter-republicm trade balance and the national incow balance of the 
USSR. Calum 2 of Table A.3 [see appendix) shows these adjustments (positive 
or negative) and how much in quantitative t e r n  is needed for each republic to 
=store their real contributian in value added. 

The analysis of these impoftant data shows: 

I. The sum of disto&ions created by turnover taxes done in 1988 was 6.4 
bln. rubles, This means that value added created by raw-material produc- 
ing republics was owned by enterprises using them in the produerion of 
manufacturecl consumer gaods. 

Uzbekistan was a major loser through the turnover tax mechanism. In 
1988 the nine republics lost 1.5 bln rubles, Turkmenis&n4.5, Tajlki- 
stan-44, Kirgizia4.3, Kazakhstan4.2 bin rubles. All in all, Central 
Asia lost in a single year about 3.0 bln rubles, more than any other region 
of the Soviet Union. At the same time afmost 90 percent of turnover 
tax gains were accumulated in Russia (3.4 bln), Ukraine (1.2 bin) and 
Belorussin (1.1 bln) mbtes, The remaining 10 percent benefitted the Bal- 
tics: Lithuania (0.4 blnf, Latvia (0.2 bln) and Estonia (0.1 bln) rubles. 
Thus, for many years the mechmism of turnover taxes provided a hidden 
instrument for pumping out big sums of value added from the less devel- 
oped to the more developed republics and increased the gap between 



them, creating huge: economic, social and ecological problems in Central 
Asia because of the monoculture of cotton and forced sgeciaIization in 
raw-material production. 

2. According to Goskomstar data for 1988, state subddies were the second 
largest factor in crating distoaions in trade and national income bal- 
ances. Moreover in 1990, for the first time, domestic budgetary subsidies 
were gmter  than turnover tax revenues.15 

What is the essence of subsidies? These were money transfers from the gov- 
ernment to enterprises or consumers, Over four-frfths of budgetary subsidies 
went to agricultuw, Nearly two thirds of agricultural subsidies were used to s u p  
port basic food prices, with mast of the remainder provide$ directly to farmers. 
Subsidies for milk and meat products alone accounted for almost two fifths of 
budgetiuy subsidies (see Table 10.1). The average subsidy rate (with respect to 
retail price) was estimated at around 65 percent, but, as of 1988, meat was sub- 
sidized at 233 percent, butter at 247 prcent, and mifk at 171 p ~ c e n t . ~ ~  

Only 7 percent of budgetary subsidies were given to heavy industrq; four 
fifths of which went to the coal industry (the share of the latter rose markedly 
under the pressure of minersbsrrikes). Other domestic subsidies for services, 
mainly housing, culture and foreign tourism, remained relatively smalt and 
began to fall. 

With this outline of Soviet state subsidies, more fully described in the IW 
report, let us clarify some of the less examined issues connected with their role 
in inter-republican lrade and the redistribution of national income. In 1988 state 
subsidies alone created distodions in intra-Union trade of up to 6.2 bln ntbles 
(see Table A.3, column 3). Almost 85 wrmnt of these sums benefitM Russia, 
which gained 5.1 bln rubles from the pduct ian  and consumption of state subsi- 
dized g& (meat, milk, butter, etc.). 

Central Asia was in an unfavorable position in respect to t%K distfibufion of 
subsidies mong  the republics. Kazakhstan lost X bln mbles, T u h e n i s m  and 
KirgiLia O, 1 ; UzbEstan neither pined nor lost; only Taj jikistan slightly k n e -  
fiW4-I bln rubles. All in all the Central Asian republics, inctuding Kamkh- 
stan, lost in 2988 a k u t  4.0 bln rubles &haugh the system of turnover taxm and 
subsidies, which comprised a significant share of their value added, rangislg 
from 12.7 percent in Turkmenia, 7.2-Uzbekistan, 8.&X(irgizia, 6.3- 
Tajikistm, to 4.4 percent in tan (see Table A.3). 

Table 10, i State Subsidies on Mat, Butter, and Milk in I988 fin mbles) 

Prducer Price Refail Price Subsidy 

Meat (kg) 6.0 t.8 4.2 
Butter (kg) 11.8 3.4 8.4 
Milk (titer) 0.65 0.24 0.41 

Source: Strucfurulfiscul Issues ( D w m k r  t990), WorldBank Report on USSR, Vot. I ,  p, 78. 



The trade balance of these republics, especially Turkmenistan and Uzbekj- 
stan, looks much better after adjustments for subsidies and taxes--changing 
from a deficit to a swlus  in the fxst case and diminishing the passive balance 
from 8.9 percent to 1.7 percent of NMP in the second one, improving the situa- 
tion in three other Central Asian republics, though they still have the largest 
deficit in relative k m s ,  15.1-22.6 percent of W P .  After Russia's the seesnd 
biggest defiGit in absolute terns is Kazakhstan". 

Thus, these newly available statistics give us evidence that economic rela- 
tions were shaped by direct interference from the center through commodity- 
financial instruments of redistribuGon. This mechanism was based on turnover 
taxes and subsidies, and as we see from our statistical analysis, this worked 
not in favor of, as was up to now presupposed, but against the less developed 
republics. 

nat Inca- Bala~es and the % e m  
Them were some more hidden, but no less important mwhanisms which pro- 
vided distribution and redistribution of national income ( N m  mong repub- 
lics. Almost all republics considered themselves ltosers in economi~ wansfers 
because of the absence of a transpaent picture of the multiple cross-budgetaw 
transfers and price distortions. This process had two sides; the first can be esti- 
mated an smistics measured; the second is hidden and very resistant to quanti- 
tative evaluation. To understand this we should look first at national income 
balances, known in the West as net material product (NMP), which is the main 
macroeconomic indicator at the republic level and is a key category for under- 
standing the Soviet redistributional mechanism. 

Amording to methodology used in the USSR, two separate forms of net ma- 
terial product were ideneified. 

I. National income pradwed, which was the sum of value added minus de- 
preciation in the prductive sphere (industry, agriculture, construction, 
trade and some related transport services); 

2. National income used, which was the sum of the consumption and accu- 
mulation funds and the increase in reserves. 

Respectively each year, Soviet statisries gave two figures: national income 
produced and naGonal income used, which chzacterized respectively the pro- 
duction and distribution of net material product within a certain republic. The 
difference berween national income produced and national income used consti- 
tuted the final results of the all-Union and republican intergovernmental bud- 
getary transfers through diEerent channels (taxation, subsidies, grants, profit 
transfers). 

National inconle balances were a broader indicator than the trade balances 
among the republics and reflected inter-republican value-added transfers 



through a centrafly admjnistered budgetary system, Jn confomity with "'deficit 
or surplus," the natianal income bdances of all republics were dividd into two 
groups: 

I ,  donors produced > NNIP used) 
2. rwipienrs (P3W praduced € M P  used) 

Amording to Soviet stattistics and available Western assessments,17 all Cen- 
lral Asian republics were in the group of long-tern recipients, 

From 1970 to 1989 Kazakhslan was in absolute and relative terms the largest 
recipient in the USSR with a sum of nstrional income bdance of more than 73.2 
bln rubles (fiitving 13-18 percent negative balance as a share of national in- 
come). Uzbekistan for airnost a11 of these 20 years was the second largest repub- 
lic in the recipient group with a total deficit in its balances of 20.1 bln rubles, 
However, in relative tems the second place was contested by another Central 
Asim republic, Tajikistan, with these indices varying from 6 to 10 percent, 
while in Uzbekistan they were 1-7 percent. In absolute terns Tajikistan, with a 
total sum of 7 bln rubles for the whole peirod, had a smalIer deficit than =gizia 
whose balances for that period accumulated a 8.5 bln negafive sum. In Central 
Asia only Turkmenistan achieved a positive sum of about 0.8 bln rubIes for 20 
years, although for 1984198% it also was a net recipient and held a 0,6 bln 
ruble negative balance. 

Judging from these data, Soviet and Western economists cancfuded that, 
"gmgraphicdly, donor repuMics are m&nly the more debreloped noahem Slavic 
republics and the recipients are mainly the less developed republics in Central 
Asia."I8 

We must then ask why, despite the increasing redistribution of national in- 
come through state budget mechanisms, especially in the last five-year period 
(see Table A.71, the pap in all principal economic measurements between the 
two groups worsened not only in relative but also in absoIutf: terms. 

The per capita aspect of socio-economic underdevelopment could be ex- 
pIained by the much more rapid growth of the Gentxal Asian mpulation, and the 
less favorable age structu~ of labor in this area than, in western and northern 
republics. However, the demo~apkic situation does not fully explain our data. 
For example, we must consider Aa&&jan, another Turkish speaking and Mus- 
Iim republic of the USSR, simated in Transcaucasia, and the least: developed in 
the area. Its socio-economic parameten are very close to tho% oaf Central Asia 
and are characterized by almost the same demograpfiic profile: high fertility 
rates, a low IeveI of urbanim~on and Iittie involvement of women in prduc- 
lion. However, according to the estimabs of M. Elelkin& and kit. Sagers, for the 
years 197&1987 this was the third largest donor after Russia and the UMne ,  
and the largest one in relative terms, yielding as much as one fourth of national 
income produced,1Y This exmple shows that the division between net donors 
and net wipients in the USSR cannot be correlated with the level of develop- 
ment in the republics, or their real produetian and consumption. 



Thus we cannot draw satisfactory conclusions using only statistics on na- 
tional income produced by each republic and national income used by its popu- 
lation, A somewhat clearer picture can be drawn from Table A.3, cdumn 7, 
which gives national income balances for 1988. The adjustments made by eon- 
sidering turnover taxes and subsidies improved the balances of Central Asian 
republics by 4 bEn rubles, rducing deficits by almost 20 percent in Kazakhstan, 
40-45 percent in Uzbeksan, Tajihristan, and Kirgizia, and changng the status 
of Turkmenistan from recipient to donor, while the surplus in Russia was re- 
duced by 8.5 bln mbfes, dwrasing from 9.5 to 1 bln rubles. However% the ex- 
ample of Azerbaijan, one of the biggest "donors,"" which in 1988 lost 1.4 bln 
rubles in the form of turnover taxes and subsidies, suggests that adjustn~ents 
considering only these two factors are not suEcient to correct disto~ions. 
For Central Asian republies there were direct coneldons between the trade 

deficit and the size of adjustment quired beeause of losses created by turnover 
taxes and subsirties. To a certain extent these distortions could explain the origin 
of the deficits in national income balances. But to know the real sirnation it is 
necessary to consider the system of gants and profit tfansfers. In December 
1990, the latest data on pants appeafed in two Cables pre.ented in the Commis- 
sion of the Eura~ean Cornmunitits" Repart. In 1989 dl Central Asian mpublics 
received from the Union about 5.9 bln rubles in grants. Kmkhstan received 2.7 
bln, (18.9 percent of its budget), Uzbekism-1.9 (19.6 percent), Kirgizia 0.5 
(19 percent), Tttrkmenistan 0.4 (20.8 percent) and Tajikistan 0.3 f 13.6 pacent). 
This represents a 2-4 fbfd increase depending on the republic and about 3-5 
fold for the whole of Central Asia since 1985. Table A.8 on Union grants to 
Central Asian republics in the 1990 state budget gives a detailed breakdown. 
The major grants were as follows: income compensation for regional diffetr- 
ences, 2.6 bin rubles, develop~nennt of social infrastructure about 3.0 bln mbles, 
and subsidies to R stan on agricultural prices 2.2 bln rubles. Data on the 
breakdown of the state budget" plan for 1990, given in the IMF Report, indi- 
cates the incresed role of regional grants in the revenues of Central Asian re- 
publics, totalling up to 26.7 percent in Uzbegstan, 25.0 percent ia Kazakhstan, 
18.3 percent in Kirgizia, and 30-1) percent in Turkmenis~n. 

In Soviet and Western literature, the system of grants was usually understood 
as a help to the Cenrral Asian republics, which had the lowest income per capita 
and neded aid from the Union at the expense of the other more developed re- 
publics. However, newly published statistics and officially recognized data on 
which republics were gaining and which republics were losing in the distribu- 
tion& process are helpful in this case alsa. Having these data which prutially 
reveal the second hidden part of budgetary transfers we can compare the losses 
of Central Asian republics though turnover taxes and subides with the sizes of 
the grmts they received from tht: center (see Table 10.2). 

In 1981) the sizes of grants to the Central Asian republics more or less corre- 
late with the size of their losses in 1988 though the turnover tax and subsidy 
lnechanism alone. Grants balanced the subsidy on agricultural prices (which in 



Tabb IC1.2 Regional Grants Cornpafed with Losses of Cenwd Asian Repubtrcs on Turnover k e s  
'md Subsidies (in bkn mbles) 

Losses in 1988 &cause of 
Republic8 Tsrnrorer Taxes Grant.? in 1985) 

1990 was more than 2 btn rubles), and were smaller than figures suggested by 
Goskomstar for djustments in the 1988 national income baiances. Thus in es- 
sence they were a sort of income compensation to the Central Asian republics 
for their previous year's losses on turnover tax and subsidies. 

The other big source of distorzions in prices and a channel of value added 
redistribution is profits, which accounted for almost one third of the Union State 
budget revenues. We don't have suficient statistics on these but even isolated 
indices give same impression of the significance of this factor, For example, 
according to the data assessed by the Vice-President of the Uzbek Academy of 
Sciences, I. Iskandarov, since the republic suffered from a "colonial relationship 
with the Soviet Union," "cotton is sold for a mere fifth of its real worth, 90 
prcent is exported to the center and the profit stays in the center.'"O This simple 
example indicates the size of price distortions and the large resultant profit 
transfer, which has a negative influence on all parameters of economic and so- 
eiaf life in the area. Despite all of these distortions in distribution and the lack of 
reliable statistics one thing is obvious: there is a strong division of labor among 
republics accompanied by overspecialization and monopoly. 

The Role of I e g r d o n  
The Soviet adsninistrative-command nlechanism created a mare internally in- 
tegrated economy than the European Economic Community and to a certain 
extent even than the U.S. mnomy if one is to compare it with inter-state eco- 
nomic relations. It1 domestic prices, inter-republican trade (excluding "non- 
productive'?} services in the USSR reached 21 percent af GDP in 1988; that 
was 1.5 rimes more than EEG tsadle in go& and services among its members, 
which was only 14 percent of GDP.ZL However while the trade of member 
countries in the European Community with the rest of the world was almost the 
same as internal trade, the Soviet ~publicshexpoPts abroad amounted to barely 
one fourth of the value of the trade among them2' In 19888 the ratio of 
inter-republican trade to net materid product (value added) in a11 republics, 



except for Russia, was higher than the all-Union index (29.3 percent) (see 
Tabk A.1). 

CentraI Asians, chxac t e r id  by a high degree of product specialization and 
dependence on trade with other republics, had the following percentage: Turk- 
menistan-50.7 percent, Kirgizia-50.2 percent, Uzbekistan43.2 percent, 
Tajikistan41.8 percent. Kazakhstan with more balanced production was 
somewhat less dependent on other neighhhng republics and dose to the All- 
Union ratio-31 percent, and to a certain extent in this respect could be wm- 
pared with Russia (18 percent) and the Ukraine (39 percent). Bdomssia coupled 
with smaller republics in the Baltic, Transeaucasus and Moidavia had the high- 
est. ratio. In this respat we may note that while a few EEC countries, such as the 
Netheriands, reach similarly high ratios, in&&-EEC trade indices of the larger 
members were 25-50 percent I e sZ3  

Looking at foreign expo* relative to value added we see a reverse picture. 
Russia had the highest share-8.6 percent. Arnong the Central Asian republics 
only Uzbekistan, with 7.4 percent, was close to the all-Union index of 7.5 per- 
a n t ,  shafing the second place with Estonia. As for other republics, Tajikistan 
had 6.9 percent, Turkmenistan-4.2 percent, Kazakhstan-3.0 percent and 
Kirglzia-1.2 percent. On the alI-Union scale, Central Asia" invalvement in 
export abroad was somewhat higher than that of Trmscaucasia and less than the 
western republics (the exception is Uzbkistan). The statistics show that the 
Soviet republics participated much more in intra-Union trade and much less 
with the rest of the world than do members of EEC, The same is true of Central 
Asims, with the provision that Uzhgstan was more fully involved in export 
abroad than other republics, while Kazakhstan was less dependent on intra- 
Union trade. 

The role of inter-republican trade under the existing mechanism of commod- 
ity and finance tfansfers in the economic dewlopment of the republics can be 
assessed also by an analysis of the share of exports in the value of production 
and of imports in consumption, The 1988 data, published by Goskamsfat (see 
Table A.9, columns 5 and 61, shsw the following: 

1. Inter-republican trade played a substantiat role both in production (1 1 per- 
cent-28 percent) and in consumption (14 percent-29 percent). 

2. The economies of small republics were much mare vulnerable to shocks 
in mutual trade than were those of the larger republics. The share of ex- 
p r t s  in production and imports in consumption, for example, varies from 
24-28 percent and 27-29 percent in the Baltics, 26-28 percent in Tran- 
scaueasus, and 27-28 percent in Msldavia w I1 and 14 percent in Russia, 
and 16 and 18 percent in the ma ine .  The same is true within regions. In 
the case of Central Asia Kazmstan had respective indices (12 and 20 
percent), Uzbekism (18 and 24 percent), Kirgizia (21 and 28 percent), 
Tajikistan (21 and 29 percent), nrkmenistan (22 and 25 percent). 



3. The rote of domestic intra-union trade in the economy of each republic 
was much higher than the inRuence of foreign trade in the Soviet repub- 
lics' prOdUction and consumption: in 1988, exports in the gross value of 
total output for the USSR were 30 percent, and imports 64 percent. 

4. The Economic Background of Interkpndence. The calculations of Sovi- 
et wonomis& (Table A.9, columns 1 and 2) revealed that in inbgration 
and trade in general, in the USSR the share of trade among republics be- 
tween 1965 and 1988 was almost the same as &at of rnafket eesnornies. It 
showed that bureaucratic integration failed to provide progressive types 
of specialization and cooperation based on new twhologies and that the 
rapid increase in the exchange of unfinished goods in companison to the 
general growrh of trade was a direct function of the p w t h  of production 
con~modity and speciafized enterptises, with old-fashioned equipment 
and technology. 

5. Slight changes in the shares of expert and import in the economies of dif- 
ferent republics are best expEajned through changes in price structures. In 
this respect lfie terms of intra-Union trade became more unfavorabIe for 
almost all Central Asian repubUcs. Far exaxnple, the share of exprts in 
the total value of production decreased between 1966 and 1988: in 
Uzbekistan from 23.5 down to 1 8 percent, stan 14.6 to 12 percent, 
Kirgizia 23.6 to 21 percent, Tajikistan 26.8 to 21 percent (for Turheni- 
stan the 1965 data are not available). The trend of prices was inversely 
proportion& to the size of export skipments which grew for some goods 
like cotton even faster than production, As for the slight decIine of imps 
share in the consumption of the Central Asian republics (in KmWstan by 
0.5, Tajikistan4.7, Kirgizia-1.5 and Uzbekistan---3.8 prcent) this 
was connect& to government aMernpts to in&duce import substitution 
production. 

The inconsistent macroeconomic measures of the center along with unifat- 
era1 steps by the ~publics-vdous forms of export restrictions, political fric- 
tions, "war of laws," fwd and consumer goads wms---caused shocks in all re- 
publics. By spring 1991 bath the center and the majority of the republics had 
come to the conclusion that the intepation and interdependence of the Soviet 
republics required coordinated action. Unilateralism, protectionism by any re- 
public, as w d l  as Union inflexibiiity towarBs the n d  for real decentralization 
of economic power created stronger shocks in the 1990s for the Soviet republics 
than had the 1973 OPEC oil price increase for importing countries. Philip Han- 
son of Birmingham University has calculated that the onee-off effects of a 
switch ts dottars would reduce the Baltic StatesWCPiiPs by 10 percent in the first 
year The president of Kazakhstan, N. Nazarbaev, when spealring in fa- 
vor of closer union within CIS in the fall of 1982, argued that 85 percent of the 



fall in production in the country was conneckd to the disruption of ties with 
other republics and former Comecon countries.25 

The Central Asian republics, richly endowed with mineral and human resaurces, 
were unable to overcome their sociaI and economic backwardness in the course 
of more than 70 years of Soviet rule. I n d d  the gap between them and other 
more developed republics grew during that time, The main reason for their 
backwardness was that an overcentralized administrative command system 
f o r d  the Gentrd Asians, first, to remin raw and agricultural material prduc- 
ers with a monoculture of cotton and minimal manufacturing production, and 
second, to mkntain an orientation towards mjor  industridization, cooperation 
and state management in agriculture with giant plants and farms, expensive ini- 
gation, and an non-efficient public sector, trade and services. Thirdly, of all re- 
publics, the Central Asian ones received the smallest alIocations and invest- 
ment, and thus had the lowest level of fixed asst:& and productive stock capital 
(excluding Kazakhstan). Finally, government policy impeded in all possible 
ways the naturdly growing private sector and enterprise, with the strong com- 
mitment of Qntral Asians to priva& ownership. 'Flte situation was aggravated 
by a demographic explosion and environmental problems. The result was social 
backwardness with tlte lowest Soviet income per capita, labor earnings, and 
quality of fife in thR Soviet Union. 

Distributional and redistributional mechanisms agravated the situation 
through non-equivafent exchange because of huge disparities in prices sf raw 
materials and manufactured goods, distorted turnover taxes and subsidies, and 
transfer of profits. At the same time, administrative-cornand integation cre- 
ated undue interdependence among Soviet republics and weak ties between 
them and the outside world. Quantitatively, tlreir interconnections are much 
higher than in any other economic comunlty. 

Under adminisuative-mmd integration all republics became losers. The 
Centfa1 Asian republics, though '"ong-term recipients" lost more though the 
price and finance system than they gain& through stale grants. The BaEtics lost 
more though profit transfers than they gained from the imp@ of cheap oil or 
the e x p a  of manufactured goods comparatively expensive in the Soviet mar- 
ket. Russia was also a laser, because cheap distorted domestic prices for fuels 
which had a good hard cumncy market were not compensated by gains in turn- 
over taxes and subsidies. The only winner then was the adminisfrative command 
system with its huge non-productive expenditures on defense, bureaucratic ap- 
pwatus, etc. But it too evenmally becme unable ta organize efficient produc- 
tion and an acceptable level of welfare for its people. The crisis of the overcen- 
rralized totalitarian system and the fgilure of perestroika refoms created the 



impression that a quick dissolution of the Union was the best way out for the 
people of the republics. 

Post-Soviet developments have confim~ed that it is impossible to achieve 
real independence overnight, and it is especially unrealistic in the economic 
field because of the interdependence of the republics and the lack of infrastsuc- 
tares to reorient them towarels c o u n ~ e s  outside CIS. A transition to a market 
economy and integration into the world wonomy is inevitable for any indepen- 
dent country pursuing economic reforms; however it requires time. Meanwhile 
for Central Asians it is impartant to avoid civil war (especially the Afghanistan 

in Tajikiskn), and nor to go to extremes either through full d i s m p  
tion of economic ties with the former Soviet republicf or through attempts to 
restore an all-Union type relationship. Dismantling the overeentralized system 
through a gradual transition to an economic community with a completely dif- 
ferent relationship among independent states could be facilitated by active and 
comprehensive cooperation with highly industrialized neighboring countries 
and an independent pofiticd and economic suaeegy. 
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TABL,E A.1 USSR: Republican Trade1 in Relation to Value added, 1988 

Expxts Tnde Balance 

her- Inter- 
repubIica4 Abraad Tocal v h  A M  Total 

(As ~ " r n ~ f  of GWY 

USSR 21.1 5.4 25.5 - -5.8 -5.8 

(As pmceru a f  EMF) 

USSR 29.3 7.5 36.8 - -8.0 -8 0 

KSFSR 18.0 8 6 26.6 0.1 -8.7 -8.6 

L'kcame 34.1 6.7 45.8 3.5 -54 -2.9 

Source: f f s~ovnyepkate l i  <E990), pp. 4, 34-39, 43, .C1; N a r k 2  29s (1990), p. 634. IMP...Rep?rt, 1991, 
Volum I, pl. 225. 

1. Trade figurn exclude "nm-p-ve' sem&s. 
2. GDP tigureg are not avadabk on a repuMtcan basts. 



TABLE A.2 USSR: Interrepubliean tnd Foreign Trade BaImces by Repubtic, 1987 
(in biitions of rubies) 

At %-= Prim" At World Ma& Pnm2 

Inter- he- 
d t i c n a  Total rmmbhw Abmad Total 

USSR - -50.4 -50.4 - 7.7 7.7 

RSFSR 3.6 -32.4 -28.8 28.5 12.8 41.3 

1. Osnavlzy~ pokareii (19901, p. 41. 
2. m&k i zhim', No. 10, 1990. 



TABLE A.3 USSR: Adjustments in Trade and Nati.onal Income Balances of the 
Republics, 1988" 





TABLE A.3 (conrinud) 

Sourre: Vcsm*R s a d & ,  Nos. 3 and 4, 1990: columnr 4,5,7 cdculatod by B. blamov. 

(1) Net trade balance in existing domstic pricoa. 
2)ngb in trade balance if blfaaver tax wen raallocatcd in pnyx~aioa to lahr ~wendiNm8 incumd in pMuction. 

(3) C h a w  in tmdc Waacc if conaurntr mbsidas wen  c h q &  in cow- npubtic. 
(4) Change in trade balanoe adjusted (tumver tax + subaidics). 
(6) Balancs of natioml income pduced  and uacd. 
(7) + as a sham NMF pduced;  - as a share of NMP used. 

1. Coocrbiacd trade brlarufe with other qublublicr, a d  in fomign trade. 



TABLE A.4 USSR: Turnover Tax Revenue, I989 

&I BjUions As Permnt As Percent of 
of Rub& of Total Net Output' 

Tosal 1XI.1 100.0 

Heavy uxiustry 36.5 32.9 
MeMlurgy 0.6 0.5 2.5 
Petroleum pPoducts 12.0 10.8 60.9 
Chemical and p e w h e m i d  4.3 3.8 24.6 

Chemical industry 2.0 1.8 
Pmbemlcals 2.3 2.t 

EteCtric power 2.4 2.1 25.9 
mme building 6.6 6.0 7.0 
Forestry induslry 0.4 0.3 2.4 
Building materials 1.3 1.2 11.3 
O t h d  9.0 8.1 

Light industry 19.8 17.9 68.4 
Textiles 9.3 8.4 
Fm 1.9 1.7 
Knitweax 5.4 4.9 
Other 3.2 2.Q 

Food arPd beve%es industry 52.0 46.8 227.9 
Fats and oils 1.6 1.4 
Confatianary 1.7 1.6 
Atcahotic beverages 41.9 37.7 

Deer 1.8 1.6 
Spirits 31.0 27.9 
Wine 9.1 8.2 

Tobacco pralucts 1.8 1.6 
product~ f .9 f .7 

Other 3.1 2.8 

Other industry 3.4 3.0 

Refunds (0.6) f0.3 

Source: U.S.S,R, W s t r ) r  of Finance, Goskomstat, and IMF staff estimabf, as ~t is giveti in 
"Stnrctud F i d  Issues," Efecembr 20, 1W, Table 6. 

f .  k wM&e prices of ttnterp-, exclding mmaver fax, 
2. lacldm Main Di~ectorate for D i m d s  and Gold, 



TABLE A.5 USSR: Interrepublican Trade Balances by Sector by Republic, 1988 

Oil & gu -1,347 5,868 -3,574 -661 -2% -483 -741 

Woad k P B ~  3W 3,381 -1,167 ‘f2 47 -6 26 

SMIra. V m &  S l e d ,  No. 3,195r0, EMF.. Repun, 1991, V e h  I ,  p. 228 
1 Rerdml wk&wd u mm of mpb- b b a .  





TABLEI, A.6 Foreign Trade Balmces by Sector by Republic, 1988 (in milEons of 
domestic rublesl 

Light Ww* 

& ~ r c ~ :  VaaIk %wid&, Na.3.1990, fMP...+fi,  Imt, Vd. f, p. 229, 





TABLE A.7 Budgevary Grants to Selected Union Republics in the Union Budget 
(million rubles) 

&urce: USSR Ministry of Finance, Gohssion of the E u r o m  Canmmitim, Eur0p"an Economy, No. 45, Decemhr 1990, p, 150. 
1. Tad State budgets sf all Uaion republbs. 



TABLE A.8 Union Grants to Central Asian Republics in the 1990 Budget: Detailed 
Breakddswn (milliost rubles) 

U*stan Kazakhstm Kirghizta Tadjrkism Turkmnistan Total 

li'ulirl Grants 3,122.2 3,792.8 555.4 405.8 705.1 8,561.3 

1,712.2 280.0 165.4 125.8 425.1 2,628.5 

2, Subidias rn sugar prim 110.0 I f 0.0 

4. Cornpawtion for wark d e r  
difficult eaviromntd conditians 

Saurm: USSR Mutistry of Finanm, as II is grveat m D~rectomeGrneral for b n a m i c  and Finmcliai Affairs, C o d s s i o n  of the E u r ~ m  Conunuaities, 
E u r a w  Economy, No. 45, December 19W, p. 150 



TABLE A.9 Expert and Xmpoa Shares of G o d s  Produced and Commd, SeJwkd 
Years (percent] 

sbare of share of s h e  of 
ezpom exports expo& 
invelue Shim of ln d u e  Sbare of to value Share of 
Of P- of pre- lrnpoas of pro- "PO" 
ductiw ln YAW duchon ~r vdffi dmtzon in vaiut 

RSFSR 8.0 8.8 N/A MIA 11.0 14.0 

L b m e  $4.8 13.5 KIA N%lt 16.0 18.0 

Bdorusstl NIA M/A 29.7 28.0 27.0 26.0 

W z b e l o s ~  23.5 27.8 18.8 27.1 18.0 24.0 

%&tila 14-6 20.5 13.1 24.3 12.0 20,O 

Geargla 23.4 26.9 25.1. 26.4 26.0 27.0 

NIA - nor IYPIIB~IO. 
Sources: Coturnas 1 and 2: Gmbrg ,  1975, p. 227; GkUula, 1979, p. 640; Colunw 3 and 4: Granberg, 1990, 

p 95; alums.  S and 6: Vestnrk SflUmrX3, NO. 3, 1990, P. 36. it  ts p v e ~  in M. B nnd M. 
Sages, 1991), p, 652. 
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